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Preface

The present volume is the sixth in this series on the Jerusalem Talmud, the first in a five volume edition, translation, and commentary of the Third Order of this Talmud. The principles of the edition regarding text, vocalization, and Commentary have been spelled out in detail in the Introduction to the first volume. The text in this volume is based on the recently published manuscript text of the Yerushalmi by the Academy of the Hebrew Language, Jerusalem 2001.

The extensive Commentary is not based on emendations; where there is no evidence from manuscripts or early prints to correct evident scribal errors, the correction is given in the Notes. One objective of the Commentary is a study of the relation of the Babli to the Yerushalmi; this is discussed in more detail in the Introduction.

Again I wish to thank my wife, Dr. Eva Guggenheimer, who acted as critic, style editor, proof reader, and expert on the Latin and Greek vocabulary. Her own notes on some possible Latin and Greek etymologies are identified by (E. G.).
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Introduction to Tractate Yebamot

The main topic of this Tractate, as the title "Sisters-in-Law" indicates, are the rules of levirate marriage by the widow of a man who died without issue (Deut. 25:5-9). Since the levirate marriage is in obvious contradiction to the incest prohibition of the sister-in-law (Lev. 18:16), all incest prohibitions become topics for discussion. A child born from an incestual relationship is by consensus of all Jewish groups identified as the mamzer who is excluded from endogamous marriage (Deut. 23:3); therefore Judaism as a marriage community is to a large degree defined by the incest rules. While the Mishnah and both of its Talmudim have defined these rules for the last 2000 years, it is difficult to ascertain what the operative rules were during the Second Commonwealth. In certain respects, the Mishnah defines itself as the sectarian document of the House of Hillel even in the Pharisee community (Mishnah 1:4). The Talmud texts (cf. Chapter 1, Notes 192-196 and Babli Qiddusin 75a/76b) note that the Samaritans follow an interpretation of the levirate laws which eliminates any conflict between Deut. 25:5 and Lev. 18:16; the Yerushalmi implies that this interpretation was adopted by at least part of the Pharisee school of Shammai. For lack of sources, it is impossible to ascertain the position of Sadducee schools in this matter. The Samaritan interpretation is consistent with the Hebrew text of Deut. 25:5 but not with the Greek of the LXX. Possibly many of the complicated cases
introduced in the Mishnah are not intellectual exercises but anti-Sadducee polemics directed against the Sadducee prohibition of polygamy and the marriage of an uncle to his niece, spelled out in the Damascus Document, CD iv 20-v 11.

A considerable part of the Tractate does not deal with levirate marriage but with its avoidance, known as hālīšah "pulling off", the widow removing the levir's shoe, prescribed by Deut. 25:6-9 in case the levir refuses to marry his brother's widow. In a majority of cases mentioned, the levir is forced to refuse to marry his brother's widow. (In current rabbinical practice, the levir is always forced to refuse to marry his brother's widow.) A considerable part is also dedicated to the role of marriage in giving women access to the privileges of priesthood (Lev. 22:10-13).

The first Chapter starts with an enumeration of the incest prohibitions which in varying degrees free the childless widow for remarriage outside the family without formality, the expansive interpretation of these rules by the House of Hillel, and the restrictive one of the House of Shammai. The position of the House of Shammai is mentioned afterwards only infrequently.

The second Chapter starts with a definition of the notion of "levir" and continues with a discussion of forbidden marriages which are not incestuous and rabbinic extensions of biblical incest prohibitions. Then follows a discussion of the complications arising if several men contract preliminary marriages (cf. Peah, Chapter 6, Note 46) with a group of sisters but one does not know which sister belongs to which man. Finally, there are rabbinic rules on undue influence or conflicts of interest in contracting marriage.
The third Chapter is entirely dedicated to the complications that arise if a group of brothers marry a group of sisters and one brother dies without issue. It has been noted that in isolated communities this might have represented real problems.

The fourth Chapter deals with the complications in the case of a widow presumed to be childless but who actually was pregnant at the time of her husband's death, the pregnancy having been noted later than usual, as well as rules intended to avoid these complications. Then follow the implications of levirate marriage and hālisah for the disposition of the inheritance of the deceased. At the end of the Chapter follows the definition of the mamzer who is permanently excluded from the Jewish marriage community.

The fifth Chapter deals with the complications caused by inconsistent actions by the levir with respect to his sister-in-law, including the rabbinic betrothal required before the actual marriage by levirate.

The sixth Chapter notes that levirate marriage becomes valid, in biblical terms, only by consummation of the marriage. This leads to a discussion of those acts which constitute incest or adultery, and the corresponding rules for marriages prohibited to priests. The topic is continued in Chapter Seven which discusses the consequences of permitted or prohibited priestly marriages, mainly with respect to the status of the wife's dowry which could be either common property of the couple or remain separate property of the wife. This leads to a general discussion of what enables or disables a wife to become part of the priestly clan with access the priestly prebends.

The eighth Chapter deals with disabilities, either of a priest who cannot exercise the duties of priesthood or persons who are barred from marriage in the community.
INTRODUCTION YEBAMOT

The first part of Chapter Nine is an exercise in the combinations of women or men who are permitted/forbidden to husband/levir or wife/sister-in-law. The second part continues topics of the previous Chapters about the access of non-priestly and non-levitic women married to priests or levites to heave and tithes.

A completely new topic is introduced in Chapter Ten: Permission for a widow to remarry if her husband’s death is not certified by two witnesses of good standing. In that case, one requires the woman to satisfy herself beyond a reasonable doubt that she truly is a widow before she remarries because if her husband turns out to be alive her second marriage is adulterous, her children from the second husband are mamzerim, she has to be divorced by both husbands and has no monetary claim on either one. On the other hand, the rabbinate is not supposed to interfere with her remarriage based on incomplete information. Also discussed is the case of the husband who marries his wife’s sister after the report of his wife’s death. Finally, the marital status of a boy between the ages of nine and thirteen years is discussed (a girl can be married if she is older than three years).

Chapter Eleven deals first with the problem whether incest prohibitions are created by rape and seduction, with the status of children who were mixed up at birth, or with children whose paternity is indeterminate since their mother remarried too soon after her husband’s death.

Chapter Twelve describes the details of the act of hālisah.

Chapter Thirteen first details the rules of repudiation of a marriage by an underage girl who was married off by her mother or brothers after her father’s death. The marriage of an underage girl contracted by her father is biblically valid and can be dissolved only by a formal divorce; the marriage contracted by her mother or brothers is only rabbinically valid.
The second half of the Chapter investigates the consequences of repudiation for levirate and hālishah.

Chapter Fourteen investigates the marital situation of deaf-mutes of both sexes. Their marital status is ambiguous because deaf-mutes are considered as legally incompetent but their marriages are rabbinically approved. However, the levirate of a deaf-mute with the widow of his hearing brother is a biblically valid marriage.

Chapter Fifteen returns to the topic of Chapter Ten. The main thrust is that testimony as to the death of a husband (and distribution of his inheritance) is accepted from everybody, including slaves, but to the exclusion of women who might want to goad the presumed widow into a forbidden second marriage: a co-wife and her children, the mother-in-law and her daughters, a sister-in-law, and a stepdaughter. The existence of co-wives again leads to great complications.

The last Chapter finally details the rules governing identification of corpses and additional rules for the court that permit to declare a missing person as dead.

The Commentary explains the text within the talmudic setting. No attempt has been made to connect the text to extratalmudic sources since, as stated at the beginning, the Tractate is essentially a sectarian document. A considerable part of the Commentary is devoted to the relation of the Babli to the Jerusalem Talmud. This subject needs careful study. Historically, we find that, from the late Severan dynasty of Rome all through the Military Anarchy and the reign of Diocletian, there was a steady stream of Babylonian scholars into Galilee. In fact, the successors of R. Johanan as heads of the Academy of Tiberias for three generations were Babylonians. The situation changed with the reign of Constantius,
when the Christian Roman Empire turned against the Jews. From then on, there is a stream of Galilean scholars emigrating to Babylonia. The Babylonian Talmud reports many discussions which Rava (Rav Abba bar Rav Josef bar Hama) had with two of the most prominent emigrants, Rebbi Dimi (Eudaimon) and Rabin (Rebbi Abun). Z. M. Dor has documented many cases in which Rava did adopt the Galilean point of view; a few more are pointed out in the present commentary. E. M. Ziany has identified influences of the Yerushalmi in the editorial work of the Saboreans and early Geonim. But as the Commentary will make clear, the core Babylonian Talmud treats mostly those topics mentioned in the Yerushalmi with whom it disagrees, either in the law or in its argumentation. One has to conclude that much of the core Babli was formulated in conscious opposition to the teachings of the Yerushalmi; a thorough investigation of the Babli concentrating on its implicit polemic against Yerushalmi sources has still to be undertaken.

Sources for this Tractate are as always the Leiden ms. (referred to in the Commentary as ms. L) and the editio princeps; in places the latter source is based on manuscripts different from the Leiden one. In several Chapters, important information is given in the Ashkenazic ms. fragments (referred to as ms. A) edited by Jacob Sussman, which by a few corruptions show that they are derived from the same archetype as the Leiden ms. As explained in the Introduction to the first volume in this

1 Cf. Chapter 1, Note 19.
series, evidence contained in medieval (mostly Spanish and Provençal) texts is most valuable for information and interpretation but cannot be considered as evidence to the exact wording of the text.

Of the classical commentaries, the most useful guides are קְרֵבָן הָעֵדָה by R. David Fraenckel and the frequent references to the Yerushalmi in the novellae of Rashba (R. Salomon ibn Adrat) and Meîri (R. Menahem ben Šelomo Lebêt Meîr).
Mishnah 1: Fifteen [categories of] women free their co-wives and the co-wives of their co-wives from halisah and levirate forever. They are the following: one’s daughter, his daughter’s daughter and his son’s daughter, his wife’s daughter and her daughter’s daughter and her son’s daughter, his mother-in-law and his mother-in-law’s mother and his father-in-law’s mother, his sister and his maternat aunt and his wife’s sister, his maternal halfbrother’s wife, the wife of his brother who did not live in his world, and his daughter-in-law.

1 Deut. 25:5 requires that the widow of any man who died without legitimate or illegitimate issue be married by the man’s brother. If, however, that brother is forbidden one of the deceased’s wives by the incest prohibition of Lev. 18 or the rules of Deut. 25:5-10, she may not be married by the brother to whom she is forbidden.

2 The House of Hillel hold that if one widow is forbidden, all co-widows are forbidden. This is not accepted by the House of Shamai, Mishnah 6.

3 If one of three brothers had married the second brother’s daughter and another woman, died childless, the other wife was married by the third brother who already had another wife, if the third also dies childless both of his widows are forbidden because one of them is forbidden. This scenario can
be extended to \( n \) polygamous brothers; \( n \) arbitrary.

4 This statement seems to be needed only for an illegitimate daughter, except the daughter from a gentile or a slave woman who are not legally his relatives (Rashi \textit{ad loc.}). Legitimate children are covered by Lev. 18:17. However, the Yerushalmi (Note 135) does not make any distinction between legitimate and illegitimate daughters.

Sadducees (followed by Karaites and Christians) did forbid marriage with a niece since marriage with an aunt is a biblical prohibition and they held that the incest prohibitions of \textit{Lev. 18} are gender symmetric. Pharisaic opinion is that "one does not introduce punishable offence by argument;" what is written is forbidden, what is not written is not (biblically) forbidden.

5 \textit{Lev. 18:10}.

6 \textit{Lev. 18:17}: "The genitals of a women and her daughter (including mother-in-law and wife) you may not [both] uncover, her son's daughter (wife's granddaughter or wife as paternal grandmother's daughter) or her daughter's daughter (this forbids the wife's maternal grandmother) you may not marry to uncover her genitals; they are relatives, it is tabu."

7 This is needed only for the maternal halfsister (\textit{Lev. 18:9}) married to a paternal halfbrother. It will be established that the levirate applies only to paternal brothers; the first marriage of the halfsister was legitimate.

8 \textit{Lev. 18:13}.

9 \textit{Lev. 18:18}.

10 \textit{Lev. 18:16}. It is assumed that the halfbrother died or divorced his wife who then married a paternal halfbrother of the man in question to whom she was not related. The earlier marriage to the maternal halfbrother forbade her permanently to the levir, the brother-in-law on the husband's side.

Since in \textit{Deut. 25}, "brother" is assumed to mean "paternal brother", it needs some discussion in the Halakhah why in \textit{Lev. 18} "brother" may mean "maternal or paternal brother" since the usual stance is that in legal texts one word can have only one meaning.

11 \textit{Deut. 25:5} introduces the rules of the levirate with the statement "If brothers live together". This means that a brother born after the death of another cannot marry the widow of the deceased, i. e., the childless widow does not have to wait until the newborn baby grows up to marry her but, if
there is no other brother, she may immediately marry outside the family.  

12 This is obvious (Lev. 18:15) except for the case that the son had died and his widow married a brother of her father-in-law unrelated to her. The prohibition of 18:15 is permanent; the earlier marriage to the son forbade her permanently to the father-in-law.

Halakhah 1: "Fifteen [categories of] women free their co-wives", etc.

13 It is written, "unleavened it must be eaten". Since it was permitted and then forbidden, when it became permitted again should one think it returned to its prior permission? The verse states "unleavened it should be eaten" as commandment. Similarly, "her levir shall come upon her" as a commandment. Since she was permitted and then forbidden, when she became permitted again should one think she returned to her prior permission? The verse states "her levir shall come upon her" as commandment.

13 Sifra Saw Parashah 2(9-10); another version of 2(10) in Babli Yebamot 39b. The basis of the argument is the 12th exegetical rule of R. Ismael [Introduction to Sifra (2)]: If anything was in some set and was removed from it for another purpose, you cannot return it to that set unless the verse returns it explicitly. See Midraš Gen. rabba 85(6) for a formulation of 2(10) referring more directly to the rule. (For an introduction to these rules, see H. Guggenheimer, Logical Problems in Jewish Tradition, in: Confrontations with Judaism, Ph. Longworth, ed., London 1966, pp. 171-196; Über ein bemerkenswertes logisches System aus
der Antike, Methodos 1951, pp. 150-161.) What exactly was permitted, became forbidden, and is now commanded is a matter of interpretation in the next paragraphs.

14 Lev. 6:9, speaking of the leftovers of cereal offerings in the Tabernacle. These leftovers must be eaten by priests, in the holy precinct, and unleavened, after the prescribed rites were performed.

15 Before dedication as offering, the flour was profane and permitted to everybody. It is in the set of unrestricted permitted food.

16 After dedication and before the prescribed rites were performed, the flour is forbidden to everybody, including priests. It is no longer in any set of permitted food.

17 After the prescribed rites were performed, it cannot return to the set of unrestricted permitted food.

18 A rhetorical question; this is impossible by rule 12.

Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{19} explains the baraita: "Unleavened it must be eaten". Since it was permitted before it was dedicated, if one wants to eat it, he eats, not to eat, he does not eat. When he dedicated it became forbidden. When the fistful\textsuperscript{20} was brought it became permitted again; should one think it returned to its prior permission? If he wants to eat it. he eats, not to eat, he does not eat\textsuperscript{21}? The verse states "unleavened it must be eaten" as commandment. Similarly, "her levir shall come upon her" as a
commandment. Since she was permitted before she was married to his brother, if he wanted to bring her into his house, he could bring her, not to bring her into his house, he would not bring her. When she was married to his brother she became forbidden. When his brother died childless she became permitted again. Should one think she returned to her prior permission, if he wanted to bring her into his house, he could bring her, not to bring her into his house, he would not bring her? The verse states "her levir shall come upon her" as commandment.

19 The Amora. In the Babli, Yebamot 40a, the parallel arguments, in inverse order, are attributed to Rava, a preeminent authority. He is known sometimes to represent Yerushalmi positions, cf. "JXIW 1 px min ΙΙΤ ΌΧ 1971. rau /roi ιοι,",7333 20 A fistful of the offering with all the incense, Lev. 6:8, brought to the altar to be burned. Once the offering starts to burn, the remainder is permitted to the priests.

21 This is also Rava's argument in the Babli. The Babli corrects the statement since the obligation to eat the remainders of the offering is repeated several times in Ex. and Lev.

22 As his bride.

23 He has to marry her whether he likes her or not.

Rebbi Huna explains the baraita: "Unleavened it must be eaten". Since it was permitted before it was dedicated, if one wants to eat it
leavened, he eats it, unleavened, he eats it. The verse states "unleavened it should be eaten" as commandment. Similarly, "her brother-in-law shall come upon her" as commandment. Since she was permitted before she was married to his brother, if he wanted to bring her into his house because of her shapeliness, he could bring her, because of her money, he could bring her. When she was married to his brother she became forbidden. When his brother died childless she became permitted again. Should one think she returned to her prior permission, if he wanted to bring her into his house because of her shapeliness, he could bring her, because of her money, he could bring her? The verse states "her levir shall come upon her" as commandment.

In the Babli (l.c. 39b) this is the opinion of Rav Isaac ben Eudaimon, a minor figure. Here also, the author R. Huna of this paragraph does not have the authority of R. Yose of the preceding paragraph.

The argument of the preceding paragraph has to be inserted here. Since the corrector of the ms. did not insert anything here, it probably was not in the ms. before the copyist; the lacuna can be replaced by three dots.

She remains forbidden if the levir has any intention other than to fulfill the commandment. This means that in practice the brother has to refrain from marrying the sister-in-law to avoid enjoying her sexually.

It turns out that Rebbi Huna follows Abba Shaul, as we have stated:

"Abba Shaul says, one who brings his sister-in-law into his house because of beauty or another reason commits intercourse of prostitution and the child is close to be a bastard."
A different formulation, stressing the opposition of the anonymous majority, in Babli 39b.

Who is forbidden to marry a Jewish partner, Deut. 23:3.

Other than fulfilling the biblical commandment.

Does Abba Shaul hold with Rebbi Aqiba? Since Rebbi Aqiba said, there exists a bastard from a sister-in-law! What Rebbi Aqiba said refers to a sister-in-law who whored. What Abba Shaul said refers to his sister-in-law. It comes like Rebbi Yose ben Halaphta since Rebbi Yose ben Halaphta contracted a levirate marriage with his brother’s wife. He ploughed five times and planted five saplings and had intercourse using a bedsheet. These are they: Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Menahem ben Rebbi Yose, and Rebbi Halaphta ben Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Eudaimon ben Rebbi Yose.

R. Aqiba holds that any child born of any forbidden union is a bastard; the majority opinion is that bastards are created only by incestuous relations that either are capital crimes or sanctioned by extirpation (cf. Halakhot 4:15, 11:1). Since it is written (Deut. 25:5) “the wife of the deceased may not belong to any outside unrelated man” he holds that any marriage of a widow not released from levirate duty to another man is invalid and her relationship is one of whoring. A parallel, but more differentiated, statement is in the Babli 92a.

In a completely legal situation.
The Tanna, who is a much more important authority than the older Abba Shaul. The formulation as a story implies that R. Yose followed Abba Shaul as a matter of personal piety but did not impose his discipline on others.

He avoided direct contact with his levirate wife following Abba Shaul. In a regular marriage, such behavior permits the wife to force a divorce (Babli *Ketubot* 48a). The story contradicts Mishnah 4:4 which states that once married, the sister-in-law becomes a wife in all respects, including the husband’s duty to satisfy her sexual needs. Tosaphot (Babli *Sabbat* 118b) discuss the Yerushalmi versions but they read that R. Yose contracted levirate marriages with the widows of his brothers implying that he married five widows, had with each of them only the one biblically required intercourse (Deut. 25:5) and then divorced them. This custom was followed by some Jewish Berber groups in the Atlas mountains to modern times. (R. Moses Margalit restricts the avoidance of direct contact to the first intercourse in fulfillment of the biblical command. R. David Fraenkel concludes that R. Yose rejects Mishnah 4:4 except that he agrees that the wife acquired in levirate can be divorced by the rules applying to any other wife.)

The parallel in Babli *Sabbat* 118b, formulated as personal statement of R. Yose does not mention either the sheet or levirate marriage, and appears in a completely different context.

Only the first two are renowned; R. Ismael ben R. Yose was the teacher of R. Yehudah the Prince.

It is written35: "The genitals of your brother’s wife you may not uncover." One understands both his paternal and his maternal brothers’ wives, both the wife of a brother who lived concurrently with him or one
who did not live concurrently with him, whether he had children or did not have children\textsuperscript{36}. She became permitted, excluded from this set, by levirate. Should I think unconditionally? It is said here\textsuperscript{37}: "When brothers live together"; and it is said there\textsuperscript{38}: "We, your servants, are twelve brothers." Since the "brothers" mentioned there are paternal brothers, so the "brothers" mentioned here must be paternal brothers.

\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Lev.} 18:16.

\textsuperscript{36} The verse is discussed in the Babli, 55a, independently from the verse quoted next. Therefore, the Babli engages in a series of arguments to indicate that "brother" in this verse has a wider meaning than "brothers" in \textit{Deut.} 25:5; among them a reference to \textit{Lev.} 18:9, where "sister" is expressly defined as at least a halfsister from any side. [A tannaitic source, \textit{Sifra Qedošim Pereq} 11(8), restricts the meaning of "brother" in this verse to that in \textit{Deut.} 25:5. Cf. R. Abraha ben David's commentary ad loc.] The Yerushalmi has no need for an additional argument since this paragraph is still a continuation of the first one in this Halakhah, an application of the 12th exegetical rule (Note 13), only that the argument is inverted. Since we know that if something was permitted, forbidden, and permitted again, the set of second permissions must be a proper subset of that of first permissions, it is necessary that the restrictions applied to the meaning of "brother" in the second set cannot apply to the prohibition. (The Babli avoids using rules 7-13 of R. Ismael and never has systematic comparisons between arguments following R. Ismael and those following R. Aqiba.)

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Deut.} 25:5.

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Gen.} 42:13. \textit{טַמַּא} is a Babylonism; in true Galilean style it would be \textit{טַמְיָא}. The parallel argument is in Babli 17b; because the constructive framework of the Yerushalmi is missing in the Babli, the latter has a lengthy discussion why the definition of "brother" for levirate is narrower than that for incest prohibitions.
Together", this excludes the wife of his brother who did not live in his world. "And one of them died", of those who lived. Even if he divorced her and then died? This one is exempted. "Without child". Therefore, if he has a child she is exempted.

Deut. 25:5. The parallel in the Babli, 17b, follows Sifry Deut. #288 in inferring from "together" not only to exclude the wife of a predeceased brother but also the wife of the maternal halfbrother who in a patriarchal world would not live in their clan.

Exempted from the rules of the levirate.

It is written: "For anyone who is acting out any of these abominations will be extirpated". Was not the brother's wife in the set of all incest prohibitions and was removed from this set by the levirate? Could one say that all other incest prohibitions were removed from this set by levirate? Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: "upon her", "upon her": "her levir shall come upon her." Since with respect to "upon her" which was said there, the verse speaks about paternal brothers, so with respect to "upon her" which was said here, the verse speaks about paternal brothers.
41 **Lev. 18:29.** The verse is not quoted exactly. The argument is in *Sifra Qedošim Pereq* 10(10). A similar version in Babli 3b.

42 The argument is made explicit (in the name of the 5th generation Galilean Amora R. Jonah) in Babli 8a: The verse considers all incest prohibitions as equivalent.

43 **Lev. 18:18:** "Do not take a woman in addition to her sister to be 'bundle' together, to uncover her genitals in addition [to the sister's] in her lifetime." Cf. also Note 51.

44 **Deut. 25:5.**

45 This implies (a) that a sister which also is a sister-in-law cannot be subject to the levirato and (b) no woman subject to an incest prohibition of *Lev. 18* can be subject to the levirate, as spelled out in the Mishnah.

Rebbi Benjamin ben Gidal and Rebbi Aha were sitting together. Rebbi Aha mentioned the statement of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina. Rebbi Benjamin bar Gidal said to him: Or maybe: Since with respect to "in addition" which was said there, the verse speaks about one who is not a sister-in-law, so with respect to "in addition" which was said here, does the verse speak about one who is not a sister-in-law? Rebbi Aha said to him: The Torah mentions the brother's wife and you say, the verse speaks about one who is not a sister-in-law! Rebbi Benjamin bar Gidal said to him: The Torah mentions one who is not a sister-in-law and you say a sister-in-
Rebbi Aha was offended by him. Rebbi Yose said, not that Rebbi Aha disagreed but he insisted on the formulation he had heard from his teacher. What about it? Since "in addition" mentioned there\(^{44}\) is about a brother's widow, so "in addition" here\(^{43}\) is even about a brother's widow\(^{49}\).

The argument of all commentators is accepted that this word is a slip of the pen and should be disregarded.

Since an argument based on the invariable meaning of words in legal texts must work both ways and Lev. 18:18 obviously includes the prohibition of a sister-in-law who is not a brother's wife, R. Yose ben Hanina's argument seems illogical.

The implication from Deut. to Lev. would restrict the prohibition of the sister-in-law to a brother's widow!

The correct implication, parallel to the argument of R. Yose ben Hanina, is that Lev. 18:18 applies even to the widow of the childless brother as claimed in the Mishnah.

The Torah said\(^{50}\): "Do not take a woman in addition to her sister". Not only her, her co-wife from where? The verse says "to ‘bundle’ together", not her co-wife nor her co-wife’s co-wife\(^{51}\). Not only his wife’s sister, all other incest prohibition from where? Rebbi Ze’ira in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: A conclusion de minore ad majus\(^{52}\). Since his wife’s sister, who is under an incest prohibition which may be lifted after being imposed\(^{53}\), nevertheless is prohibited from the levirate, all other women
under incest prohibitions which cannot be lifted after being imposed not much more so! Since in the first case the incest prohibition exempts the prohibited co-wife, all other incest prohibitions also exempt their co-wives. This follows Rebbi Aqiba.

50 Lev. 18:18.
51 The problem is the verb form which has been translated as "to 'bundle' together" (from ערב II, Arabic ز"ר) but which might also be taken as "to be a co-wife" (from ער II, Arabic ע"ר). The Yerushalmi opts for the first version. In the Babli, 13a, the argument is that the verb appears in two forms, here and then in Deut. 14:25. The duplication of consonants is taken to imply "many bundlings together", to exclude the co-wives' co-wives. That argument is more in the line of R. Aqiba's teaching than the bare argument here.

52 The first of R. Ismael's rules (cf. Note 13) which is universally accepted, also by R. Aqiba.
53 After the wife's death.
54 Since there is no argument pointing to the opposite conclusion.

Following Rebbi Ismael? Rebbi Ismael stated an argument de minore ad majus. Since his wife's sister is particular being under incest prohibition for whose violation one is punished if intentional by extirpation, if in error by an obligation to bring a purification offering,
and is barred from the levirate, all other women under incest prohibitions for whose violation one is sanctioned if intentional by extirpation, if in error by the obligation to bring a purification offering, should be barred from the levirate.

What is the difference between them? A widow for the High Priest. For him who says, a woman under an incest prohibition which may be lifted after being imposed, this one, not being permitted after being prohibited⁵⁶, should be barred from the levirate. For him who says, a woman under an incest prohibition for which one is punished if intentional by extirpation, if in error by the obligation to bring a purification offering, is barred from the levirate, in this case since one is not sanctioned if intentional by extirpation, if in error by the obligation of a purification offering, should be permitted for the levirate⁵⁷.

⁵⁵ *Sifra Qdeošim Peraq* 11(10); a version combining the argument with the argument excluding the co-wives in Babli 3b. Both sources are anonymous.

⁵⁶ A widow is forbidden for the High Priest as a new wife, *Lev.* 21:14. No sanction in mentioned in this case, in contrast to violations of incest prohibitions whose punishment is detailed in Chapter 20. On the other hand, following the principle that "one ascends in holiness but does not descend", a High Priest may become inactive but he cannot return to the status of common priest permitted to marry a widow.

⁵⁷ This conclusion has to be shown to be faulty.
Rebbi Ayvu bar Naggari, Crispus, in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish. "The dead man's wife should not be outside, to a strange man." That is a wife who is a stranger to him. The Torah said, she should not be his wife even in case of a commandment. That being, she should not need halîsahl! Rebbi Jeremiah said: "his sister-in-law, his sister-in-law", the Torah increased the cases of halîsahl. If from "his sister-in-law, his sister-in-law", did the Torah not increase the cases of levirate? Rebbi Ismael stated: "My levir refuses". That is, my levir refused, not that Heaven refused for him. In that case, she should not need halîsahl! That means, the statement of Rebbi Jeremiah is needed, "his sister-in-law, his sister-in-law", the Torah increased the cases of halîsahl!

58 Deut. 25:5. "To be" referring to a woman means "to be married", Deut. 24:2. רו "strange" means "outside the clan", cf. Num. 17:5. This is interpreted here to mean "outside her marriage group", e. g., the High Priest for the widow.

59 In the differently formulated Babli parallel, 20a, the author is Rav. It seems therefore that one should read "Rav Jeremiah" (first generation Babylonian) rather than "Rebbi Jeremiah" (fifth generation Galilean).

60 Deut. 25:7 reads: "If the man does not want to take his sister-in-law, then his sister-in-law shall go to the elders at the gate and she shall say: My levir refuses to sustain his brother's name in Israel, my levir does not agree." The second "sister-in-law" seems unnecessary; if it were written "then she shall go" it would have the same meaning. Since we hold that no word in the Torah is unnecessary, R. Jeremiah concludes that there is a sister-in-law who goes even though the levir did not refuse but Heaven refused for him. This is the subject of the next paragraph.

61 Since Deut. 25:7 also repeats "levir", should there not be a levir who marries his sister-in-law even though
the union otherwise would be forbidden?

62 Sifry Deut. #289. There, the second "levir" is used to express what R. Jeremiah concluded from the first part of the verse: "My levir does not agree," to exclude the case that the Omnipresent does not agree.

Rebbi Bun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Ze'ira: Does a widow need halisah? He said to him, is it possible to say that her qiddushin⁶³ are legally recognized⁶⁴ and you say she may not need halisah? He answered him: But qiddushin of a she-ram⁶⁵ are legally recognized and one says that she does not need halisah! He said to him, the she-ram was removed because of another reason: "she will bear⁶⁶", this excludes the one who cannot have children.

63 A Jewish marriage is performed in two stages. The first, qiddushin, requires the groom to hand over to the bride an object of value (today, a gold ring) or a written promise of marriage and to declare before two witnesses that the woman is betrothed to him. From that moment on they are married as far as penal law is concerned. In antiquity, the prospective bride (who probably was in her early teens) did not prepare any trousseau. Hence, after qiddushin she was given adequate time to prepare and then was married to live with her husband in a second public ceremony, nissuïn, the execution of the ketubah document, in which the groom mortgages all his possessions and earnings for the upkeep of his wife and the care of his children, followed by the public recitation of seven benedictions (in the presence of 10 adult males). From that moment on, the couple is required to live in intimacy.
Today, the two ceremonies are separated only by the reading of the ketubah and, sometimes, by a rabbi's sermon. The period between qiddushin and nissuın is one in which the groom is legally married, but as he is forbidden marital relations with his wife, as yet has no financial responsibility. After nissuın, since the wife has a claim on his property enforceable in court, he receives administration of her estate. The "preliminary marriage" contracted by qiddushin, in Greek speaking communities called πρωτογαμία (cf. Demay 6, Note 19), can be dissolved only by a valid bill of divorce.

Incestual qiddushin (where the relationship is punished by extirpation by the Heavenly court or as a capital crime by the earthly court) are null and void. Forbidden marriages for which no particular penalties are indicated, such as marriages of priests with unsuitable women or marriages of bastards, are sinful but valid. Since the marriage of a High Priest with a widow would be valid, it is clear that a levirate union would be sinful but valid and, therefore, the widow needs ḥalıṣah.

A woman lacking secondary feminine sex characteristics held to be infertile.

A instead of inferring from his wife's sister that all women under incest prohibitions remain prohibited, deduce from his brother's wife that all women under incest prohibitions become permitted! Rebbi Mana said,
one infers two prohibitions from two prohibitions\textsuperscript{70} but one does not infer two prohibitions from one prohibition\textsuperscript{71}. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Abun: For anything induced by a cause, if the cause is removed the prohibition is removed. But for anything not induced by a cause, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains. What is that? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Bun said, e. g., those fifteen categories of women. That you should not say that his daughter is forbidden to him before she is married to his brother; once she is married to his brother she is permitted to him.

\textsuperscript{67} For levirate; see above, Notes 50-55.

\textsuperscript{68} That the prohibitions are eliminated by the duty of levirate. The argument is repeated in the Babli, 8a, by Amoraim of the last Babylonian generation who add an additional argument.

\textsuperscript{69} Since the authors quoted in the following are of early generations, this must be R. Mana I.

\textsuperscript{70} One pre-existing prohibition to which was added the additional prohibition of adultery when she married the brother.

\textsuperscript{71} In the case of an unrelated woman, the prohibition of adultery and that of marrying the brother's wife are one and the same.
Levi bar Sisi asked before Rebbi: Should we not state "sixteen women"? One's mother who was raped by his father married to his paternal halfbrother. He said to him, it is evident that this person has no brain in his head. And why? He said to him, because of Rebbi Jehudah, because Rebbi Jehudah forbids the one who was raped or seduced by his father. Does Rebbi Jehudah not agree that if [the halfbrother] gave her qiddushin, the preliminary marriage is legally recognized? But because we have stated: "Six incest prohibitions more severe than these; because they are married to others their co-wives are free." And Rebbi Hiyya stated thereupon: "If they may marry his brother without sin their co-wives are freed from halisah and levirate." And among all of them there is only his mother who was raped by his father married to his paternal halfbrother. Why did we not state this? Because Rebbi Hiyya stated it, should we not state it? Certainly we should state it! But because we have stated: "Her sister who also is her sister-in-law either takes halisah or accepts the levirate." We find in all cases that her sister who also is her sister-in-law accepts the levirate except for his mother who was raped by his father married to his paternal halfbrother.

---

72 Babli 9a. There, many other interpretations are given and the discussion extends up to fol. 10b.
73 According to the majority interpretation, Deut. 23:1 does not forbid the unmarried mother of a son to his paternal halfbrothers. R. Jehudah disagrees but even he must hold that the prohibition of the unwed mother to the halfbrothers of her son is not severely penalized and, therefore, a marriage would be legally valid. The incest prohibitions of Lev. 18 all speak of the "father's wife".
74 Mishnah 1:5.

75 Tosephta Yebamot 1:7. In that case, the marriage is valid and the co-wives are freed as co-wives of a forbidden one. But if the "marriage" of the brother was in sin, it was in deadly sin and the marriage was not legally recognized. In that case, the brother was not married to the forbidden woman and the so-called co-wife was in fact the only wife and subject to the laws of the levirate.

76 Babli 9b, in the name of R. Hiyya.

77 The complicated scenario for all 15 cases of the Mishnah is given in detail by Rashi in his Commentary to Yebamot 9b. In the 16th case, if the raped woman married a son of the man who raped her, her sister cannot marry her son since the maternal aunt is forbidden in Lev. 18:13. Therefore, her sister cannot be her sister-in-law in a case involving prohibited levirate.
Isaac, the son of the isatis grower, said that Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish asked, should we state sixteen women? *Halîsah* frees her co-wife! Rebbi Jacob the Southerner said before Rebbi Yose, why was this not stated? Because of Rebbi Aqiba, since Rebbi Aqiba said there is a bastard from a woman who got *halîsah*. One should have stated it for the rabbis! We came to state only things everybody agreed to. It turns out that Isaac, the son of the isatis grower, holds with Rebbi Immi. Rebbi Yasa said, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagreed. Rebbi Johanan said, he is not guilty for the woman who got *halîsah*, but the brothers are guilty for the woman who got *halîsah*. Both he and the brothers are guilty for the co-wife. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, neither he nor the brothers are guilty for the woman who got *halîsah* or for the co-wife. Rebbi Immi switches the attributions. Rebbi Ze'ira said before Rebbi Yasa, does not Rebbi Immi switch the attributions? But Rebbi Johanan had several opinions. Did Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish have several opinions? The statement of Isaac, the son of the isatis grower, supports Rebbi Immi and the statements of the rabbis support Rebbi Yasa, as both Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Abba, said in the name of Rebbi Hiiya bar Abba: Everybody agrees about the co-wife that one is guilty. Where do they disagree? About the woman who got *halîsah*. Rebbi Johanan said, he is not guilty for the woman who got *halîsah*, but the brothers are guilty for the woman who got *halîsah*.

---

78 His name appears only here.
79 This cryptic argument is explicit in Babli 10b in the form of a discussion between R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish. It is generally agreed that when a levir freed his brother's widow from the levirate by the ceremony of *halîsah*, she is forbidden to him and all other brothers. The majority opinion is that she is forbidden not as his
brother's wife since that prohibition was eliminated when levirate became possible but because it is written in Deut. 25:5 which is interpreted not as "who would not build his brother's house but as "who will not build"; if he refused once he will not build in the future. If the brother who performed halîsah nevertheless afterwards marries his sister-in-law, that marriage is recognized since no special penalties are attached to this prohibition. If he then dies childless, according to R. Simeon ben Laqish she is forbidden to any remaining brothers as wife of the first brother since for them that prohibition was never lifted. Since she is severely forbidden, the co-wife is free without ceremony.

80 R. Aqiba, who denies any difference between severely or simply forbidden marriages, declares all children born from all kinds of forbidden marriages as bastards forbidden to marry untainted Jewish partners.

81 Who disagree with R. Aqiba.

82 The Babli quotes only the tradition here attributed to R. Immi.

83 "Guilty" of the severe sin of incest with the brother's wife.

84 Since she was not selected for the ceremony, her status vis-à-vis the brother performing halîsah is not different from that vis-à-vis the other brothers.

85 Since any of the brothers could have performed the ceremony, the severe prohibition was lifted for all of them and was never re-instituted.

86 Since the position of R. Simeon as quoted by R. Yasa contradicts the position of R. Simeon quoted by R. Isaac the isatis grower's.

87 He taught different positions to different students (R. Immi and R. Yasa).

88 Should he have changed his position just to oppose R. Johanan?
The words of the rabbis mean that halisah is freeing. Simeon bar Abba asked before Rebbi Johanan: What is the difference between having halisah and divorcing? He said to him: You think that halisah is acquisition, but it is only freeing. The brothers are not guilty for her under the category of "wife of the one acting in halisah" but they are guilty under the category of "wife of the deceased".

This paragraph belongs to Halakhah 3:1 where the main discussion is whether halisah gives the widow the additional status of divorcee, a position endorsed by Rebbi. Samuel holds that halisah is simply the removal of an impediment for the widow to remarry and does not create new marriage restrictions.

Since in relation to a Cohen the woman freed by halisah is at least rabbinically treated as a divorcee.

If they would engage in sexual relations with her.

Rebbi Yudan asked: Following him who says, neither he nor the brothers are guilty for the woman who got halisah but are guilty for the co-wife. It is fine that he is not guilty about the woman who got halisah since he was cleared to have her freely. He is guilty about the co-wife since he was never cleared to have her freely. What is the difference for one of the brothers between the woman who got halisah and the co-wife?
He turned around and said, you do not know under which head to declare him guilty, whether as wife of the one performing halîsah or wife of the deceased. Rebbi Yose said, do you think halîsah is acquisition? But it is only freeing. The brothers are not guilty for her under the category of "wife of the one acting in halîsah" but they are guilty under the category of "wife of the deceased".

Since he could have married her in levirate. The Babli, 9a, rejects this kind of argument since any one of the brothers could have acted as levir of any of the widows which, therefore, were potentially available to all brothers and none of them could be accused of incest with any of the women.
with her or had intercourse with her, did the *qiddushin* become invalid? If he performed *halisah* with her companion but then had intercourse with her, were *qiddushin* validated retroactively? Rebbi Shammai said, did not Rebbi Yannai say the following: More than 30 elders voted, from where that *qiddushin* have no legal effect on a sister-in-law? The verse says, 93"the wife of the deceased may not belong to any outside unrelated man", that she cannot have any existence with another man94. Rebbi Johanan said to him, is that not a Mishnah? 95"Or after your levir will have performed *halîsah* with you, she is not preliminarily married." And Rebbi Yannai96 praised him "those who pour out gold from the wallet97," "my son, they should not be removed from your eyes,98" "get wise, my son, and make me happy99", "give to the wise that he shall become wiser100," "let the wise listen that he increase in knowledge.101" Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, after all these praises I can explain it following Rebbi Aqiba since Rebbi Aqiba said that there exists a bastard from a sister-in-law30! But there102 is one sister-in-law, here are two sisters-in-law. The prohibition of a single sister-in-law is different from that of two sisters-in-law103!

93  *Deut.* 25:5.
94  This is the unquestioned doctrine of the Yerushalmi. In the Babli, 92b, it is the position only of Rav; Samuel doubts whether the verse invalidates *qiddushin* or simply makes them sinful like other non-incestuous forbidden unions. The editors of the Babli explicitly follow Samuel and reject the opinion of the Yerushalmi. That a transgression which is not a capital crime either before the human or the heavenly court is invalid is a very exceptional statement.
95  *Qiddusin* 3:5. The Mishnah enumerates situations in which consummation of the marriage is impossible at the moment but may become possible later on. If consummation of the marriage is
impossible then *qiddushin* are impossible since they make the bride a wife for all aspects of criminal law. She becomes a wife for matters of civil law only by entering the husband's house in *nissuìn*, the marriage ceremony. (R. Meïr disagrees and acknowledges inoperative *qiddushin* which become activated once the impediment to marriage is removed. The second question of R. Yudan must refer to R. Meïr's position.)

96 The text here reads "R. Joḥanan". This has been changed in the translation following the parallel text in *Sotah* 2:1 and a similar text in *Kilaim* 8:1 (p. 258).

97 *Is. 46:6.*
98 *Prov. 3:21.*
99 *Prov. 27:11.*
100 *Prov. 9:9.*
101 *Prov. 1:5*
102 Mishnah *Qiddušin.*
103 The biblical argument of R. Yannai does not imply anything about the status of a co-wife; cf. Note 92 for the opposition of the Babli.

Rebbi Yudan asked: Following him who said, a man is not guilty for the woman who got *halîsah* but he is guilty for the co-wife, *halîsah* is freeing; is intercourse freeing? As you say, if he performed *halîsah* with her, she became forbidden to the brothers. Similarly, if he had intercourse with her, she became forbidden to the brothers. Rebbi Hiyya stated: If the first husband died, the second brother shall take her in levirate. If the second dies, the third shall take her in levirate! Rebbi Yose said, what
do you think? That *halisah* is the same as intercourse? Once he performed *halisah*, the claim of the dead is removed from her retroactively. Retroactively fell on her the prohibition\(^{106}\) of the dead man regarding the brothers. But if he had intercourse with her, she is his wife\(^{107}\). On that did Rebbi Hiyya state: If the first husband died, the second brother shall take her in levirate. If the second dies, the third shall take her in levirate\(^{108}\).

\(\text{104 Intercourse is the only way a sister-in-law can be married, Deut. 25:5. The act not only is one of binding the woman to him but also of freeing him from the incest prohibition of the brother's wife.} \)

\(\text{105 How can the third man marry her if she is forbidden to him by the levirate of the second?} \)

\(\text{106 The incest prohibition.} \)

\(\text{107 "In every respect", Mishnah 4:4. Her relationship with the first husband is legally dissolved.} \)

\(\text{108 But if two husbands die (except in war or during an epidemic) she is considered a danger to a husband's life and must have *halisah*.} \)

אחותה Màאנפ. קשאה לאזרחי מאכבי. אחותו Màאנפ. גבר ובריה יסיבי מרתי.

אחותו לאזרחי. אחיו יסיבי תלמידי חכמי.

"His maternal halfsister," married to his paternal halfbrother. "His mother's sister," a man and his son married two sisters. "His wife's sister," two brothers being married to two sisters\(^{109}\).

\(\text{109 From here to the end of the Halakhah one constructs cases in which the prohibitions of levirate can actually apply.} \)
"His maternal halfbrother's wife." It mentions here brotherhood and it is said there: "We, your servants, are twelve brothers." Since the "brothers" mentioned there are paternal brothers, so the "brothers" mentioned here must be paternal brothers. Rebbi Jonathan said, it is said here dwelling and it says there dwelling. "You will inherit and dwell there." Since with "dwelling" mentioned there, inheritance is connected, so with "dwelling" mentioned here, inheritance is connected. Rebbi Abun bar Bisna in the name of Rebbi Jonathan from Bet Gubrin: "they dwell. Those whose dwelling is in one house. This excludes maternal halfbrothers where one goes to his own father's house and the other one goes to his own father's house.

110 One explains why the scenario described in Note 10 is intended, that there is no levirate among maternal halfbrothers.

111 See above, Note 37.

112 Deut. 17:13.

113 Deut. 25:5. The argument is based on the expression "dwell together". Cf. Sifry Deut. #288, first paragraph. The argument is hinted at in the Babli, 17b, as a side remark.
"Together", this excludes the wife of his brother who did not live in his world\textsuperscript{11,39}. Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, Rebbi Abba bar Mamal asked: The she-ram\textsuperscript{65} and the wife of his brother who did not live in his world were in the paragraph. Why do you see fit to say that the co-wife of the she-ram is permitted but the co-wife of the wife of his brother who did not live in his world is forbidden? He said to him, the she-ram was removed because of another reason: "she will bear", this excludes the one who cannot have children\textsuperscript{66}. Is it not enough that she cannot be eligible for the levirate but you also want to forbid her co-wife? But the wife of his brother who did not live in his world is under an incest prohibition and any incest prohibition frees the co-wife. Assi\textsuperscript{114} said, the co-wife of a she-ram is forbidden. The Mishnah\textsuperscript{115} disagrees with Assi: "All of these, if they died, or refused, or were divorced, or turned out to be she-rams, their co-wives are permitted." Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Mamal: Assi follows Rebbi Meir since Rebbi Meir said, in any case where you cannot take me in levirate you cannot take my co-wife\textsuperscript{116}.

\textsuperscript{114} He is Rav Assi; his statement is in Babli 12b. Since he is Babylonian and slightly older than Rav for whom the title of "Rav" was invented, it seems correct to leave him without title.

\textsuperscript{115} Mishnah 1:2.

\textsuperscript{116} The Babli holds that the Mishnah speaks about a girl whose first husband never realized that she was congenitally sterile. Therefore, we assume that had he known this, he would not have married her; the
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marriage act was in error and she is not his widow. But if he knowingly married a sterile woman she is his wife and her co-wife is forbidden (accepting R. Meir's reasoning without quoting him.)

"And his daughter-in-law." Rebbi Yose said, this implies that a man is permitted to marry his brother's son's wife.

A daughter-in-law becomes a sister-in-law only if the son dies or divorces her and she marries a brother. The statement is attributed to R. Haggai in Halakhah 11:4.

Mishnah 2: All these free their co-wives and the co-wives of their co-wives from halisah and levirate forever. And all of these, if they died, or repudiated, or were divorced, or found to be she-rams, their co-wives are permitted. But you cannot say about his mother-in-law or his mother-in-law's mother that they were found to be she-rams or that they had repudiated.

Only a father can give his minor daughter in marriage. If the father died, mother or brother can marry her off, but this marriage is rabbinic only and the girl can walk out of the marriage as long as she is a minor by a simple declaration that she refuses to be married to this man.
HALAKHAH 2

119 An impediment to levirate must exist at the moment of death of the childless brother. If the relationship with the brother was dissolved before his death, it no longer has any influence.

120 If they had a daughter they must have had marital relations when adult.

Halakhah 2: "All these free their co-wives and the co-wives of their co-wives from halisah and levirate, etc." 121Rebbi Johanan said, she may repudiate the levir to invalidate the claim of the dead brother, to permit the co-wife to her father, and the daughter-in-law to her father-in-law. 122Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, she may not repudiate the levir to invalidate the claim of the dead brother, to permit the co-wife to her father, and the daughter-in-law to her father-in-law. Do Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follow the house of Shammai, since the House of Shammai say "the husband"? Where do we hold? If she says, I can
stand neither the marriage with your brother nor with you, everybody agrees that she invalidates\textsuperscript{124}. But we hold in case she says "I cannot stand marriage\textsuperscript{125}". Rebbi Johanan said, I can stand neither the marriage with your brother nor with you. Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, she says I cannot stand marriage with you but marriage with your brother I want. The Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "And all of these, if they died, or repudiated, or were divorced, or found to be she-rams, their co-wives are permitted." Was she not divorced from him? Similarly, she repudiated him\textsuperscript{126}. Rebbi Hiyya stated: If they repudiated or were divorced in the husband’s lifetime, their co-wives are permitted\textsuperscript{127}. After the husband’s death their co-wives perform \textit{halisah} but not levirate.

\textsuperscript{121} The main place of this Halakhah is Halakhah 13:1.
\textsuperscript{122} If the girl walks out of the marriage, the marriage did never exist. The co-wife after \textit{halisah} is permitted to the girl’s father in case the father had lost his guardianship over the daughter (see below). She herself is permitted to her non-husband’s father. The Babli, 12a, agrees that repudiation of the levir invalidates the marriage to the dead brother but nevertheless in this case forbids the girl to the father-in-law (a Babylonian \textit{baraita}).
\textsuperscript{123} Mishnah 13:1; the House of Shammai limit repudiation strictly to the husband even if the widow is a minor. It would be very unusual if practice were to follow the House of Shammai against the declared opinion of the House of Hillel.
\textsuperscript{124} Reading of Halakhah 13:1. The ms. here reads "does not invalidate". The practice is that of the House of Hillel.
\textsuperscript{125} Without spelling out which marriage.
\textsuperscript{126} The first husband in his lifetime.
\textsuperscript{127} To the brothers in levirate. The marriage of a minor except through the father is only rabbinic and cannot eliminate the biblical requirement of levirate or \textit{halisah}. But levirate cannot be tolerated since that would show that the rabbinically valid marriage is a sham.
Rebbi Yudan, the father of Rebbi Mattaniah said: Explain it when they died without having repudiated since there is a Mishnah: "If a woman could repudiate but did not do so, her co-wife performs halishah but cannot be married in levirate." So is the Mishnah: "If a woman could repudiate but did not dies, her co-wife performs halishah but cannot be married in levirate." Rebbi Abba Mari said, you may even say if she still lives; explain it if her father is the only levir.

128 Mishnah 1:4.
129 Since at the moment of the husband's death the rabbinic marriage of the daughter was still presumed to be valid and the daughter cannot repudiate her father, there is no way to circumvent the prohibition of levirate.

Rebbi Jonah said, only after qiddushin. Rebbi Yose said, even after final marriage. In the second repetition, Rebbi Yose changed his mind. Rebbi Phineas said to him, did the Rabbi not teach us "after final marriage"? He answered him, is that fixed in you like a nail?

130 This refers to the she-ram married to the dead brother. R. Jonah holds that after consummation of the marriage the husband would recognize that his wife had no secondary sex characteristics and that she was congenitally sterile. If he did not claim that the marriage was in error (since...
usually people marry with a view to have children), the marriage was valid and it is not clear why an incest prohibition for the she-ram should be irrelevant for the co-wife.

Rebbi Ze'ira said before Rebbi Mana, did not Rebbi Yose say correctly before he changed his mind? Once a man's daughter is married without being a she-ram, her co-wife is forbidden. If in addition she is a she-ram, does her co-wife become permitted? He said to him, the she-ram is as if non-existent. If there are two sisters-in-law, one a she-ram and one not a she-ram, if the levir comes and performs halîsah or has intercourse with the first, did he free her companion of anything? That shows that the she-ram is as if non-existent.

Notes 65, 66). Since when do two prohibitions add up to a permission?

Who is forbidden for levirate.
"His daughter". How can his daughter repudiate, is she not married by Torah standards, "my daughter I gave to this man"? Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Explain it by a minor, who was married off by her father and divorced, who is like an orphan while her father is alive.

135 Deut. 22:16. From the text it is clear that the marriage is valid in all respects. The verse implies that the father has the right to marry off his daughter, but only the Babli (Sotah 23b) infers from it that the mother does not have this right, even though the Yerushalmi accepts that ruling in practice.

136 She is emancipated from her father by the marriage but not able to validly contract while under age. This is quoted cryptically in Babli Qiddusin 44b.

Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Hanina, in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: This means that a minor cannot give birth; because otherwise she could wait until she grew up, repudiate her husband, and permit her co-wife to her son-in-law. The daughter-in-law of Rebbi Ismael repudiated while her son was on her shoulder. Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: Rebbi Jehudah, Rebbi Simeon, and Rebbi Ismael said the same. It was stated: Until when may the daughter repudiate? Until she

...
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grows two pubic hairs, the words of Rebbi Meïr. Rebbi Judah says until the black covers most. Rebbi Simeon says until the hill of Venus expands. Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Until the mons Veneris enlarges and the black be more than the white.

137 Reading of the parallel in 13:1. Text here: ידוח
138 The statement that the mother-in-law could not have repudiated her husband since she had a daughter from him.
139 In Babli Niddah 52a, the daughter.
140 In the Babli, loc. cit., R. Ismael is quoted to hold that no biblically invalid marriage bars the woman from walking out. It is also stated that the action of the daughter was in accordance with her deceased father's opinion. Since according to the Yerushalmi that opinion is nowhere recorded formally, the Babli's explanation is one of the possibilities mentioned in the paragraph after the next as R. Ismael's.
141 A slightly different version is in Babli loc. cit. and Tosephta Niddah 6:11.
142 Alternatively, the breasts as indicators of puberty are described in Mishnaitot Niddah 5:7-8, 6:1.
143 R. Hiyya bar Abba.
144 Corrected version of R. Simeon's opinion.
Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi Eleazar, in the name of Rebbi Hosaia: Practice follows Rebbi Jehudah\textsuperscript{145}. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, practice follows Rebbi Jehudah. A case came before Rebbi Yasa; he said, go to Rebbi Abbahu since he has learned that practice follows Rebbi Jehudah; we did not learn that practice follows Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Hanina said, practice follows Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Johanan said to the Sephoreans, you say in the name of Rebbi Hanina that practice follows Rebbi Jehudah, but it is not so. How is it? The colleagues\textsuperscript{146} in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Rebbi Jehudah agrees that if she had intercourse after she grew two hairs, she cannot repudiate\textsuperscript{147}. Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Rebbi Jehudah agrees that if she received \textit{qiddushin} after she grew two hairs, she cannot repudiate\textsuperscript{148}. According to Rebbi Ze'ira who said "she received \textit{qiddushin} after she grew two hairs", it follows that if she received \textit{qiddushin} before she grew two hairs and had intercourse after she grew two hairs, she can repudiate\textsuperscript{149}. That fits\textsuperscript{150}. According to the colleagues who say "she had intercourse after she grew two hairs", it follows that if she had intercourse before she grew two hairs, she can repudiate\textsuperscript{151}.

\textsuperscript{145} In the Babli, \textit{Niddah} 52a, the statement is Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Eleazar and includes that of the colleagues below.

\textsuperscript{146} Rav Hanania and his brother Rav Oshaia.

\textsuperscript{147} He agrees that the criterion of R. Meir is valid to give her the right to contract marriage but if she is not forced to make a decision her right to repudiation remains in force; cf. Rashi in \textit{Niddah} 52a.
This opinion, the more important one in the Yerushalmi, is ignored in the Babli. Therefore, R. Ismael's daughter-in-law could repudiate even as an adult.

As explained in the next paragraph, one holds with R. Simeon that the rabbinic marriage of the minor becomes biblically valid only by a conscious act, for example intercourse to confirm the marriage. Since people usually think that a rabbinic marriage is all they need, simple intercourse does not satisfy the requirement. But for them, if she was married as a minor and the marriage was not consummated until she produced two pubic hairs, she cannot repudiate.

When was it? She became pregnant and gave birth before she grew two hairs. Could she have lived? Did not Rebbi Redifa, Rebbi Jonah, say in the name of Rebbi Hila: If a woman became pregnant and gave birth before she grew two hairs, she and her son will die. After she grew two hairs, she and her son will live. If she became pregnant before she grew two hairs and gave birth after she grew two hairs, she will live but her son will die. How is the situation? Rebbi Ismael follows Rebbi...
Jehudah, until the black covers most\textsuperscript{154} [and] Rebbi Simeon, that intercourse occurred with the idea of the prior \textit{qiddushin}\textsuperscript{150}. Following the opinions of Rebbi Meïr and Rebbi Jehudah who say that her status depends on the signs of development, it fits\textsuperscript{155}. Following the opinion of Rebbi Simeon who says, if he adds another act of acquisition, then even if she is an adult! Rebbi Isaac said, that is so\textsuperscript{156}. Only that the daughters of Israel should not be unbridled in breaking tabus\textsuperscript{157}.

152 The daughter-in-law of R. Ismael who had a child and wanted to repudiate her husband following her father's rules.

153 The Babli, \textit{Yebamot} 12b, rejects a similar (Galilean) statement; the Babylonian Rav Saphra declares that pregnancy is a sign of puberty.

154 In all these criteria, he will replace "two hairs" with "most of the mons Veneris is black".

155 As explained above, the daughter-in-law could have had a baby and still be a minor according to R. Jehudah [not according to R. Meïr; he is mentioned here only to reject the implied opinion of R. Saphra (Note 152)].

156 The daughter-in-law of R. Ismael could have been an adult if no conscious validation of the marriage took place after her reaching adulthood (Note 150).

157 The rejection of this interpretation in practice is rabbinic; the Babli (cf. Note 140) takes this as a reason to reject R. Ismael's position.
There came a case before Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{158}. He said: One should examine her breasts\textsuperscript{159}. How? Following Rebbi Jehudah! Since Rebbi Jehudah said, until the black covers most. Is not that what Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, between maidenhood and adulthood there are only six months\textsuperscript{160}, and Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, one does not act on this\textsuperscript{161}? This means during that period\textsuperscript{162}. But after that period one acts\textsuperscript{163}. But in this case where there was a doubt whether the black covered most or the black did not cover most, I force him to give a bill of divorce\textsuperscript{164}. When the black covers most one does not touch a bill of divorce.

\textsuperscript{158} Of a girl repudiating when it was doubtful whether or not she was an adult.

\textsuperscript{159} Mishnah \textit{Niddah} 5:7-8 explains the progress of puberty from minority to adulthood through the state called \textit{מך} "maidenhood" when she is an adult and legally responsible for her actions but still under the authority of her father. This paragraph identifies the beginning of maidenhood with the growing of two pubic hairs and adulthood with the covering of the mons Veneris by hair. This means that R. Meïr permits repudiation only during minority and R. Jehudah during minority and maidenhood.

\textsuperscript{160} In the Babli, \textit{Niddah} 65a, this is a statement of the contemporary Babylonian Samuel.

\textsuperscript{161} How can Rebbi Yose follow R. Jehudah when according to R. Meïr any marriage contracted by the repudiating girl would be adultery and R. Johanan forbids to follow R. Jehudah (even if in the abstract R. Jehudah might be correct).

\textsuperscript{162} When she is no longer a minor but not an adult, the court does not act either to permit repudiation or to deny it, as explained later.

\textsuperscript{163} Six months after the first signs of puberty one forbids repudiation without checking for signs of adulthood. The Babli, \textit{Niddah} 46a, which disregards R. Jehudah's opinion and forbids repudiation by maidens, holds that after the age of 12 full years no examination is necessary to establish the fact of maidenhood.
Since one cannot deny repudiation according to R. Jehudah and cannot permit it following R. Meïr, the court forces the husband to confirm the repudiation by a formal divorce. Then the girl can remarry without problems. But once she is an adult, she cannot force a divorce in court (except for infertility or serious misbehavior of the husband.)

Mishnah 3: How do they free their co-wives? If a man’s daughter or one of the incest-prohibited women was married to his brother who has another wife and dies, just as his daughter is free so her co-wife is free.

If his daughter’s co-wife went and was married to a second brother who then died, just as his daughter’s co-wife is freed, so the co-wife’s co-wife is freed; even if this is repeated a hundred times.

Forbidden to him but not to his brother.

If the man is the only brother of the deceased.

Since the daughter is not forbidden to his brother, her co-wife is also permitted. The brother could have married his niece in levirate.

The girl can remarry without problems. But once she is an adult, she cannot force a divorce in court (except for infertility or serious misbehavior of the husband.)
Halakhah 3: "How do they free their co-wives? If a man's daughter or one of the incest-prohibited women," etc. That is the baraita\(^{168}\): "If a woman could repudiate but did not do so, her co-wife performs halîsah but cannot be married in levirate\(^{127}\)."

168 This is not the text of the next Mishnah since here the daughter is still alive. A similar text is in Tosephta 1:2. It refers to the second case in the Mishnah, if there are at least three brothers. If there is only one brother and the daughter is still a minor one, he might teach her to repudiate the former marriage (cf. Mishnah 13:7) and her co-wife will be permitted to her father.

Mishnah 4: How are their co-wives permitted\(^{169}\) if they die? If his daughter or one of the incest-prohibited women was married to his brother who has another wife, if his daughter died and then his brother died her co-wife is permitted. And if a woman could repudiate but did not do so, when she died her co-wife performs halîsah but cannot be married in levirate\(^{127}\).

169 To the levir in levirate.
**Halakhah 4:** "How are their co-wives permitted if they die," etc. That is the Mishnah: "If a woman could repudiate but did not do so, when she died her co-wife performs ḥalīṣah but cannot be married in levirate." 

170 This is the Mishnah text "when of the preceding Halakhah which she died", in contrast to the baraita text presumes the daughter to be a widow.

**Mishnah 5:** Six incest prohibitions are more stringent than these, since they [concern women who] must be married to others, their co-wives are permitted: A man’s mother, his father’s wife, his father’s sister, his paternal sister, his paternal aunt, and his paternal brother’s wife.

171 Than the 15 mentioned in Mishnah 1.
172 They are equally forbidden to all paternal brothers and never can be parties to levirate.
173 If they were widowed or divorced and married an unrelated husband, their co-wives from this marriage are unrelated to the brothers since co-wives can become forbidden only in cases of levirate.
174 Who had children or was divorced.
Six incest prohibitions are more stringent than these since they [concern women who] must be married to others", etc. In what are they more stringent? Here there is extirpation, there is extirpation\textsuperscript{175}. Here there is bastardy, there is bastardy\textsuperscript{176}. What is more stringent? That they cannot be married to the brothers without transgression. And Rebbi Hyya stated thus: For all women who may be married to the brothers without transgression, their co-wives are free from halîṣah and levirate\textsuperscript{177}.

\textsuperscript{175} Incest with some of the women is a capital crime. Even these are subject to divine extirpation if there are no two witnesses to the act.

\textsuperscript{176} The child of any of the forbidden unions is a bastard excluded from marriage with natural-born Jews.

\textsuperscript{177} A slightly different version in Tosephtha 1:7.

Rebbi Hyya stated\textsuperscript{177}: "A co-wife is only from a brother". Rebbi Yose said, our Mishnah says the same: "Since they must be married to others\textsuperscript{178}, their co-wives are permitted." Rebbi Jeremiah asked: Why can there not be a co-wife from the market place\textsuperscript{179}? Rebbi Yose said, did Rebbi Jeremiah not hear what Rebbi Hyya said, did he not hear our Mishnah, "since they must be married to others, their co-wives are
permitted"? He turned around and said, certainly did he hear. But he is a person who hears something and questions it.

178 Others than the brothers.
179 If an incest-prohibited woman is married to a total stranger, why should her co-wife, if divorced or widowed, not be forbidden also to the family of the other wife?
180 It is impossible to become an ordained rabbi without knowing the Mishnah.
181 The Yerushalmi leaves this without an answer. Two different answers are given in Sifra Qedosim Pereq 11(12), Babli Yebamot 8a/b.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked: If one has intercourse with a co-wife, is he guilty because of his brother’s wife? Rebbi Yose said, if a co-wife were possible without a brother’s wife, that would be a valid question. It is possible to be a brother’s wife without a co-wife. It is impossible to be a co-wife without a brother’s wife.

182 Widow of his brother whom he cannot marry because of the incest prohibition regarding the other wife.
183 In general, the brother’s wife is forbidden under penalty of divine extirpation. But if levirate is possible, the widows of the dead brother become potentially permitted. If one of them is married by a brother, the others are forbidden since Deut. 25:5-9 speaks only of one sister-in-law and one house to build. The question is, does the brother who sleeps with the excluded co-wife infringe on the prescription (regarding a single levirate) of Deut. 25 or the incest prohibition of Lev. 18? The problem does not appear in the Babli since it derives all prohibitions directly from Lev. 18.
184 In the sense of R. Jeremiah’s first question.
185 As R. Hiyya stated. Therefore, of the dead brother's wives gets a special dispensation from the incest prohibition of Lev. 18:16.

דואלת איה אל בנותיהו. אמר רבי חisma יבירה. חפתה שחקה לה כביה.

מאיתים.

Is the brother's wife not his sister-in-law? Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, explain it if she had children from a brother174.

משנה 6: ביית שמסא מתחורי צוחרי לאמיה. גביה הלל אוסרי. הלל

ביה שמסא פוקלן מ颏חריה גביה הלל מלתורין. כיינברמ ביה שמסא מלתורין בין הלל פוקלן. כן על פי שאלא אוסרי ואל מתחורי אל פוקלן

יאכול מלתורין לא חנעש ביה שמסא מלאישא נפשא מבייה הלל אלא ביה הלל

מבייה שמסא. כל-תחוריי הקוסמהו שחקי אילת מתחוריי ואילו מתקמייאי לין

כמעיר עושי תקרור אילת על גבי אילת.

Mishnah 6: The House of Shamai permit the co-wives to the brothers186, but the House of Hillel forbid. If they took halisah, the House of Shamai disqualify them for the priesthood187 but the House of Hillel declare them qualified188. If they entered levirate, the House of Shamai declare them qualified189 but the House of Hillel as disqualified. Even though these forbid and those permit, these declare disqualified and those qualified, the House of Shamai did not refrain from marrying women from the House of Hillel nor the House of Hillel from the House of Shamai. Regarding all purities and impurities which these were declaring as pure and those as impure190, these did not refrain to process pure foods with the help of those191.
186 They dispute the validity of Mishnaiot 1-4. The schools of Hillel and Shammai existed for about 100 years in the first Century C. E. The Babli (17a) dates the public permission of the co-wives to the brothers to the short time of ascendancy of the House of Shammai shortly before the outbreak of the revolt against the Romans.

187 A divorcee is forbidden to a Cohen (Lev. 21:7) and halîsah is the equivalent of a divorce (Mishnah 2:4).

188 Since the marriage is impossible, so is the corresponding divorce. Lev. 21:7 prohibits the marriage of a Cohen with "a woman divorced from her husband", but not a woman divorced from a non-husband.

189 The children are legitimate. For the House of Hillel the children are bastards and excluded from endogamous marriage.

190 The differences in the interpretation of laws of purity are noted in the sixth order of the Mishnah.

191 They lent one another pure vessels.

Halakhah 6: "The House of Shammai permit the co-wives to the brothers," etc. Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Yose in the name of
Nehorai: The reason of the House of Shammai, "the outside wife of the deceased shall not belong to a strange man," the "outer one" should not be another man's. It turns out that the House of Shammai hold like those Samaritans who perform levirate with the betrothed but remove the married, for they explain "outside" as "the outer one." How do the House of Shammai confirm "when he has no child"? Rebbi Jacob the Southerner said before Rebbi Yose, "when he has no child" from the married one, "the outer one shall not belong outside to a strange man." He said to him, will not the Samaritans love you that you confirm their interpretations! Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar stated: I told the learned Samaritans, what did cause you to err? That you did not explain following Rebbi Nehemiah, since it was stated in the name of Rebbi Nehemiah: Anything which needs a ה as a prefix but did not get it, we give it at the end, e.g., to the outside סִכּוֹת, to Se'ir שִׂרְיָה, to Succoth לְשַׁעַל. They objected to Rebbi Nehemiah, is it not written: "The wicked shall return to the pit לְשַׁעַל?" Rabba bar Zabda said, to the lowest living space in Sheol.

192 Deut. 25:5. The verse reads לְאָרָיוֹת הַאֱלֹהִים הַתִּקְרֵי לָאָלֶישׁ ר. In the masoretic text, הַתִּקְרֵי is adverbial לְאָרָיוֹת הַאֱלֹהִים הַתִּקְרֵי הַתִּקְרֵי לָאָלֶישׁ ר and therefore is stressed on the penultimate syllable. The House of Shammai read an unlikely adjective לְאָרָיוֹת הַאֱלֹהִים הַתִּקְרֵי הַתִּקְרֵי לָאָלֶישׁ ר. Following masoretic grammar, then should be stressed on the last syllable. As E. Y. Kutscher has shown in his study of the Isaiah scroll, one may assume that in the last century of the Jewish state the stress was penultimate irrespective of meaning. Therefore, in Mishnaic times there may not have been an audible difference between the two versions.

The House of Shammai would translate: "The deceased man's wife who is outside [the family of the levir] shall not be to a strange man," implying that only the widow who already
belongs to the levir's family is free from the obligations of the levirate. The argument is quoted in the Babli, 13b.

193 Having received *qiddushin* but not yet finally married, she is not yet part of the family. This interpretation avoids any appearance of conflict between *Lev. 18:16*, declaring relations with the brother's wife incestuous, and *Deut. 25:5*, requiring marriage to the brother's wife.

In rabbinic Hebrew, אראס "the betrothed one", is a seldom used synonym of_msakratetא "who had received qiddushin".

194 The commentators want to replace "House of Shammai" by "Samaritans", but it was stated before that the House of Shammai accepts the reading of the Samaritans while giving it another interpretation.

195 *Deut. 25:5*. You do not expect a man to have a child before marriage.

196 In this interpretation, the "outside" wife is the woman betrothed, legally a wife, but not married to live in her husband's family. For them, a woman widowed after marriage is never subject to levirate, only one becoming a widow from betrothal to a childless man. This eliminates any conflict between *Deut. 25:5* and *Lev. 18:16*. The practice of the Samaritans is confirmed in the Babli, *Qiddusin* 75b-76a.

197 *Gen. 33:16*.

198 *Gen. 33:17*.

199 *Ps. 9:18*; one of the two signs of direction is superfluous.

200 Greek δίαιτα.

Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, look how this practice is widespread in Israel! If one upholds the words of the House of Shammai, the child is a bastard following the words of the House of Hillel\(^1\). If one upholds the words of the House of Hillel, the child is a bastard\(^2\) following the words
of the House of Shammasi. Come and let us institute that the co-wife perform *halisah* but not be admitted to levirate\(^\text{204}\). It was stated: They did not manage to institute this before the time became unsuitable\(^\text{205}\). Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, if it were so, what would one have done with the earlier co-wives who married\(^\text{206}\)?

201 Tosephta 1:9-10, Babli 14b, 27a, 13b.

202 For them the co-wife is forbidden because of the incest prohibition.

203 In Tosephta and Babli: "damaged"; of questionable origin and unfit for the priesthood but not a bastard. The co-wife who married outside the husband's family did breach a simple prohibition, Deut. 25:5, which only R. Aqiba declares to result in bastards. The *baraïta* of the Yerushalmi must come from R. Aqiba's school and cannot represent practice.

204 *Halisah* would let the co-wife marry outside the family for the House of Shammasi and be ineffective for the House of Hillel.

205 The revolt of Bar Kokhba and its aftermath intervened.

206 After the restitution of the patriarchate, R. Simeon ben Gamliel refused to follow R. Johanan ben Nuri since he would characterize women who had married following the House of Shammasi as lawbreakers. The Babli, 27a, asserts that later generations followed R. Johanan ben Nuri. This is not the position of the Yerushalmi.
Rebbi Eleazar said, even though the House of Hillel and the House of Shammai disagreed about co-wives, they agree that the child is not a bastard, since a bastard is only from a woman which is forbidden to [a man] by an incest prohibition and one is subject to extirpation for [sinning with] her. Rebbi Tarphon said, I would love to have a daughter’s co-wife to marry her into priesthood. They asked Rebbi Joshua, what are children of a daughter’s co-wife? He said to them, you bring my head between two large mountains, between the words of the House of Shammai and those of the House of Hillel, that they should smash my brain. But I testify about the family ‘Anubai from Bet Seba’im and the family Neqipai from Bet Meqoseš that they were sons of co-wives and their grandchildren were High Priests officiating on top of the altar.

207 Tosephta 1:10 (which proves that R. Eleazar ben Shamua, the Tanna, is the author); Babli 14a.
208 The House of Shammai agree with the House of Hillel, against R. Aqiba and R. Johanan ben Nuri, that the child of a co-wife married according to the House of Hillel is not a bastard since even for the House of Shammai only a simple prohibition is involved. In the shortened version of the Babli it is easy to read into the text a one-sided version, implying that the children according to the House of Shammai are indeed bastards. It is difficult to read this into the Yerushalmi and the Tosephta text.
209 This extends even to incestuous relationships that are capital crimes since in absence of two witnesses to the forbidden act, when there can be no prosecution, the guilty pair still faces divine retribution in the form of extirpation.
210 In the Babli, "that I would marry her", being a Cohen, to invalidate the position of the House of Shammai.
211 In the Tosephta (1:10): מַלְכֵי נַעֲבָּא מִלְכֵי נַעֲבָּא (עֲבָּא), מִלְכֵי נַעֲבָּא, מִלְכֵי נַעֲבָּא (עֲבָּא). In the Babli (15b): מַשְׁפֵּת בִּית נַעֲבָּא מְלִיךְ מְשֶפֶת בִּית נַעֲבָּא מְשֶפֶת בִּית נַעֲבָּא. The town of אתנה is mentioned in Neh. 11:34 as settled by the returnees from the tribe of
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Benjamin; cf. B. Z. Luria, "a'a o'wan ην 'JW n'a, HUCA 44 (1973) η'-κ.

212 Even though he did not want to express any opinion of the co-wives themselves, he was adamant that the children were untainted.
Hyrkanos? They said to him, ben Hyrkanos. He said to them, my brother Jonathan is exceedingly sharp-minded215 and of the students of the House of Shammai. Be careful with him, he has three hundred arguments about the daughter's co-wife. They went to him. He sent and wrote to him216, be careful because the Sages of Israel will visit you. They came and he placed them before him. He lectured217 but they did not understand, repeatedly. They started to get drowsy. He said to them, why are you getting drowsy? He started pelting them with pebbles. But some people said, they entered in one door and left in three218. He sent to say to him219, why did you send to me, the people want to learn and you said to me, these are the Sages of Israel? They came to him220 and said to him, what do you say in the matter? He said, on this stone221 sat the prophet Haggai and testified to three things: On the daughter's co-wife that she can be married into priesthood222, on Ammon and Moab that they tithe for the poor in a Sabbatical year223, and on proselytes of Palmyra that they are acceptable to marry into the congregation224. He said, lift my eyelids so I can see the Sages of Israel. He saw Rebbi Joshua and said to him: "To whom will one teach knowledge225?" I remember that his mother brought his crib to the Synagogue that his ears should cling to the words of the Torah. [He saw] Rebbi Aqiba, and said to him: "Lion cubs will be poor and hungry226." I know of him that he is a man strong in Torah. He saw Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah and said to him: "I was a youth but became an elder227." I know of him that he is the tenth generation from Ezra and their eyes are similar. Rebbi Hanina from Sepphoris said, Rebbi Tarphon also was with them and he addressed him as he did Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah.
A different version of the entire paragraph in Babli, 16a.

A contemporary of Rabban Johanan ben Zakcai, already old at the time of the destruction of the Temple. He was almost blind in his old age.

About his 300 reasons to permit the co-wives to the brothers.

Defeated.

Jonathan to Dosa.

R. Dosa.

A stone used to crush spices.

Following the House of Hillel.

Mishnah Yadayim 3:3.

They are reputedly the children of Gentiles from Jewish women. The statement objects to the opinion (Halakhah 7:6) that the child of a Gentile and a Jewish woman, who certainly has to be counted as Jewish, is a bastard. It is known from the Babli that the soldiers of Odenathus of Palmyra in his campaigns in Babylonia abducted Jewish women for their own use.

"To whom will one teach knowledge, to whom impart understanding, to those weaned from milk, removed from the breasts." This determines the start of school for outstanding scholars at age 2. As usual, the part of the verse not quoted is the one intended.

Ps. 34:11: "Lion cubs will be poor and hungry, but those who seek the Lord will not lack any good thing." R. Aqiba at the outset was an ignorant seeker of the Lord.

Ps. 37:25. A pun is intended; "I grew old" is turned into "I was appointed as an elder" at age 16, cf. Berakhot 4:1, Note 118.

Rav Nahman bar Jacob said, one accepts proselytes from Kurds and Palmyrenians. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: A Mishnah said that the proselytes from Palmyra are acceptable. Therefore, the proselytes from Palmyra are acceptable.
229 A similar text in Babli Yebamot 16a/b, Niddah 56b.

230 From Corduene. Again, the problem exists only for those who hold that the child of a Gentile from a Jewish mother is a bastard.

231 As marriage partners for Jews.

232 Mishnah Niddah 7:6, 56b. If a stain is found on a garment, it might be from menstrual blood and therefore would be impure. As a precaution, any stain on a garment from Jewish sources is considered impure. Gentiles are unable to be impure in biblical law; their impurity is only rabbinical. Considering stains of Gentile origin to be impure would be superimposing one rabbinical decree over another, which is inadmissible.

233 This looks like a non sequitur. One has to admit the version, tentatively offered in the Babli, "from Petra and Palmyra". This would either clear the inhabitants of Palmyra from any suspicion of Jewishness (Rashi's opinion) or make it clear that the descendents of Jewish mothers were raised as Jews but that a Jewish woman would not give away an unwashed cloth (opinion of Tosaphot, R. Elieser from Tuchheim). Therefore, even following Tosaphot, a proselyte will never be a bastard.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha presented traditions: Rebbi Hanina and Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, one declares permissible and the other admits. He who declares permissible admits. But he who admits does not declare admissible. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Nahman bar Jacob: Babylonia, as far as family pedigree is concerned, extends up to the zrvq canal. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, Rav and Samuel, one said up to the zrvq canal, the other said up to the Wani canal. Rav Jehudah said, between the rivers is like Nahardea as far as family pedigree is concerned. Rebbi Hanina ben Beroqa in the name of Rav Jehudah: The people of Mesene are questionable only because of doubts of desecrated women. The Cohanim amongst them did not care about divorcees. There, they called Mesene dead, Media sick, Elam and gbby dying. The maritime district is the purple-blue of Babylonia. Šny', gbby', and srry are purple-blue of the maritime district.

234 A parallel to the paragraph in Babli Qiddusin 71b. The origin of the paragraph is in Qiddusin, the readings of the parallel from there seem to be slightly better. Since the canals of Antiquity all decayed after the Arab conquest, the names cannot be reconstructed.

235 Anybody can become a proselyte. But only a person not descendent from Jews is sure not to be really Jewish and, according to the earlier opinion, a bastard. This problem is most urgent in Media, place of exile of the Ten Tribes, but also in Palmyra, part of Solomon's empire.

236 In the Babli: וְיִשָּׁרֶדִי.

237 The place of exile of King Jojachin and the nobles of Jerusalem, usually called "exile". The rivers are
Euphrates and Tigris.
238 The province of the confluence of Tigris and Euphrates.
239 Women desecrated by a forbidden union with Cohanim: Divorcees, harlots, and daughters of such marriages.
240 In Babylonia. There seems to be a pun involved if נָּמָא and נוֹמָא both are pronounced mēsā. Neubauer (La Géographie du Talmud, Paris 1868, p. 325) thinks that the pun about Media connects the name of Media with the root נָּמָא "to be unwell".
241 It might be "the Western district", but the West of Babylonia is desert. Neubauer conjectures that it might be the lake region of upper Mesopotamia. Since the meaning and location is unknown, the places cannot be determined. Purple-blue is the most costly of colors.
242 In the Babli, Qiddusin 72b, סונית.
243 Even though the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel disagreed about co-wives 244, and sisters 245, and an old bill of divorce 246, and a woman doubtfully married 247, and one who gives qiddushin in the value of a peruta 248 i.e., he who divorces his wife and spends the night with her in a hostelry, and that a woman receives qiddushin for at least a denar or the value of a denar, the House of Shammai did not refrain from marrying women from the House of Hillel or the House of Hillel from the House of Shammai but they behave truthfully and in peace, as it is said 249: 'Love truth and peace.' Bastardy is between them and you say so? How is that? If a first man gives her qiddushin for a peruta and a second for a denar, in the opinion of the House of Shammai she is betrothed to the second and the child of the first is a bastard. In the opinion of the House of Hillel she is betrothed to the first and the child of the second is a bastard 250. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The House of Shammai concede to the House of Hillel as a restriction 251. In that case, the House of Shammai should marry women from the House of Hillel since they concede to them. But the House of Hillel should not marry women from the House of Shammai since they do not concede to them. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Johanan: They all followed the same practice 252. If they followed the same practice, in this case we stated 253: "The House of Shammai sent and diminished it, since the House of Shammai says unless most of it is missing?" Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, the House of Shammai acted before the question came before the House of Hillel. After a question came before the House of
Hillel, the House of Shammai were not touching it. Rebbi Abba Mari said, that is correct. Did we not state\textsuperscript{254}: "They declared impure all purities from before", but not in the future. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, Rav and Samuel, one said both acted according to valid practice\textsuperscript{252}; the other said, each party followed its own practice. Bastardy is between them and you say so? The Omnipresent watched and no case ever happened\textsuperscript{255}.

243 Tosephta 1:10, Babli 14b.
244 Discussed in the Mishnah here.
245 Mishnah 3:1, about two sisters married to two brothers who both die childless at the same time.
246 The House of Hillel hold that if a man divorces his wife and then spends time with her under circumstances that permit sexual relations, the bill of divorce is invalidated and the woman needs a new one to marry again. The House of Shammai disagree and hold that if they sleep with one another they do it in intended promiscuity. What the Tosephta calls "an old bill of divorce", Mishnah Gittin 8:8 calls "he who divorces his wife and spends the night with her in a hostelry."
247 There are several cases of disagreement about the status of a woman in the Mishnah, and Rashi, R. Hananel, and S. Lieberman all have their own preferences. Probably this refers to all instances.
248 Mishnah Qiddusin 1:1. In qiddushin, the man has to give the woman something of value to make the act legally binding. The value according to the House of Hillel must be at least a perutah, the smallest copper coin in Hasmonean times, long out of circulation in Mishnaic times. The House of Shammai require a denar, the larger Roman silver coin in the early Empire.
249 Zach. 8:19.
250 In the Babli, the discussion is about the more realistic case of the daughter's co-wife, where the child is a bastard for the House of Hillel in a levirate following the House of Shammai but only damaged (unfit for a Cohen) for the House of Shammai if married outside following the House of Hillel.
They would never permit a new marriage if an existing one is valid for the House of Hillel. There remains the difference that, if it happened, the qiddushin of the second are invalid, the woman remains permitted to the first, but for the House of Shammai the court would have to force the second to write a bill of divorce.

Following the House of Hillel.

Mishnah Miqwa'ot 4:5. If there is a trough in a rock too small to be a miqweh (40 seah), one may drill holes in the rock to lead the water to a miqweh. The House of Hillel require that the hole be slightly more than 2 fingers in diameter; the House of Shammai require that most of the bottom be removed. In a case in Jerusalem known as "trough of Jehu", the House of Shammai actually did enlarge the hole even though practice should follow the House of Hillel.

It is unknown where this is stated.

The Babli, 14a, disagrees and holds that they informed one another in case the child of a family should not be married by a person of the other House. Since the ascendancy of the House of Shammai was so shortlived, the position of the Yerushalmi seems justified. One has to wonder what the rules were for marriages between Sadducees and Pharisees in late Temple times.

In this matter, it was stated: "About anybody who wants to take upon himself the stringencies both of the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel it was said: 'The silly one walks in darkness'. The
leniencies of both of them, he is called wicked. Only either following the words of the House of Shammai in their leniencies and stringencies, or following the words of the House of Hillel in their leniencies and stringencies." That is, before there came the disembodied voice\textsuperscript{259}. But after the disembodied voice was heard, "practice follows the House of Hillel forever\textsuperscript{257}." And any who transgresses the words of the House of Hillel is deserving of death\textsuperscript{260}. It was stated: There came the disembodied voice and said: Both of them are the words of the Living God, but practice follows the House of Hillel forever. Where was the disembodied voice heard? Rav Bebai in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The disembodied voice was heard at Yabneh\textsuperscript{261}.

\textsuperscript{256} As R. Moses Margalit points out, this kind of reference fits the style of the Yerushalmi. Those who want to delete ר א are lead astray by the style of the Babli.

\textsuperscript{257} Tosephta Sukkah 2:3, Yebamot 1:13, Idiut 2:3. Babli Eruvin 6b, Ros Haššanah 14b, Hulin 43b.

\textsuperscript{258} Eccl. 2:14.

\textsuperscript{259} The collective agreement of the people, over the heads of the rabbinic establishment.

\textsuperscript{260} Cf. Mishnah Berakhot 1:7.

\textsuperscript{261} Between the two wars against the Romans.
Mishnah 1: In which way\(^1\) "the wife of his brother who did not live in his world"? There were two brothers, one of them died, then a brother was born to them\(^2\), and after that the second brother took his brother's wife in levirate\(^3\), and died. The first woman\(^4\) leaves as widow of his brother who did not live in his world and the second one\(^5\) because she is her co-wife. If he had "bespoken" her\(^6\), the second performs halisah but not levirate.

1. In which way does the wife of his brother who did not live in his world free her co-wife?, cf. Mishnah 1:1.
2. To whom the widow now is forbidden. She remains forbidden.
3. Having already another wife. He then died childless.
4. The widow taken in levirate.
5. The original wife of the second brother.
6. In biblical law, only cohabitation makes the sister-in-law the wife of the levir (Deut. 25:5). Since it was felt that having sex without prior ceremony was unbecoming, there is a requirement (rabbinic for the Babli, possibly biblical for the Yerushalmi) to go through the formalities of qiddushin; cf. Chapter 1, Note 63. Qiddushin make a free woman a wife for the purposes of criminal law. But for the sister-in-law, the act is invalid by biblical standards (cf. Chapter 1,
Note 94); the wife of the second brother does not become co-wife of the sister-in-law through the latter's qiddushin by the standards of criminal law. Therefore, the act is not called qiddushin but "bespeaking": she is reserved for the brother claiming her; all other brothers are excluded from levirate with her. "Bespeaking" is not preliminary marriage since it is voided not by a bill of divorce but by halisah (but it needs a rabbinic bill of divorce).

The other woman is not freed as co-wife but, rabbinically, one does not admit levirate since she is almost a co-wife.

Halakhah 1: Why "the wife of his brother who did not live in his world"? "Together", this excludes the wife of his brother who did not live in his world. Because if it were not so, what would we say? If he died childless, his widow would be forbidden to remarry, for maybe his father would have another son and his widow would then be a candidate for the levirate! Even if [the deceased's] mother had died, his widow would be forbidden to remarry, [because] maybe the father would go and marry a new wife who could have a son and the widow would then be a candidate for the levirate! Then the verse would have to read: "He has neither..."
father nor son”! One would compare this to the case that he left his widow pregnant; does she not have to wait to know whether the child is viable or not? Here also, should she not have to wait to know whether the child is viable or not? Therefore it was necessary to say "together"; this excludes the wife of his brother who did not live in his world.

7 Mentioned in Mishnah 1:1. In contrast to all other cases enumerated there, this is not based on a direct incest prohibition.

8 Cf. Chapter 1, Note 39.

9 The one under obligation of levirate or halîsah is always called נשבית, the fact of obligation נשבית. It does not seem reasonable to connect this meaning to biblical קפר "to refine, purify"; maybe the root is related to Arabic "to feed (a bird his young)", that she is fodder for the levirate, or even Akkadic zaqiqum "ghost; necromancer". (Jewish Berber tribes held that a brother who rejects levirate will be punished by the ghost of his dead brother.)

10 To free her for remarriage.

11 A posthumous child who does not survive for 30 days does not free its mother from levirate or halîsah.

"Her levir shall come upon her", that is cohabitation. "And take her as wife for himself", that is "bespeaking". I might think that just as cohabitation is final so "bespeaking" is final; the verse says "and act as levir towards her." This directs the entire paragraph towards levirate. Cohabitation is final, "bespeaking" is not final. Then what is "bespeaking" good for? To forbid her to the brothers.
12 Deut. 25:5.

13 A better translation, if one identifies biblical and rabbinic Hebrew, would be: "Acquires her as a wife for himself", by giving her some valuables as for legally valid qiddushin.

14 Cohabitation makes the widow his wife; her marriage to him can be terminated only by death or by a bill of divorce. "Bespeaking" does not remove the obligation of halîsah if the levir changes his mind, in contrast to qiddushin which can be undone only by a bill of divorce.

Tosephta 3:1: "Qiddushin are final, 'bespeaking' is not final".

The Babli, 54a, formulates: "Cohabitation is final, money or a document are not final." Cohabitation is final even if in error or unintentional (Mishnah 6:1); money or a document are not final even if given as qiddushin and not as "bespeaking".

15 After "bespeaking", she remains forbidden to the other brothers even if the "bespeaker" changes his mind.

Rebbi Simeon says, "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire. What is the argument of Rebbi Simeon? "Her levir shall come upon her", that is cohabitation. "And take her as wife for himself", that is "bespeaking". Just as cohabitation is final so "bespeaking" is final. Or "her levir shall come upon her", then she has been acquired by him and "bespeaking" was of no use to her.

16 As a biblically required act. This is the opinion of the House of Shammai, cf. Halakhah 3:5, Babli 18a.

17 As a rabbinic institution. In the Babli, 18b-19b, the question whether R. Simeon's problem is rabbinic or biblical is only marginally hinted at.

18 Since in the interpretation given above, "bespeaking" is mentioned in the verse after intercourse. This is incomprehensible since everybody agrees that cohabitation makes the
widow the full wife of the levir without any "bespeaking". If "bespeaking" is not needed, it cannot be a biblical requirement and "take her as wife for himself" does not refer to "bespeaking" but that "she is his wife in every respect" (Mishnah 4:4).

Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh says, "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely. What is the argument of Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh? "And take her as wife for himself", the same expression is used as for qiddushin of a woman\(^\text{19}\). Just as qiddushin acquire completely, so "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely. What is the formula for "bespeaking" a sister-in-law? "You are betrothed to me by money or money's worth.\(^\text{20}\)"

\(^{19}\) Deut. 22:13, "If a man takes a wife..."

\(^{20}\) The same formula as for qid-dushin; Babli 52a, Tosephta 1:1 (the latter also has the formula for "bespeaking" by document).
Both the rabbis and Rebbi Simeon agree to the following. According to the rabbis, the aspect which "bespeaking" acquires is forbidden in the co-wife, the aspect which "bespeaking" does not acquire is permitted in the co-wife; therefore, the latter has to have halisah but not levirate. According to Rebbi Simeon, if "bespeaking" acquires, both are permitted. If "bespeaking" does not acquire, the first one is forbidden but the second one permitted. Out of doubt, she has to have halisah but not levirate.

What is the difference between them? If he slept with the second one.

In the opinion of the rabbis, an incestuous intercourse because he had "bespoken". Therefore, if he had not "bespoken" she may have levirate and there is no candidacy at all. Rebbi Haggai said, I explained that following what Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If a woman waiting for her levir died, her mother is permitted to him. He had in her an interest of candidacy. When she died, the candidacy was eliminated. And here, when he died, the candidacy was eliminated.

21. Two different reasonings lead to the same practical result.
22. Since "bespeaking" is neither final nor useless, the wife of the brother becomes possibly a co-wife of his sister-in-law; if he dies she is excluded from levirate since that is possible only for a woman certainly permitted to the (newly born) levir. She cannot leave the family without halisah since she was not a full co-wife of the forbidden woman.
23. If "bespeaking" preceded the birth of the next brother, the widow of the first brother already was the wife of the second and after his death will be permitted to the third. If the birth of the next brother preceded bespeaking, both are forbidden: the first as widow of a brother who did not live in his world, the second as her co-widow. Whether one wants to emend the text here, from "permitted" to "forbidden", depends on which case one chooses.
24. Is there any case where there is
a practical difference between the rabbis and Rebbi Simeon?

25 If the third brother sleeps with the woman to whom he should give halisah, this is to some degree incestuous intercourse, he cannot acquire her in levirate, and a child from this union is a bastard.

26 The second brother.

27 The simple fact that the widow may not marry outside the family without halisah does not establish a relationship with any one of the brothers. In the Babli, 17b, this is the minority opinion ascribed to Rav Huna in the name of Rav.

28 Quoted many times affirmatively in the Yerushalmi (Yebamot 4:8, 4:16; Sotah 2:5), rejected in the Babli, 17b.

The position of R. Simeon is not explained but is clear: The relationship is possibly incestuous, the child is only possibly a bastard and cannot be forbidden by the court to marry inside the congregation.

29 Rejected in the Babli, 18a: "Candidacy cannot disappear without action."

Mishnah 2: There were two brothers, one of them died and the second took his brother's widow in levirate; afterwards a brother was born to them, and he died. The first woman leaves as wife of his brother who did not live in his world and the second one as her co-wife. If [the second brother] had bespoken [the widow of the first] when he died, the second performs halisah but cannot have levirate. Rebbi Simeon says, he may take in levirate any one he wants or performs halisah with any one he wants.
30 Who already has a wife. If he has no wife, the rules for the widow of the first brother do not change.

31 The widow. The author of this Mishnah holds that the widow does not lose her status as widow of the first by her marriage to the second brother. She leaves the family of her dead husbands and is free to marry any outsider without further ceremony.

32 As explained in the preceding paragraph.

33 As shown in the next paragraph, this must refer to the first case and R. Simeon must hold that the marriage to the second brother erases her status as widow of the first.

Halakhah 2: "If there were two brothers, one of them died", etc. Rebbi Simeon says, "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire, and you say so? May one permit levirate with the "bespoken" woman? One should suspect that "bespeaking" does not acquire; then he would be guilty because of "wife of his brother who did not live in his world." Can the "bespoken" one perform halisah? Should one not suspect that "bespeaking" does acquire; then the second [widow] is a candidate for [the third brother]. It must be that Rebbi Simeon refers to the first case.

34 Could R. Simeon refer to the woman "bespoken" when the second brother died?

35 The youngest brother born after the death of the first.
Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Simeon agrees in the first case. It was found stated, that also is in disagreement. What is the difference between the first and second cases? In the first case he came and found her forbidden, in the second he came and found her permitted. Rebbi Johanan asked, if he found his father’s wife married to an outsider, what does Rebbi Simeon say about her? Because he came and found her permitted, is she permitted? Rebbi Simeon said that only relative to paternal brothers. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish asked: His maternal halfbrother’s wife which he found married to an outsider, what does Rebbi Simeon say about her? Because he came and found her permitted, is she permitted? Rebbi Simeon said that only relative to paternal brothers. Rebbi Yudan asked, a co-wife of his maternal aunt which he found married to an outsider? Because he came and found her permitted, is she permitted? Rebbi Abin asked, if a divorcee became a widow? You have to say that Rebbi Simeon referred to the first case.
37 The case of Mishnah 1, when the third brother was born after the death of the first and before the second brother married the widow in levirate.

38 "He" is the newly born brother, "she" is the widow of the first brother. The argument shows that R. Simeon could not possibly disagree with Mishnah 1.

39 As wife of a living brother. The text is from Tosephta 3:1; the same argument is found in Babli, 19b.

40 A man with two wives dies, leaving one of them pregnant while the other is already married to an outsider when the pregnant widow gives birth to a boy. Is the remarried one still "his father's wife" (Lev. 18:8)?

41 The answer is readily understood but not the question. Deut. 25:5 cancels the prohibition of Lev. 18:16 but no other prohibition from Lev. 18; the same conclusion in Babli, 20a.

In the Babli, 20a, the impossible question is about a maternal halfsister married to a paternal halfbrother when the new baby was born.

42 This is a different case altogether. A Cohen is forbidden to marry a divorcee (Lev. 21:7). If a Cohen was born when a certain woman who had been divorced had remarried and now was a widow, is she a widow or a divorcee for him? No answer is given since she is both a divorcee and a widow.
What does Rebbi Simeon say about the "bespoken" woman? Let us hear from the following: "Rebbi Simeon says, the cohabitation or the halîsah of one of them frees her co-wife but if he performed halîsah with the "bespoken" woman, her colleague also needs halîsah. You say, the cohabitation or the halîsah of one of them frees her co-wife. However one argues, if "bespeaking" acquires, both are his wives and any one of them becomes free by her colleague's halîsah. If "bespeaking" does not acquire, the first one does not need halîsah, but if he performed halîsah with the "bespoken" one, the second one also needs halîsah. Maybe "bespeaking" does not acquire, then halîsah or levirate do not apply to her. Maybe "bespeaking" does acquire; then she is freed by her colleague's halîsah. What is the difference between them? If he performed halîsah with the first and cohabited with the second. In the opinion of the rabbis it was an incestuous cohabitation. In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon it was not an incestuous cohabitation. If he cohabited both with the first and the second widow, in the opinion of the rabbis with the first it was incest and the second needs a bill of divorce and halîsah. In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon, both need a bill of divorce. The first one needs a bill of divorce; perhaps the "bespeaking" did acquire. The second one needs a bill of divorce; perhaps levirate did acquire; if "bespeaking" did acquire, she was freed by her colleague's halîsah.

43 The second case in the Mishnah, when the additional brother was born after the second brother bespoke his brother's widow and before his death.

44 A slightly confusing wording. "One of them" means "a certain one of
them", viz., the brother's original wife.
45 Since it is doubtful whether the "bespoken" one was his wife it is doubt-
ful whether her halîsah means anything.
46 Are there additional practical
differences between the theories of the rabbis as given in the Mishnah and R.
Simeon?
47 Again, "the first" is the widow
of the first brother, "the second" the
wife of the second brother. "He" is the
third brother born after the death of
the first.
48 "If he performed halîsah with
the first" means "even if" since for the
rabbis halîsah of the first is legally
impossible and therefore irrelevant.
The relation with the second was
certainly partially incestuous.
49 Since the second one is
permitted, Note 44.
50 With the sister-in-law in a case
not covered by Deut. 25:5.
51 Since for the rabbis "bespeak-
ing" is partial acquisition of the widow
as a wife, the second, the original wife
of the second brother, was partially co-
wife of the widow of the first brother.
That aspect of her which was not that
of co-wife is acquired by the third
brother in levirate and needs a divorce;
then she also needs halîsah for that
aspect which was not acquired. In no
case can she be permitted to stay with
the third brother.
52 That means that the first one
needs both divorce and halîsah.
Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rav Sheshet: There\textsuperscript{53}, one stated: The words of Rebbi Simeon are that both are forbidden. This is difficult. If "bespeaking" acquires, are not both permitted? This is a question of acquiring not by "bespeaking" but by candidacy. This is difficult. If candidacy acquires, both are permitted. If candidacy does not acquire, the first one is forbidden but the second permitted. Maybe candidacy for Rebbi Simeon is like "bespeaking" for the rabbis. Just as the rabbis say, "bespeaking" acquires but leaves a remainder, so Rebbi Simeon says, candidacy acquires but leaves a remainder. This is difficult. That aspect which is acquired by candidacy implies a prohibition of an equal part of the co-wife, that part which is not acquired by candidacy implies permission of an equal aspect of the co-wife! Shammai\textsuperscript{54} said, is this kind of argument applicable to incest prohibitions? What does he mean? As Rebbi Aḥa said in the name of Rebbi Abun bar Ḥiyya, the aspect acquired in any sister-in-law which is not totally inside [the family] is considered to be under the incest prohibition and an incest prohibition frees her co-wife\textsuperscript{55}.

\textsuperscript{53} In Babylonia. No similar statement is found in the Babli. In the discussion there, whether candidacy has any legal consequences other than preventing the widow to marry outside the clan, the name of R. Simeon is not mentioned.

\textsuperscript{54} Rebbi Shammai, the late Amora.

\textsuperscript{55} This statement is stronger than that ascribed to the Sages about "bespeaking". The lifting of the incest prohibition of Lev. 18:16 applies only to a brother who can marry the widow without doubt. If any condition of the levirate is not fully met, there can be no levirate and the co-wife is freed without halīṣah.
Mishnah 3: They formulated a principle about a sister-in-law: Any woman forbidden by an incest prohibition has neither halîsah nor levirate. If she is forbidden by a commandment prohibition or one of sanctity, she has halîsah but not levirate. Her sister who is also her sister-in-law has either halîsah or levirate.

56 Since the rules of Deut. 25:5 do not apply to her.
57 Simple biblical prohibition as well as rabbinic prohibitions, explained in the next Mishnah.
58 A woman prohibited to a Cohen by the laws of Lev. 21:1-14. In these two cases, while marriage is sinful, the act of marriage is not void.

Halakhah 3: "They formulated a principle about a sister-in-law: Any woman forbidden," etc. Rebbi Ze'ira said: When I was still there, we extracted fourteen cases from "her sister which is also her sister-in-law has levirate", except his daughter. When we came up here, we heard what
Rebbi Hiyya stated, since Rebbi Hiyya stated: His daughter from a woman he raped was married to a paternal halfbrother; she also has a maternal sister from a different father married to a second brother who died childless. His daughter is forbidden to him but her sister, who is her sister-in-law, is permitted to him. That is, "her sister which is also her sister-in-law has levirate".

60 In Babylonia.
61 From the 15 cases of Mishnah 1:1, excluded from the laws of levirate.
62 רל read as רל, as in Tosephta, Chap. 2. The use of the masculine for the feminine is not uncommen in the Yerushalmi; the substitution is most likely not a scribal error.
63 Since he never was married to her mother and the prohibition of a woman and her daughter is formulated in terms of "taking", i. e., marriage. In the Tosephta, Chapter 2, "she either has halisah or is taken in levirate".

It is obvious that if somebody had halisah with a woman forbidden by a commandment or because of sanctity, the co-widow was freed. When he had intercourse with her? Rebbi Yose said, Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Johanan disagree; they say the co-widow was not freed. Rebbi Shammai switches the [names] of this tradition. The position of Rebbi Shammai is reasonable since everywhere Rebbi Eleazar seeks support from the great Rebbi Hiyya and Rebbi Hiyya stated for women forbidden by a commandment or because of sanctity, if he had halisah or intercourse with her, the co-widow was freed.
Since marriage would be valid, halîsah must be valid.

In this interpretation, Rebbs Eleazar and Johanan agree with one another but disagree with everybody else (interpretation of משי�ה). Another way would be to postulate a lacuna: "R. Eleazar and R. Johanan disagree, R. Johanan said, the co-widow was freed, R. Eleazar said, the co-widow was not freed" (קריכי העדות). The Babli is no help; the Venice text (20b) asserts that R. Johanan and R. Eleazar disagree in the matter but it is unsure who said what (parallel the Yerushalmi, supporting קרבר העדה), but Tosaphot (fol. 5a, s. v. רחמנ) reads "Rebbi Aha and Rebbi Eleazar", supporting משייח.

The people denying that the co-widow was freed must hold that this is a rabbinic ordinance since "commandments" and "sanctity" are treated together. The Babli, 20b/21a, treats only the prohibition of a widow to the High Priest which is simultaneously a prohibition and the transgression of a positive commandment (to marry a virgin) and therefore in a different category.

Statement not found in Tosephta.

Mishnah 4: Commandment prohibition: Secondary prohibitions instituted by the Sopherim. Holiness prohibition: A widow for the High Priest, a divorcee or one who had halîsah for a simple priest, a bastard or a Gibeoness to an Israel, a Jewish woman to a Gibeonite or a bastard.

For any biblical incest prohibition of Lev. 18, one more generation is forbidden by common law, a tradition ascribed to the "Sopherim".
the colleagues and successors of Ezra in reconstituting Judaism in Israel after the Babylonian exile.

68 Lev. 21:14.
69 Lev. 21:7.

70 The identification of halîsah with divorce is rabbinic for the majority, possibly biblical for R. Simeon; cf. Note 17.

71 Deut. 23:3.
72 A popular tradition ascribes the exclusion of Gibeonites from the Jewish marriage community to their cruel behavior towards the family of Saul when it was decided that "the Gibeonites are not part of Israel" (25. 21:2). They are called "given" for Joshua "gave" them as hewers of wood and drawers of water (Jos. 9:27).

73 Both of them could be illegitimate paternal halfbrothers of the deceased obligated by the laws of Deut. 25.

Halakhah 4: Commandment prohibition: Incest prohibitions instituted by the Sopherim; it is a biblical commandment to listen to the words of the Sopherim. And Holiness prohibition: A widow for the High Priest, a divorcée or one who had halîsah for a simple priest. "These are the commandments," all commandments are one. "You should sanctify him, for he brings the bread of your God." But some do switch: A widow for the High Priest, a divorcée or one who had halîsah for a simple priest, "you should sanctify him, for he brings the bread of your God." "These are the commandments," all commandments are one. And holiness prohibitions, incest prohibitions instituted by the Sopherim.
Lev. 27:35. The last verse of Lev. includes all commandments contained in the book. This sentence is redundant here; it belongs to the argument of those who switch the attributions.

Lev. 21:8; this explains the expression "holiness prohibitions".

In the Babli, 20a, the first interpretation is that of the rabbis, the second that of Rebbi Jehudah.

Lev. 19:2, "you shall be holy", is taken as general injunction to the religious leadership to institute "fences around the law" to which the secondary prohibitions belong.

Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi said, why did Scripture put the incest chapter next to the holiness chapter? To teach you that every one who shies away from incest is called "holy". In this sense, the woman of Shunem said to her husband: "Lo, I know that he is a holy man of God". Rebbi Jonah said, "he is holy", but not his student. Rebbi Abin said, that he never looked at her. But the rabbis say that he he never had an involuntary emission. (The slave girl of Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, I never saw a bad thing on my master's garments.) It is written "Gehazi drew near to push her away". What is riaprii? Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, he put his hand on her beauty spot, between her breasts.
"Incest" always includes adultery.

The parallel is in Babli Berakhot 10b, mostly in the name of R. Yose ben Hanina.

The statement is added to explain how the Sunamite could know that Elisa was holy.

A poetic contraction of שֲרֹנָה, somewhat out of place in a prose text.

In the Babli, בֵּיתֵי קִבְרֵי חַיָּה, better suited as expansion of כדיות.

How can one prove secondary prohibitions? Rebbi Huna said: "These, the strong ones. This implies that there are weaker ones. The following are the secondary prohibitions: His paternal grandmother and his maternal grandmother, his paternal grandfather's wife and his maternal grandfather's wife, his grandson's wife whether from son or daughter, the wife of his mother's brother and the wife of his father's maternal brother.

"all these abominations", these should have been written יָיֶה, the short form is taken as a hint of the root נָפַל "power" (the meaning of the word commonly but wrongly translated as "God").
It was stated: Rebbi Hanin said, all of them have no limit except for the wife of his maternal grandfather. Bar Qappara said, all of them have a limit, since Bar Qappara added the mother of his maternal grandfather and the mother of his paternal grandfather. Rav said, his son's daughter-in-law is the limit. Why does he disagree? His son's daughter-in-law comes under a different category. Rav said, his [grandson's] issue from her is forbidden. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, the reason of Rav is that all Jewish women are forbidden for Abraham and all Jewish men are forbidden for Sarah.

89 This sentence has no formal equivalent in the Babli but is understood there since the exceptions to the rule are discussed at length, 21a-22a.

"No limit" means no limit to the number of generations to which it applies. Not only the grandmother is forbidden but also the great-grandmother and all her female ancestors. Daughter and granddaughter are biblically forbidden, the great-granddaughter and all her descendants are rabbinically forbidden.

90 The text reads "the mother of his maternal father." This makes no sense. The translation follows the Babli (21a), where Ze'iri tentatively interprets a statement of Rav that the wife of his maternal grandfather is the last in her line but her female ancestors are permitted.

91 It is not claimed that Bar Qappara made a formal statement to this effect but, since he found it necessary to include an extra generation in some cases, it is clear that he assumes that only the cases enumerated are forbidden. The statement is also in Derekh Eres Rabba 1.

92 In the Babli, 21a, Rav declares a limit in the number of generations to exist only in 3 or four cases: the wives of any maternal uncle (whether maternal or paternal (half)brother of his mother), his daughter-in-law (per
mitting her daughter who is not his granddaughter), and possibly the case quoted by R. Hanin.

She is no blood relative.

The great-granddaughter and all her descendants are rabbinically prohibited since the granddaughter is biblically prohibited (Lev. 18:17).

Rav said\textsuperscript{95}: In all cases where the female is forbidden by the Torah, the wife of the corresponding male is forbidden. The father’s sister is forbidden as female; the wife of the father’s brother, the corresponding male, is forbidden\textsuperscript{96}. The mother’s sister is forbidden as female\textsuperscript{97}; the wife of the mother’s brother, the corresponding male, is forbidden. His son’s daughter is forbidden as female\textsuperscript{98}; the wife of his son’s son, the corresponding male, is forbidden. His daughter’s daughter is forbidden as female\textsuperscript{98}; the wife of his daughter’s son, the corresponding male, is forbidden. Rebbi Jacob the Southerner said before Rebbi Yose, there are another two. His mother is biblical\textsuperscript{99}. His mother’s mother is secondary to her. They forbade his father’s mother because of his mother’s mother\textsuperscript{100}. His son’s wife is biblical\textsuperscript{101}. His son’s son’s wife is secondary.
to her. They forbade his daughter's son's wife because of his son's son's wife. Rebbi Mattaniah said, there are another two. His father's wife is biblical\textsuperscript{102}. His paternal grandfather's wife is secondary to her. They forbade his maternal grandfather's wife because of his paternal grandfather's wife. His father's paternal brother's wife is biblical\textsuperscript{103}. His father's maternal brother's wife is secondary to her. They forbade his mother's maternal halfbrother's wife because of his father's maternal brother's wife.

95 In the Babli, 21b, this is reported as a Galilean statement which is rejected because it is not valid in all cases.

96 Both cases are biblical, \textit{Lev.} 18:12,14. It seems that Rav claims biblical status for his statement.

97 \textit{Lev.} 18:13. The second case is a secondary prohibition.

98 \textit{Lev.} 18:17.


100 She is in the list of secondary prohibitions. As the Babli notes, 21b, in general one does not admit fences around fences of the law (cf. Note 72), so without Rav's rule, she should be permitted. The Babli has a special explanation for the prohibitions, because grandmother and grandfather are called grand mother and grand father by the grandchildren, which gives them status of father and mother. The Yerushalmi disagrees and holds that there is never a fence for a fence of the law. In the next paragraph one proves the biblical prohibition of some so-called secondaries.

101 \textit{Lev.} 18:15.

102 \textit{Lev.} 18:8.

103 \textit{Lev.} 18:14. It was stated in Halakhah 1:1 that "brother" means "paternal brother".
Rebbi Huna understood all of them from this verse 104: "The genitals of a woman and her daughter you should not uncover; her son’s daughter or her daughter’s daughter." Taboo - taboo, for an equal cut 105. Since there are three generations downwards, so there are three generations upwards 106. Since there is a prohibition downwards, so there is a prohibition upwards. Since upwards one requires marriage, so downwards one requires marriage 107. Since upwards they are burned, so downwards they are burned. Since downwards, He 108 gave the male’s daughter the same status as the female’s daughter, so upwards He gave the male’s mother the same status as the female’s mother. What is this about? His father-in-law’s mother and his mother-in-law’s mother. Should not his father’s mother be like his father-in-law’s mother 109? Should not his mother’s mother be like his mother-in-law’s mother 110? They forbade his father’s father’s wife because of his father’s mother. They forbade his mother’s father’s wife because of his mother’s mother. Should not his son’s son’s wife be like his wife’s son’s daughter? Should not his daughter’s son’s wife be like his wife’s daughter’s daughter?

104 Lev. 18:17. "The genitals of a woman and her daughter you should not uncover; her son’s daughter or her daughter’s daughter you should not take to uncover her genitals, they are relatives, this is taboo." Take means "to marry".

105 In v. 20:14 one reads: "If a man take a woman and her mother, it is taboo, in fire they should burn him and
them, so that there be no taboo amongst you." In contrast to v. 18:17 which speaks "downwards" of future generations, that verse speaks "upwards" of preceding generations. They are connected by the word taboo (Accadic zami "to exclude from something, to refuse something to somebody") which must "cut" the same way in both cases. The argument is refuted in Babli Sanhedrin 75a/b since it contradicts verses dealing with earlier generations which seem to insist that the kinds of sin and their punishments are not comparable.

106 Wife, her mother, and grandmothers as well as himself, his mother and grandmothers.

107 To make it a capital crime.

108 The Lawgiver.

109 His mother-in-law's mother is under a biblical prohibition since his wife is her granddaughter. Since the verse puts the daughter's daughter on the same level as the son's daughter, the paternal grandmother also must be forbidden.

110 So there is only one fence, not two. The same argument holds for all the rhetorical questions; all the prohibitions are reduced to single fences.

Rebbi Haggai objected before Rebbi Yose: Does not a baraita contradict Rav? "A person's stepson's wife is permitted to him but the latter's daughter is forbidden." Is his stepdaughter not forbidden to him? The stepson is the corresponding male but his wife is permitted!

111 Tosephta 3; Babli 21a; Sifra Ahare Mot Pereq 13 (15).

112 Babli 21a. A biblical prohibition; she is his wife's daughter.

113 Babli 21b.
Rebbi Zeriqan in the name of Rebbi Hanina: His father-in-law's wife is forbidden because of the bad impression. If you want to say it is biblical, did not David marry Rispah bat Ayyah? As it was said: "I gave you your master’s house and your master’s wives in your bosom."

Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Two stepchildren who grow up in the same house are forbidden to marry because of the bad impression. A case came before Rebbi Hanina ben Rebbi Abbahu. He said, they should marry in a place where they are not known.

114 Who is not his wife's mother. The Babli disagrees, 21a. Tosaphot report that Rabbenu Tam did follow the Yerushalmi in a case at Provins (Champagne), but his contemporaries objected.

115 The word was missing in the text; it was inserted by the corrector. It probably should have been since

116 His father-in-law Saul's concubine.

117 2S. 12:8.

118 And are not related.

119 In line with the general attitude of the Yerushalmi, cf. Kilaim 9, Notes 34ff.
There, we have stated\textsuperscript{120}: "Rebbi Yose says, if the grandfather transgressed and married her." What did he transgress? He transgressed the words of the Sopherim\textsuperscript{121}. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Abbahu, he asked Rebbi Johanan: Does this mean that secondary prohibitions have no limit? He said to him, did we learn "secondaries to secondaries"? No. Secondaries to the words of the Torah, and all of them because of his son’s daughter-in-law\textsuperscript{122}. Rebbi Ḥizqiah in the name of Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Abbahu did not say so, but Rebbi Eleazar asked Rebbi Johanan, did we not learn of eight secondaries, and here they are nine! But all of them because of his son’s daughter-in-law\textsuperscript{123}.

120 \textit{Keritut} Mishnah 3:5. The Mishnah speaks of the grandfather’s grandson’s daughter’s daughter who was married to his brother. If that brother dies without issue, the widow is forbidden to her great-grandfather by a secondary prohibition. If the old man marries her in levirate instead of having \textit{halishah} as required, since the prohibition is rabbinic she is married and, if the son sleeps with her, Rebbi Yose the Tanna declares him guilty both for his granddaughter and his father’s wife, committing two sins in one act.

121 Three generations are biblically forbidden. She would be secondarily forbidden to the father. Since the Mishnah does not mention the father but "the old man", generally interpreted as "grandfather", this is one generation more than that spelled out in the Tosephta. Does this support R. Hanin that these prohibitions are unlimited in the number of generations?

122 Rebbi Yose the Tanna does not refer to the first part of the Mishnah speaking of a granddaughter but has a new case where the woman was the son’s daughter-in-law before marrying the father’s brother who is permitted to her.

123 Since this case is the root of all secondary prohibitions it was not spelled out before; Babli \textit{Yebamot} 21b.
Mishnah 5: Any [male] who has a brother anywhere\(^{124}\) makes his brother's wife a candidate\(^9\) for levirate and he is his brother in every respect\(^{125}\), except if he were from a slave woman\(^{126}\) or a non-Jew.

Mishnah 6: Any person who has a child\(^{124}\) anywhere frees [the child's] father's wife from levirate; [the child] would be guilty for wounding or cursing [the father]\(^{127}\); he is his child in every respect\(^{125}\) except if he were from a slave woman\(^{126}\) or a non-Jew.

\(^{124}\) Even illegitimate or bastard.

\(^{125}\) Including inheritance.

\(^{126}\) If she is not his own property.

\(^{127}\) Ex. 21:15,17.

Halakhah 6: "Any person who has a child anywhere", etc. Rebbi Avin asked: "His child in every respect", even for being fruitful and multiplying\(^{129}\)? Is there no difference\(^{130}\) between a Gentile who came to a Jewish woman and she gave birth and a Jew who came to a Gentile
woman and she gave birth? "When she became Jewish and gave birth it is a first-born for inheritance but not a first-born for the Cohen."  

128 This text is corrupt. The translation takes the sentence to be a quote from Mishnah Bekhorot 8:1 and reads לתחנת.  

129 Cf. Mishnah 6:6. Since no answer is given, it seems obvious that a bastard counts as a child. This is the interpretation of R. Mose Isserls.  

130 The Spanish tradition, from Nachmanides to R. Nissim, reads מספר for being fruitful and multiplying and secondary prohibitions.  

131 In both cases, of the three partners in the creation of a child, father, mother, and God (Peah, Chapter 1, Note 116), the child has only two since legally it has no father.  

132 Mishnah Bekhorot 8:1. If the Gentile first has a child as a Gentile, then converts and marries the father of her child, the next child, if male, will be the father's firstborn (since he is no relative of the other child) but does not have to be redeemed (Ex. 34:20) since he is not the first child of the mother.  

A Gentile came to a Gentile woman and she gave birth. Rebbi Johanan said, Gentiles have family relationships. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, Gentiles have no family relationships. But is it not written: "At that
time, Merodakh-Baladan, son of Baladan, king of Babylon, sent letters and a gift to Hizqiah." Since he honored his elder \(^\text{135}\), he was honored with a family relationship. But is it not written \(^\text{136}\): "At that time, king Asa sent to Ben-Hadad, son of Tabrimon, son of Hezayon, king of Damascus, as follows." Destroyer son of a destroyer. As you say \(^\text{137}\): "For Haman ben Hamedata was". Was he the son of Hamedata? That means, oppressor son of an oppressor. So here also, destroyer son of a destroyer. Rebbi Tanhumah said, so did Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish answer Rebbi Johanan, but is there not written \(^\text{138}\): "Siba had sixteen sons and twenty slaves." Do slaves have family relationships? It is to enumerate those who served Mephiboshet together.

133 The verse Gen. 2:24: "Therefore, a man abandons his father and his mother and clings to his wife so they will be one flesh" is interpreted to mean that, by the laws of Creation, incest between parents and children, adultery (with a wife not his own) and possibly homosexuality are forbidden. The question is whether a court can enforce the incest prohibition between father and daughter. If there is no recognized legal relationship, that cannot be enforced. R. Johanan holds that any court on earth, even a Jewish one, can punish incest between Gentile father and daughter. R. Simeon ben Laqish disagrees.

In the Babli, 62a, the parallel discussion is on a completely different topic, whether the firstborn of a proselyte who converted together with his father is entitled to the customary double portion of the inheritance. R. Johanan answers in the affirmative, R. Simeon ben Laqish in the negative.

134 Is. 39:1.

135 Babli Sanhedrin 96a reports that Baladan was incapacitated and Merodakh added his father's name to his own so that all acts of his regency should also be in his father's name.

136 IK., 15:18. The text is contaminated with 2Chr. 16:2.

137 Esth. 9:24. In Targum Šeni 3:1, the family tree of Haman is given up to his ancestor Esaw. It is not clear there
whether "Hamedata the Agagite" is intended as a name or a title. In the latter case, Haman's father's name was Serah.

In v. 2, Šiba is called "ebed of the House of Saul". Since in v. 9 he is called "esquire of Saul", it seems that 'ebed represents the usage of the time the book was finally edited, the later kingdom of Judah, when 'ebed was the recognized title of officials directly responsible to the king.

Not being able to legally marry, they are empowered to be promiscuous without guilt.

A slave woman: "The woman and her children shall belong to her owner." A Gentile woman. Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Sineon ben Iohai, it is written: "You shall not conclude marriage with them". And it is written: "For he will divert your son from after Me." Your son from a Jewish woman is called your son; but your son from a Gentile woman is not called your son but her son.

Ex. 18:4, speaking of the Jewish indentured servant who has to serve for six years. If the children he had during that time with a slave woman were his, they would have to be freed with him at the end of his servitude.

Deut. 7:3-4. Since only the masculine is used, "he will divert", but not the feminine, it is concluded that the verse speaks only about the Gentile husband. Therefore, the child of the Jewish husband and the Gentile wife is not the husband's child.

The parallel to this paragraph is in the Babli 23a.
Jacob from Kefar Naboraia went to Tyre. They came to ask him, may one circumcise the son of a Gentile woman on the Sabbath? He wanted to permit it from the verse: "They determined their genealogies for their families according to their fathers' houses." Rebbi Haggai heard it and said, he shall come. They brought him in order to be whipped. He said to him, for what reason do you whip me? He said, from what is written: "Now we shall make a covenant for our God". He said, you want to whip me based on tradition? He said, "and it should be done according to the Torah." He said to him, from which teaching? He said, from that which Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai, it is written: "You shall not conclude marriage with them". And it is written: "For he will divert your son from after Me." Your son from a Jewish woman is called your son; but your son from a Gentile woman is not called your son but her son. He said to him, whip your whipping, because it is good to impress.

142 Parallels in Qiddusin 3:14; Gen. rabba 7(3); Eccl. rabba 7:26; Bemidbar rabba, Tanhuma, both Pesiqtor, to Ḥuqqat (Parah).
143 The son of a Jewish father born on the Sabbath, converted at birth.
144 Num. 1:18, which determines the clan by patrilinear descent. The principle is expressed in Mishnah Qiddusin 3:12: "If there is a possibility of marriage without sin, the child follows its father", even if the parents
are not married.

145  *Ezra* 10:3: "Now we shall make a covenant for our God to expel all these [foreign] women and what was born to them, as counseled by the Lord, by those who fear the commandments of our God; it should be done according to the Torah". As usual, the main point is the part not quoted.

146  "Tradition" is the name for the books of Prophets and Hagiographs which are not books of law. The most one can infer from a text of tradition is how Torah laws were handled in later times.

147  To impress upon him the lesson he should not forget.

Mishnah 7: If somebody gave *qiddushin* to one of two sisters but he does not know to which one of them, he gives a bill of divorce to each. If he died and has one brother, that one has to perform *halisah* with both sisters. If he had two [brothers], one performs *halisah* and one may marry in levirate. If both married without asking, one does not remove [the women] from them.

148  Both are forbidden to him since each one is possibly his sister-in-law's sister.

149  If the one who performed *halisah* had received *qiddushin* from the deceased, the other one is free to marry his brother. If she did not get *qiddushin*, then the levirate is valid.

150  The court does not intervene since one has correctly married in levirate and the other is free to marry his brother since she had no *qiddushin*. 

151  If the one who performed *halisah* had received *qiddushin* from the deceased, the other one is free to marry his brother.
Halakhah 7: "If somebody gave qiddushin to one of two sisters but he does not know to which one of them, he gives a bill of divorce to each. If he died and has one brother, that one has to perform hallsah with both sisters." Everywhere else you say\textsuperscript{152} "there cannot be hallsah after hallsah" but here you say so? There if it is certain, here one is in doubt\textsuperscript{153}. "If he had two [brothers], one performs hallsah and one may marry in levirate." Everywhere else you say, in any case one asks him to perform the levirate one does not say perform hallsah; but here you say so? There if it is certain, here one is in doubt. "If both married without asking, one does not remove [the women] from them."

\textsuperscript{152} Mishnah 5:1. \textsuperscript{153} It is impossible to do otherwise.

Mishnah 8: If two\textsuperscript{154} [men] gave qiddushin to two sisters and neither of them knows to which one he gave his, each one of them gives two bills
of divorce\textsuperscript{155}. If they died and each one had a brother, each brother performs \textit{halisah} with both sisters\textsuperscript{156}. If one had one brother but the other had two, the single one performs \textit{halisah} with both sisters, but of the two brothers one performs \textit{halisah} and the other may marry in levirate\textsuperscript{157}. If both married without asking, one does not remove the women from them\textsuperscript{151}.

154 Unrelated.

155 Both sisters are forbidden to both men since each relation would possibly be adultery. Of the two bills each of the women gets, one is valid and the other, given by a man not her husband, is as if it had not been written; only they do not know which is which.

156 They are forbidden to both of them for each one is possibly a candidate for levirate with the other man’s brother.

157 The second sister which did not perform \textit{halisah} with his brother since she either is his sister-in-law or an unrelated person.

Halakhah 8: "If two men gave \textit{qiddushin} to two sisters," etc. It was stated: These rules apply both for Israel and for Cohanim\textsuperscript{159}. That is, if \textit{halisah} was performed first and the levirate afterwards. But to perform levirate first is forbidden; maybe his brother will die and it will turn out that he cohabited with the sister of his sister-in-law\textsuperscript{160}. Rav Hisda said, that means that having relations with the sister of his sister-in-law\textsuperscript{161} does
not make her unfit for [marriage into] priesthood. Rebbi Yose bar Abba said, Rebbi Hiyya stated: He who cohabited with the sister of a woman for whom he had performed halîsah did not make her unfit for [marriage into] priesthood.

158 Reading of ms. A (see the Introduction) confirming a conjecture by R. M. Margalit. In the ms: irm'jn, as in the next sentence.

159 Babli 24a, with an explanation: Since for priests, halîsah is treated like divorce, one should assume that both sisters are forbidden to priests. But since this treatment is only a rabbinic enhancement of the priest's status, it is not applied to cases of doubt.

160 Who still is bound to him as a candidate for levirate. Babli 23b.

161 Who is not known certainly to be his sister-in-law. The conclusion is reached since all parts of this Mishnah are approved if one of the men is a Cohen.

"If they died and each one had a brother, each [brother] performs halîsah with both [sisters]. Everywhere else you say "there cannot be halîsah after halîsah" but here you say so? There if it is certain, here one is in doubt. "If one had one [brother] but the other had two, the single one performs halîsah with both [sisters], but of the two brothers one performs halîsah and the other may marry in levirate. Everywhere else you say, in any case one asks him to perform the levirate one does not say perform halîsah; but here you say so? There if it is certain, here one is in doubt."
"If both married without asking, one does not remove [the women] from them."

Mishnah 9: If each [of the deceased] had two brothers, one brother of each [of the deceased] performs halisah with one [of the sisters] and the other brother takes the other [sister] in levirate. If two [brothers] both performed halisah, the other two should not [both] marry in levirate but one of them performs halisah and the other one may take in levirate. If both married without asking, one does not remove [the women] from them.

162 If the halisah of his brother was correct, then the other brother marries an unrelated widow. If it was incorrect then he enters a valid levirate marriage.

163 Each of them for another woman.

164 Since one of them might marry the sister of a candidate of levirate with him. But if they married without asking, one of them certainly executed a valid levirate and the other married an unrelated woman.
Halakhah 9: "If each [of the deceased] had two brothers". That is, for Israel, but for Cohanim they are forbidden\(^{165}\).

If the first pair of brothers both performed halîsah and the second are Cohanim then one of the second pair certainly will marry a woman freed by halîsah, who is considered a rabbinic divorcee. The Babli, 24a, seems to extend the permission given to Cohanim (Note 159) even to this case since for each single person there is only a 50/50 chance that he married a woman with a legally valid halîsah.

Mishnah 10: The obligation of levirate is on the oldest [brother] but if a younger one got the start on him, he acquired. If somebody is accused in matters of a slave woman\(^{166}\) and she was manumitted, or of a Gentile and she converted, he should not marry her but if he married her one does not remove her from him. If somebody is accused in matters of a married woman and she was forcibly divorced from [her husband], even if he married her he must divorce her\(^{167}\).

\(^{165}\) That he has an affair with the slave.

\(^{166}\) That he has an affair with the slave.

\(^{167}\) An adulteress is permanently forbidden both to the husband and the adulterer (Mishnah Sotah 5:1).
"The obligation of levirate is on the oldest [brother] but if a younger one got the start on him, he acquired, etc." "The obligation of levirate is on the oldest," since it is said\(^{168}\), "the firstborn she will bear shall . . .". How do we hold? If about the newborn, the verse should read "he should rise in the name of his dead father.\(^{169}\) But it must be that the newborn is a firstborn. In that case, even if he had children and they died before he died, his widow should not be a candidate for levirate! Then the verse should have said, "he never had children\(^{164}\). But if it cannot refer to the newborn; let it refer to the levir, "the obligation of levirate is on the oldest."

\(^{168}\) Deut. 25:6: "The firstborn she will bear shall rise in the name of his dead brother." This seems to imply that the child should be called X son of Y, where Y is not the biological father but the dead first husband.

The Babli, 24a, discusses the same verse in a different manner, based on Sifry Deut. #289.

\(^{169}\) The first hand in the ms. had which is exactly the biblical text and therefore cannot have been meant. The corrector changed this into קים על שמת הארי המה as given in the text. Ms. A reads קים על שמת הארי המה "shall rise on the name of his dead brother-father" and this seems to be the superior reading; cf. Note 168.

\(^{170}\) The clause (v. 5) "he [is] without issue" implies that at the moment of death no descendants are living.
"If somebody is accused in matters of a slave woman and she was manumitted, or of a Gentile and she converted, he should not marry her but if he married her one does not remove her from him." If he agreed lawfully not to marry her and [nevertheless] married her, she is forcibly removed from him. If he divorced her, may he take her back? If you would say that, would you not defame her children? "If somebody is accused in matters of a married woman," Rav said, that is, he was accused by witnesses. Rebbi Yose asked, if he was accused by witnesses, is that what was stated: If he divorced her, even if he married her, he must divorce her? If somebody else divorced her, he can keep her! If he was accused by witnesses, even if somebody else divorced her, he must divorce her! But that is what we deal with: If he was accused not by witnesses, if somebody else divorced her, he may keep her.

171 Reading of ms. A, missing ms. L and editio princeps, but necessary for the understanding of the text.
172 Reading of ms. A; in the Leiden ms. as in the Mishnah since the statement is qualified as a baraita, some deviation from the text of the Mishnah must be expected. This baraita is quoted by Rabba bar Rav Nahman in Babli 25a and seems to be underlying Tosephta 4:5.
173 But without a confession of guilt by the husband, the rabbinic authority cannot interfere.
174 If she was divorced and one would prohibit remarriage (as long as she had no other husband in between), at the same time one would declare her children from that man as bastards. This is unacceptable.

175 Only for adultery proven in court is the marriage with the presumed adulterer forbidden. A parallel statement in Babli, 24b.

176 The husband. He may divorce her for suspected adultery and refuse to pay her anything. If she goes to court for the money, he can defend himself by circumstantial evidence permitted in civil law.

177 The adulterer.

178 After her divorce, she married a party other than the presumed adulterer.

179 Tosephta 4:5.

Mishnah 11: If somebody brings a bill of divorce from overseas and says "it was written and signed in my presence", he shall not marry the wife\(^{180}\). "He died\(^{181}\)", "I killed him", or "we killed him", he shall not marry the wife. Rebbi Jehudah said, "I killed him", the wife cannot be married\(^ {182}\), "we killed him", the wife can be married\(^ {183}\).

180 A bill of divorce brought from another country is valid only if the person who delivers the document can testify to the circumstances in which it was executed (Mishnah Gittin 1:1). If the witness would marry the divorcee, his testimony would be suspect because of his interest in the validity of the divorce.

181 If the husband died far from home and somebody testifies to his death to free the widow for another marriage, he cannot marry her because of conflict of interests. The same holds
for the other cases.

182 The killer cannot testify since he declares himself to be wicked and persons officially declared wicked cannot be witnesses (Ex. 23:1). Therefore, there is no evidence of the death and the wife cannot claim to be a widow.

183 The witness only says that he was with a group containing a killer, not that he himself is a killer. His testimony is valid; cf. Mishnah 15:4.

185 "If somebody brings a bill of divorce from overseas and says", etc. About what is he trustworthy? Samuel says, he is trusted to give a bill of divorce. Assi said, he is trusted to marry. Rav Huna said in the
name of Rav: He is trusted to marry. Rebbi Johanan said, he is trusted to marry but one does not infer from this ruling anything for another case. What means, one does not infer from this ruling anything for another case? I sold one of my fields but I do not remember to whom I sold it. If someone comes and says, I bought it, he is not trusted in any way. In qiddushin, the same holds. "I betrothed one of my daughters but I do not remember to whom I betrothed her. If someone comes and says, I gave her qiddushin," he is not trusted in any way. The Mishnah disagrees with Rav: "If somebody brings a bill of divorce from overseas and says, it was written and signed in my presence, he shall not marry the wife." There, she is considered by everybody to be a married woman. Here, she is considered to be a married woman only by two persons. One waits until these two come and say, this is the man who gave her qiddushin. The Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "This one says, I gave her qiddushin, and that one says, I gave her qiddushin. Both of them give a bill of divorce, but if they agree, one gives a bill of divorce and the other one marries." He explains this, if [the father] says, I did betroth her to one of these two but I do not remember which one it was. Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Yasa, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If one of them jumped the gun and married her, one does remove her from him. That is, if this one says, I gave her qiddushin, and that one says, I gave her qiddushin and one of them jumped the gun and married her. But if he said, I gave her qiddushin and married her, and another one comes and says, I gave her qiddushin, he is not trusted in any way. It was stated thus: If after the marriage another man comes and says, I gave her qiddushin, he is not trusted in any way.
184 Missing in the parallel in Qiddusin; the context requires that the word be deleted even though ms. A also has it.
185 This paragraph is a copy of the parallel in Qiddusin 3:7 on the Mishnah quoted later, "I betrothed one of my daughters but I do not remember to whom I betrothed her. If someone comes and says, I gave her qiddushin, he is trustworthy."
186 But without further evidence he is not allowed to marry the girl since he is testifying in his own behalf. In the Babli, Qiddusin 63b, this is the opinion of Rav; Samuel is not mentioned there.
187 Without evidence to the contrary, we do not accuse him of attempted adultery.
188 Mishnah Qiddusin 3:7.
189 To marry her; this is the point made by Samuel. The text in Qiddusin reads ל אל תחלי "is not everything from him?"; the father's evidence is nothing and everything depends on the word of the suitor. This seems to be the correct version even though the two mss. agree in Yebamot.
190 The person on whose word the woman becomes free to marry may not marry her; why should a person whose word frees the girl from being unable to marry anybody in the world be allowed to marry her?
191 The two witnesses without whom any qiddushin are invalid. If they come and testify, there will be no doubt; the testimony of the suitor is verifiable. In the case of the divorce, everybody knows that the woman is married and the testimony is unverifiable.
192 In Qiddusin: Samuel. This is the correct version even though the two mss. agree in Yebamot. If one of the two suitors is permitted to marry the girl, the rest of the world is excluded and both are trustworthy even for marriage.
193 End of Mishnah Qiddusin 3:7, about the father who betrothed his daughter to an unknown suitor.
194 They both came at the same time, or at least the existence of both of them was known when one of them married the girl.
195 He comes later; his identity was not known at the time of marriage.
196 As you take it, if he killed him, a suspect in a case can neither judge nor testify in it. If he did not kill him, the person is alive.

196 In both mss. the reference to the Mishnah is missing, that R. Jehudah bars the one who says, I killed the husband, from marrying the widow. It is explained here that such testimony is always invalid.

"We killed him," she should be married to others but not to him197. They said before Rebbi Jehudah, it happened that a robber was caught in Kappadokian Caesarea199. When he went out to be executed, he said to them, go and tell the wife of Simeon ben Cahana that I killed him when he was coming into Lydda. The case came before the Sages and they confirmed his words. Rebbi Jehudah said to them: Is that a proof? He only said, we killed him.

197 Even though R. Jehudah says only that the woman can remarri; he will agree that she cannot marry the person upon whose testimony she becomes a widow.

198 Tosephta 4:5; a somewhat different version in Babli, 25b. The Babli insists that the robber explicitly dissociated himself from the killers. This is not the position of the Yerushalmi; a possibility that he was not the killer is enough, given all the leniencies admitted in testimonies concerning women whose husbands had disappeared.

199 Today Kaisarie.
Mishnah 12: A rabbi who forbade a woman to her husband because of a vow cannot marry her. If she repudiated or performed *halisah* before him he may marry her since he acts as a court. And all who had wives who [subsequently] died may marry them. And to all who were married to others and were divorced or widowed, they can be married. All are permitted to their sons or brothers.

200 A woman made a vow that she will have no usufruct from her husband. This is a vow the husband cannot dissolve since it is not a "vow of deprivation" (Num. 30:2-17). She can go to a competent rabbi who may find a way to relieve her from her vow if she sincerely repents. If he did not find a way to repeal the vow, the husband will divorce her (obviously, he need not pay her anything.) Since the refusal of the rabbi to annul the vow forces the divorce, he cannot profit from his act or people will suspect him of bending the law for his own profit.

201 In this case, he does not act alone since a repudiation needs 3 and *halisah* 5 judges. In the other cases of the Mishnah, the availability of the woman for marriage depends on unforeseeable circumstances.

202 The rabbi who forces the divorce or the witnesses who testified that she was a widow. If they were married at the time of the action, they may marry the woman after the death of their wives since death is an unpredictable event. In this case, it is presumed that the marriage contract of the rabbi or any member of the court forbade the husband to take an additional wife without the first wife's consent. Then the members of the court are truly disinterested parties. *Ketubot* of this kind are known from the Cairo Genizah.

203 Nobody sins for the profit of others; see the Halakhah.
Halakkah 12: "A rabbi who forbade a woman to her husband because of a vow", etc. "A rabbi who forbade a woman to her husband because of a vow cannot marry her." I would say, that was his intention from the start. "If she repudiated or performed halîsah before him he may marry her since he acts as a court", because two will not usually sin for the benefit of a third. There, we have stated: "If somebody deposits fruit with another person, that one should not touch it even if it spoils. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, he shall sell it under the supervision of a court because one is obliged to return a find to its owners." Rebbi Abba bar Jacob said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, practice follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. What does one do with the money? Rav Jehudah said, the disagreement of Rebbi Aqiba and Rebbi Tarphon. It is a condition that the members of the court cannot buy. Rebbi Aqiba said, Rebbi Hiyya ben Rebbi Sabbatai asked: Here, you say, "if she repudiated or performed halîsah before him he may marry her since he acts as a court," and here, you say so? Rebbi Yose said, there, the buy could be in thirds, but here, two will not usually sin for the benefit of a third.
204 Correct reading of ms. A. Ms. L: court. R. Tarphon holds that he uses the money in his own business; therefore he is totally responsible for it. R. Aqiba says, he may not touch the money; therefore, he is not responsible if it is stolen.

205 Baba Meši‘a, Mishnah 3:7.

206 Babli Baba Meši‘a 39b (R. Abba ben R. Jacob in the name of R. Johanan). In the Babli, the circumstances of this ruling are very much in dispute.

207 Mishnah Baba Meši‘a 2:7. If somebody finds perishables (with characteristics that might allow the identification of the lawful owner), he sells them under the supervision of a court. R. Tarphon holds that he uses the money in his own business; therefore he is totally responsible for it. R. Aqiba says, he may not touch the money; therefore, he is not responsible if it is stolen.

208 An otherwise unknown Amora.

209 Why are the members of the court forbidden to buy the produce to be sold under their supervision?

210 Every judge could profit from the transaction.

"And all who had wives who [subsequently] died may marry them." It only says "who died"; therefore, not if they were divorced. "And to all who were married to others and were divorced or widowed, they can be married", since usually nobody sins for an uncertain future. "All are permitted to their sons or brothers," since usually nobody sins for the benefit of either his son or his brother.
Mishnah 1: There are four brothers, two of whom are married to two sisters. If those married to the sisters died\(^1\), [the sisters] have halîsah but not levirate. If [the remaining brothers] jumped the gun and married, they must divorce them. Rebbi Eliezer said, the House of Shammai say, they shall keep them\(^2\), but the House of Hillel say, they have to divorce.

---

\(^1\) One possible explanation is that they died childless at the same time; then each of the sisters is a candidate for levirate for either one of the surviving brothers, i.e., each is a sister of a sister-in-law and potentially forbidden.

\(^2\) According to him the House of Shammai must hold that candidacy has no other legal consequences (cf. Note 19). Therefore, if they married the sisters against the rules, no biblical precept has been violated. In contrast, cf. Halakhah 5.
women, would they not be subject to levirate? There is a difference, since here there is the prohibition of sisters. In that case, they should not need halîsah from them! Rebbi Mattaniah said, it is because of candidacy and the prohibition of sisters is not clear.

It is not clear whether the fact levirate at the same time makes them that the sisters become candidates for forbidden; cf. Chapter 2, Notes 27-29.

There, we have stated: "If a brother gave qiddushin to the sister of a woman waiting for the levir, they said in the name of Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathya: One says to him, wait until your brother has acted. If [one of the] brothers performed halîsah or married her, he may marry his wife. If the sister-in-law died, he may marry his wife. If the levir died, he has to send away his wife by a bill of divorce and his brother's widow by halîsah." It says only: If the sister-in-law died, his wife is permitted to him. But if his wife died, his sister-in-law is forbidden to him. Rebbi Johanan said, these are the words of Rebbi Eliezer. But the Sages say, if his sister-in-law died, his wife is permitted to him, if his wife died, his sister-in-law is permitted to him. Rebbi Johanan said, the Sages hold that for anything
induced by a cause, if the cause is removed the prohibition is removed.

But for Rebbi Eliezer, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains.

4 In both mss., the middle of the Mishnah is indicated only by a few words. Ms. L: מַעְשֶׂהּ וְיָבֵלָה מַעְשֶׂהּ. Ms. A: בְּנָבָא הָיָה מַעְשֶׂה הָיָה. The full text, translated in small print, reads: רעב יוסי בריסי חיניך בַּעֲאוֹת קְפִי רֹבֶּי זִיקָמָה. הקא את אימר. אמר יבמות.

5 Missing in the L text here, taken from the parallel in Halakhah 4:10. Most of the text is in ms. A.

6 Mishnah 4:10.

7 After the death of the brother, when the sister-in-law’s sister was prohibited to him since the widow is a candidate for levirate with any one of the brothers.

8 Since the candidacy obstacle to marriage was removed. The same holds if the widow dies.

9 Only if he is the only remaining brother. Then he is forbidden to marry his betrothed and has to divorce her. The widow becomes the sister of a woman divorced by him and cannot be married.

10 The source of the argument is Mishnah 13:6. In the tradition of the Babli, the author is R. Eleazar (ben Arakh, the Tanna). The Babli disagrees (41a) and holds that both opinions are compatible with the position of the Sages who in this case might agree with R. Eleazar that a woman whom a brother could not marry for one moment is permanently forbidden to him.

11 In Chapter 1 (Note 71), this is a statement of R. Eleazar (the Amora) in the name of R. Abun. In the Babli, 27b, R. Johanan disagrees and holds that any sister-in-law who cannot be married in levirate at the moment of death of her husband can never be a party to levirate.
Rebbi Yose ben Hanina asked before Rebbi Johanan: Here, you say, if his sister-in-law died, his wife is permitted to him, if his wife died, his sister-in-law is permitted to him, and here you say so? He said to him, I do not know the reason for [the rule regarding] sisters. Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hïyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: I do not know the reason for [the rule regarding] sisters who are sisters-in-law. Rebbi Hïla, Rebbi Yasa, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The prohibition of sisters who are sisters-in-law cannot be compared to the prohibition of sisters who are not sisters-in-law. Rebbi Jeremiah said, explain it that the house fell on both [brothers] at the same time. Rebbi Yose asked, did Rebbi Johanan say, I do not know the reason for [the rule regarding] sisters who are sisters-in-law if the house fell on both [brothers] at the same time? Only if they died one after the other. They wanted to say, what was the problem of Rebbi Johanan? If the second one died, why should the first one not be permitted to him? But if the first one died, the second should be forbidden to him. Rebbi Yudan said, both cases are the same problem for him. And candidacy counts for nothing since if there are three brothers,
two of them paternal but not maternal halfbrothers, and two maternal but not paternal halfbrothers. If the paternal halfbrother died first and the second brother had no time to perform halisah or levirate before he died, and she became eligible for his maternal halfbrother, may he not take her? This shows that candidacy is nothing, [otherwise] she should be forbidden as the maternal halfbrother's wife.

12 Reading of ms. A. In ms. L: רד, unknown as Amora.
13 Mishnah 4:10.
14 Mishnah 3:1. If one of the brothers performs halisah with the woman who became a widow later, the sister who first became a widow should be permitted to the other brother by the rule spelled out by R. Johanan; see below.
15 In the Babli, 27b, R. Johanan is quoted as saying that he does not know the author of Mishnah 3:1. This means he is unable to analyze the hidden premisses on which the ruling is based.
16 He spelled out that his criticism refers to Mishnah 3:1, not 4:10.
17 Cf. Note 1. In that case, we do not know which of the two brothers died first; there are no discernible first and second widows to apply the rule of Mishnah 4:10. A similar argument in the Babli, 28a.
18 Brother 2 is paternal half-brother of brother 1 and maternal half-brother of brother 3. There is no relationship between 1 and 3. If 1 dies childless, his widow becomes a candidate for levirate with 2.
19 If candidacy had given her some status comparable a wife of 2, she would be forbidden to 3. Since this case is never mentioned, one has to conclude that for 3 she is the widow of an unrelated man. In the Babli, Nedairim 74a, this position is ascribed to R. Aqiba, but not accepted by the other Sages.
What if there is a co-wife? Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Avina:

It is an inference *de minore ad majus*. If the Sages gave a co-wife to the sister of a woman with whom one performed *halīsah*, which is rabbinic, here, where there is the prohibition of sisters, not so much more? It is obvious that the rule of co-wives applies to his daughter. Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Avina: One has stated there, "if the co-wives performed *halīsah*, the sisters were freed; if the sisters performed *halīsah*, the co-wives were not freed." But as you say, if the co-wives performed *halīsah*, the sisters were freed, so it should be that even if the sisters performed *halīsah*, the co-wives should be freed. But it must follow Rebbi Joḥanan ben Nuri, since Rebbi Joḥanan ben Nuri said, come and let us institute that the co-wife perform *halīsah* without being admitted to levirate. Did they institute that? Was it not stated: They did not manage to institute this before the time became unsuitable. But it must follow the House of Shammai since the House of Shammai permit the co-wives to the brothers. Rebbi Phineas said to Rebbi Yose: If it follows the House of Shammai, even if the co-wives performed *halīsah*, the sisters
should not be freed. But we have stated: Rebbi Eliezer said, the House of Shammai say, they shall keep them, but the House of Hillel say, they have to divorce. There are two Tanna'im interpreting the House of Shammai, one said if the co-wives performed *halisah*, the sisters were freed, the other one said if the co-wives performed *halisah*, the sisters were not freed.

20 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: קרה>ע. 21 Missing in ms. A; devoid of sense in the context. 22 Reading of ms. A and the first hand of ms. L. Miscorrected text in L: ש람

23 Since none of the sisters can be married (Mishnah 3:1), could any co-wife of one of them be married? 24 The imputation of the status of divorcee to any woman having performed *halisah* is purely rabbinic. Therefore, the prohibition of the sister of a woman with whom he had performed *halisah* and her co-wives is not biblical.

25 *Lev.* 18:18. 26 Since this is a case of Mishnah 1:1, the sentence is superfluous. It is missing in ms. A.

27 A *baraita* referring to the case of Mishnah 3:1, partially quoted in Babli, 27a.

28 Since the House of Hillel hold that a woman forbidden for levirate gives the same status to her co-wives, it seems illogical to give the co-wives a status different from that of the sisters.

29 Chapter 1, Notes 200-204. 30 Same conclusion in Babli, 27a.

31 If *halisah* of the sisters is worthless for the co-wives then *halisah* of the co-wives should be worthless for the sisters since the House of Shammai validate a marriage of the sisters.
It was stated33: "Abba Shaul says, the House of Hillel made this easy34." Is that a criticism? It is a praise, since people were saying, what is the prohibition here35? It was found stated in the name of Rebbi Simeon33: "If they jumped the gun and married, they should keep them." But that is only if they had intercourse at the same time36. In the opinion of Abba Shaul it is permitted to have intercourse without asking. In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon only if he transgressed and had intercourse. If the first [brother] married and had intercourse, he tells the second also to have intercourse. If that one did not have intercourse, the first [brother] is forbidden to have intercourse a second time37; maybe one of them will die and it turns out that he had intercourse with the sister of his38 sister-in-law. It was stated: If the second [brother] died, the first one had to divorce his wife with a bill of divorce and his brother's wife by halisah39. Even if the second one died? Does this not follow Rebbi Simeon? But Rebbi Simeon frees the second [sister] from halisah and levirate40! Rebbi Ze'ira said, I confirmed this: Any sister-in-law who was to be freed by halisah will never be permitted without halisah41.

32 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: מ. 33 Tosephta 5:1, quoted in Babli 28a. 34 In his opinion, the House of Hillel permit the sisters to the brothers without problems, not only if they married without asking; they are more lenient than the House of Shammasi. 35 If candidacy without "bespeaking" has no influence, there is no reason
why the two brothers should not marry the two sisters in levirate since no biblical precept could be violated.

36 Since levirate is valid only through intercourse (Mishnah 6:1), and R. Simeon has doubts whether "bespeaking" makes the woman a wife (Halakhah 2:1), he will require to do away with "bespeaking" and marriage ceremony. If each brother has intercourse with the corresponding sister at the same time, they both become wives of the respective brothers and neither of them is an impediment to the other's marriage.

37 Which does not fulfill the biblical requirement to marry the widow of the childless brother.

38 The one who from the start was a candidate to be taken by him in levirate. Then both of them are forbidden to him.

39 The wife of the first brother becomes forbidden as the sister of a woman who is a candidate for levirate with him. This Tanna holds that since the levirate of the first sister was illegal, it does not exclude the second sister from becoming a candidate. The expression "his brother's wife" means "his brother's potential wife". If the second brother had taken the second sister in levirate, the problems would have disappeared and when he died childless, his widow would be free of levirate or halîsah without problems.

40 Mishnah 3:4. The second sister should be able to marry outside the family without any formality.

41 Since both sisters did require halîsah when they became widows, the intervening incomplete action by one of the brothers cannot remove that requirement.

42 If the first [sister] had a co-wife, one [of the brothers] performs halîsah, the co-wife is freed. If then he had intercourse with her, this is
forbidden intercourse and the co-wife is not freed. If he performed halîsah and then had intercourse with her, as you look at it, either halîsah should free or intercourse should free. Rebbi Yudan said, I confirmed it following "If somebody married his sister-in-law and she turns out to be pregnant", as you say there, the co-wife should not marry until she knows by which means she is permitted, whether through the fetus or through intercourse; so here also the co-wife should not marry until she knows by which means she is permitted, whether through halîsah or through intercourse.

42 Reading of ms. A; ms L: κπ.
43 The sister who had halîsah.
44 Even for R. Simeon.
45 If halîsah was valid, then the intercourse is sinful but otherwise without consequence; if halîsah was not valid, then the intercourse makes the sister a wife and the co-wife is automatically freed.
46 Cf. Mishnah 4:2.
47 The same statement appears in Halakhah 4:1. The only parallel is in Tosephta 6:3: If somebody "bespeaks" his sister-in-law and she turns out to have been pregnant (from the deceased husband), her co-wife should not marry until it will be known that the fetus has developed into a viable child since no child frees unless it came into the air. That version must be Babylonian since it does not support R. Yudan.
48 That would require the decision of a court of law.

כְּהַ לִצְנָינִי אֵין. כָּנָּס אַתָּה נְצַרְתָּה וּמְסַיֵּים אַתָּה אָשָּׁר לָא מְסָרוּ בְּשֵׁנִי. מִדָּא נְצַרְתָּה אַתָּה מֶשֶׁחְו בְּאָרָתָה. יִהְיֶה אָסָר בְּעָרָתָה מֶשֶׁחְו בְּאָרָתָה. אָמְרָה בְּאַרְבִּי נַדָּא. אַלּוּ הַבָּקָשׁ לֶבַעֲלָה אַתָּה נְצַרְתָּה עַד שֵׁלָא סַפּוּ אָבָה כָּנָּס שֵׁמָא אָבָה חַמְּרָה כָּנָּס שֵׁמָא רובָה בָּאָבָה נַזָּרָה מְסַיֵּים אָשָּׁר לָא מְסָרוּ בְּשֵׁנִי. אָמְרָה אָבָה כָּנָּס שֵׁמָא נַזָּרָה לָא מְסַיֵּים. אָמְרָה לָא מְסָרוּ בְּשֵׁנִי.
If the first [sister] had a co-wife, he can marry the co-wife, keep his wife, but the second [sister] is forbidden to him. That is "the sister of the co-wife of one for whom he performed halîah is permitted to a person." Should the co-wife not be forbidden to him as co-wife of the sister of one for whom he performed halîsah? Rebbi Yudan said, if he wanted to have intercourse with the co-wife before he married, would he not have been permitted? At the start, he is permitted; at the end, he is prohibited? If you say so, you are making a co-wife after death and there can be no co-wife after death.

49 This still refers to the case of the Mishnah where the first brother performed levirate with the first sister but the second brother did nothing with respect to the second sister.

50 In Mishnah 4:7: "The relative of the co-wife of one for whom he performed halîsah".


52 Take her in levirate. This would be the easiest solution since then the second sister is eliminated as co-wife of one married in levirate and the first sister is permitted to the remaining brother.

53 By treating candidacy as equivalent of marriage, the co-wife of the second sister would become co-wife of the first, an impossible proposition.
If there were five brothers of whom three married three sisters and died\textsuperscript{55}: Rav said, each one [of the remaining brothers] performs halîsah for one of them, and the third [sister] performs halîsah with whom she wants\textsuperscript{56}. Samuel says, each one [of the remaining brothers] performs halîsah for one of them, and the third performs halîsah with both of them\textsuperscript{57}. Rav said that halîsah is acquisition. Samuel said that halîsah is freeing. Rebbi Ze'ira said that halîsah is acquisition. Rebbi Hila said that halîsah is freeing.

\textsuperscript{58}The words of the rabbis mean that halîsah is freeing. Simeon bar Abba asked before Rebbi Johanan: What is the difference between having halîsah and divorcing? He said to him: You think that halîsah is acquisition, but it is only freeing. The brothers are not guilty for her under the category of "wife of the one acting in halîsah" but they are guilty under the category of "wife of the deceased".

Levi said, candidacy is acquisition and each [sister] has to perform halîsah with both [brothers]\textsuperscript{59}.

\textsuperscript{54} Reading of ms. A. Ms L: הילצוה יאני קני
\textsuperscript{55} All childless. The text here and the parallel one in the Babli, 26b, are totally incompatible (as noted by Rashba, תורשים יבמה, פסוד חבר קשר, דרושים והמטים, י(clone) since the Babli attributes to Rav the statement given here to Samuel and then bases everything on candidacy which has been proven to be irrelevant (Note 19).
\textsuperscript{56} As explained here, Rav holds that halîsah is acquisition, i.e., it is as if the brother had married the sister-in-law and immediately divorced her. The third sister should be freed automatically were it not for the argument that no obligation of halîsah can vanish into thin air.
\textsuperscript{57} Samuel holds that halîsah is freeing; the third sister has to obtain halîsah from both brothers since she is equally forbidden to both of them. The Babli (26b, 51b, 53a) states that an
impossible *halîsah*, like that of the third sister, necessitates *halîsah* from all brothers. This is not found in the Yerushalmi.

58 This paragraph was explained in Chapter 1, Notes 89-91.

59 Levi holds that each sister became a forbidden quasi-wife of each of the surviving brothers at the death of each husband and therefore needs freeing from each of them. This statement is not discussed since its premiss had been rejected.
A Mishnah disagrees with Samuel: "If somebody performs halîsah with his sister-in-law, her relatives are forbidden to him and his relatives are forbidden to her." There is a difference here, since he already is available to free himself from her.

A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: "If somebody performs halîsah with his sister-in-law, then his brother marries her sister and dies, she performs halîsah but cannot have levirate." This supports him who says that halîsah is freeing. But according to him who says, halîsah is acquisition, is there anybody who wants to acquire two sisters together? Explain it, after her death. Is there no levirate after death? Explain it following Rebbi Eleazar, since Rebbi Eleazar said, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains.

A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: "Three brothers, two of them are married to two sisters and the third is free. One of the sisters' husbands died, the free [brother] "bespoke" her, then the second brother died. The House of Shammai say, his wife is with him and the other one should leave as the wife's sister. The House of Hillel say, he divorces his wife with a bill of divorce (and halîsah), and his wife's sister with halîsah. This supports him who says that halîsah is (acquisition) freeing. But according to him who says, halîsah is acquisition, is there anybody who..."
wants to acquire two sisters together? Explain it, after her death. Is there no levirate after death? Explain it following Rebbi Eleazar, since Rebbi Eleazar said, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains.

A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: 74"If a brother gives qiddushin to the sister of a woman waiting for the levir, they said in the name of Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathya: One says to him, wait until your brother has acted. If one of the brothers performed halisah or married her, he may marry his wife. If the sister-in-law died, he may marry his wife. If the levir died, he has to remove his wife by a bill of divorce and his brother's widow by halisah.". This supports him who says that halisah is freeing. But according to him who says, halisah is acquisition, is there anybody who wants to acquire two sisters together? Explain it following Rebbi Eleazar, since Rebbi Eleazar said, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains.

A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: 75"If a brother of the High Priest dies, he performs halisah but not levirate." This supports him who says that halisah is freeing. But according to him who says, halisah is acquisition, does one say to him, transgress the words of the Torah?

Rebbi Ḥama, the colleague of the rabbis, objected: Does not a Mishnah disagree with Rav? 76"Three brothers, two of them married to two sisters or a woman and her daughter or a woman and her daughter's or her son's daughter. These perform halisah but not levirate." There is a difference since the prohibition of a woman and her daughter applies both when she is alive as also after her death. These last two disagree with Rav and one cannot explain them away.

60 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: מונחא. Mishnah and is deleted in ms. L by the
61 The word is missing in the corrector; therefore it is missing in the
editio princeps. It is found in ms. A. From Halakhah 3:4 it is clear that the word was omitted from the Mishnah by a scribal error (cf. "א. תởiי, חמאה בבל" אובשרה, כונס ורינר קמ"), and was wrongly eliminated from the text.

62 It is clear that one must read קניין instead of קניין. The next sentence is missing in ms. L; it is clear that the scribe of ms. L already had the error before him since ms. A also reproduces it. The sentence in brackets is only in ms. A, it is missing in ms. L since its scribe left out a sentence from קניין to קניין. It is unlikely that the insertion in A is a deliberate correction.

63 This paragraph is missing in ms. A and in the text reproduced by Rashba (Note 55).

64 Mishnah 4:7.

65 All relatives of his wife forbidden to a husband are forbidden to the levir who performs haliṣah. Therefore, it seems that haliṣah turns the widow into an ex-wife.

66 This sentence is unintelligible and none of the commentators has an acceptable explanation. The only sensible way is to translate שכרת יראה not in the singular, "since he already is available", but "since they (both brothers) are available" and neither has an advantage over the other as participant in haliṣah. The question raised by the text is not answered since the prohibition is clearly rabbinic and independent of the nature of haliṣah.

67 Mishnah 4:8. The widow is biblically permitted to her levir but rabbinically forbidden; therefore, she needs haliṣah. If haliṣah were acquisition, she would be freed without ceremony.

68 Since everybody knows that one cannot be married to two sisters simultaneously.

69 If the first sister died, the second one is permitted. Then one does not understand why she cannot have levirate.

70 If the first widow was alive when the second husband died, the second widow cannot have levirate. If then the first widow died, the situation is not changed for R. Eleazar.

71 Mishnah 3:5.

72 The House of Shammai hold that "bespeaking" acquires like a betrothal; parallel the opinion of R. Eleazar ben Arakh (Halakhah 5, cf. Halakhah 1). Therefore, the first widow is his wife; the second is forbidden to him biblically and leaves the family without formality.

73 The House of Hillel hold that "bespeaking" is purely rabbinical and
that the only legal consequence of "bespeaking" is to forbid the sister-in-law to the other brothers. Therefore, now the "bespoken" and the new widow have conflicting claims on him; he has to give halîsah to both of them and in addition a rabbinic bill of divorce for the rabbinic betrothal to the first widow.

74 Mishnah 4:9, explained in Notes 7-9.

75 Mishnah 6:4. The High Priest may marry only a virgin. The verse (Lev. 21:14) reads: "A widow, a divorcee, a harlot, and a desecrated one he shall not acquire . . .". Since marriage is formulated in terms of acquisition, if halîsah were acquisition, the widow of the High Priest's brother either should be free without halîsah or never could be freed.

76 Mishnah 3:4. The second widow has to have halîsah if the first widow did. If the first was married in levirate, the second goes free without ceremony.

Mishnah 2: If one of them was forbidden to one of them by an incest prohibition, that one is forbidden for him but her sister is permitted to him77. Both are forbidden to the second [brother]. In case of a commandment prohibition or a holiness prohibition, they have halîsah but not levirate78. If one of [the sisters] was forbidden to that one [brother] by an incest prohibition and the other [sister] was forbidden to the [other brother] by an incest prohibition, the one who is forbidden for one might be
permitted to the other and vice-versa. That is what they said, "Her sister who is her sister-in-law can have halîsah or be married in levirate."

77 Since one of the sisters is not available to him, the other is not the sister of a candidate for levirate. If they both become candidates at the same time (or at least before the other brother had married one in levirate),

they both are sisters of a candidate and therefore forbidden to the second brother.

78 Mishnah 3:4. Since a marriage would not be void, halîsah is necessary.

Halakhah 2: "If one of them was forbidden," etc. If a man raped a woman and she had a daughter who married one of his brothers while [the daughter's] half-sister from another man is married to a second brother: When they died without children, his daughter is forbidden to him but her sister is permitted to him79. This exemplifies: "Her sister who is her sister-in-law can be married in levirate80."

Halakhah 3: "If one of them was forbidden," etc. If one of them raped a woman and she had a daughter, [the woman] in turn was raped by his brother and also had a daughter and both [daughters] married [these]
brothers who were paternal but not maternal halfbrothers: Each one of them is forbidden his own daughter but permitted her sister. That exemplifies: The one forbidden for one is permitted to the other and vice-versa.\(^{80}\)

79 Since she is not his wife's daughter.

80 That case never can happen if he is married to the mother of the girl (Babli 28b). All these rules are valid only for cases which probably never occur.

**Mishnah 3:** 76 Three brothers, two of them married to two sisters or a woman and her daughter or a woman and her daughter's or her son's daughter: These perform *halisah* but not levirate, but Rebbi Simeon frees them\(^{81}\). If one of them was forbidden to one of them by an incest prohibition, that one is forbidden for him but her sister is permitted to him\(^{77}\). In case of a commandment prohibition or a holiness prohibition, they have *halisah* but not levirate\(^{78}\). But Rebbi Simeon frees them\(^{82}\).

81 If both women become widows According to the Babli, 28b-29a, R. Simeon reads Lev. 18:18: "Do not take a wife together with her sister to tie into..."
one bundle" that the common candidacy of a woman and her sister destroys both candidacies so that even the one who was widowed first would be freed by her sister. This is not the position of the Yerushalmi which holds that the candidacy of the first widow excludes the second from candidacy, as explained in the Halakhah.

82 This sentence is not in the Mishnah of the Babli; the Babli holds that in this case, R. Simeon agrees with the majority.

Halakhah 4: "Three brothers, two of them married to two sisters," etc.

Ulla bar Ismael said, so explained Rebbi Hoshia, the father of the Mishnah83: Rebbi Simeon frees the second one from halisah and levirate81. Rebbi Johanan said, the group asked, would anybody think that a man could acquire two sisters together84? Rebbi Hanina said before Rebbi Mana and disagreed: Why does Rebbi Simeon free the second one from halisah and levirate? He said to him, because nobody thinks that a man could acquire two sisters together. There they said, the words of
Rebbi Simeon imply that no candidacy can come after another candidacy. Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Only if he sinned and had intercourse. What is the difference? If somebody from the market gave *qiddushin* to the second sister. Following the rabbis, perfect *qiddushin*. Following Rebbi Eleazar, suspended *qiddushin*. When he has intercourse with the first, the *qiddushin* become valid for the second. If he had intercourse with the second, following the rabbis it is an incestuous act. Following Rebbi Eleazar, it is not an incestuous act. If the first one died, following the rabbis the second is permitted to him.

83 In the Babli, he and the elder R. Hiyya are given as the source of reliable *baraïtot*.

84 They held that any *halîsah* mentioned in the Mishnah is only rabbinic (a view also held in the Babli, 28b/29a). Since nobody assumes that anyone might contract incestuous marriages, that rabbinic institution seems superfluous.

85 This statement, attributed to Babylonian sources, is not found in the Babli. Here it is referred to as "the opinion of the rabbis" in the interpretation of R. Simeon.

86 R. Eleazar holds that R. Simeon considers candidacy only as tentative (cf. Chapter 2, Note 47). Therefore, the second widow is freed only if the first becomes unquestionably the wife of the third brother; this she can become only by having intercourse which under the circumstances is sinful.

87 Since the second widow leaves the family without ceremony.

88 The third brother.

89 At least not an act which certainly would be incestuous.

90 To the third brother, but only in the case of two sisters.
If the first [sister] had a co-wife, he can marry the co-wife, keep his wife, but the second [sister] is forbidden to him. That is "the sister of the co-wife of one with whom he performed halishah is permitted to a person." Should the co-wife not be forbidden to him as co-wife of a relative of one with whom he performed halishah? Rebbi Yudan said, if he wanted to have intercourse with the co-wife before he married, would he not have been permitted? At the start, he is permitted; at the end, he is prohibited? If you say so, you are creating a co-wife after death and there can be no co-wife after death.

The argument of Rebbi Simeon seems to be inverted. There, he says, "he marries in levirate the one he wants and performs halishah with the other," and here, he says so? Rebbi Ze'ira said, when I was still there, I learned the reason: There, the candidacy for two brothers-in-law does not interfere and one candidacy can be added to another, but here it is candidacy for one levir and no candidacy can come after a "bespeaking." Rebbi Mattania said, are not sisters different from unrelated women? If you want a difficulty, find it in what Rebbi Ze'ira said in the name of Rav
Sheshet: They stated there that Rebbi Simeon forbade both of them. The argument of Rebbi Simeon seems to be inverted. There he says, both are forbidden, and here you say, both are permitted.

91 Mishnah 3:10 where R. Simeon completely disregards "bespeaking" while here he even considers candidacy as obstacle.
92 In Babylonia. In the Babli, 31b, this argument is labelled rabbinic, not biblical.
93 A comparison with the earlier quote (Note 85) shows that candidacy and "bespeaking" are put on one and the same level.
94 Halakhah 2:2, Note 47. In that case, Rebbi Simeon accepts "bespeaking" as marriage.
95 No answer is given since the earlier explanation of R. Ze'ira is also valid here.

Mishnah 4: Three brothers, two of whom are married to two sisters and the third is a bachelor. One of the sisters' husbands died; the bachelor "bespoke" her; then the second brother died. The House of Shammai say, his wife is with him and the other one should leave as the wife's sister. The House of Hillel say, he divorces his wife with a bill of divorce, and his wife's sister with halisah. That is what people say, he is unlucky with his wife and with his brother's wife.
A popular saying about some body who loses everything without having done anything wrong.

"Three brothers, two of whom are married to two sisters," etc. Do the House of Shamai follow Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh, since Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh says, "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely? If they would follow Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh, in case he had divorced the "bespoken" widow, she would not need halîsah! But Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, the House of Shamai agree that if he divorced the "bespoken", she needs halîsah! It must be they follow Rebbi Simeon, since Rebbi Simeon says, "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire. If they would follow Rebbi Simeon, in any case, if "bespeaking" acquires, nothing follows it. If "bespeaking" does not acquire, why "his wife is with him and the other one should leave as the wife's sister"? Maybe "bespeaking" for the House of Shamai is like candidacy for Rebbi Simeon in the interpretation of the rabbis there. As the rabbis there...
say, "bespeaking" acquires and leaves a remainder, so Rebbi Simeon says, [candidacy] acquires and leaves a remainder. Rebbi Simeon says, no candidacy can come after a candidacy, so the House of Shammai say here, no candidacy can come after a "bespeaking".

97 The positions of Rebbis Eleazar ben Arakh and Simeon are explained in Halakhah 2:1, Notes 10-13; their agreement is asserted in the Babli, 29b.

98 The Amora, who lived about 150 years after the disappearance of the House of Shammai. His opinion is in the Babli, 29a.

99 She is his wife as if there were qiddushin; there is no question that the sister is free without ceremony.

100 They would have to agree to the position of the House of Hillel.

101 In Chapter 2, Note 47 ff.

Rebbi Yudan asked: If somebody gave qiddushin to a woman "from now and after thirty days" and her sister became a candidate for levirate with him during these thirty days, is even in this "his wife with him and the other one should leave as the wife's sister"? He said, the House of Shammai said that only after candidacy and "bespeaking". But that what Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, even a hundred qiddushin are valid for her, does not follow the House of Shammai.

102 Mishnah Qiddusin 3:1. If somebody gives something of value to a woman and says, "be betrothed to me after thirty days", if another man comes in the meantime and gives her qiddushin, she is the wife of the second
man and after 30 days, when she should become the wife of the first, she already is married and betrothal with a married man is void. But if the first had said, "from now after thirty days", he reserved his rights to her from the moment of the transaction but she becomes his wife in civil and criminal law only after 30 days. If anybody else gives her qiddushin in that period, she is tentatively betrothed to both of them and both have to divorce her.

103 Following the House of Shammai.

104 Babli Qiddušin 60a, Yerushalmi Qiddušin fol. 63c, 3:1. It is a little difficult to accommodate 100 qiddushin. The general idea is that the first man says, from now in 30 days, the next day another says, from now in 29 days, etc.

105 Since the House of Shammai hold that "bespeaking", which is a very weak imitation of qiddushin, suffices to make the woman a wife in relation to female competitors, they should hold that qiddushin "from now to 30 days" also are enough to eliminate male competitors.

Mishnah 5: Of three brothers, two are married to two sisters and one to an unrelated woman. One of the sisters’ husbands died, the husband of the unrelated married his widow, and died. [The dead brother’s] second [wife] leaves as his wife’s sister, the first one as her co-wife. If he had "bespoken" her, the unrelated woman performs halisah but cannot have levirate.
Halakhah 6: "Of three brothers, two are married to two sisters," etc. Both the rabbis and Rebbi Simeon will agree in this case. For the rabbis, the part of the co-wife parallel to that which "bespeaking" acquired [in the widow] is forbidden. Also, the part of the co-wife parallel to that which "bespeaking" did not acquire [in the widow] is [still] forbidden. Therefore, she performs halîsah but cannot have levirate. Following Rebbi Simeon, if "bespeaking" acquires, both are permitted. If "bespeaking" does not acquire, the first is forbidden but the second permitted. Because of the doubt, she performs halîsah but cannot have levirate.

106 Since no woman can be the wife of two men; since she cannot have partial levirate, she cannot have levirate at all.

In this Mishnah and the next, the only question is why the unrelated woman has to perform halîsah. These Mishnaiot require the third brother to be married.

107 To marry outside the family without formalities.

108 The first, unrelated, wife is forbidden for outsiders without halîsah. (The Mishnah in the Babli switches the places of "first" and "second" in the Mishnah; students of the Babli consider this paragraph corrupt.)
Mishnah 6: Of three brothers, two are married to two sisters and one to an unrelated woman. The husband of the unrelated died, one of the sisters’ husbands married his widow, and died. His first [wife] leaves as his wife’s sister, the second one as her co-wife. If he had "bespoken" her, the unrelated woman performs halisah but cannot have levirate.

Halakhah 7: "Of three brothers, two are married to two sisters," etc. Both the rabbis and Rebbi Simeon will agree in this case.

109 In the ms.: ‘ربي, a copyist’s error (not caught by the editors).
brother died and then the husband of the unrelated died. She\textsuperscript{110} is permanently forbidden to him\textsuperscript{111} since she was forbidden one moment.

\textsuperscript{110} The widow of the first brother is forbidden to the second even though in general the deceased wife's sister is permitted to her husband (\textit{Lev.} 18:18). The reason is that when her first husband died, she was forbidden to the second brother as sister of his wife and, as will be explained later, any brother who cannot "build his brother's house" at the first opportunity can never build after that.

\textsuperscript{111} The only surviving brother.

\textbf{Halakhah 8:} "Of three brothers," etc. Rebbi Avina said, that is what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The prohibition of sisters who are sisters-in-law does not compare with the prohibition of sisters who not are sisters-in-law\textsuperscript{112}.

\textsuperscript{112} These are always permitted to the widower of the sister.

\textbf{Mishnah 8:} Of three brothers, two are married to two sisters and one to an unrelated woman. If one of the sisters' husbands divorced his wife, when the one married to an unrelated woman died and the divorcer married her\textsuperscript{113} and then died, that is what they said: Of all of these, if they died, or repudiated, or were divorced, or turned out to be she-rams, the co-wives are permitted\textsuperscript{114}.
113 The unrelated woman, now his brother's widow.

114 If at the moment of the husband's death there is no impediment to levirate, anything that happened before is unimportant. Cf. Chapter 1, Note 115.

In the Babli and most Mishnah mss., the text is short "if they died or were divorced" as in the quote in the Halakhah.

Halakhah 8: "Of three brothers," etc. Rebbi Haggai said in the name of Rebbi Ze'ira, not only if he divorced and after that married, but even if he married and after that divorced\(^{115}\). That is what we had stated: "Of all of these, if they died or were divorced, their co-wives are permitted.\(^{116}\)"

115 The Babli, 30a/b, considers this potential co-wife of the first's wife, she is permanently forbidden to the second brother.

That Talmud requires that the two women never were potential co-wives, i.e., if the first brother divorced his wife only after the third brother had died and the unrelated woman was a

potential co-wife of the first's wife, she is permanently forbidden to the second brother.


Rebbi Yudan said, even Rebbi Eliezer\(^{117}\) agrees. Rebbi Yose said, that is correct. Because, if somebody had children but they died before he died, is his widow not a candidate for levirate? There, if he had children at the moment of death. Here, if they were co-wives after his death\(^{118}\).
Who holds in Halakhah 1 (Note 10) that a prohibition remains even if its cause has disappeared.

Only the status at the moment of the husband’s death counts in matters of levirate. Everybody reads in Deut. 25:5: "one of them died while he left no child." Only the status at the moment of death counts; the prior history is irrelevant.

Mishnah 9: In all cases\(^{119}\) in which there were questionable qiddushin or divorces, the [co-wives] must perform halîsah but cannot have levirate. What are questionable qiddushin? If he threw the betrothal gift to her and there is a doubt whether it fell closer to him or to her, that are questionable qiddushin\(^{120}\). What is a questionable divorce? If [the divorce document] was written in his handwriting but without witnesses, or there are witnesses but no date, or there is a date but only one witness, these are questionable divorces\(^{121}\).

If the relationship with any one of the 15 categories of prohibited women enumerated in Mishnah 1:1 was predicated on a marriage whose validity or dissolution was questionable, the co-wife cannot automatically be freed since the relationship might be nonexistent but she cannot have levirate since the relationship might be valid.
woman his bride. If a person stands in the public domain, it is assumed that any object within a circle of radius of 4 cubits with her in the center is acquired by that person upon expression of her will to receive that object. If now both stand in the public domain exactly 8 cubits apart and he throws the gift to her in the presence of two witnesses and it lands in the middle, it is impossible to determine up to the last micron whether most of it landed within her domain. (If both stand on his property, the gift must be properly delivered; if on her property, her property will acquire for her if she wants it. If they are more than 8 cubits apart and the gift is not completely inside her circle of acquisition, there are no qiddushin.)

In the Tosephta, 5:7, qiddushin are questionable because it was not established that the gift had the monetary value of at least a peruta.

121 These are all cases of illegal divorces which can be validated only in urgent cases (if the woman remarried on the basis of the document and is now pregnant.)

Halakhah 9: 122"In all cases in which there were questionable qiddushin or divorces, the [co-wives] must perform halishah but cannot have levirate," etc. There really is no questionable divorce here123. What are questionable qiddushin? If he threw the betrothal gift to her and there is a doubt whether it fell closer to him or to her, that are questionable qiddushin. And here, if he threw the divorce document to her124 and there is a doubt whether it fell closer to him or to her, that is a questionable divorce.
The entire Halakhah is copied in Gittin 9:2.

As noted, the divorce documents are formally defective but can be validated in hardship cases. Therefore, if the forbidden woman has remarried based on such a document and now has children from another man, there is no reason why Mishnah 8 should not be invoked by the former co-wife. Therefore, for matters of levirate such a divorce is valid under all circumstances. The corresponding text in Gittin 9:2 (fol. 50b) reads: "There really is no questionable divorce but a real divorce." See the next paragraph.

A divorce document can be valid by biblical standards only when delivered to the woman (or her duly appointed representative), Deut. 24:1. This is a condition which cannot be waived.

Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Halaphta from Haifa: Any who were married on the basis of such a document should not leave in order not to give a bad reputation to her children. His daughter who was married outside on the basis of such a document should not leave in order to damage her co-wife to her father. Her co-wife who was married outside on the basis of such a document has to leave. His daughter who married his brother on the basis of such a document has to leave. Her co-wife who was married to his brother on the basis of such a document, or even to her father, should not leave.

The place name is corrupt in most sources. In the Babli, Gittin 86 b, the statement appears in very abbreviated form.
If his daughter was married to his brother and divorced by one of these questionable documents, if later her ex-husband dies childless, her former co-wife is permitted to her father in levirate. If the rabbinical establishment would force the termination of a second marriage, the co-wife would have to perform halîsah as possible co-wife of his daughter.

If his daughter was married to his brother and divorced by one of these questionable documents, if later her ex-husband dies childless, her former co-wife is permitted to her father and any outside marriage she contracts without halîsah is null and void.

If his daughter was married to his brother and divorced by one of these questionable documents, if later her ex-husband dies childless, any marriage of this daughter to one of the other paternal uncles is incestuous.

It was stated: [A claim based on] any of these three types of documents\textsuperscript{130} can be collected only from unincumbered property\textsuperscript{131}, not from mortgaged property. Rebbi Abba said, that means, if the document in the hand of the lender has not been confirmed. But if the document in the hand of the lender has been confirmed, he may collect\textsuperscript{132}. Rebbi Yose asked: If the document in the hand of the lender has not been confirmed, he should not be able to collect even from unincumbered property! But
one must deal with a document confirmed in the hand of the lender. And why can he not collect? Rebbi Bisna said, because of action in partnership\textsuperscript{133}. Rebbi Abun said, because it is invalid. So far, if the old man took the loan and [later] the old man mortgaged\textsuperscript{134}. But if the old man took the loan and [later] the son mortgaged, can you say because of a conspiracy? No, because it is invalid. And here, because it is invalid. Rebbi Abun said, and was it not stated\textsuperscript{135}: The same holds for bills of divorce. Can you say there, because of action in partnership? No, because it is invalid. And here\textsuperscript{136}, because it is invalid.

\textsuperscript{130} A bill of debt executed in the manner of any of the three types of bills of divorce declared questionable in the Mishnah. In talmudic practice, mortgages were usually not executed for specified pieces of real estate but were liens on all real estate of the debtor (in his possession at the date of the document) to be satisfied in the order of execution (except for the money due to a wife at the dissolution of a marriage by divorce or death of the husband, which always takes precedence). Therefore, the date of a bill of debt determines its rank as a mortgage.

The problem is touched on very lightly in Babli, \textit{Baba Batra} 176a.

\textsuperscript{131} Real estate acquired after any other bill of debt was executed.

\textsuperscript{132} No mortgage can be foreclosed unless the document and its signatures have been found to be genuine by a competent court.

\textsuperscript{133} Greek κοινωνία, used by LXX as translation (\textit{Lev.} 5:21) of Hebrew יְּהָוָה, derived from the verb κοινωνέω, one of whose meanings is "to act in partnership". In talmudic literature, the word always has a pejorative meaning, "a criminal conspiracy". The lender and the borrower might conspire to defraud an earlier mortgage holder by predating the document. A sale of real estate cannot invalidate mortgage liens executed before the time of the sale. The lender and the borrower might also conspire to defraud any buyer of unincumbered real estate by pretending that the later loan predates the earlier sale. Since they would not find witnesses in good
standing to sign a predated document (and to testify before a court), they take their chance with an undated bill in the borrower's hand.

134 There might be a conspiracy if the borrower and the writer of the bill of debt are one and the same person. But if the borrower was the parent and the writer an heir, the baraita should have validated the document in this exceptional case just as the defective divorce document is validated in an exceptional case.

135 Quoted in slightly different form in Babli, Baba Batra 176a. This is all part of R. Abun's argument.

136 In the case of a bill of debt.

Mishnah 10: Three brothers are married to three unrelated women. If one of them died, his second brother "bespeaks" her and then dies, these perform halisah but not levirate, as it is said: "Her levir shall come to her," if on her is the candidacy from one brother but not from two. Rebbi Simeon says, he takes in levirate the one he prefers and performs halisah with the other.

137 The two widows who now are candidates for levirate with the third brother. If the second brother had not "bespoken" the first widow, he would have been free to marry both of the widows. Now that the first widow is quasi-married to the second brother, she cannot be married by the third brother; therefore the quasi-co-wife also is barred. But since the first widow is only partially forbidden, both require halisah.

138 Deut. 25:5. The Mishnah in the Babli and most Mishnah mss. also quote
the beginning of the verse: "If brothers live together and one of them dies,..."

Rebbi Simeon holds that bespeaking either acquires completely or not at all (Halakhah 2:1). If it acquires completely, both widows are widows of the second brother, and the influence of the first is eliminated; the third may marry one in levirate and then the other would be freed without ceremony. If "bespeaking" does not acquire, the two women are widows of different brothers and both are permitted to the third in levirate. Because of the doubt, the third can marry only one of the widows and has to perform halîsah with the other.

Halakhah 10: "Three brothers married to three women," etc. Can a woman waiting for a levir who became available to several brothers-in-law not be married in levirate? Rebbi Hiyya stated: The wife of one [dead husband] is married in levirate, not the wife of two dead. One understands that he has to perform halîsah with the "bespoken" because...
the wife of one [dead husband] is married in levirate, not the wife of two dead. Why can the other one not be married in levirate? Rebbi Eleazar said, this follows Rebbi Meïr, since Rebbi Meïr said, of any one you cannot marry in levirate, you cannot marry the co-wife in levirate\textsuperscript{141}. Rebbi Johanan said, if Rebbi Eleazar formulated this, he formulated what he had heard from me\textsuperscript{142}. Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah said so: "\textsuperscript{143}A boy at least nine years and one day old who had intercourse with his sister-in-law\textsuperscript{144} and when he grew up he married another wife; if he never had intercourse with the first again after he became an adult\textsuperscript{145}, the second [wife] may perform halîsah or be married in levirate\textsuperscript{146}. The first one must perform halîsah and cannot be married in levirate." Here you say, she performs halîsah; there you say, she is married in levirate\textsuperscript{147}! Where you say she performs halîsah, Rebbi Meïr and Rebbi Simeon; where you say, she is married in levirate, Rebbi Simeon and the rabbis\textsuperscript{148}. Rebbi Abun bar Bisna in the name of Rebbi Aha, but only if first he\textsuperscript{149} married in levirate and then performed halîsah. But if he performed halîsah first, it is forbidden; perhaps "bespeaking" acquired and she was freed by her co-wife's halîsah.

\textsuperscript{140} Since the verse also speak of the levir in the singular, one might infer that the laws of levirate apply only to a single levir. But this is certainly not the case.
\textsuperscript{141} Also quoted in Chapter 1, cf. Note 116.
\textsuperscript{142} Cf. Berakhot 2, Note 53.
\textsuperscript{143} Mishnah 10:9.
\textsuperscript{144} The sex act of a minor less than 9 years old has no legal consequences. If the boy is at 9 years and one day old, his sex act counts (if a married woman sleeps with him, she is criminally liable for adultery but he is not responsible since he is a minor.) A minor cannot acquire in general; therefore, his sex act corresponds to "bespeaking" for adults and the disagreement between the rabbis and Rebbi Simeon about the
legal consequences of "bespeaking" extends to those of the sex act by a minor close to puberty.

144 Widow of an older brother who had died childless.

145 For the rabbis, she is partially his wife; for R. Simeon, she either is his wife or she is not his wife.

146 With a third brother, if the second brother also dies childless.

147 In Mishnah 3:10, neither woman can be married. In Mishnah 10:9, one of them can be married even though the legal situation is the same!

148 In both Mishnaiot, R. Simeon holds that the third brother may marry one of the widows without restriction. In Mishnah 3:10, the anonymous Tanna is Rebbi Meïr; in Mishnah 10:9 he is another Tanna who admits the possibility that only one of the widows may be a candidate for levirate. In Tosephta 5:7, R. Yose (ben Halaphta) holds that in the situation of Mishnah 3:10, the second widow may be married, parallel to the opinion of the Tanna of 10:9.

149 The third brother. In the Tosephta, this is a tannaitic statement attributed to R. Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon, following his father's doctrine.

The halîsah of one of the widows frees the other; the marriage of the second has no influence on the status of the first.

---

Mishnah 11: Two brothers are married to two sisters. If one of them died and then the wife of the other died, she is eternally forbidden to him since she was forbidden one moment.

150 The wife of the first brother who had died childless. Since at the time of death of the first the wife of the second was alive, there could not
have been any levirate. If levirate is forbidden at the time of death of the husband, it is permanently forbidden (since in Deut. 25:5 both the death of one and the marriage of the other are mentioned.)

Halakhah 11: "Two brothers married to two sisters," etc. Rebbi Avina said, that is what Rebbi Hila, Rebbi Yose, said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The prohibition of sisters who are sisters-in-law does not compare with the prohibition of sisters who not are sisters-in-law.112

Mishnah 12: If two men gave qiddushin to two women and when they entered the bridal chamber151 they switched each of them to the other152, they are guilty of [adultery with] a married woman. If they were brothers, they also are guilty because of [the prohibition of] the brother's wife. If they were sisters, they are guilty also because of [the prohibition of] "a woman in addition to her sister". If they were menstruating, they are guilty also because of [the prohibition of] menstruating women153.
And all of these one separates for three months to see whether they are pregnant. If they were minors not able yet to have children one returns them at once. If they were from priestly families they are disabled for heave\textsuperscript{154}.

151 The act of marriage itself which was preceded by a public ceremony and which validates the marriage in terms of civil law. The meaning of "bridal canopy" given today to the word הָסִינָה is comparatively recent, not older than about 1000 years. In terms of criminal law, the couple are married from the time of qiddushin; therefore, the marriage with the wrong wife constitutes adultery.

152 Inadvertently, maybe because they never had seen their brides beforehand.

153 It is possible to commit 4 deadly sins in one act; this would require 8 purification offerings per pair.

154 \textit{Lev. 22:13} states that the daughter of a Cohen married to a non-Cohen who becomes a widow may return to her family to eat from holy food only if she is "as in her maidenhood", that is she is "as in her maidenhood", that she could be married by a Cohen. But a woman who had illicit sex, even as a rape victim, is forbidden to a Cohen.

Halakhah 11: If he had intercourse with the second he is two times guilty, for the brother’s wife and for "a woman in addition to her sister"\textsuperscript{155}.

155 The formulation is elliptic. It is asserted (1) that entering the bridal chamber is not sinful, only the intercourse is; (2) that prohibited acts can be added together. The Babli has great difficulties with multiple guilt for one act; that problem is not mentioned in the \textit{Yerushalmi} except for procedural problems in criminal law.
Rebbi Hiyya stated\textsuperscript{156}: Sometimes four times, sometimes eight times, sometimes twelve times, sometimes sixteen times\textsuperscript{157}. They are guilty under the heading of adultery with a married woman, each couple for two. If they were brothers, under the heading of "brother's wife", each couple for four. If they were sisters, under the heading of "a wife together with her sister", each couple six. If they were menstruating, under the heading of "menstruating", each couple eight. If the men are minors and the women adults, they are free\textsuperscript{158}. If the men are adults and the women minors, they are obligated two by two because of menstruation\textsuperscript{159}. If their father married them off, for all eight. If one of the men was an adult and the other a minor, the one who had intercourse with the minor is guilty as wife of the adult but the one who had intercourse with the adult is free as wife of the minor.

\textsuperscript{156} Tosephta 5:8-9, in a slightly different wording. A very short quote of the Tosephta in Babli, 33b.

\textsuperscript{157} Since four persons are involved, each transgression implies punishment for four people. The total number of crimes (or purification sacrifices) must be a multiple of four.

\textsuperscript{158} The minors cannot legally marry; it is impossible to commit adultery with their wives.

\textsuperscript{159} Since a minor girl cannot legally marry.
marry except if given in marriage by her father, in the absence of a father the only inadvertent crime possible is that of intercourse with a menstruating woman. But if the father married the girls off, they are legally married and all four sins are possible.

Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Jeremiah: A rape victim does not have to wait three months\(^\text{160}\). But did we not state: "One separates them for three month to see whether they are pregnant. If they were minors not yet able to have children one returns them at once." That is different, it is for the benefit of the child\(^\text{161}\).

\(^{160}\) That statement is tannaitic in the Babli, 35a, and ascribed to the Tanna R. Yose. R. Jehudah is reported to require separation of a raped wife from her husband for three months. R. Yose, in the interpretation of Abbai, is confident that the rape victim will know how to rid herself of the unwanted semen. That argument seems so obvious to the Yerushalmi that it is not necessary to mention it.

\(^{161}\) If the woman is pregnant from the unintended adultery, the child is a bastard and permitted to marry another bastard. If she were allowed immediately to return to her husband, any child would be a possible bastard and forbidden to marry either a regular person or a bastard.

"If they were from priestly families they are disabled for heave." Rebbi Yose said, this implies that rape disables in priestly families like adultery\(^\text{162}\).
Mishnah 6:5 quotes the opinion of the anonymous majority that the "harlot" forbidden to a Cohen in Lev. 21:7 is either a libertine or a woman "subject to illegitimate sexual relations" without any consideration of intent. While a non-priestly husband keeps his raped wife, the Cohen is forced to divorce her, even against his will.
Mishnah 1: If somebody performed *halisah* with his sister-in-law but she turns out to have been pregnant and gives birth, if it is a live birth her relatives are permitted to him and his relatives are permitted to her; he has not disabled her [from marrying into] priesthood. If it is a still birth, her relatives are forbidden to him and his relatives are forbidden to her; he has disabled her [from marrying into] priesthood.  

1 Even though usually a child surviving more than 30 days; in case of levirate, Mishnah *Niddah* 5:3 states that a one day old baby causes levirate (if the husband died childless one day after a brother was born to him) and frees from levirate (if the pregnant widow gave birth to a live baby). Then her late husband potentially had a child when he died, there can be no levirate or *halisah* and, legally, the ceremony never happened.  

2 The ceremony is valid; she is (rabbinically) under all rules of a divorcee from the brother.
Halakhah 1: "If somebody performed halîsah with his sister-in-law but she turns out to have been pregnant," etc. If he transgressed, but not from the start. That follows the Mishnah: "The widow should not perform halîsah or have levirate until after three months." Why can she not have halîsah immediately? As you take it, if she has a live birth, halîsah did not affect her. If she has a still birth, she holds halîsah in her hand. Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Hiyya, Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Johanan, that she should not need a proclamation for the priesthood. Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Jacob bar Idi, in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaiah, that she should not need a proclamation for the priesthood. Rebbi Hoshiaiah stated: "My levir refuses." To the one to whom one says: perform levirate, to him one says: perform halîsah; but to the one to whom one cannot say: perform levirate, to him one cannot say: perform halîsah! What is the difference between them? If she had been acceptable and was desecrated, e. g., a widow for the High Priest or a divorcee or one who had performed halîsah for a common priest. According to him who says that she should not need a proclamation for the priesthood; that one, who does not need a proclamation for the priesthood, should have halîsah. According to him who says that to the one to whom one says: perform levirate, to him does one say: perform halîsah?
3 The Mishnah is formulated "if it happened", not that it should be the rule.

4 Mishnah 4:11. To ascertain that the widow is not pregnant. Before that time, halisah is not needed since she could not remarry even if she had children, for the same reason.

5 Since halisah prevents a woman from marrying a priest, an invalid halisah demands public proclamations by the town crier (a herald, Greek κήρυξ), to make sure people would not think that her children from a Cohen are desecrated. The same argument in Babli 41b. Cf. also Chapter 16, Note 11.

6 Deut. 25:7. As long as the levir is not required to marry her, she cannot claim that he refused. The same argument in Babli 41b.

7 By a marriage contracted in violation of the holiness prohibitions, Lev. 21:7,14.

8 The answer, that still even a desecrated woman cannot remarry for 90 days after her husband's death, is missing. This is either a scribal omission or it is assumed that everybody will be able to supply the rest of the argument.

If there was halisah during these three months, does she need another one after three months? Let us hear from the following9: "A minor who performed halisah should perform halisah after she grows up; if she performed [only one] halisah, the halisah she performed is valid10." Rebbi Mana said it anonymously, Rebbi Isaac the son of Rebbi Hiiyya brought it in the name of Rebbi Johanan11; this is Rebbi Meïr's, since Rebbi Meïr says one does neither perform halisah nor levirate with a minor: maybe she would turn out to be a she-ram12. As you say there,
even though she already performed halîsah, she again performs halîsah; so here also though she did perform halîsah, she performs halîsah\textsuperscript{13}.

9 Mishnah 12:5.
10 In a plurality of mss. of the Babylonian Mishnah, "not valid". A minor cannot perform acts that are legally valid, but the essence of halîsah is the declaration of the levir, by necessity an adult, that he refuses to marry the widow.
11 In the parallel in Chapter 12, R. Jonah instead of R. Johanan.
12 R. Meïr is known in many cases to require attention to possibilities that are seldom realities. For a she-ram, levirate is forbidden and halîsah unnecessary. The same argument in Babli Bekhorot 19b; a detailed discussion in Tosaphot ad. loc., s. v. שיא.
13 If halîsah was performed early, against the rules, it has to be performed again after the three months have passed but, in case this was not done, the first halîsah is valid.

Rebbi Yudan asked: If he performed halîsah with a pregnant woman and she had a miscarriage\textsuperscript{15}? Let us hear from the following: If somebody died and left a pregnant widow, should I think that she must have recourse to her levir\textsuperscript{16}? The verse says, "that his name should not be extinguished from Israel," only one whose name is extinguished\textsuperscript{17}. The verse says, "to establish a name in Israel for his brother," until you know whether there is a live child or not\textsuperscript{18}. I could think that the wife of an eunuch should need levirate, the verse says "that his name should not be extinguished from Israel," only one whose name is not extinguished; this excludes this one whose name was already extinguished\textsuperscript{19}. 
14 Scribal error, copying a frequent expression; it is not reasonable to follow the commentators in simply deleting the word. The sentence is a copy of the corresponding one in Sifry Deut. #289: 'ינא יד השכר שם מעריץ. This makes eminent sense and is the basis of the translation.

15 Is the procedure valid if intended as a precaution in case the woman had a miscarriage?

16 At the moment of death, the husband was childless.

17 But not one who had the potential of offspring at the time of his death.

18 The early halîsah is of no legal value.

19 Before his death.

Could I say, her co-wife may remarry? "He who marries his sister-in-law and she turns out to be pregnant," as you say, "her co-wife cannot marry until you know by which means she is permitted, whether by pregnancy or by intercourse. The same is valid for the one who performed halîsah. Halîsah frees and intercourse frees. As you said it for intercourse so it was said for halîsah.

20 The pregnant woman who performed halîsah.

21 Similar baraitot are in Babli, 36a, Tosephta 6:3.

22 Whether the deceased finally had a posthumous child and the rules of levirate do not apply or whether she is freed by the levirate of her co-wife, which is justified after the fact if the widow has a miscarriage or a still birth.

23 The co-wife.
Samuel said, one can transfer benefits to fetuses; Rebbi Eleazar said, one cannot transfer benefits to fetuses. Rebbi Yose said, even though Samuel said, one can transfer benefits to fetuses, he agrees that most of [the fetus's] head and body must come out alive. That is the Mishnah, "if somebody performed halishah with his sister-in-law but she turns out to have been pregnant," as you say here, retroactively halishah did not touch her, so retroactively the child is a son and receives the benefit. There, we have stated: "If somebody says, if my wife gives birth to a male, he shall take a mina, if she gave birth to a male, [the male baby] will take a mina. If a female, 200 [drachmae], if she gave birth to a female, that one will take 200." Rebbi Eleazar said, this is only for his son, but not for any other. Rebbi Yasa said, even any other. In the opinion of Rebbi Eleazar,
only from a sick person, but not a healthy one; only movables but not real estate. A *baraita* disagrees with Rebbi Eleazar. "If a proselyte died and Jews plundered his estate, then it became known that he had a son overseas or that [his wife] was pregnant, everybody is required to return [what he took]." What does Rebbi Eleazar do with this? There is a difference because it is his child. The second part [of the Mishnah] disagrees with Samuel in the interpretation of Rebbi Yose: "If they returned everything and then the son died or she had a miscarriage, anybody who takes first after that acquires it." The first group did not acquire. Even at the beginning they should not have acquired! Did not Rebbi Yose say, even though Samuel said, one can transfer benefits to fetuses, he agrees that most of [the fetus's] head and body must come out alive. He was not living! Rebbi Isaac bar Eleazar said, because of abandoning. The rabbis of Caesarea, R. Hyya bar Abba, Rebbi Abba bar Natan: Rebbi Natan changed his mind because of that Mishnah: "If a male, a mina, if a female, 200." Is a female in this situation not like an outsider? Bar Qappara stated: "On transfers benefit to a one day old."

24 The question whether an unborn child can inherit and receive gifts is discussed in Babli *Baba Batra* 141b/142a, Yerushalmi *Baba Batra* 9:1 in a similar way. The opinion of R. Eleazar is attributed to (the slightly older) Rav Huna in the Babli.

25 R. Yose, the fifth generation Amora, colleague of R. Jonah. In ms. A, the name appears as πελλον, a confluence of both names.

26 In Babli *Baba Batra* 142a, that a gift to a minor is acquired only at the time of birth is the opinion of Rav Nahman, Samuel's foremost student in matters of civil law.

27 After birth, the gift is valid from the time it was given but it is not acquired (and cannot be invested by the baby's trustees) before birth.

28 100 drachmae. In the parallel, *Baba batra* 141b, only the male baby is mentioned. In Yerushalmi *Baba batra* 9:2, edited by a different group, and
Tosephta *Baba batra* 9:5, a different text, the male gets double the amount of the female.

29 It seems here that instead of ר וּד (in both mss.) one should read ר וּד, he is R. Yasa (Assi), contemporary of R. Eleazar.

30 The rules of emergency wills, which are much more lenient than those of standard wills, are detailed in tractates *Gitin* and *Baba batra*. Real estate can be acquired only if all rules are followed; since the fetus cannot perform the act of acquisition, no real estate can be transferred to him on the death bed.

31 A similar *baraita* in Babli *Baba batra* 142a. If a proselyte has no children after he became Jewish, his estate has no heirs; so anybody who wants to may take it. It is assumed here that if the deceased had a wife, he died without a will and she was not present since either way she immediately could lay claim to the entire property. Therefore, it is stated that only later it became known that the widow was pregnant.

32 The unborn baby inherits his father's estate. This is a biblical decree (*Num. 27:8*).

33 And again there are no legal heirs.

34 If a fetus cannot acquire, then the first group of people who had returned what they had taken, simply should be given back what they had returned. If a fetus can acquire, then the first group took the possession illegally and they should not be considered as owners.

35 In the interpretation of R. Yose, the return was in error and the people who took first should take their property back.


37 The owners had given up hope to recover their property. Then they had given up ownership. Loss of ownership by giving up hope of recovery is the topic of *Baba mesija* 2.

38 A Babylonian in Galilee, older than R. Hiyya bar Abba, student of Rav Huna. The next name, R. Nathan, seems to be corrupt; possibly one should read "R. Eleazar". Unfortunately, two lines are missing here in ms. A.

39 Since in the presence of sons she does not inherit (but can claim support from the estate and a dowry).

40 He denies that an unborn child can inherit or receive gifts; cf. Mishnah *Niddah* 5:3.
Mishnah 2: If somebody marries his sister-in-law but she turned out to have been pregnant and gave birth. If the child is alive, [the levir] has to divorce her and they must bring a sacrifice. If the child is not alive, he may keep her. If it is doubtful whether [the child is] a nine-month child of the first [brother] or a seven-month of the second, he has to divorce her, the child is legitimate, and they are obligated to bring a reparation offering for an uncertain case.

41 His marriage to her is incestuous; she is forbidden to him as sister-in-law with children. The sacrifice is a purification sacrifice, נאורים (Lev. 4). One has to assume that the marriage was entered into without any suspicion of pregnancy.

42 His marriage to her is possibly incestuous; he must divorce her. A child is either a bastard or not a bastard; legally no children exist that possibly are bastards. The reparation offering is the נאורים required if it is uncertain whether a sin was committed or not (Lev. 5:17-19).

Halakkah 2: Rebbi Yose said, in any case where the true fact can be ascertained, one does not have to bring a reparation offering because of doubt. How is that? If there were before him two olive-sized pieces, one of suet and one of fat, he ate one of them and the other is locked up.
He says, since I could determine the true fact if I would find the key, does one have to bring a reparation offering in this case of doubt? Let us hear from the following: "If somebody marries his sister-in-law but she turned out to have been pregnant", as long as it is not known whether the child lives or does not live, does he have to bring a reparation offering because of the doubt? This means that he does not bring.

43 Either this word is misspelled (some suggestions are טננשנ, בחות, or a word is missing.

44 He cannot be either the late Amora or the Tanna; it seems that he is the Babylonian who in the Babli is called Rav Assi. The Babli (Keritut 17b) by implication attributes to Rav Assi the opinion that a reparation offering is due if the true situation cannot be ascertained.

45 From the back part of a domestic animal. Since suet of a sacrifice has to be burned on the altar, it is forbidden as food from all animals that can be sacrifices (Lev. 7:27). Eating an olive-sized piece of suet inadvertently requires a purification offering.

46 Fat permitted as food.

47 Theoretically, the true situation could be ascertained, whether a purification offering is due or no sin has been committed, but practically it cannot. Does one follow theory or practice?

48 No, the Mishnah requires them to wait until the eventual necessity for a purification offering is decided.
Rav said, in any case where the true fact can never be established, one does not have to bring a reparation offering for the doubt. How is that? If there were before him two olive-sized pieces, one of suet and one of fat, he ate one of them, and then a raven ate the other. Since he cannot ascertain the true fact, one does not have to bring a reparation offering for this doubt. But if the raven ate first and then he ate, since he could have ascertained the true fact, one has to bring a reparation offering for the doubt. But did not Rav say, only if he made sure that it certainly was suet? Even though Rav said, only if he made sure that it certainly was suet, he agrees here that he could have ascertained the true fact. A baraita disagrees with Rav: "As Rebbi Eleazar says, one must bring a reparation offering for the doubt of suet." What does Rav do with that? They disagree with the words of Rebbi Eleazar. A baraita disagrees with Rav: "If there were both a piece of profane [meat] and a piece of sacrificial [meat], he ate one of them and it is not known which one, he brings a reparation offering for the doubt. If he ate the second piece, he brings a reparation offering for a certain transgression."
ate the first piece and another person came and ate the second, each one brings a reparation offering for the doubt." One understands that the first brings a reparation offering for the doubt. Why the second? Rebbi Yose said, explain it that the piece was large, he ate half of it and left the other half. A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: "If it is doubtful whether [the child is] a nine-month child of the first [brother] or a seven-month of the second, he has to divorce her, the child is legitimate, and they are obligated for a reparation offering for the doubt." Here it is impossible to ascertain the true fact and they are obligated for a reparation offering for the doubt! Rebbi Yose said, Rebbi Ze'ira explained it before Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba; Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: Rebbi Ze'ira explained it before us. Since he could just have touched her and then separated, he could have known whether it is his or the other's, it is as if he could have ascertained the true fact!

49 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L and editio princeps: חמצת "in the least amount".
50 The same statement in Bikkurim 2:8, Babli Keritut 17b. [The commentators who did not recognize that Yerushalmi אַלְכֵּה דָּבָא = Babli אַלְכֵּה דָּבָא had to rewrite the text; cf. Peah, Chapter 7, Note 170.]
51 By having the piece analyzed by a competent butcher.
52 The Babli, Keritut 17b, quotes a similar statement in the name of Hiyya bar Rav, that the offering for a doubt is due only if there were two pieces, one permitted, one forbidden, whose history can be traced and their true status ascertained. But if there is only one piece whose status is indeterminate (the case of Rebbi Yose, Rav Assi), the offering for a doubt does not apply.
53 Bikkurim 2:8, quoted in Babli Keritut 17b. The animal is the koy, for which it is impossible to ascertain whether it is domestic (whose suet is forbidden) or wild (whose suet is permitted).
54 The majority of Sages disagree with the Tanna R. Eleazar ben Shamua.
55 Similar texts are in Mishnah Keritut 5:4; Tosephta Keritut 3:1. Neither of these texts is identical with
the *bara’ita* quoted here.

56 It is assumed that the person who ate is not a Cohen and commits a sin by eating sacrificial meat. The reparation offering is for unauthorized use of sacred property, *Lev.* 5:14-16. Both texts quoted in Note 55 require two sacrifices, one a reparation sacrifice for the use of sacred meat, the other a purification sacrifice (*Lev.* 4:27-35) for the sin.

57 It is impossible to explain that both people ate from one large piece since that is the case in which Rav denies that a reparation offering is due. If must be that one piece was eaten completely but of the other enough is left that it could be analyzed. (This is the explanation rejected by *ra'avin*).

58 This quote is the reason the entire discussion is placed here.

59 In rabbinic Hebrew, the expression "שַׁמָּה יָדוֹ לָאוּדָה מַמַּה הָאָדָם בַּעֲלָה מְדִי הָאָדָם עֹברָה לֶאָדָם נְפַרְדֶּשֶׁת" in *Lev.* 20:17 is taken to mean "touched (the female genital by the male genital)", not the etymologically more likely "bared". Mishnah 6:1 will explain that the biblically required act of validation of the marriage with the sister-in-law is the touching of the two genitals. They could have performed this act without ejaculation to be married (and make the brother financially responsible for the sister-in-law) and then waited the prescribed 90 days to ascertain the paternity of an eventual child.
How do we hold? If he came to her immediately after her husband's death, and the fetus was recognized after two months, one should have stated: A nine-month child of either one of them or a seven-month of either one of them! But it may be that he came to her after two months and the fetus was recognized after three months, one should have stated: The sister-in-law should not perform *halîsah* or be married in levirate until after five months! But it must be that he came to her after 40 days and the fetus was recognized after 50 days. That would be complete months for [a child of] the first [brother] and incomplete ones for the second. This implies that a woman may give birth after full months. This implies that there are two creations. This implies that a woman may give birth after incomplete months. This implies that a woman may become pregnant repeatedly. This implies that a woman cannot become pregnant simultaneously from two men. And it disagrees with the sermonizing rabbis, since the sermonizing rabbis say "the middleman" "from the orders of the Philistines", from 100 prepuces of Philistines, that 100 prepuces of Philistines touched her. Rebbi Mattaniah said, there is no disagreement. As long as the semen is not spoiled, a woman can become pregnant from several men simultaneously. After the semen is spoiled, a woman cannot become pregnant from several men simultaneously.

---

60 Here starts the discussion of the last sentence of the Mishnah, how can a child be a nine-months child or a seven-months child with equal probabilities.

61 Since a widow should not be married in levirate earlier than 3 months after the husband's death (Mishnah 4:11) in order to avoid situations like the one discussed in the Mishnah, it follows that there are pregnancies that are recognized only after three months.

62 If the child was born exactly
nine months after the death of the husband, then this would be 7 months and 10 days after the levir had intercourse with her.

63 Certain regular pregnancies are terminated naturally during the seventh month; certain others only after 9 full months.

64 The Babli, Niddah 27a, disagrees and holds that Jehudah and Hizqiah, children of Rebbi Hiyya, who were born 3 months apart, were twins; the one a seven-months child and the other a nine-months child.

65 Since the Mishnah excludes the possibility that, even if there were twins, they could come from both brothers as fathers. In that case, according to Rav there would be no reparation offering for a doubt.

66 Midrash Ruth 2(21), Midrash Samuel ed. Buber 20(4), Babli Sotah 42b in the name of R. Johanan. These

sermons identify (1) the Moabite Orpah, the daughter-in-law of Noemi who did not follow her to Bethlehem, with the Phillistine Haraphah (2S. 21:22), and (2) Goliath mentioned in 2S. 21 with the warrior in IS. 17:23. The latter is introduced in the written text as ואש הנכסי ממתיחות פלשׂים interpreted in a slightly pornographic way as 'a man [created] in between the touchings (cf. Note 59) of the Phillistines', explaining that Orpah, once she had decided not to become Jewish, went to the enemies of the Jews, the Phillistines of Gath, and slept with 100 of their warriors (ממתיחות = ממתיחות) in one night to create a super-warrior; in the words of R. Johanan, 100 fathers and one mother. One can construct such a sermon only if all gutturals had become silent and patah, qämes assimilated to one another.

From where the two creations? Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rebbi Huna: "He created68", a creation for seven and a creation for eight. If he
was created for seven but born at eight, he lives; so much more if [born] by nine. If he was created for nine and born at eight, he does not live. If he was created for nine and born at seven? Come and see, if he does not live at eight, so much less at seven! They asked before Rebbi Abbahu. From where that a seven-month baby lives? he said to them, from yours I am giving to you: "It lives at seven, it lives at seven". In all other sources, Gen. rabba 14(2), Tanhuma Buber Bemidbar 21, Bemidbar rabba 4(3), the reading seems to be "ζη τά ἑπτά, ζη τά ἑπτά".

Reading of editio princeps. In ms. L: תalmö תalmö.

Gen. 2:7. In the creation of Man, it is written יִתְנָה, in that of the animals, 2:19, only יִתְנָה. The two letters, symbolize the two creations. A more detailed exposition of this sermon is in Gen. rabba 14(2).

Some Greek speakers.

"It lives at seven, it lives at seven". In all other sources, Gen. rabba 14(2), 20(13), Tanhuma Bemidbar 18, 20(13), the reading seems to be "ζη τά ἑπτά <μαλλον> η τά ὀκτώ "the life-expectancy of that of seven [is better than] that of eight," a medical maxim. The formulation is a pun on the Hellenistic numeral values of letters, zeta ζ = 7, eta η = 8.
If the uncertain [son] comes to take his part in his father's [inheritance], one says to him, the other one is your father. If the levir comes to take his part in his brother's [inheritance], one says to him, that one is his son. How is that? They compromise between themselves and split the property of the deceased. One finds, compromise with his brother is loss to the brothers; competition between the brothers is catastrophe for the brothers. If the old man dies, one finds that certain sons and an uncertain grandson come. If the uncertain [son] dies there exists a certain son of his father's brother and an uncertain mother. If one of the brothers dies, there is a certain son and an uncertain son of a brother. If the mother of the uncertain [son] dies, there is a certain son and an uncertain son of a brother. If first the uncertain [son] dies and after that his mother, a son of the mother's brother is certain but the husband uncertain. If the levir dies and the uncertain [son] comes to take his part in his father's inheritance, if the first one was poor, they tell him, that one is your father. If he was rich, the tell him, we all are brothers, sons of his brother. Come and let us inherit our father's part and the part of our father's brother.

71 The putative father, his mother's first husband.
72 The Babli, 37b, notes that the inheritance of the deceased brother is "money which is in doubt and money in doubt one splits in the middle". The Yerushalmi has no explicit rule on how the compromise is reached.
73 The compromise splits the inheritance between the uncertain son and his uncertain father; this excludes the other brothers from the inheritance of their childless brother. The rules of inheritance in the cases of halâsah and levirate are spelled out in Mishnaiot 3-4. If there is no compromise, nobody gets anything.
74 Inheritance of the grandfather goes to his children and grandchildren per stirpes. If the grandson cannot prove who his father was, he cannot inherit in the presence of sons or
75 The mother is certain but she does not inherit. The sons of the levir inherit either as brothers or as cousins of the deceased. The other sons of the mother could inherit his part from his mother's estate only if there were no relatives from the family of the possible fathers.

76 The uncertain son cannot claim a part in the inheritance of a childless uncle since he cannot prove whether he should get the full part of the first husband or a share with the other brothers of the levir.

77 The levir cannot inherit since he cannot prove that the woman was his legal wife.

78 In the Babli, 37b, there is a serious disagreement whether the inheritance of the first husband remains separate after the levir and the uncertain son did compromise (Note 72). In practice, the Babli holds that the uncertain son cannot inherit more than what he got under the compromise since he cannot prove that he was the levir's son.

It was stated:79 "The first son could be High Priest, any second son possibly is a bastard.80 Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said, there is no such thing as a possible bastard.81" Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob agrees in cases of doubt of Samaritans and desecrated persons.82 This refers to what we have stated there: "Ten classes returned from Babylonia.83" In the opinion of Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob, eight. In the opinion of Rabban Gamliel and Rebbi Eliezer, nine. In the opinion of the rabbis, ten.

79 Tosephta 6:2, quoted in Babli 37a.
80 If the first child is the son of the first husband, he certainly is in order. If he is the son of the levir, the first husband died childless and the levirate was legitimate. But any second child is the issue of a union which
possibly is incestuous and punishable by divine extirpation.

81 He is considered a bastard, permitted to marry a bastard partner, since he cannot marry a legitimate Israel partner; cf. Qiddushin 4:3.

82 As noted before, Samaritans have different interpretations of incest and marriage laws; a child of a marriage with a Samaritan is not automatically excluded but subject to inquiry. The text speaks of Samaritans since in talmudic times they were the only remnants of Sadducee traditions. (Today, of the other tribes of Sadducee traditions, Ethiopians have accepted rabbinic rules and Karaites are legitimate marriage partners if they accept rabbinic rules.)

"Desecrated" children are children of the marriage of a Cohen with a divorcee or a prostitute; such a marriage is not incestuous and stringent exclusionary rules do not apply.

83 Mishnah Qiddushin 4:1: "Ten classes returned from Babylonia, Cohanim, Levites, Israel, desecrated, proselytes, freed slaves, bastards, Gibeonites, people of unknown paternity, and foundlings. Cohanim, Levites, Israel may marry one another. Levites, Israel, desecrated, proselytes, and freed slaves, may marry one another. Proselytes, freed slaves, bastards, Gibeonites, people of unknown paternity, and foundlings, may marry one another."

For R. Eliezer ben Jacob, bastards, people of unknown paternity, and foundlings, all form one group.

In Mishnah Ketubot 1:8, Rabban Gamliel and R. Eliezer hold that the unmarried mother of a child of unknown paternity is believed if she asserts that the father was one of the first six categories (or a Gentile). For them, the special category of "child of unknown paternity" does not exist since the child inherits the status of his mother.
Mishnah 3: If property came to a woman waiting for her levir\(^{84}\), the House of Shammai agree with the House of Hillel that she may sell or give away and it is valid\(^{85}\). If she dies, what does one do with her *ketubah* and property that enters and leaves with her\(^{86}\)? The House of Shammai say, the husband’s heirs should split with her father’s heirs. But the House of Hillel say that all property remains where it is; the *ketubah* in the hands of the husband’s heirs\(^{87}\) and property that enters and leaves with her in the hands of her father’s heirs\(^{88}\).

84 She waits to be married in levirate or to be freed by *halîsah*. In the meantime, the *ketubah*, the money due her at the dissolution of her marriage (her dowry and the capital due her from her husband) is not payable since concerning money matters levirate is considered as continuation of the first marriage. The capital due from the husband is at least 200 *zuz* for a virgin, defined in Mishnah Peah 8:8 as sufficient to disqualify her from public assistance.

85 During the marriage, the husband has the administration and usufruct of her property. This power is not automatically transferred to the levir; it comes only with the actual levirate. Since the marriage with the first husband is now terminated, the administration of the properties is solely in her hands.

86 Property she inherited or otherwise received during her marriage. In contrast to the dowry, for which the husband assumes responsibility in the *ketubah* contract and whose value only has to be returned at the dissolution of the marriage, these remain her property and, during marriage, may be sold or mortgaged only by the common action of the wife as owner and the husband as administrator. These properties are called אֲנָפָה רֶצֶף (Accadic *mulâgu* "wife’s property"), cf. Mishnah 8:1.

87 Her dowry remains in the husband’s family. (This is a matter of civil law, not a religious precept. In the Middle Ages, many communities promulgated rules that returned all or part of the dowry of a childless marriage of short duration to the wife’s family.)

88 They never were the husband’s property.
Halakhah 3: "If property came to a woman waiting for her levir," etc.

Here, you say "she may sell or give away and it is valid. If she dies, what does one do with her *ketubah*?" And you also say "the husband's heirs should split with her father's heirs!"\(^{89}\) Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said\(^ {90} \), when do you say "she may sell or give away and it is valid"? If they came to her before she became a woman waiting for her levir. When do you say "the husband's heirs should split with her father's heirs"? If they came to her after she became a woman waiting for her levir. If they came to her before she became a woman waiting for her levir and produced revenue after she became a woman waiting for her levir, [that revenue is as if] they came to her after she became a woman waiting for her levir. Rebbi Ze'ira\(^ {91} \) said, the levir in this situation is a problem for the House of Shammai. If he is a husband, he inherits everything. If he is not a husband, he inherits nothing. Because of the doubt, "the husband's heirs should split with her father's heirs." For the House of Hillel it is obvious that he is a husband and inherits everything. For even his brother had only the usufruct\(^ {92} \).
If she can dispose of the property without the consent of the husband's family, the property belongs to her family. Why, according to the House of Shammai, should the late husband's family get anything of the widow's separate property?

In the Babli, 38b, this is quoted as the opinion of Abbai (middle 4th Cent.), with a belated acknowledgment (39a) of the priority of R. Yose ben Hanina (middle 3rd Cent.). As Levy Ginzburg has pointed out, in the Babylonian Talmud the Babylonian authors are always mentioned before the Galileans; chronological order is followed within each group separately.

The wife of a childless man who has a brother becomes "a woman waiting for her levir" at the moment she is widowed.

This opinion is not mentioned in the Babli. There, the opinion opposed to that of Abbai is that of Rava, who holds that the widow can only dispose of her property before "bespeaking". For him, "bespeaking" for the House of Shammai makes the widow a wife in civil but not in criminal matters, while qiddushin makes the unencumbered woman a wife in criminal but not in civil matters.

This sentence is the answer to an unasked question: If the husband inherits from his wife, why does the widow's separate property return to her family? The answer is that this property, in contrast to the dowry, never was the husband's. He only was the administrator and had the usufruct during her lifetime. The levir's hand cannot be stronger than the husband's.

(The husband received the usufruct since he was under the obligation to provide for his wife a lifestyle appropriate to her social standing. This is one of the major topics of Tractate Ketubot.)

Rebbi Hoshaia stated: The heirs of her ketubah are obliged to bury her. Rebbi Yose said, if Rebbi Hoshaia had not stated this, we would
have had a problem. If she had no ketubah, do they not have to bury her? This is difficult. If a woman has no ketubah, does she not have to be buried? A wife, even if she has a ketubah, must be buried. This one, if she has a ketubah, is entitled to burial costs. But here, if she does not have a ketubah, she is not entitled to burial costs.

93 This is also quoted in Babli Ketubot 81a. The discussion there is irrelevant for the Yerushalmi.

The heirs of the ketubah are the heirs of the husband since her death terminates the obligation of ketubah. Since the husband is freed from the obligation of paying the ketubah, he has to pay all costs connected with her funeral.

94 For example, if she sold her right to ketubah in case of dissolution of the marriage to her husband for current cash, nevertheless the husband is required to bear the expenses of her funeral. She must have had a ketubah to be married.

95 In this case, the expenses have to be covered from her estate, and if she leaves no estate, from her family.

Mishnah 4: If he married her, she is his wife in every respect except that her ketubah is a lien on the property of her first husband.

96 If the levir married his sister-in-law he does not write her a new ketubah. Therefore, he did not mortgage his own property to her.
Halakhah 4: "If he married her, she is his wife in every respect", etc. What does he do? "He marries her, he may divorce her and take her back, and she writes him a receipt for her ketubah." Rebbi Yose said, the baraita has two possibilities. "Or she writes him a receipt for her ketubah." Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rav Hamnuna: If he married her, divorced her, and took her back, if he wrote her a new ketubah, the lien is on his property; otherwise, it is on the property of her first husband. Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rav Hisda, a Mishnah said so: "For he who takes back his wife, takes her back under the terms of her first ketubah." At the end, if he married her, divorced her, and took her back? He tells you something new. Even if he married her, divorced her, and took her back, if he wrote her a new ketubah, the lien is on his property; otherwise, it is on the property of her first husband.

97 Babli 39a, Ketubot 82b. The Babli points out that it is not obvious from the biblical text that the levir has the right to take his divorced sister-in-law back since she might be forbidden to him as sister-in-law.

98 If he takes her back before she received the payment of her ketubah, she obviously does not write a receipt. R. Yose wants to point out that the baraita quoted here is not the Tosephta Ketubot 9:1: "If somebody died and left his widow waiting for the levir, even if his estate is a hundred minas and her ketubah only one mina, the heirs cannot sell anything since her ketubah is a lien on the entire estate. What can he do? He marries her, divorces her, and she writes a receipt for her ketubah."


100 If she refuses to come back under the old terms, her lien extends to the entire property of the levir.
Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rav Hamnuna said\(^{101}\): A betrothed woman who died does not have a *ketubah* since she was not permitted to marry outside\(^{102}\). That you should not say [the case] should be considered as if he divorced her and she should have a *ketubah*, therefore it was necessary to say that she does not have a *ketubah*.

\(^{101}\) This paragraph belongs to the material of *Ketubot*; it has no bearing on the rules of levirate since it was noted in Halakha 1:4 that women between *qiddushin* and marriage are not subject to levirate. The material is inserted here because this is the only other case where Rebbi Ze'ira quotes Rav Hamnuna (of the students of Rav).

\(^{102}\) This is a matter of great controversy in the Babli, which frequently (*Yebamot* 29b, 43; *Ketubot* 53, 89; *Baba mesi'a* 18a; *Sanhedrin* 28a) quotes a *baraita* to the effect that if she dies, the husband does not inherit but if he dies, she collects her *ketubah*. Since a *ketubah* is not necessary for *qiddushin* but only for *nissuin*, the actual marriage, there is a problem only if the *ketubah* was already written at the time of *qiddushin*, which also implies that the dowry was determined or even delivered at that time. Then it is clear that at the groom's death the betrothed woman can recover the dowry recorded in the *ketubah*. For the amount due from the husband, even though they disagree in the case of *ketubah* written at the betrothal, both Talmudim [*Ketubot*, Yerushalmi 5:1 (fol. 29c), Babli 56a] agree that any sum agreed to above the statutory minimum can be collected only after the consummation of the marriage.
**Mishnah 5:** The obligation of levirate is on the oldest [brother]⁰⁰³. If he refuses, one⁰⁰⁴ goes to all the other brothers. If they refuse, one returns to the oldest and tells him, the obligation is yours, either give *halisah* or marry in levirate.

⁰⁰⁴ The local rabbinic court whose obligation it is to enforce the rules; cf. place of the widow.

**Mishnah 6:** If he⁰⁰⁵ made it dependent on a minor until he grows up, or on the oldest when he returns from overseas, or on a deaf-mute or on an insane [brother], one does not listen to him but tells him, the obligation is yours, either give *halisah* or marry in levirate.

**Mishnah 7:** He who performs *halisah* with his sister-in-law is like any of the other brothers for the inheritance and, if there is a father, the property goes to the father⁰⁰⁶. He who marries his sister-in-law acquires his brother’s property. Rebbi Jehudah says, in any case if there is a father, the property goes to the father⁰⁰⁷.

⁰⁰⁶ The father is not mentioned in the biblical rules of inheritance (*Num. 27:6-11*) but since the paternal uncles are mentioned it is clear that one assumes that the father died before his son. Since the rules imply that the
descendants of the son rank before all other relatives, it is logical to assume that the father ranks before all his descendants and other relatives; Baba Batra 8:2.

Subject to the lien of the widow's ketubah. The problem does not appear in the case of halisah since the widow has to be paid in full before the inheritance is distributed. In the Tosephta, 6:3, R. Jehudah also denies that the levir gets all the inheritance if there is no father.

Halakhah 7: "He who performs halisah with his sister-in-law is like any of the other brothers for the inheritance," etc. That one should not say, halisah is freeing, intercourse is freeing; just as you say, "he who marries his sister-in-law acquires his brother's property," so he who performs halisah with his sister-in-law acquires his brother's property. Therefore, it is necessary to say "he is like any of the other brothers for the inheritance".

Chapter 1, Note 104. The argument is quoted in Babli, 40a, and refuted. The accepted argument is that one might think that the levir who refuses to honor his duty of levirate should be punished by being excluded from inheriting his part, but this is not so.
Rav Jehudah said in the name of Samuel: He who "bespeaks" his sister-in-law does not acquire his brother’s property. Even the House of Shammai agree to that; even Rebbi Simeon agrees to that, but not Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh. As Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh said, "bespeaking" acquires the sister-in-law totally. If there were two sisters-in-law, he "bespoke" one and came to the other. As you take it, either by "bespeaking" he acquires or by intercourse he acquires. Rebbi Yose said, since he cannot keep either one, he did not acquire his brother’s property.

109 Since qiddushin do not give the husband any property rights, the weaker "bespeaking" cannot do it either.

110 They hold that "bespeaking" is a biblical requirement for levirate. Still they cannot hold that "bespeaking" is stronger than qiddushin. The same argument is good for R. Simeon who only allows for the possibility that "bespeaking" might be like qiddushin (Chapter 2, Note 16).

111 The second one is forbidden to him rabbinically for the House of Hillel, biblically for the House of Shammai. The first one is forbidden to him biblicically for the House of Hillel.
Rebbi Isaac ben Tevele in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: The reason of Rebbi Jehudah: "The first-born whom she will bear shall be"; He compared it to a first-born. Since the first-born does not inherit during his father’s lifetime, so this one does not inherit during his father’s lifetime. But since the first-born inherits after his father’s death, does this one inherit after his father’s death? Rebbi Ze’ira said, since the first-born does not inherit when it was time to inherit, so this one does not inherit when it was time to inherit. Afterwards he cannot inherit. Rebbi Abba bar Cahana, Rebbi Hyya bar Ashi in the name of Rav: Practice follows Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, practice follows Rebbi Judah. Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hosaia, practice follows Rebbi Judah. Rebbi Johanan said, many times I sat before Rebbi Hosaia and never heard that from him. He said to him, does nobody exist who heard something his partner did not hear?

112 Deut. 25:6. The verse connects the birth of a first-born with the inheritance of the dead brother.
113 Since the first-born inherits an extra portion from the estate, does the levir inherit the separate inheritance of his wife’s first husband separately?
114 The separate inheritance of the first-born is restricted (Deut. 21:17) to "all that is found of his property." This is interpreted as excluding claims that are not yet collected; cf., e.g., Babli Baba batra 55a. Since the inheritance of the dead brother is under his wife’s lien for her ketubah, it is not considered as "found of his property".
115 The Babli, 40a, strongly disagrees since practice follows the anonymous majority. This is the position of R. Johanan’s teacher R. Yannai.
He who performs *halîsah* with his sister-in-law is forbidden her relatives and his relatives are forbidden to her\(^{116}\). Forbidden to him are her mother and her mother's mother, her father's mother, her daughter, her daughter's daughter and her son's daughter, and her sister as long as she is alive. The brothers are permitted. Forbidden to her are his father, his father's father, his son and his son's son, his brother and his brother's son. The relative of a co-wife of a person who had *halîsah* with him is permitted to him, but the co-wife of a relative of a person who had *halîsah* with him is forbidden\(^{117}\).

116 All relatives forbidden after a divorce (biblical or rabbinic) are rabbinically forbidden after *halîsah*; cf. halîsah.  

"He who performs *halîsah* with his sister-in-law," etc. Because he performed *halîsah* with her. Therefore, if he did not perform *halîsah* with her but she died, her mother is permitted to him. \(^{118}\)That is what Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If a woman waiting for her levir died, her mother is permitted to him. He had in her an interest of candidacy. When she died, the candidacy was eliminated.
And here, when he died, the candidacy was eliminated. Rebbi Abun understood it from what follows: "And her sister as long as she is alive, but the brothers are permitted." Is her sister's position relative to the brothers not as if she herself had died?

Chapter 2, Notes 28-29. to perform halitšah.

Relative to the brother chosen

"Forbidden to her are his father, his father's father, his son and his son's son, his brother and his brother's son." Does this imply that secondary prohibitions are imposed on the one performing halitšah? That says it, "his son and his son's son, his brother and his brother's son." That implies that secondary prohibitions are imposed on the one performing halitšah.

It seems that the first quote is too long and should only refer to his father's father. The Babli, 40b, also raises the question why the paternal grandfather is forbidden and answers that the prohibition has nothing to do with halitšah since that grandfather was forbidden to her from the moment she married her husband. But the son's and the brother's sons are secondary prohibitions. This is also the conclusion of the Babli which, however, restricts secondary prohibitions arising from halitšah strictly to those enumerated in the Mishnah.
So is the Mishnah: "The relative of a co-wife of a person who had halîsah with him is permitted to him, but the co-wife of a relative of a person who had halîsah with him is forbidden". Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Avina: It is an inference de minore ad majus. If the Sages gave a co-wife to the sister of a woman for whom he performed halîsah, which is rabbinic, here, where there is the prohibition of sisters, not so much more?

121 This is the text of the Mishnah. It seems that the intent of this note is not to correct the text but to reject the formulation "the sister of a co-wife...", quoted in Chapter 3 (Note 50).

122 The text is from Chapter 3; explained there in Notes 24, 25.

Mishnah 9: If somebody performs halîsah with his sister-in-law while his brother had married her sister and then died, she must perform halîsah but not levirate. Similarly, if somebody divorces his wife while his brother had married her sister and then died, she is free.

123 She is prohibited to the levir by Mishnah 8. But these prohibitions are rabbinical. Since by biblical standards she could have been married in levirate, she needs halîsah.

124 The widow of the brother is forbidden to the levir by biblical standards, there can be no levirate and, therefore, no halîsah.
"Similarly, if somebody divorces his wife," etc. Simeon bar Abba asked before Rebbi Johanan: What is the difference between having *halisah* and divorcing? He said to him: You think that *halisah* is acquisition, but it is only freeing. The brothers are not guilty for her under the category of "wife of the one acting in *halisah*" but they are guilty under the category of "wife of the deceased".

125 Chapter 1, Notes 90, 91.
It says only: If the sister-in-law died, his wife is permitted to him. But if his wife died, his sister-in-law is forbidden to him. Rebbi Johanan said, these are the words of Rebbi Eliezer. But the Sages say, if his sister-in-law died, his wife is permitted to him, if his wife died, his sister-in-law is permitted to him. Rebbi Johanan said, the Sages hold that for anything induced by a cause, if the cause is removed the prohibition is removed. But for Rebbi Eliezer, if the cause is removed the prohibition remains.  

Mishnah 11: No sister-in-law should be a party to halisah or levirate until after three months. Similarly, no woman should be married or receive qiddushin until after three months, whether virgin or not virgin, widow or divorcee, married or betrothed. Rebbi Jehudah says, those that had been married may receive qiddushin and those that had received qiddushin can be married except those that had received qiddushin in Judea because he is familiar with her. Rebbi Yose said, any woman may receive qiddushin except a widow because of her mourning.
127 Who had been married. Included are preliminarily married women either as a matter of discipline or because of women betrothed in Judea (Note 129).
128 Since they cannot actually be married until 90 days after the death of the first husband, there is no danger that she will bear a child of undetermined paternity.
129 It is explained in Mishnah Ketubot 1:5 that in Judea one permitted the betrothed couple to be together unchaperoned. Therefore, one may assume that they slept together.

Halakham 11: "No sister-in-law should be a party to halisah," etc.

131 How long is it until a pregnancy is recognized? 132 Symmachos said in the name of Rebbi Meïr: After three months. Even though it is no proof,
there is a hint: "It was after about three months." Rebbi Yudan said, even for a phantom pregnancy, "we were pregnant, we were sick, as if we gave birth to wind." Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Abba bar Zutra said, Rebbi Hanina in the name of the Great Rebbi Hiyya: Even most of the first, most of the last, and the middle one complete. Rav Assi said, a full 90 days. Samuel said, they in their fulness. A case came before the rabbis there; we do not know if thirteen of the first and seventeen of the last or seventeen of the first and thirteen of the last, and five complete ones in the middle; they wanted to touch the child because of a doubt of bastardy. Rav Nahman bar Jacob told them, such a case came before Abba bar Abba and he declared it acceptable. Does Abba bar Abba disagree with his son Samuel? Rebbi Abba said, there is a difference between recognizing a pregnancy and giving birth. A pregnancy is recognized after full months, a birth can happen after fractional months. There, we have stated: "How long can labor be?" Rebbi Meir said, even 40 to 50 days. Rebbi Jehudah said, her month is sufficient. Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Simeon say, no labor is longer than two weeks." Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Abba: This implies that a woman gives birth after fractional months. Since otherwise one should have stated "thirty days". Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Abba: This implies that a woman gives birth after full months. Since we have stated: "Her month is sufficient."

130 Reading of ms. A. In ms. L, this sentence is identical with the preceding.
131 The text of Symmachos is also in Babli Niddah 8b, but the meaning is different there.
132 In the Babli, the discussion is not about recognizing a pregnancy for the question of remarriage; that question is settled by the proviso that a woman
must wait 90 days after her husband's death (as explained in the Mishnah here) and, if she turns out to be pregnant, she cannot remarry as long as the child is not weaned (Ketubot 5:6, Sotah 4:4; Babli Ketubot 60a/b). The statement there is to the effect that if a woman has missed her period three times and is visibly pregnant, then, starting three months after her last period, any bleeding does not follow the general rules of menstrual flow but the special rules of pregnant women. There is no discussion of the rule and it is not claimed that the rule represents any medical validity.

But in the Yerushalmi it appears from the sequel that one sees in the rule a statement of biological fact. The Halakhah, up to Note 155, is copied in Niddah 1:4.

132 Tosephta Niddah 1:7, including the statement attributed here to Rebbi Yudan.
133 Gen. 38:24.
134 Is. 26:18; as the Babli points out, this statement is addressed to males and therefore not a good support. In the interpretation of the Babli (Note 131), a fake delivery ("delivery of wind") after recognition of the pregnancy does not change the status of the woman in matters of impurity.
135 Is. 33:11.
136 If the pregnancy is recognizable, the rules of pregnancy are applicable after 61 days.
137 Samuel says the same of Rav Assi, three full (i.e., 30 days long) months.
138 A woman gave birth to a live baby exactly 180 days after her marriage. The rabbis wondered whether such a short pregnancy was possible for a live baby or whether the short time was proof that the woman had committed adultery in the time between qiddushin and her actual marriage, which would make the child a bastard.
139 The most famous of Jewish medical men of his age. Presumably Samuel, also a doctor by profession, learned most of his medical knowledge from his father.
140 Mishnah Niddah 4:5.
141 As a matter of principle, blood lost during labor is neither menstrual nor of the impure type known as zivah (Lev. 15:25). The disagreement is on how long the exemption from impurity can be claimed.
142 See above, Note 63, and in the next paragraph.

רבינון הכסל. סולו שבר ארצה. לא אופיו הפילא.
Rebbi Yudan asked: Does this hold until she gives birth? No, even if she had a miscarriage\textsuperscript{143}.

If the woman has a miscarriage, declares that miscarriages and stillborn babies make their mother impure retroactively (\textit{Niddah} 38b).

Rebbi Mana said, I heard in the name of Samuel that there is no difference between recognizing a pregnancy and giving birth, but I do not remember from whom I heard this. Rebbi Abba bar Cohen said before Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Jeremiah said this. Rebbi Hizqyah said to him, Rebbi Jeremiah did not say this; Rebbi Yose was offended by him. He said to him: Even Joshua who was bound to Moses would not have said so, but you said so\textsuperscript{144}! He checked himself and said, it is true that he said that but as a person who quotes something and questions it; does Abba bar Abba disagree with his son Samuel? Rebbi Berekhiah in the name of Samuel: A
woman gives birth only either after 271, 272, 273, or 274, days. Rebbi Mana said to him, from whom did the rabbi hear this? He said to him, from Rebbi Abba. The position of Rebbi Abba seems inverted. There, he says, there is a difference between recognizing a pregnancy and giving birth, and here, he says so? Rebbi Abba bar Zutra in the name of Samuel: {If with Rabba, with Rava.}

Everything which is "many" is.

To claim that he knew absolutely everything his teacher ever said.

After her last period. In the Babli, Niddah 38b, Mar Zutra is quoted that a 9 months pregnancy is 271 days, the numerical value of "re'iyin" "pregnancy" in the Alexandrian system.

That the length of a pregnancy is not counted in full months, and here he even counts them in full months of 30 days each.

The text in braces is the text from Yeibamot; it is a gloss from a student of the Babli to distinguish between quotes of Rabba דב רבע (Rav Abba bar Nahmani) and Rava אב לבר (Rav Abba bar Rav Joseph bar Ḥama), assuming the copyists made no mistakes.

This is the text from Niddah and it makes sense, that if in the Pentateuch there is a promise of הרה הדריה (cf. Gen. 16:10, 22:17) it implies a seven month birth after $\pi + \pi + \pi = 1+200+2+5$ days. In Babli Niddah 38b, Mar Zutra reads 15. 1:20 that Hanna gave birth to Samuel after 2 seasons (of 91/4 days each) and two days, or 184.5 days, barely more than 6 full months.
Rab Hiyya bar Ashi was sitting before Rav who saw him disturbed. He said to him, what is the matter? He said to him, my female donkey is pregnant and will give birth; then I have to get her to copulate before she is out of heat. He said to him, when did the male mount her? He said, on day X. He calculated and said, she still has some time until then. It was stated so: A quick female donkey does not need less than the days of the moon and one who is late is not later than the days of the sun. The words of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi disagree, since Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, the cattle herd of the government was there for copulating and those of the house of Rebbi took bulls from them to copulate. Some of them gave birth soon and some of them later. Here it is about a pure animal, there about an impure animal. But is it not written, "do you know the time the mountain goats will give birth, etc." "Count months, make them complete, you will know the time of their giving birth." "Do you know the time of giving birth?" A pure wild animal is like a domestic impure animal.

149 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: ממה.  
150 354 days in a lunar year.  
151 365 days in a solar year. The Babli, Bekhorot 8a, simply states that impure domestic animals have a gestation period of 12 months.  
152 In Niddah 1:4: "of Antoninus"; cf. Kilaim, Chapter 9, Note 79.  
153 It seems, later than the 11 days' difference allowed by Rav.  
155 This supports the prior assertion of Rav and excludes only domestic pure animals from predicting the exact time of gestation. The Babli, Baba batra 16a/b, uses Job 39:1 to prove that the time of birth of wild animals is unpredictable. Elsewhere, Bekhorot 8a, the gestation period of great predators (lions, wolves, bears, panthers) as well as apes and marmosets is given as three years.
Rebbi Meïr is suspicious about bills of divorce. Rebbi Jehudah is suspicious about a child. Rebbi Yose is suspicious about bills of divorce and a child. Could you say that Rebbi Meïr is not suspicious about bills of divorce, as we have stated: "Those that had received qiddushin can be married." Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Rebbi Gedula: The one who repudiates does not have to wait three months; the one who leaves by a bill of divorce needs to wait three months. This supports Rebbi
Me'ir since Rebbi Meïr is suspicious about bills of divorce. Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Jeremiah: A woman who has been raped does not have to wait three months. This supports Rebbi Yose, since Rebbi Yose is suspicious about bills of divorce and a child. It was stated: The proselyte, the captive, and the slave woman who were redeemed, or converted, or freed, have to wait three months, the words of Rebbi Judah. Rebbi Yose says, they do not have to wait. Their blood, Rebbi Jehudah says, makes impure 24 hours retroactively; Rebbi Yose says, from its moment onwards. Rebbi said, the words of Rebbi Judah are reasonable for the blood, and the words of Rebbi Yose for the child. Rebbi Hanina ben Rebbi Abbahu said, my father had a case and he asked Rebbi Hiyya, Rebbi Yasa, and Rebbi Immi, and they instructed him following Rebbi Yose for the child. For if it were not so, what could we say? Between Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Yose, practice does not follow Rebbi Yose? But because Rebbi said, "they are reasonable", the disagreement is unresolved except in the case of the fig cake where each party to the controversy accepts the opposition's argument. Rebbi Yose said, I stated a difficulty before Rebbi Hanina ben Rebbi Abbahu: Even if it is certain that they had sex? He said to him, is a normal Gentile not like one who had sex? Simeon bar Abba said, there came a case before Rebbi Johanan and he instructed following Rebbi Yose. Rebbi Eleazar was sorry about this; he said, one disregards the anonymous [Mishnah] and follows an isolated opinion! He found that Rebbi Hiyya stated it in the name of Rebbi Meïr. He understood that following Rebbi Simeon, he found that Rebbi Hiyya stated it in the name of Rebbi Meïr. He said, the old man certainly understands the chapters about bills of divorce.
156 From ms. A, missing in ms. L; necessary for the context

157 From ms. A; ms. L: רִבְּבִי, since clearly the reference is to R. Yasa (Assi); that reading has to be rejected.

158 He is the author of the anonymous opinion in the Mishnah, as asserted by R. Simeon ben Lakish in the paragraph after the next. N. Rabbinovicz in Diqduqe Soferim Erubin 47a (Note 2) indicates that the Soncino edition, in the quote of the Mishnah here, has "the words of Rebbi Meïr", a reading rejected by Rashi ad loc. It seems that the Soncino text is the correct quote of a parallel Mishnah.

159 He is afraid that a man who had divorced his childless wife would notice too late that she was pregnant and say that, if he had known this, he never would have divorced her. This could invalidate the bill of divorce and make the divorcee and the second husband adulterers and the child a bastard. [Therefore, in modern divorce proceedings, one lets the husband state three times before witnesses that any later action to invalidate the bill will be null and void.]

160 He requires waiting only in cases where there could be a question of the paternity of a child. Since bills of divorce should be handled only by a competent authority, he is confident that the case behind R. Meïr's restrictions is not justified.

161 The "and" is taken in the strict sense: Only if there is a simultaneous question about a bill of divorce and paternity.

162 כֹּל is an error of the corrector under the influence of the Babli instead of כֹּל.

163 Since this is stated as R. Jehudah's opinion, it follows that R. Meïr objects. To dissolve a preliminary marriage, a bill of divorce is needed even though there normally should not be any chance of pregnancy.

164 Usually, he is called Rav Gidul; a Babylonian of the second generation, student of Rav, who immigrated into Galilee.

165 Both statements are about underage girls, too young to have children. If the girl had been married off by her father, she cannot repudiate her husband but needs a bill of divorce. R. Meïr requires a waiting period for all divorcees even if there is no question of a possible pregnancy. In the Babli, 34b, this is a statement of Samuel.

166 In the Babli, 35a, this is a tannaitic statement attributed to R. Yose, whose opinion is interpreted to assume that she will know how to rid herself of the unwanted semen. R.
Jehudah is quoted as requiring her to wait three months; his opinion is interpreted as questioning the efficacy of means to rid herself of the unwanted semen.

167 In the parallels, only the first part, dealing with waiting before marriage, is quoted. A shortened version is in Tosephta 6:6. The text quoted here is in the Babli, 35a, with the same lack of coordination between nouns and verbs.

168 Their menstrual blood which is an original source of impurity. Gentiles cannot impart impurity by biblical standards; the impurity of menstruation certainly is not applicable to Gentiles. Therefore, a Gentile who converts to Judaism (or becomes fully Jewish in the case of the manumitted slave) really should not be a retroactive source of impurity. In the Tosephta, Niddah 1:3, the attributions are switched, and this seems to be the background both for the remark of Rebbi (not in the Tosephta) and the later discussion since in a switched version, Rebbi seems to prefer the stringency of R. Judah in the matter of remarriage. But it is difficult to change the text against the testimony of both mss. (which, however, represent the same Vorlage.)

The Babli has no possible interest in this discussion since it holds (Avodah zarah 36b) that all Gentile women are rabbinically permanently menstruating (and biblically married, since in talmudic theory, Sanhedrin 58b, a Gentile is married to the first partner he or she is copulating with, without possibility of divorce (a position which seems to be adopted by the Apostle Paul).)

169 In the practical rules of preference, Rebbi Yose ranks over all other students and colleagues of Rebbi Aqiba (Yerushalmi Terumot 3:1, Notes 20-26; Babli Erubin 46b).

170 This question makes sense only if Rebbi’s preference is formulated so it endorses R. Jehudah for the rules of remarriage.

171 This seems to refer to the disagreement between rabbis Eliezer and Joshua over pressed figs among which some heave was lost; Terumot Halakhah 4:10, Tosephta 5:11. In neither source is there a reference to the position taken by Rebbi.

172 The Great R. Hiyya, not R. Hiyya bar Abba mentioned earlier in this paragraph.

173 R. Simeon ben Laqish, cf. Note 158. The question mark put in the text by the editor of the ms. is unnecessary.

174 R. Johanan.
Rebbi Mana asked before Rebbi Yudan: There Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Abbahu, said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Every place where Rebbi taught a disagreement and afterwards taught it anonymously, practice follows the anonymous Mishnah\textsuperscript{175}. And here, you say so? He said to him, if not Rebbi, maybe somebody else said it? Since when Rebbi taught a disagreement and afterwards taught it anonymously, practice follows the anonymous [text]. It must be that Rebbi did not find a disagreement in the Mishnah; but if others taught it in disagreement and Rebbi taught it anonymously, certainly practice follows the anonymous [text]. There come Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Jacob bar Abba and Rebbi Simeon bar Abba, in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Even if others taught a disagreement but Rebbi taught it anonymously, practice follows the anonymous [text]. Why does he agree here with a dissenting opinion? Rebbi Samuel ben Inaya in the name of Rebbi Aha. That means, if no disagreement is stated together with the anonymous [text], but if a disagreement is stated together with the anonymous [text], practice does not follow the anonymous [opinion]. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Aha. That is, if
individual disagrees with individual. But if an individual disagrees next to the [anonymous] Sages, practice does not follow the anonymous [text].

175 The Babli, *Yebamot* 42b, *Baba qama* 102a, *Avodah zarah* 7a, *Niddah* 11b, quotes the corresponding statement (in the name of R. Johanan) in a very succinct way: Disagreement followed by anonymous statement implies practice follows the anonymous statement; anonymous statement followed by disagreement implies practice does not follow the anonymous statement. Therefore, the Babli has no problem to follow R. Yose in this Halakhah. The same conclusion is reached here in the last sentence of the paragraph.

176 Meaning "after".

Rebbi Johanan said, everywhere one taught anonymous Mishnaiot, it follows the rabbis unless one's teacher explains it [differently]. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish says, all anonymous Mishnaiot follow Rebbi Meïr unless one's teacher explains it [differently]. Rebbi Ze'ira said before Rebbi Yasa, not that Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagrees, only he saw that most anonymous Mishnaiot follow Rebbi Meïr. Rebbi Ze'ira asked before Rebbi Mana: What kind of teacher? The teacher of the *baraita* or the teacher of study? Does not the story of Rebbi Eleazar imply, the teacher of the *baraita*? "Following Rebbi Simeon, he found that Rebbi
Hiyya stated it in the name of Rebbi Meïr. He said, the old man certainlly understands his chapters." We have to say that he received instruction from the teacher of the baraita when he understood that Rebbi Hiyya stated it in the name of Rebbi Meïr.

177 In the Babli, both statements are attributed to R. Johanan: Practice follows the anonymous Mishnah as consensus of the majority (Hulin 43a), the formulation usually is due to R. Meïr (Sanhedrin 86a). The attributions of texts in other tannaitic works stated in the latter source have no parallels in Yerushalmi sources.

178 A tannaitic source or the Amora, his personal teacher?

179 When R. Eleazar questioned the decision of his teacher R. Johanan, he certainly did not get his information from the latter. So the "teacher" must be the author of a baraita to be discovered by independent research.

The woman who performs halîsah counts from the moment of death. The one who leaves by a bill of divorce counts from the moment of delivery of her bill. Rebbi Hanina said, from the moment of delivery of her bill. Rebbi Johanan said, from the moment of writing. Rav and Samuel, Rav like Rebbi Hanina, Samuel like Rebbi Johanan.
Samuel objected to Rav: According to you, since you say from the moment of delivery, about what are you suspicious? Because in the meantime she was alone with him! Then one should worry about an old bill of divorce. Rebbi Hanina objected to Rebbi Johanan: According to you, since you say from the moment of writing, if there were two bills of divorce, one written now and one later, and both delivered on the same day. This one you prohibit and that one you permit! What Rav objected to Samuel, Rebbi Hanina objected to Rebbi Johanan. What Rebbi Johanan objected to Rebbi Hanina, Samuel objected to Rav. Practice: She counts from the time of writing if he never was alone with her.

---

180 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: גמא.
181 Since she cannot be freed before three months, she may remarry immediately after halîsah. The Babli, 42a, follows the Tosephta, 6:7, that a sister-in-law who performed halîsah within the first three months must wait another three months.
182 Babli 42a.
183 An bill of divorce is old at the moment of delivery if husband and wife were alone together at a place where they could have intercourse. For the House of Hillel, the bill is invalid and the woman is not divorced (Mishnah Gittin 8:4). According to Samuel, Rav should not permit the delivery of a bill of divorce if husband and wife are at the same place and the bill was not delivered on the day it was written and signed.
184 The same argument in Babli Gittin 18a.
185 The Babli agrees, 42a; Gittin 18a.
"Except the widow because of her mourning." How much does mourning last? Thirty days. That is, for women. But for men, three holidays. If he has children; but if he does not have children immediately. If he has somebody to serve him; but if he has nobody to serve him, immediately. If he does not have small children; but if he has small children, immediately, as in the following: It happened that Rabbi Tarphon's wife died. While he still was in the cemetery, he said to her sister: Come into my house and raise your sister's children. Even though he married her, he did not know her until 30 days had passed.

186 The same in Babli, 43b. Babli Mo'ed Qatan 23a. (Except when he has nobody to serve him; current practice follows the Yerushalmi.)

Mishnah 12: If four brothers were married to four women and died, if their oldest [brother] wants to marry all of them in levirate, he is permitted to do so. If somebody was married to two women and he died, intercourse or halisah with one of them frees the co-wife. If one was acceptable and the other blemished, if he performs halisah, he
performs it with the blemished; if he takes in levirate, he takes the acceptable one.

188 The text in the Halakhah, "four of the brothers", is a better formulation since one speaks of a large group of brothers.

189 One was eligible to marry a Cohen; the other (e.g., a divorcee) was blemished in this respect. Since a woman freed by halisah is considered a divorcee for a Cohen, the chances of remarriage of the acceptable one should not be diminished. For levirate, he may take either one.

Halakhah 12: "Four of the brothers," etc. Explanation: There were thirteen brothers, of whom twelve died childless. They [the widows] came and wanted to be married in levirate before Rebbi. He said to him, go and take in levirate. He said to him, it overtaxes my means. But each one of them said, I will support during my month. He said, and who will support during that intercalary month? Rebbi said, I shall support during that intercalary month. He prayed for them and they went from him. After three years they came, carrying 36 toddlers. They came and stood in front of Rebbi's dwelling. [People] went in and told [Rebbi], outside are rural toddlers who want to greet you. Rebbi looked down from the
window and saw them. He asked them, for what are you here? They said to him, we beg that you give us [support for] that intercalary month; he gave them [support for] that intercalary month.

It is written: "The ark of the Eternal dwelt in the house of Obed Edom for three months, and the Eternal blessed," etc. By what did he bless him? With sons. That is what is written: "All these were from the sons of Obed Edom, they, their sons and relatives, strong men for the service, sixty" etc., because each one of them gave birth to two every month. How was that? She was impure for seven days, pure for seven days, and gave birth, was impure for seven days, pure for seven days, and gave birth. Sixteen every month, in three months 48. And he, six. This makes 54 together. And those eight, sum total 62. That is what was written: "62 for Obed Edom".

190 An inexact quote of 1Chr. 13:14, 2S. 6:10.
191 1Chr. 26:8.
192 Since all children were males, Lev. 12:2.
193 16 grandchildren since Obed Edom had 8 sons (1Chr. 26:4-5).
194 His own wife bore him six more sons. Together with the original 8, that makes 62 in all. In the Babli, Berakhot 63b/64a, the wife and all her daughters-in-law each had one birth of sextuplets.
Rebbi Abba bar Zavda said, it is written: "His house should be called in Israel the house of the shoe-stripped." A house which was permitted by one stripping. The same is true for intercourse. Stripping frees and intercourse frees. What you say about stripping you say about intercourse.

195 This refers to the sentence in the Mishnah that action by one of the widows frees the others without more ceremony. The argument is based on the singular describing the shoe which was stripped from the levir. A similar but more involved argument in Babli 44b, based on the same verse.

May one apply a trick? Did Rebbi Tarphon, the father of all of Israel, not apply a trick? He gave qiddushin to 300 women in times of famine to let them eat heave! There, every one of them was able to eat heave. But here, is each one able to perform levirate? Rebbi Yudan the son of Rebbi Ismael: One deals with him in such a way.

196 It is not clear what kind of trick is intended. From the context, it seems that the reference is to the last clause in the Mishnah, that in case of halîsah the one who cannot marry a Cohen should perform halîsah. If the older brother insists on having halîsah with the other widow, may one intervene to direct another brother to consent to the more desirable halîsah?

197 This must have been during the time of the Temple since later generations forbade any non-priestly woman marrying a Cohen to eat sacred
food before the actual marriage (Mishnah Ketubot 5:3) and R. Tarphon formally acquired all 300 women but married none of them.

The court may misinform a recalcitrant brother-in-law in order to obtain a satisfactory halîsah.

Mishnah 13: He who takes back his divorcee, or marries the woman with whom he performed halîsah, or marries a relative of the woman with whom he performed halîsah, has to divorce her and any child is a bastard, the words of Rebbi Aqiba. But the Sages say, it is not a bastard. But they agree that the child of one who marries a relative of his divorcee is a bastard.

After she had married another man, Deut. 24:4. This is a simple prohibition.

Since she was a candidate for levirate, the incest prohibition of a sister-in-law does not apply. She is only forbidden because of the implication of Deut. 25:9 that he is a man "who will not build his brother's house." This excludes any belated levirate with a woman with whom he performed halîsah as a simple prohibition.

She is only forbidden by rabbinic decree according to most authorities.

This is accepted universally.

R. Aqiba holds that any child of a prohibited union is a bastard, irrespective of the severity of the prohibition, and that the prohibition of the relatives of a woman with whom he performed halîsah is biblical.

All relatives of a wife that are forbidden are also forbidden of an ex-wife.
Halakhah 13: "He who takes back his divorcee," etc. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He who takes back his divorcee after she had remarried makes her blemished for the priesthood. Without that, is she not blemished for the priesthood\(^\text{205}\)? But, she is blemished in that she cannot eat heave\(^\text{206}\). Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The daughet of a man who takes back his divorcee after she had remarried is acceptable for the priesthood. What is the reason? "She is an abomination\(^\text{207}\)." She is an abomination, the child is not an abomination.

\(^{205}\) Any divorcee is barred from marrying a Cohen.

\(^{206}\) A childless daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel can return to her parent's house and partake of their sacred food if she is not in any way desecrated.

\(^{207}\) Deut. 24:4. The parallel to this paragraph is in Babli 11b, where the first statement of R. Hiyya is quoted as tannaitic and a disagreement is noted whether qiddushin or marriage with another man triggers the prohibition.
Mishnah 14: And what is a bastard? Any [child of a] blood-relation to whom he is forbidden to come, the words of Rebbi Aqiba. Simeon from Timna\textsuperscript{208} says, any [child of a relation] for which one is subject to extirpation by heaven’s action\textsuperscript{209}, and practice follows him. Rebbi Joshua said, any [child of a relation] which is a capital crime.

Mishnah 15: Rebbi Simeon ben Azai said, I found a genealogical list in Jerusalem and it was written in it: The man X is a bastard from a\textsuperscript{210} married woman, to support the words of Rebbi Joshua.

\textsuperscript{208} One of the youngest members of the Academy at Jabne.
\textsuperscript{209} As detailed in \textit{Lev.} 20, also.
\textsuperscript{210} From the adultery of a married woman.

Halakhah 15: "What is a bastard," etc; "Rebbi Simeon ben Azai said," etc. Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, all of them learned from the father’s wife. "A man shall not take his father’s wife and not uncover his father’s garment’s wing.\textsuperscript{211}" Rebbi Aqiba explains: Just as his father’s wife is
special in that she is a forbidden relation from which the child is a bastard, so in any case there is a forbidden relation, the child is a bastard. They objected, is there not a widow for the High Priest? There is a difference, since desecration is spelled out. Simeon from Timna explained: Just as his father's wife is special in that one is subject to extirpation for her, the child is a bastard, so in any case that one is subject to extirpation for her, the child is a bastard. They objected, is there not the menstruating woman? There is a difference, since "blood-relation" is not written in reference to her. Rebbi Joshua explained: Just as his father's wife is special in that one is subject to the death penalty for her, the child is a bastard, so in any case that one is subject to the death penalty for her, the child is a bastard.

211 Deut. 23:1. This is only half the basis of the arguments. The other is verse 3: No bastard shall come into the community of the Eternal. Since v. 2 speaks of men who cannot have children, v. 3 is taken to refer to v. 1, that the child of a man and his stepmother is a bastard. This is spelled out in detail in the Babli, 49a.

212 Lev. 21:14. Everybody agrees that the child is not a bastard from any of the priestly prohibitions since it is spelled out in v. 15 that the children would be desecrated, barred from the priesthood. This case is not discussed in the Babli.

213 In case there are no eye witnesses for the forbidden sex act, when there can be no criminal prosecution.

214 Lev. 20:18. In the Babli, this refers to an amoraic statement.
Even though Rebbi Joshua said, the child of him who sleeps with his sister\(^\text{216}\) is acceptable, he agrees that if the child was female that she is blemished for the priesthood\(^\text{217}\). Even though Rebbi Simeon ben Jehudah [says] in the name of Rebbi Simeon: If a Gentile or a slave came to a daughter of Israel, the child is acceptable, they agree that if she was female, she is blemished for the priesthood. A man came to Rav and said, since the children of this man's mother are from an Aramean? He said, acceptable. Rav Hama bar Guria said to him, let your feet carry you away before Samuel comes\(^\text{218}\) and declares you blemished. Even though Rav said, if a Gentile or a slave came to a daughter of Israel, the child is acceptable, he agrees that if she was female, she is blemished for the priesthood.

\(^{215}\) Reading of the parallel to this paragraph in Halakhah Qiddushin 3:14.

The reading here,irim\(\ Ω\) is impossible since for everybody except R. Aqiba the sister of the performer of halisah is forbidden only rabbinically and her child is acceptable to marry into the priesthood.

\(^{216}\) A paradigm for all relations punishable by divine extirpation but not capital crimes.

\(^{217}\) By rabbinic standards.

\(^{218}\) In the Babli, 45a, Samuel agrees with Rav that the child is acceptable. The opinion expressed here, that the child is permitted only to marry outside the priesthood is attributed in the Babli to R. Joshua ben Levi. The Yerushalmi decides here against its own masters, R. Johanan and R. Eleazar, who hold in Halakhah 7:6 that the child is a bastard.
Why did they say, practice follows Rebbi Simeon from Timna?

Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, from a place where all incest prohibitions were taken as one set [of sins] causing extirpation, the father's wife came out to tell you about the bastard. The method of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina seems inverted. There, he infers from the set and here he infers from one of its members. As we have stated: "The commandments of the Eternal," I could think that this includes also those who eat abominations and crawling things. You argue, saying that here it says "from the eyes" and there it says "from the eyes". Just as "from the eyes" mentioned there means something for which one is obligated for a purification sacrifice in case of inadvertent sin and extirpation in case of intentional sin, also "from the eyes" mentioned here means something for which one is obligated for a purification sacrifice in case of inadvertent sin and extirpation in case of intentional sin. But since "from the eyes" mentioned there is a case involving the death penalty, does "from the eyes" mentioned here involve the death penalty? Rebbi Yose ben Hanina
said, from the place from which idolatry was singled out to teach about all who are subject to extirpation, there was no mention of anything but extirpation. But the death penalty is written elsewhere. The method of Rabbi Yose ben Hanina seems inverted. There, he infers from the set and here he infers from one of its members! There, all incest prohibitions were taken together as to the duty of sacrifice. Idolatry was singled out to teach who is obligated for a sacrifice. What can you say? Here, all incest prohibitions were taken together concerning of bastards. The father's wife was singled out to teach about the bastard.

219 A very shortened version is in Horaiot 2:4; much more truncated in Babli Horaiot 8a.

220 All incest prohibitions (including adultery) promulgated under one heading, as one set, in Lev. Chapter 18 are punishable by divine extirpation as made clear in Chapter 20. The verses about the connection between the father's wife and the bastard are in Deut. 23. The father's wife represents a single element of the set of incest prohibitions. Deut. 23 has no penalties spelled out. It is presumed that the penalty common to all sins mentioned in Lev. 18 is also understood in Deut. 23. Cf. Chapter 11, Note 63.

221 The topic of Horaiot 2:4, for which transgressions a purification sacrifice is due, viz., those under penalty of divine extirpation. [Simple transgressions are expiated either by the punishment imposed by the court or by sincere repentance and the Day of Atonement (Mishnah Yoma 8:7)].

222 Lev. 4:2, the introduction to the laws of the purifying sacrifice: "If a person sins inadvertently against any of the Eternal's commandments about what should not be done, but he did one of these.

223 Forbidden in Lev. 11; these are simple prohibitions, at most punishable by whipping.

224 "Here" is the purification offering of the congregation due (Lev. 4:13) "if the entire congregation of Israel errs and something is hidden from the eyes of the community and they do one of the actions which by the commandments of the Eternal should not be done, and they do damage." This is part of a series of 5 different statements on purification offerings.
"There" is the isolated statement about the particular purification offering due for the sin of apostasy (i.e., idolatry, Num. 15:22-28). Num. 15:24 reads: "If from the eyes of the congregation it was done in error." By the hermeneutic rule of "equal cut", parallel expressions imply parallel meanings.

225 Idolatry.

The only penalty mentioned is extirpation in Num. 15:30 for the blasphemer and idolator, offenses which at other places are classified as capital crimes.

227 Since for idolatry the sacrifices are different from those for all other sins, it is necessary to treat this separately.

Mishnah 16: If his wife died, her sister is permitted to him. If he divorced her and she died, her sister is permitted to him228. If she had married another man and died, her sister is permitted to him. If his sister-in-law died, her sister is permitted to him. If he performed halisah with her and she died, her sister is permitted to him.

228 Lev. 18:18. If she was his wife for one minute, her sister is forbidden to him during her lifetime, by biblical standards. The same holds for the sister-in-law from a childless brother by rabbinic standards.

מלוחת טוב: אשתו שממה מותר יבאיהויה כל, היא באממה אסורה. לא
כ שאר רבין תועב בר אמא בשם רבי מעז. שממה בינש שממה מותר באמה.
אבל בנין חטיאין. כלל ל haut מותר יבאיהויה. היא באמה אסורה. לפום בק
טנא יבאהויה.
Halakhah 16: "If his wife died, her sister is permitted to him," etc. That means, her mother is forbidden to him. Did not Rebbi Jacob bar Aha say in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If a woman waiting for her levir died, her mother is permitted to him. But since we stated: "If he performed halîsah with her and she died, her sister is permitted to him," therefore he stated "her sister."

229 The prohibition of the sister is the only incest prohibition lifted after the death of the wife.

230 Since there was only candidacy and that becomes void with the death of the sister-in-law; Halakhot 2:1, 4:8, Soṭa 2:5.

231 Since rabbinically, all close relatives of the sister-in-law except the sister remain forbidden.
Mishnah 1: Rabban Gamliel says, there is no bill of divorce after a bill of divorce, no "bespeaking" after "bespeaking", no copulation after copulation, and no halîsah after halîsah\(^1\). But the Sages say, there is a bill of divorce after a bill of divorce and "bespeaking" after "bespeaking", but nothing after copulation or after halîsah\(^2\).

1 If the childless brother left two widows and either brother gave a bill of divorce to both of them, or two brothers each gave a bill of divorce to one of them, the second bill of divorce has no legal value; the giver of the bill may marry any of the relatives of the sister-in-law who received the invalid document.

While a bill of divorce has no standing in levirate proceedings, it is an old rabbinic tradition that the delivery of a bill of divorce by one of the brothers prohibits all the widows from marrying any of the brothers as if it were a bill of halîsah. For the freeing of the widows, halîsah is still needed.

Similarly, if one of the brothers "bespoke" one of the widows, any later "bespeaking" of any other widow is null and void.

The parallel statement for halîsah is obvious since by biblical standards the act prohibits all widows for all brothers for all times.

2 The Sages hold that no act which is only rabbinically valid has the power to eliminate biblical requirements; only levirate or halîsah can be final.
"Her levir shall come upon her", that is cohabitation. "And take her as a wife for himself", that is "bespeaking". I might think that just as cohabitation is final so "bespeaking" is final; the verse says "her levir shall come upon her." This directs the entire paragraph towards levirate. Cohabitation is final, "bespeaking" is not final. Then what is "bespeaking" good for? To forbid her to the brothers.

Rebbi Simeon says, "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire. What is the argument of Rebbi Simeon? "Her levir shall come upon her", that is cohabitation. "And take her for himself", that is "bespeaking". Just as cohabitation is final so "bespeaking" is final. Or "her levir shall come upon her", then she has been acquired by him and "bespeaking" was of no use to her.

Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh says, "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely. What is the argument of Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh? "And take her as wife for himself", the same expression is used as for qiddushin
of a woman. Just as qiddushin acquire completely, so "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely. What is the formula for "bespeaking" a sister-in-law? "You are betrothed to me by money or money’s worth."

The text (with minor changes) is Notes 12-20.

from Halakhah 2:1 and explained there.

Since the rabbis say, "bespeaking" acquires but not completely, so they say, a bill of divorce frees but not completely. Should not a bill of divorce completely free a sister-in-law by an argument de minore ad majus? Since halîsah does not free a wife but a bill of divorce does, is it not logical that a sister-in-law, who is freed by halîsah, should be freed by a bill of divorce? The verse says, "she shall pull off." By pulling off she is freed; she is not freed by a bill of divorce. So it should free anything! It is written: "She shall not belong ... to a strange man." Where do we hold? If he came upon her, she is his wife. If he performed halîsah with
her, she should go and marry an outsider. So we must hold that he gave her a bill of divorce. Also Hizqiah stated thus: From where that the sister-in-law is forbidden to himself and his brothers if he gave her a bill of divorce? For him, I read "whom he had sent away". For the brothers, I read "whom he had sent away". Then should not halîsah free a wife by an argument de minore ad majus? Since a bill of divorce does not free a sister-in-law but halîsah does, is it not logical that a wife, who is freed by a bill of divorce, should be freed by halîsah? The verse says, "he shall write her a bill of divorce." By a bill of divorce she is freed; she is not freed by halîsah. So [halîsah] should free partially! There, it is written, "she shall not belong ... to a strange man." Here, what do you have?

4 The arguments of this paragraph (except the last one) are repeated in a few short lines in Babli Qiddushin 14a.
5 To marry another man.
6 Pulling off the levir's shoe; Deut. 25:9. The Babli points to another part of the same verse, "so it should be done", so and not otherwise.
7 Deut. 25:5.
8 Deut. 24:4, speaking about the divorced wife.
9 Deut. 24:1.
10 There is no verse indicating any action of halîsah on the status of a married woman.

Since Rebbi Simeon says, "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire, does he say similarly that a bill of divorce frees or does not free? Let us hear from the following: Rebbi Simeon says, there is nothing after
copulation if it is primary\textsuperscript{11}. Therefore, if it is secondary, there is something afterwards. That must deal with copulation after a bill of divorce. For if it were copulation after "bespeaking", what could you say? If "bespeaking" acquired, there is nothing after that. If "bespeaking" did not acquire, intercourse will acquire and there is nothing after that. So we must speak about copulation after a bill of divorce\textsuperscript{12}. This implies that a bill of divorce frees partially\textsuperscript{13}.

\textsuperscript{11} Cf. Mishnah and Halakhah 7.

\textsuperscript{12} If he gave a bill of divorce to one of the widows and afterwards had intercourse with the second, the second is his wife and the first, who is forbidden to him, needs halisah in addition to her bill of divorce.

\textsuperscript{13} He is certain that halisah is required after the bill of divorce; it is not a matter of doubt.
Does Rabban Gamliel follow Rebbi Simeon to say that "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire? And here, against Rebbi Simeon that a bill of divorce frees or does not free? Let us hear from the following:

"Rabban Gamliel agrees with the Sages that there may be a bill of divorce after 'bespeaking' and 'bespeaking' after a bill of divorce, a bill of divorce after intercourse and 'bespeaking', and 'bespeaking' after intercourse and a bill of divorce." How can there be a bill of divorce after intercourse and "bespeaking"? There were three sisters-in-law. He "bespoke" one, had intercourse with another, and gave a bill of divorce to the third. This implies that "bespeaking" acquires partially. If you would say that "bespeaking" either acquires or does not acquire then, as you take it, if "bespeaking" acquired, there can be nothing after that. If "bespeaking" did not acquire, intercourse should acquire and there should be nothing after that. This implies that "bespeaking" acquires partially.

How can there be "bespeaking" after intercourse and a bill of divorce? If there were three sisters-in-law. He gave a bill of divorce to one, had intercourse with another, and "bespoke" the third. This implies that a bill of divorce frees partially. If you would say that a bill of divorce either frees or does not free then, as you take it, if a bill of divorce frees, there can be nothing after that. If a bill of divorce does not free, intercourse should acquire and there should be nothing after that. This implies that a bill of divorce frees partially. Does Rabban Gamliel follow Rebbi Simeon? There is no "bespeaking" after "bespeaking" a sister-in-law following Rebbi Simeon. But the argument of one is different from the argument of the other. The argument of Rabban Gamliel: any part which a "bespeaking" of the the second could acquire in the future, the first
already had acquired\textsuperscript{21}. Any part which a bill of divorce from the second [brother] could free in the future, the bill of divorce of the first already had freed. The reasoning of Rebbi Simeon: If the first [brother] acquired, so did the second\textsuperscript{22}. If the first [brother] did not acquire, neither did the second. If the first [bill of divorce] did not free, neither did the second\textsuperscript{23}.

14 Reading of Rashba. In \textit{editio princeps}, but the edition of the ms. indicates that the letter ב is not a safe reading. The reading of Rashba is required since the full name of Rabban Gamliel would have to be either רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה, as in the style of his son רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה, or רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה שְׁמוּאֵל. The reading of Rashba is required since the full name of Rabban Gamliel would have to be either רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה or רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה שְׁמוּאֵל following the style of his son רַבּ גַּמְלִיאֵל בָּרָה שְׁמוּאֵל.

15 Tosephta 7:3, Babli 51a.

16 If there were two widows, and he "bespoke" the first and gave a bill of divorce to the second, the first and the relatives of both of them are now forbidden to him.

17 If he gave a bill of divorce to the first and "bespoke" the second, the second also needs a bill of divorce.

18 The bill of divorce is not meaningless; the relatives of the third widow are forbidden to him.

19 In both cases, the divorce document is meaningless and there is no relationship between the levir and the third widow. Cf. Tosephta 7:5 and Note 99.

20 This makes the intercourse with the second widow partially incestuous.

21 Since the form of the legal action of "bespeaking" is not dependent on the person who acts.

22 The second brother cannot acquire anything since he was preempted by the first.

23 If one levir gave bills of divorce to two sisters-in-law, neither of them goes free without halisah for herself.
Is there a possibility of a bill of divorce after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking" or of "bespeaking" after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking" for Rabban Gamliel? What is a bill of divorce after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking"? If there were two sisters-in-law, he "bespoke" one of them and gave her a bill of divorce; then he gave a bill of divorce to the second. If you say that a bill of divorce frees, anything "bespeaking" had acquired is subject to the bill of divorce; there is no bill of divorce after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking". If you say that a bill of divorce does not free, for anything "bespeaking" had acquired there is no bill of divorce; there is a bill of divorce after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking". What is "bespeaking" after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking"? If there were two sisters-in-law, he "bespoke" one of them and gave her a bill of divorce; then he "bespoke" the second. If you say that a bill of divorce frees more than anything "bespeaking" had acquired, it is as if there were no "bespeaking" and there may be "bespeaking" after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking". But if you say that a bill of divorce does not free more than he had acquired by "bespeaking", there is "bespeaking" but no "bespeaking" after a bill of divorce for "bespeaking".

24 The second divorce is invalid and the levir may marry any relative of the second widow.
25 Both widows and their relatives are forbidden to the levir.
26 This is a theory not found elsewhere, that a divorce after (rabbinic) "bespeaking" should annul the consequences of "bespeaking" both for him, that all co-wives of the bespoken are no longer forbidden, and seemingly also for the other brothers,
that the widows become permitted again for the "bespeaking" by another brother.

Since practice does not follow Rabban Gamliel, no answer is given. For the Sages, the answer is given in the next Halakhah.

In the opinion of Rabban Gamliel, can there be invalid intercourse after invalid intercourse, or the intercourse of a nine-years-old after the intercourse of another nine-years-old, or invalid intercourse after the intercourse of a nine-years-old, or intercourse of a nine-years-old after invalid intercourse? Do the Sages agree with Rabban Gamliel that there cannot be "bespeaking" after "bespeaking" for one sister-in-law? How is that? If he "bespoke" his sister-in-law, gave her a bill of divorce, and "bespoke" her again. If you say, there can be "bespeaking" after "bespeaking", she did not become free by that bill of divorce. If you say, there cannot be "bespeaking" after "bespeaking", she was freed by that bill of divorce.

27 For example, the intercourse with the second of three widows discussed above. The question is whether a second intercourse would be unquestionably incestuous.

28 Cf. Chapter 3, Note 143. Both children between 9 and 13 years old are supposed to be levirs of the widow.

29 By an adult.

30 For the Sages, this makes the widow forever forbidden to all brothers.

31 She needs a divorce and halîsah.

32 She still needs halîsah since she was not married in levirate.
Rebbi Yudan asked: If somebody gave qiddushin to a woman "from now and after thirty days" and her sister became a candidate for levirate with him during these thirty days, is there even in this case no "bespeaking" after "bespeaking"? He said, Rabban Gamliel said only "after a bill of divorce and 'bespeaking'". But what Rebbi Abbahu said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, even a hundred qiddushin are valid for her, does not follow Rabban Gamliel.

33 A similar paragraph in Chapter 3, Notes 102-105.
34 Since biblical qiddushin are certainly stronger than rabbinic "bespeaking", is his wife immune to the influence of her sister who became a candidate for levirate?
35 Rabban Gamliel did not mention qiddushin as excluding further action. Therefore, the claim of her sister forbids the woman to her prospective husband.


 Mishnah 2: How? If he "bespoke" his sister-in-law and gave her a bill of divorce, she needs halisah from him. If he "bespoke" and participated in halisah, she needs a bill of divorce from him. If he "bespoke" her and copulated, that is as it is commanded.

Masnah ב: קידצ עשה מקאמר יבכמודה ו которую לה כ תריכ חכמה וכינוארה.

עשה מקאמר יחל אמר חכמה ובו עשה בה מקאמר ובשל חורו זכינוארה.

Mishnah 2: How? If he "bespoke" his sister-in-law and gave her a bill of divorce, she needs halisah from him. If he "bespoke" and participated in halisah, she needs a bill of divorce from him. If he "bespoke" her and copulated, that is as it is commanded.
36 How are the rules of halîsah handled? This Mishnah is not a continuation of the previous one.

37 Since he started to divorce her, she is forbidden to him. He must perform halîsah with her and may not take her in levirate.

38 Since "bespeaking" is the formal equivalent of qiddushin, it can be dissolved only by (rabbinic) divorce.

Halakhah 2: "How? If he "bespoke" his sister-in-law," etc. That means that a bill of divorce frees more than anything "bespeaking" had acquired. If you would say that a bill of divorce does not free more than "bespeaking" had acquired, the levir could say: My bill of divorce shall not free more than my "bespeaking" had acquired. But then the bill of divorce did not even free what my "bespeaking" had acquired! "Cutting off." That is no cutting off!

39 The Mishnah which demands halîsah after "bespeaking" and divorce.

Since it excludes levirate, it shows that the bill of divorce invalidated both "bespeaking" and candidacy.

40 By excluding candidacy, he wants to reserve the right to levirate. This would prevent the widow from marrying outside the family. The entire proceeding is invalidated since a divorce is only valid if the divorcee has the unconditional right of remarriage.

41 Deut. 24:1; the divorcing husband has to write "a document of cutting off" all his ties with her. The Babli, 52b, notes that the rules of a purely rabbinic bill of divorce cannot well be grounded in biblical verses. The argument has to be classified as an intimation, rather than a proof.
Halîsah against the rules frees\(^{42}\). In which respect? That if an outsider comes and gives *qiddushin* to her co-wife, they will lay hold of her\(^{43}\). If an outsider came and gave her\(^{44}\) *qiddushin*, since the candidacy from the deceased was removed from her\(^{45}\), the *qiddushin* will lay hold of her, or maybe, since she still needs a bill of divorce for her "bespeaking", the *qiddushin* will not lay hold of her?

42 The *halîsah* of a woman who was "bespoken" and did not yet receive her divorce document.

43 She certainly is freed by her co-wife's *halîsah*. *Qiddushin* "lay hold of" a woman if the marriage is valid and the woman is forbidden to any other man by the laws of adultery. In this case, it is not only valid but also legal.

44 The widow who was "bespoken" and performed *halîsah*.

45 By biblical law, she is forbidden to all levirs.

Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, this means that there is an obligation first to give *qiddushin* and only after that to cohabit. Since here, where *qiddushin* are not written, you say "that is as it is commanded", for a wife, where it is written, not so much more\(^{46}\)!

46 This refers to the last statement of the Mishnah, that an orderly levirate is preceded by "bespeaking". It is asserted that an orderly regular marriage is also preceded by *qiddushin* since Deut. 22:13 prescribes that a man has to acquire a wife before cohabiting with her: "If a man acquires a wife and
comes to her . . .” Even though in theory a marriage could be effected in criminal law and consummated in civil law by one act of cohabitation, this is frowned upon since the act is only valid if performed in the presence of two witnesses; the Babli agrees emphatically (52a).

Mishnah 3: If he delivered a bill of divorce and then "bespoke", she needs a bill of divorce and halîsah. If he delivered a bill of divorce and then cohabited, she needs a bill of divorce and halîsah. If he delivered a bill of divorce and then performed halîsah, after halîsah nothing more is needed.

Halâka: ח跡 ה: תמד וט השה ומאור אריך וט חליפה. כות וט וגעל אריך.

"If he delivered a bill of divorce and then "bespoke", etc. A bill of divorce for his "bespeaking" and halîsah for her candidacy. 47

47 The bill of divorce is only enough to forbid the widow to himself and all brothers but it does not fulfill the requirements of Deut. 25:5-9. Since "bespeaking" is rabbinic, the bill of divorce will be rabbinic (Babli 50b).
That means that invalid intercourse does not free. Come and see, invalid halîsah frees but invalid intercourse does not free! Since the purpose of halîsah is invalidation, it frees. Intercourse, whose purpose is not invalidation, does not free. It should not free for leniency but might free for restriction. In which respect? If somebody came and gave qiddushin to the co-wife, these should lay hold on her. Rebbi Yudan said, I explained it. Any sister-in-law who is not totally outside remains inside until she leaves for the outside.

48 This refers to the statement that intercourse after divorce is invalid; it is incestuous. The sister-in-law may not become his wife. Therefore, a co-wife is not freed to marry outside the family.

49 An invalid halîsah is one where levirate is impossible, as in the last case of the Mishnah. As the Mishnah notes, a halîsah is always final.

50 Since a widow under the obligation of levirate in unable to contract another marriage before the candidacy for levirate is lifted for her, no widow can remarry outside the family as long as not all required ceremonies have been performed.

Mishnah 4: If he performed halîsah, "bespoke" her, gave a bill of divorce, and cohabited, or cohabited, "bespoke", gave a bill of divorce, and performed halîsah, nothing is valid after halîsah. There is no difference between one sister-in-law or two sisters-in-law.

51 After halîsah, no transaction is legal between the levir and the widow. "Bespeaking" and the bill of divorce become nonexistent, and the inter
course incestuous.

52 In this case, "bespeaking" and halîsah are nonexistent. He married and then divorced the sister-in-law.

53 This really is an introduction to the following Mishnaiot.

Halakhah 4: "If he performed halîsah, 'bespoke'," etc. Even though they said there is no halîsah after halîsah, intercourse after halîsah disables her from priesthood\(^54\). Is she not disabled from priesthood anyhow\(^55\)? But she is disabled from eating heave\(^56\). If he had intercourse with the woman with whom he had performed halîsah, did he disable her from eating heave\(^57\)? It must be that his brothers copulated with her. That agrees with the position that he is not guilty about the woman with whom he had performed halîsah, but his brothers are guilty about the woman with whom he had performed halîsah. But following the position that neither he nor his brothers are guilty about the woman with whom he had performed halîsah? It must be that he had intercourse with the co-wife. That agrees with the position that everybody agrees that he is
guilty about the co-wife. But following the position that neither he nor his brothers are guilty about the co-wife? It must be that his brothers had intercourse with the co-wife. That agrees with the position that neither he nor his brothers are guilty about the woman with whom he had performed halîsah but are guilty about the co-wife. But following the position that neither he nor his brothers are guilty about either the woman with whom he had performed halîsah or the co-wife? It must follow Rebbi Aqiba, since Rebbi Aqiba says that a bastard may come from a woman who had performed halîsah. Rebbi Yose said, explain it that the levir was a Cohen, had intercourse with her and desecrated her.

54 A second halîsah is invalid; it is as if it had never happened. But illicit sex always has consequences, whether in connection with levirate or not. The statement is in Tosephta 7:5.
55 Since halîsah rabbinically is considered an equivalent of divorce, the widow of a childless man is always forbidden to marry a Cohen unless she is married in levirate.
56 If she is the childless daughter of a Cohen; cf. Chapter 4, Note 206.
57 The argument is predicated on the arguments in Chapter 1, Notes 80-88, where it is held that probably for R. Johanan sexual contact of a levir with the widowed sister-in-law is never punishable. If it is not punishable, it cannot exclude the childless widow from returning to her priestly family.
58 Chapter 1, Note 80.
59 Once she is considered a divorcée in relation to a Cohen, any sexual relation with a Cohen desecrates her; cf. Chapter 1, Note 239.
"If he gave a bill of divorce, and halîsah, nothing is valid after halîsah," etc. Did we not state already60 "there is nothing after halîsah"? Because we stated after that, "whether there is one sister-in-law or two sisters-in-law61". If somebody gave qiddushin to the one with whom he performed halîsah, would they not lay hold on her62? Explain it either following Rebbi if he did not intend it or according to everybody if he intended to acquire as "bespeaking" of a sister-in-law but she was not his sister-in-law63. Rebbi Abba said, this was stated64: "Bespeaking’ acquires whether intentional or not intentional, the words of Rebbi. But the Sages say, it acquires only with intention65. Rebbi agrees that qiddushin acquire only with intention." What is Rebbi’s reason? Intercourse acquires, "bespeaking" acquires. Just as intercourse acquires whether intentional or not intentional66, so "bespeaking" acquires whether intentional or not intentional. And just as Rebbi says, "bespeaking" acquires whether intentional or not intentional, so he says the bill of divorce67 frees whether intentional or not intentional. And why does Rebbi say that "bespeaking" acquires whether intentional or not intentional? Since intercourse of an adult68 acquires whether intentional or not intentional. Even if the bill of divorce would free even if not intentional, halîsah can free only if it is intentional69.
60  Mishnah 1.
61  From Mishnah 1 it is not clear that after halîsah of one widow all actions with regard to the other are also as if nonexistent.
62  Since it was established in Chapter 1 that the widow is at most forbidden by a simple prohibition, not threatened by divine extirpation, it is clear that qiddushin by one of the brothers will be illegal but valid.
63  While "bespeaking" has the external form of qiddushin, their rules are quite different. After halîsah, any "bespeaking" is impossible; an action of "bespeaking" is null and void but the same action with the intent of qiddushin in valid. The same position is taken in the Babli, 52b.

64  A different but parallel formulation in Babli, 19b.
65  For them, "bespeaking" follows the rules of qiddushin as closely as possible.
66  Mishnah 6:1.
67  The divorce document for "bespeaking", which cannot exist without the groom's initiative, can be delivered without getting the widow's attention. Nothing is implied for divorce of an original marriage.
68  But not of a minor. Since a minor can act in practice but not in law, "bespeaking", qiddushin, and divorce are not applicable to minors.
69  Halîsah is enacted by both parties; it cannot happen without conscious participation of both parties.

Mishnah 5: How? If he "bespoke" both of them, they need two bills of divorce and a halîsah. If he "bespoke" one and copulated with the other, they need two bills of divorce and a halîsah. If he "bespoke" one and gave a bill of divorce to the other, [the first one] needs a bill of divorce and halîsah. If he "bespoke" one and performed halîsah with the other, the first one needs a bill of divorce.
Mishnah 6: If there are bills of divorce for both of them, they need a **halîsah**\(^{74}\). If there is a bill of divorce to one and he copulated with the other, [the latter] needs a bill of divorce and **halîsah**\(^{75}\). If he gave a bill of divorce to one and "bespoke" the other, [the second one] needs a bill of divorce and **halîsah**\(^{71}\). If he gave a bill of divorce to one and performed **halîsah** with the other, nothing follows after **halîsah**.

70 By "bespeaking" one of them, he forbade the co-wife for himself (and the other brothers). By "bespeaking" both, he forbade both for himself and has to perform **halîsah** with one of them.

71 The intercourse was illegal, he may not keep his wife and has to divorce her. The first one needs a rabbinic divorce for her rabbinic "bespeaking".

72 Giving a bill of divorce to a sister-in-law forbids her and her co-wives to himself. Therefore, he is forbidden to marry the one he "bespoke" and has to free her by both a divorce and **halîsah**.

73 She became forbidden to him by the other's **halîsah**.

74 As if no divorce had happened. However, both are forbidden to him and to any Cohen.

75 See Note 72. The case is repeated to show that the order in which the acts follow one another is irrelevant.
Halakhah 5: "How? If he 'bespoke'," etc. 76 In the opinion of Rebbi, what about his "bespeaking", may a nine-year-old "bespeak"? The intercourse of an adult is final; his "bespeaking" partially acquires. The intercourse of a minor is final 77; does his "bespeaking" partially acquire? What is the difference between his intercourse and his "bespeaking" 78? But some want to formulate: What is the difference between "bespeaking" of an adult and "bespeaking" of a minor? Samuel said, the words of Rebbi Meïr: They made the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult 79. And as you said, they made the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult, they made the halîsah of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult. But the rabbis said, the halîsah of a child of nine years and one day is nothing 80. And why did they make the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult? Because the intercourse of an adult acquires whether intentional or not intentional 81. The halîsah of a child of nine years and one day was made like a bill of divorce by an adult 82. But halîsah by an adult can free only if it is intentional 83.

76 This is a direct continuation of the previous paragraph.
77 It is not really final since a minor cannot acquire. However, since the sister-in-law becomes a wife of the levir by the fact of cohabitation irrespective of any thought process, the only way she might be freed from the under age levir is by divorce, which requires an adult partner. So, while she becomes the wife of the levir to the effect that adultery on her part will be a capital crime only through intercourse after he will have reached
the age of 13 years and one day, in all other aspects she is his wife from the day of her first copulation.

78 The answer is too simple to need spelling out: Intercourse is an act of reality which is in the power of the minor; "bespeaking" is a legal act outside the power of a minor.

79 In the Babli, 96a, this is generally accepted. "Bespeaking" which does not lead to marriage has to be dissolved by divorce, which is outside the power of a minor.

80 The last two sentences have no parallel in the Babli.

81 The mind of neither party has to be engaged in this activity; therefore, it is applicable to a minor.

82 This is R. Meïr's opinion in the Babli, 96a. The divorce of a "bespoken" woman is insufficient to free her for outside marriage; so is the halîsah of the minor. She remains forbidden for everyone, levir or unrelated, until she is freed after the minor grows up.

83 Probably addition by the scribe from the preceding paragraph.
Mishnah 8: If he performed *halisah* and "bespoke", gave a divorce document and copulated, or copulated and "bespoke", gave a divorce document and performed *halisah*, nothing comes after *halisah*, whether at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end. But in the case of copulation, nothing comes after it when it is at the start. Rebbi Nehemiah says, nothing comes after copulation or *halisah*, whether at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end.

84 This Mishnah deals with the case of one levir and two sisters-in-law. It is understood that in any group, the first action refers to the first widow, the second to the second, but not both to one woman sequentially.

85 The second *halisah* is void; the second widow is not forbidden for a Cohen nor are her close relatives forbidden to the levir.

86 He is married to the first; the relationship with the second was incestuous and no marital relationship was established with her.

87 The act of "bespeaking" is legally nonexistent.

88 Case already treated in Mishnah 5:3.

89 The second case is treated at the beginning of the next Mishnah in a repetitive manner.

90 Since *halisah* removes the widow from the family for good, no action of any levir after *halisah* can establish a marriage relationship or dissolve one. "In the middle" is only possible if there are more than two widows or levirs.

91 Since the widow is married to the levir.

92 The anonymous majority holds that the intercourse required by the verse is one with an otherwise unencumbered widow. But if the widow has any claim or prohibition concerning another levir on her, they deny that any intercourse can have the status of fulfillment of the requirement of Deut. 25:5.

93 For him, the first intercourse always has biblical status except if it comes after *halisah* when it is incestuous. *Halisah* after intercourse is meaningless; the marriage can be dissolved only by a regular divorce.
Halakhah 7: "If he performed halisah with both of them, performed halisah and 'bespoke'," etc. "If he performed halisah and 'bespoke'," etc. There, they say: The words of Rebbi Nehemiah that an improper copulation frees. In the opinion of the rabbis there copulation frees, whether after "bespeaking" or after a bill of divorce. In the opinion of the rabbis here, intercourse after "bespeaking" frees; after a bill of divorce it does not free. They did not hear that Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Nehemiah, Rebbi Simeon, and Rebbi Ismael all said the same. As it was stated: "If there were three sisters-in-law for one levir, he 'bespoke' one, copulated with the second, and gave a bill of divorce to the third. Rebbi Nehemiah says, the first one needs a bill of divorce and halisah, but after copulation there is nothing. An argument de minore ad majus. If nothing comes after halisah, which excludes her from the priesthood, whether she copulated or performed halisah, then it is only logical that nothing should come after intercourse which does not exclude her from the priesthood, whether she copulated or performed
halîsah. But for the rabbis he is forbidden the relatives of all three of them and they need three bills of divorce and halîsah for one of them."

94 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: שמע.
95 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: דחיים, a lapse into Babylonian spelling.
96 In Babylonia. The statement is in the Babli, 111a. This is the simple understanding one has of the Mishnah since copulation is improper if it does not occur at the beginning.
97 No reason is given for the distinction. The Babli gives reasons why there should be a difference, viz., as a "fence around the law". There is no indication that the Yerushalmi considers any statement about the consequences of "bespeaking" or divorce as being about "fences around the law".
98 The name tradition is uncertain.

Ms. A reads: ר"ע תמיהה ור"ע שמעא. The Babli (51a) has: רבכ ממלא רבי שמעא. Rabbi Gamliel's opinion is stated in Mishnah 1. R. Simeon holds that maybe "bespeaking" acquires completely; this would imply that in the case of the Tosephta, the intercourse of the second does not free the first widow. Similarly, for the House of Shammai, "bespeaking" acquires by biblical standards. The relevant statement of R. Ismael is not recorded.
99 Tosephta 7:5.
100 Since the intercourse is invalid; the second widow is his wife but he must divorce her.
Mishnah 1: If somebody comes to his sister-in-law\(^1\), whether in error\(^2\), or criminally\(^3\), or under duress\(^4\), or willingly\(^5\), even if he is in error and she acts criminally, or he does it criminally but she is in error, or he is under duress but she is not, or she is under duress but he is not, whether he touched or completed\(^6\), he acquired her and there is no difference between intercourse and intercourse.

1 Widow of his childless brother.
2 He did not realize that she was his sister-in-law.
3 Either he intended extramarital intercourse or he did not know that she was permitted to him.
4 Someone forced him to have intercourse.
5 He intended to fulfill the biblical commandment. That case is not needed but it is mishnaic style always to mention imai Dama together.
6 The exact meaning of this term is discussed in the Halakhah. Cf. also Chapter 4, Note 59.
Halakhah 1: "If somebody comes to his sister-in-law," etc. We have stated: "Even if he is in error and she acts criminally, or he does it criminally but she is in error." Rebbi Hiyya stated: Even if both act in error, even if both act criminally. They wanted to say, a hearing person who is competent acquires both if he has the intention and if he does not have the intention but the deaf-mute, who is not competent, should acquire only if he has the intention. It was found that Rebbi Hiyya stated: Both the deaf-mute and the insane who copulated acquired [the widow] and freed the co-wives.

7 Quoted also in the Babli, 53b.
8 Since Deut. 25:5 requires only that "the levir should come upon her" for valid levirate. Marriage needs the intentional participation of both partners. Therefore the mentally incompetent cannot marry by biblical standards. But levirate of a mentally incompetent person is marriage by biblical standards.

9"Her levir shall come upon her", when he is aware of it. "And take her as a wife for himself", when he is not aware of it. "And take her in levirate", even against his will. "Her levir shall come upon her", when she is aware of it. "And take her as a wife for himself", when she is not aware of it. "And take her in levirate", even against her will. "Her levir shall come upon her", in the usual way. "And take her as a wife for himself", not in the usual way. "And take her in levirate", even from the side.

10 "Her levir shall come upon her", in a completed intercourse. "And take
her as a wife for himself", in incomplete intercourse. "And take her in levirate", even if only touching.

9 The multiple explanation of the multiple expressions in Deut. 25:5 is also in the Babli, 54a, in a different formulation.

10 The expression "her levir shall come upon her" is not to be taken to mean that the act is only valid if the levir actually lies on top of the woman.

What is touching? Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel: That the finger should be seen between the lips. Rebbi Johanan said, until the gland enters. Rebbi Abba bar Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: When the gland has entered that is completion of intercourse. What are we dealing with? If about incest prohibitions, He made the one who touches equal to him who finishes. If for a bound slave girl, until he ejaculates, since Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Abba bar Mamal, said in the name of Rav: "Flow of semen", until he ejaculates. But we must deal with a widow for the High Priest. When he touched her, he became guilty for desecrating her. When the gland entered, he became guilty for having intercourse. When he ejaculated, he became guilty because "he shall not desecrate his semen in his people."
11 In the Babli, 55b, the statement of Samuel is formulated more graphically, that touching the female genital by the male must necessarily make a small indentation which is the act of acquisition. The opinion of R. Johanan is quoted in rather confusing three ways.

12 The two statements of R. Johanan must refer to two different categories of laws.

13 In the list of punishments for sexual offenses, "touching" is mentioned as the offense in Lev. 20:18-19.

14 Lev. 19:20-22. The quasi adultery of a man with a slave girl which was somehow betrothed before she was manumitted is punishable only if there was ejaculation. (Tosaphot, Babli 55b, s. v. רַעֲשָׁן, interprets the Babli as making the intercourse punishable in the moment an ejaculation leading to a pregnancy was possible even if none actually occurred. It is impossible to read this into the text of the Yerushalmi.)

15 Lev. 21:15. Since the three sins are committed at three different times, he can be indicted and punished for three different crimes without any question of competition of laws. In the Babli, Qiddushin 78a, it is noted that the language of Lev. 21:14 implies that he can be punished for the second offense only if he actually had married the widow.

There¹⁶, we have stated: "All women become impure in the outer cavity." What is the outer cavity? Rebbi Johanan said, up to the place which is seen when girls sit down to urinate. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said to him, but in all impurities particular to her, she becomes impure only up to the place of teeth¹⁸. Rebbi Zakkai stated: Up to the place of teeth, and from between the teeth to the inside. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi
Abun in the name of Samuel: The entire genitals are called "outer cavity".

16 Mishnah Niddah 5:1. In the Babli, Niddah 41b, the names between R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish are switched.

17 The impurity of menstrual blood is not dependent on the blood being visible outside her body; it is enough to be close to the vagina.

18 Impurities cannot be transmitted inside body cavities. For food, this means that impure food thrown into one's mouth will not result in any impurity of the eater if it touches the walls of the mouth behind the teeth (except carcass meat). By analogy, anything happening in the womb of a woman inside of a place which can be considered corresponding to the teeth in the mouth cannot have any influence on her status of purity. The Yerushalmi to Niddah 5 is lost; in the Babli, Rav Jehudah defined the "teeth" as the place reached by the male organ during intercourse. That place is defined as being open to the outer world since Lev. 15:18 decrees that semen causes impurity in the body of the woman.

19 This statement has no parallel in the Babli.

20 ἡ νυνίαν ἔλεγεν ἦγεν πάντα τὸν τόπον τῆς γυναῖκας πρὸς τὸν ἱλαστήριον.

21 "He acquired her and there is no difference between intercourse and intercourse." What did he acquire? Samuel said, he acquired only the things spelled out in the paragraph: To inherit the deceased's property, (to be betrothed by a brother), and to permit her co-wife to the outside.

22 Rebbi Johanan said, he acquired everything. Rebbi Isaac ben Eleazar
said, when do they disagree? If he touched her. But if he completed the intercourse, everybody agrees that he acquired everything. Rebbi Mattaniah said, when do they disagree? If he had intercourse with her still in her father's house. But if he had intercourse with her still in her husband's house, everybody agrees that he acquired everything. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah said: If he married her, she is his wife in every respect.

20 Reading of the Mishnah and ms.
A. Ms. L: ילב.
21 In any of the kinds of intercourse, incomplete or involuntary, which would not be valid as betrothal of an unincumbered woman.
22 This clause is questionable. It makes sense that any of the questionable kinds of intercourse is valid only as a betrothal (cf. Chapter 1, Note 63), not as marriage (cf. Chapter 1, Note 95). However, the clause is missing in ms. A (confirmed by Tosaphot Sens), and is quoted as νπκ mDix. One may assume that a compiler of a dictionary is more careful in his quotes than any other medieval author.
23 But if she died before the actual marriage, he would not inherit from her.
24 In the Babli, 56a, this is the position of Rav. He and R. Johanan hold that intercourse, even of a questionable kind, with the sister-in-law effects marriage, not betrothal.
25 Either the deceased first husband's (which becomes the levir's property by this intercourse) or the levir's. It is agreed that in this situation, there is marriage not betrothal.
26 Mishnah 4:4.
27 Reading of ms. A. In ms. L and the editio princeps, the last clause is formulated in the feminine for both parties: אֲנַהַ בָּרָה אַנָּה אֶלְכֵּל. וַיְשָׁא מִשְׁפַּת אָסָא מִשָּׁפֶת אָסָא אַנָּה אֶלְכֵּל. In the Babli, 56a, the position of R. Johanan is again represented by Rav.

28 After an unintentional intercourse. This is a direct continuation of the previous discussion since if the levir acquires every power the husband had, then his wife eats heave and other sanctified food by biblical decree (Lev. 22:11). In the Babli, 56a, the position of R. Johanan is again represented by Rav.

29 Since the main act of acquisition is qiddushin, the Israel bride should be able to eat the Cohen’s food after betrothal. In praxi she is not allowed...
to use that food until she enters the Cohen’s household where everything is organized to vouchsafe the holiness of the sanctified food.

R. Yose clarifies the position of R. Johanan; he is not a third party in the disagreement.

30 Partial quote of Tosephta 10:1.
31 She is of sane mind and therefore legally responsible for her actions in contrast to the deaf-mute. The qiddushin of a deaf-mute person are invalid since he has no standing in law. His marriage by cohabitation is valid but it is not an acquisition in the legal sense. Therefore, his wife cannot eat sanctified food under the terms of Lev. 22:11.
32 The part of the Tosephta not quoted here specifies that she may eat heave only after intercourse that was intended to fulfill the conditions of Deut. 25:5. This supports the position of Samuel that the consequences of unintended intercourse are very limited.

33 Tosephta 10:1, Babli 56a.
34 And who therefore was not acquired in the meaning of civil law.
35 No intercourse of the deaf-mute can have the legal status of being intentional. If Deut. 25:5 nevertheless decrees that the widow become the wife of the deaf-mute, it cannot make a distinction between intentional and unintentional intercourse. The Babli agrees that Samuel cannot explain this Tosephta (but its terminology implies that this is no reason for him to change his mind.)

Mishnah 2: Similarly, anybody who comes upon any of the incest-prohibited women specified in the Torah, or of the disqualified ones, [i. e.,] a widow for the High Priest or a divorcee or one who had participated in halîsah for a private Cohen, a bastard or Gibeonite female for an
Israel, or an Israel woman for a male bastard or Gibeonite, disqualified her\(^{39}\) and there is no difference between intercourse and intercourse\(^{40}\).

---

\(^{36}\) Greek ἴδιώτης.

\(^{37}\) Cf. Chapter 1, Note 29.

\(^{38}\) Cf. Chapter 2, Note 72.

\(^{39}\) She is disqualified from marrying a Cohen, or, if she is the daughter of a Cohen, from eating sanctified food.

\(^{40}\) Any intercourse in the list of Mishnah 1 which would acquire the sister-in-law in levirate will disqualify any woman from marrying into the priesthood. [There are slight legal differences between the cases enumerated in Lev. 21:7. Any infraction of the "holiness prohibitions" (Mishnah 2:4) desecrates the woman; the others formally make her a prostitute.]

---

Halakhah 2: "Similarly, anybody who comes upon any of the incest-prohibited women," etc. "He should not take a widow\(^{43}\)." Even if under
duress? The verse says, "he shall not desecrate his seed in his people." Even if he touched? The verse does not say לא יולה, even under duress; לא יולה but לא יולה, even by touching. So far following Rebbi Aqiba⁴⁴. Following Rebbi Ismael⁴⁵? Rebbi Ismael stated: It says here⁴⁶ "taking" and it says there "taking" referring to incest prohibitions⁴⁷. Since regarding "taking" referred to by incest prohibitions He treated the one who touched as equal to the one who completed⁶, so also regarding "taking" referred to here we should treat the one who touched as equal to the one who completed. Rebbi Haggai asked, if regarding "taking" referred to by incest prohibitions He treated the one who touched as equal to the one who completed and the child is a bastard, so also regarding "taking" referred to here we should treat the one who touched as equal to the one who completed and treat the child as a bastard⁴⁸. Rebbi Yosa said, for which purpose was "desecrated" written? Is not bastard worse than desecrated⁴⁹? Rebbi Abun bar Bisna came in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Mamal. It says here "taking" and it says there "taking" referring to the woman waiting for the levir. Since regarding "taking" referring to the one waiting for the levir He treated the one who touched as equal to the one who completed and the child is acceptable, so also regarding "taking" referred to here we should treat the one who touched as equal to the one who completed and treat the child as acceptable⁵⁰, since Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said: When he touched, he became guilty because of the desecrated one. When the gland entered, he became guilty for having intercourse. When he ejaculated, he became guilty because of desecrating⁵¹.

⁴¹ Reading of ms. A. Ms. L and editio princeps: "he raped" ⁴² Reading of ms. A. Ms. L and editio princeps: "ות"
A fragment of Lev. 21:14.
Rebbi Aqiba considers every pillel or polel verb an extension of an original ayin waw or ayin yod form. (The reading of ms. A is preferable since a לֶאַב form of לֶאַב is used in Lev. 21:4.) On the one hand, "to take" means "to marry". On the other hand, the use of the pillel in v. 15 means an extension of the framework. This is taken as authorization of the judicial establishment to extend the range of the acts prohibited.

The basis of the argument is the 3rd exegetical rule of R. Ismael [Introduction to Sifra (2)]: The technical meaning of a word does not change from topic to topic.

The marriage restrictions imposed on the High Priest, Lev. 21:14, are formulated as prohibitions to "take" certain women.

Lev. 18:17-18.

This would be the correct application of R. Ismael's rule, leading to a result contradicting practice. A similar argument in the Babli, 54a, is explicitly based on comparison with the menstruating woman whose children are not bastards, circumventing R. Haggai's objection.

Since the child of a disapproved union of the High Priest is defined as "desecrated" it cannot be a bastard since everything forbidden to a desecrated person is forbidden to a bastard but not vice-versa. Therefore, the rule of R. Ismael cannot be applied in this form.

At least for non-priestly unions.

Mishnah 3: A widow betrothed to the High Priest, a divorcee or one who had participated in halisah to a private Cohen are not permitted to eat heave; Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon declare them able. When they were widowed or divorced, after marriage they are disabled, after betrothal they are enabled.

משנה ב: אַלְפָּמִית לַכְּלָה יָדוֹל עֵרָשָׁה חַלוֹתָה לַכְּלָה הִידָּיָה מִן הָאֱירָשִית
לָא גָּאַכָּל בֶּחָרָה. רֹבֶּי אָלָרֶצֶר וּרְבֵּי שְׁמַעְוּ מְכּוֹשֵׁי. הָאֲלָלָמִית אֶזֶכֶר שְׁכֵּרָה.

וְנַכְּלָה בְּשָׁלוֹם מִן הָאֱירָשִית כֶּשֶׁרָה.

Mishnah 3: A widow betrothed to the High Priest, a divorcee or one who had participated in halisah to a private Cohen are not permitted to eat heave; Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon declare them able. When they were widowed or divorced, after marriage they are disabled, after betrothal they are enabled.
51 The women here are daughters of priests who may eat heave in their fathers' houses. The majority hold that once they are acquired by a man whose sex act will irrevocably disqualify them from the priesthood, they have lost all their privileges. The dissenting rabbis hold that they retain their status until they are actually desecrated.

52 Even the majority will follow here the reasoning of the dissenters.
a girl will be betrothed to a man. Just as "being" there means betrothal, so "being" here means betrothal. What is the reason of Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon? "Being" is mentioned here and "being" is mentioned there, "if the daughter of a Cohen will be an outside man's". Just as "being" there means marriage, so "being" here means marriage. Rebbi Yosa said, from where do Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon know that the daughter of a Cohen betrothed to an Israel may not eat heave? Not from that verse, "if the daughter of a Cohen will be an outside man's"? Here they make it betrothal, there they make it marriage! What is the reason of the rabbis? "A man's", the man who enables to eat. Is it not an argument de minore ad majus? Since an Israel, whose intercourse does not disable her from the priesthood, by intercourse will disable her from eating heave, the High Priest, whose intercourse does disable her from the priesthood, it should be logical that his intercourse will disable her from eating heave. No. If you argue about an Israel who cannot enable others to eat, what can you say about the High Priest who can enable others to eat? Since he can enable others to eat, his intercourse should not disable her from eating heave. The argument de minore ad majus is broken, and one has to return to the verse. Therefore, it must say "a man's"; viz., the man who enables her to eat. What is the reason of Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon, because he may eat or because he may enable to eat? Let us hear from the following: "If he did not know her after his testicles became injured or his penis cut off, these they enable to eat." Rebbi Eleazar said, this follows Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon. You have to say, here it is because he enables to eat, there because he cannot enable to eat. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, not really from betrothal or marriage. If they had copulated whether betrothed or married, they are disabled; if they had not copulated whether betrothed or married, they are enabled.
What is the reason that Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon did not say that marriage disables them from eating heave? What do Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon in this case? Because he may eat or because he is not fit to eat? Let us hear from the following: "If he did not know her why his testicles became injured or his penis cut off, these they enable to eat." Rebbi Eleazar said, this follows Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon. You have to say, here it is because he enables to eat, there because he enables to eat. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, not only from marriage. If they had copulated whether betrothed or married, they are disabled; if they had not copulated whether betrothed or married, they are enabled.

The text is seen to be corrupt.

54 Lev. 21:7: "[The Cohen] shall be holy for you."
55 Deut. 22:23, a shortened quote.
56 The status of sanctity of a woman entering a Cohen's house is determined by her betrothal. The argument follows R. Ismael's rule, Note 45.
57 Lev. 22:12.
58 In Mishnah 7:4 it is stated without opposition that betrothal of a Cohen's daughter to an Israel disables her from eating have (but does not enable a daughter of an Israel engaged to a Cohen to eat heave).
59 The question remains unanswered, the arguments presented up to here are inconsistent.
60 Sifra Emor Parashah 5(7): "If the daughter of a Cohen will be an outside man's', this includes not only a bastard, from where even to a Levi or an Israel? The verse says, 'an outside man's'. From where a widow to the High Priest, a divorcee or one who had participated in halişah to a private Cohen? The verse says 'a man's', a man's who enables to eat."

The rather cryptic argument here and in Sifra makes reference to the rule (Mishnah 7:3) that only a man can enable a (non-priestly) woman to eat...
heave, not a fetus. An Israel woman married to a Cohen eats heave as long as her husband is alive or after his death if she has children, but not if she is the pregnant widow of an otherwise childless man. She will only regain her status as member of the priestly clan after she has given birth. This explains the emphasis of the verse which is formulated לא יאכל וְיִשָּׁר and not simply יאכל.

For the rabbis, the entire verse refers to betrothal.

61 Sifra Emor Parashah 5(8). The Babli, 56b, tries an equally invalid argument.

62 A (widowed) daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel may return to her priestly status if she becomes a childless widow.

63 Once she is married to an Israel by intercourse, she is barred from eating heave.

64 He desecrates any widow by his intercourse.

65 Interpreting the same verse as do the majority rabbis.

66 Mishnah 8:1. Since men with injured testicles or torn-off penis cannot marry (Deut. 23:2), if they are Cohanim their intercourse desecrates. They themselves are also barred from eating sanctified food. If they were healthy when they married, their wives retain their priestly status even if the priest who brought them into the priesthood loses his.

67 The Amora R. Eleazar holds that the rabbis, who exclude the betrothed in a forbidden union from eating heave even though betrothal is an acquisition, must also exclude the wife of a man whose intercourse will disable her. The statement is quoted in the Babli, 75a, and contrasted (as in the Yerushalmi, Halakhah 8:1) with the opinion of R. Johanan that the rabbis can agree because she started to eat with permission; that permission cannot disappear without anything happening involving her person. According to R. Johanan, nothing is proven here.

68 The Cohen before his accident.

69 The High Priest who never could enable a widow.

70 In the Babli, 57b, this is the opinion of Samuel, interpreting the position of the rabbis (against the authoritative opinion of Rav).
Mishnah 4: The High Priest shall not marry a widow, whether a widow from betrothal or a widow from marriage. He shall not marry an adult; Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon enable the adult. He shall not marry one injured by a piece of wood. If he gave qiddushin and afterwards was elected High Priest, he shall marry her; it happened that Joshua ben Gamla had given qiddushin to Martha bat Boetos when the king appointed him as High Priest and he married her. If a woman was waiting for her Cohen levir when he was elected High Priest, even though he "bespoke" her, he may not marry her. If the brother of a High Priest died, he performs halîsah but not levirate.

71 The prohibition of the widow is in Deut. 21:14. Since qiddushin are the marriage in criminal law, they can be dissolved only by a bill of divorce which makes the recipient a divorcee. Consequently, if the groom dies between betrothal and marriage, she becomes a widow.

72 Lev. 21:13 is interpreted to mean "he shall take a woman with an intact hymen." It is held that an adult, older than 12.5 years, has a softened hymen so that the act of deflowering might not be recognizable.

73 Her hymen injured.

74 Since qiddushin are the acquisition understood by the root נפל in the verses, she has already been acquired when he was appointed and verses 13-14 do not apply to him.

75 The richest woman of her time, from a priestly family. According to the Babli, 61a, she bought her husband's the appointment from king.
Agrippa I for 3 qab, about 6.5 liter, of gold denars. In Midraš Ekha Rabbati 1(50), her name is Miriam bat Boethos. Elsewhere in the Babli (Gittin 56a, Ketubot 104a), her name is that of a legendary superrich woman.

A different story appears in Josephus Antiquities xv, 320 ff., where king Herod dismisses the incumbent High Priest from office and replaces him with Simon ben Boethos, because he wants to marry Simon’s daughter (the granddaughter of a Boethos).

In addition to the similarities of names and subject, the sources also agree about the prevailing corruption. The note that the High Priest was appointed, not elected by his fellow priests, is an intended slur.

76 "Bespeaking" is only rabbinical. Since he has the possibility to fulfill all biblical requirements by halîsah, he may not marry the widow.

"The High Priest shall not marry a widow," etc. "A widow he shall not take", whether from betrothal or from marriage. "A divorcee he shall not take," whether from betrothal or from marriage77.

77 The prescription of Lev. 21:14 is absolute, referring to any woman who is called widow or divorcee. An extended argument parallel to this one is in the Babli, 59a.
"He shall not marry an adult; Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon enable the adult." They agree that he shall not marry one injured by a piece of wood. What is the difference between the adult and the one injured by a piece of wood? The hymen of an adult dissolved in her body. The hymen of one injured by a piece of wood came outside. Some switch: He shall not marry one injured by a piece of wood; Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Simeon enable one injured by a piece of wood." They agree that he shall not marry an adult. What is the difference between the adult and the one injured by a piece of wood? An adult is no longer young. The one injured by a piece of wood is still young.

In the Babli, 59b, the disagreement between the majority and rabbis Eleazar and Simeon is described as one of the interpretation of Lev. 21:13; parallel to the discussion here in the next paragraph. The switched version is not found elsewhere.
himself for her. Rebbi Meïr and Rebbi Simeon follow well what they have stated, but the argument of Sages seems inverted. There, they say "a girl", not an adult, "a virgin", not one injured by a piece of wood; and here, they say so? Rebbi Hila said, every interpretation follows its context. There, "and for his virgin sister", that excludes the raped and the seduced one. Or maybe I should exclude the one injured by a piece of wood? The verse says, "who had not been a man's." Who became [deflowered] through the action of a man, not one who became it through something else. "The close one", to include the betrothed one. "To him", to include the adult. The argument of Sages seems inverted. There, they say "the close one", to exclude the betrothed one, "to him", to exclude the divorcee. And here, they say so? Rebbi Hila said, every interpretation follows its context. "His sister" is always inside [the family] until she leaves; his betrothed is always outside until she enters.

79 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: שטנ. 80 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: על זיד. 81 Text of the first hand of ms. L and ms. A. The corrector of ms. L inserted a dittography which makes no sense here. 82 This refers to the rules Lev. 21:1-4, that a Cohen may not defile himself by the impurity of the dead except for his close relative. His sister is included in the list as long as she belongs to his clan, i. e., as long as she is not married. The language of v. 3 is involved: "And for his virgin sister who is close to him, who never had been a man's, for her he must defile himself", inviting a close analysis of the meaning of the conditions attached.

In the Babli, 60a, this is only R. Simeon's opinion. 83 It is not clear what the reference is. It could be Deut. 22:23, "If there was a virgin girl . . ." The statement of the rabbis referred to is not otherwise recorded. 84 Lev. 21:3. The argument is quoted in the Babli, 60a. 85 In the Babli, 60a/b, the divorced sister is included. 86 In the interpretation of Lev. 21:3
in *Sifra Emor* 0(4); the Cohen may not defile himself by the impurity of the dead, "except for his flesh close to him, for his mother and his father, his son and his daughter, and his brother."

87 "His flesh close to him" is his wife after the marriage, not his betrothed.

88 The Cohen is not permitted to defile himself for a wife forbidden to him.

89 His betrothed sister is included, his own betrothed is excluded. (Instead of ṭawṣa, ms. A has the synonym הַלָּוָה)

90 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L ṭביה.

91 In the Babli, 59b, there is a related *baraita*: "His own rape victim or seduced woman he should not marry but if he married her one does not remove her from him." He should not marry a minor but he may marry the one who repudiated. Is the one who repudiated not a minor? One waits until she grows up.

92 Babli 61b. This restricts the unmarried High Priest to girls older than 12 years when they are no longer minors, but not older than 12 years 6 months, when they become adults.

93 If she repudiated the prospective husband after betrothal and still is a virgin.
"If he gave qiddushin and afterwards was elected High Priest, he shall marry her." Similarly, If he gave qiddushin to a minor and afterwards was elected High Priest, shall he marry her? I am reading for her "a woman"94, not a minor.

94 Lev. 21:13: "And he shall take a woman with an intact hymen."

He tricked her96. He borrowed a and seated his mother next to her. She heard and accepted. And we have stated: "If she has a reputation in town to be betrothed, then she is betrothed."

95 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: which in different contexts has been explained as Greek φέρετρον (from the root φέρω "to bear, carry") meaning a litter, or as περιωμίς meaning a garment covering the shoulders. Perhaps here it should be read as Greek φερνάριον, τό, diminutive of φερνή "gift to the wife, bridal gifts" (also from φέρω); also cf. the word παράφερνα "bride's goods", from which Latin "paraphernalia" derives (E. G.).
Also the House of Shammai agree, also Rebbi Simeon agrees but not Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh, since Rebbi Eleazar ben Arakh says, "bespeaking" acquires a sister-in-law completely.  

This refers to the statement that the High Priest is not permitted to marry a sister-in-law he had "bespoken" while being allowed to marry a widow to whom he had given qiddushin. For the position of R. Eleazar ben Arakh, cf. Halakhah 2:1, Notes 13-14.

"If a brother of the High Priest dies, he performs halisah but not levirate." This supports him who says that halisah is freeing. But according to him who says, halisah is acquisition, does one say to him, transgress the words of the Torah?

This is from Halakhah 3:1, at Note 75.

Mishnah 5: A private priest should not marry a she-ram unless he has a wife and children. Rebbi Jehudah says, even one who has a wife and children should not marry a she-ram since she is the harlot mentioned in
the Torah\textsuperscript{99}. But the Sages say, a harlot is only a convert, a freedwoman, and one who copulated in harlotry\textsuperscript{100}.

98 Who visibly is sterile.

99 \textit{Lev.} 21:7,14. For R. Jehudah, every sex act which is not one of possible procreation is harlotry.

100 “Copulating in harlotry” is any sex act between people who either could not marry (close relatives, Gentiles, Slaves, or in adultery) or whose marriage would be sinful. The convert and the libertine will be excluded from marrying into the priesthood by their sexual contacts before becoming full Jews.

\textbf{Halakhah 5}: “A private priest should not marry a she-ram,” etc. Does that mean that an Israel without wife and children may marry her? Still he is forbidden. But since we stated afterwards that “a harlot mentioned in the Torah is only a convert, a freedwoman, and one who copulated in harlotry,” all of which refer only to priests, for this reason it was not stated\textsuperscript{101}.

101 The same argument in Babli 61a.

Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi said, it is written: "Between their rows they make oil,\textsuperscript{103}“ they to not turn to the way of vineyards\textsuperscript{104}, that their
copulation was not for children. Rebbi Simon said, it is written: "They ate and were not satiated, they whored and did not spread," that their copulation was not for children. It is written: "Lemekh took for himself two wives", "Adah" who was beautifying her body. "Sillah", who was sitting in the shadow of children.

102 Reading of ms. A. Ms. L: It may be that this "masculine" sentence is the original text.
103 Job 24:11. In this pornographic sermon, the rows are the female's legs, the oil is semen.
104 Job 24:18. The evildoers are not interested in harvesting.
105 Hos. 4:10. In the words of the Babli, 61b, "any intercourse not intended to spread (the human race)" is sinful.
106 Gen. 4:19. The intimation is that Adah "the jewel" was not supposed to have children to preserve her beauty. Sillah "the shadow" was shadowed by her children. In Gen. rabba 23(3), the roles of Adah and Sillah are reversed.

They objected to Rebbi Jehudah: Think of it, if she was sterile and could not give birth. Think of it, if she was old. Rebbi Eleazar said, intercourse of an unmarried man with an unmarried woman not with the intent of marriage is intercourse of harlotry. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, that implies that the High Priest who performed qiddushin by copulation is not having intercourse with a deflowered one.

107 A very feminine-looking person can be sterile, as were Sarah, Rebecca, and Rachel. It is not sinful to marry a beautiful woman. An elderly widower is encouraged to marry an elderly woman, not a young girl whom he
cannot satisfy.

108 Babli 61b. A later Babylonian authority is emphatic that this is not practice.

109 It is possible to save the money for qiddushin by having intercourse with intent of marriage (Mishnah Qiddushin 1:1). If "intercourse" means completed intercourse then by "touching" the High Priest would have desecrated the woman and the later ejaculation would be sinful. Since R. Eleazar explicitly authorizes intercourse of unmarried persons for the purpose of marriage, it follows that the act of marriage is the beginning of intercourse and is available to the High Priest.

Mishnah 6: A man should not rest from being fruitful and multiply unless he has children. The House of Shammai say two males, but the House of Hillel say a male and a female, as it is said "male and female He created them." If he married a wife and she stayed with him for ten years and had no child he is not permitted to rest. If he divorced her, she is permitted to marry another and the second [husband] is permitted to stay with her for ten years, and if she had a miscarriage she counts from the moment of the miscarriage. The man is commanded to be fruitful and multiply but not the woman. Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa said, for both of
them it says "God blessed them and God said to them, be fruitful and multiply,\textsuperscript{112}" etc.

110 \textit{Gen.} 1:27.
111 He also might take a second wife. 112 \textit{Gen.} 1:28.

Halakhah 6: "A man should not rest from being fruitful and multiply," etc. The House of Shammmai say two males, since "Gershom and Eliezer\textsuperscript{113}" are mentioned for Moses. The House of Hillel say a male and a female the way the world was created, as it is said "male and female He created them\textsuperscript{110}." Rebbi Abun said, one has to understand "even a male and a female". If it were not so, it should have been a Mishnah\textsuperscript{114} about the leniencies of the House of Shammmai and the stringencies of the House of Hillel. Sons of sons are counted as sons\textsuperscript{115}, sons of daughters are not counted as sons\textsuperscript{116}. The son's son and the daughter's daughter count; the son's daughter and the daughter's son do not count. A she-ram, a castrate, and those who cannot have children are not counted.

113 \textit{IChr.} 23:15. The argument is in Babli 61b, Tosephta 8:4, Tanhuma Buber \textit{Bereshit} 26. Nobody has to be more strict than Moses.
114 In Tractate \textit{Idiut}. It must be that the House of Hillel accept either two males or male and female.
115 Tosephta 8:4, Babli 62b.
116 In the Babli, 62b, this is the opinion of Abbai; it is rejected by the authoritative Rava (Rav Abba bar Rav Yosef bar Hama).
Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish. The reason of that Tanna: "At the end of ten years since Abram lived in the Land of Canaan." Deduct the years outside the Land. We also have stated: [The time during which] she was sick or he was sick, or he went overseas, does not count. If she was married to the first [husband] and did not give birth, she receives ketubah; from the second she receives ketubah, from the third she receives ketubah, from the fourth and fifth she has no ketubah. Rebbi Hanina bar 'Agil in the name of Rebbi Hizqiah: From the third himself she has no ketubah. If she was married to a fourth or fifth and did not give birth, may the earlier ones have regress on her? She can say, only now did this woman become sterile. If she was married to the fifth and gave birth, has she regress on the fourth? He says to her, your silence is better than your talk.

117 Gen. 16:3; Sarah gave her husband a second wife to have children.
118 Tosephta 8:5, Babli 64a as tannaitic statement. In both sources, the verse is designated as hint, not as proof since Isaac waited 20 years for his children. The rule does not apply outside the Land in any case.
119 Tosephta 8:6, Babli 64a.
120 Cf. Chapter 4, Note 84.
121 In the Babli, 65a: As a third husband, she should marry only a man with children. If she married a childless man, she has no ketubah.
122 If she was married to a fourth or fifth and did not give birth, may the earlier ones have regress on her?
123 She can say, only now did this woman become sterile.
124 If she was married to the fifth and gave birth, has she regress on the fourth? He says to her, your silence is better than your talk.
122 In the Babli, 65a, this statement is characterized as tannaitic.

123 Since it is now proven that she is sterile and most people would not marry a woman knowing that she was sterile. May they ask the ketubah money back?

124 The claimants would have to prove that she was sterile before.

125 The fourth husband could say, had I known you were not sterile, I never would have given you a bill of divorce. This threatens retroactively to invalidate the divorce and to make her child a bastard (Babli 65a).
she may have intercourse, a fourth time she may not, holds with him who says that the third time she has ketubah. If one gave birth to male children and they died when being circumcised. Some Tannaim state, a second time one should circumcise, a third time one should not circumcise. Some Tannaim state, a third time one should circumcise, a fourth time one should not circumcise. They wanted to say that he who says, a second time one should circumcise, a third time one should not circumcise, holds with him who says that a third time she has no ketubah. He who says, a third time one should circumcise, a fourth time one should not circumcise, holds with him who says that the third time she has ketubah. Even he, who says that the third time she has ketubah agrees here that one should not circumcise because of the danger. It was stated: Rebbi Nathan said, it happened that I went to Kappadokian Caesarea, and there was a woman who gave birth to male children and they died when being circumcised. She circumcised the first [child] and he died, the second and he died, the third and he died. She brought the fourth one before me, I looked at him and saw that he did not have enough blood for circumcision. I told them, wait for later. They waited, circumcised him, he turned out to be living, and they called him Nathan after me.

126 The Babli, Niddah 65b/66a, and Tosephta Niddah 8:1-2 know only of the more lenient opinion. This does not deal with a virgin but a woman who reacts to intercourse with interior bleeding that might be menstrual. After three consecutive episodes she may not have any more intercourse with this husband.
127 A conjecture, not a statement.
128 In the Babli, 64b and other places, and Tosephta Shabbat 15:8 the person who holds that in matters of physical danger two cases are proof is Rebbi, and the one who requires three is his father, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel.
129 The Babli, 64b, agrees that it is most careless not to follow Rebbi in matters of dangers to life. A warning
example is Abbai, who died after he married a very beautiful twofold widow.

130 Tosephta Shabbat 15:8, Babli Shabbat 134a. In both of these sources, the third child was brought before R. Nathan (the Babylonian), the baby was called Nathan the Babylonian, and it happened in Kappadokian Mazaca (pre-Roman name of Caesarea).

If she had children but they died, she counts from the time of death. She can say, a spirit strangled the children of this woman and made me sterile.

131 This refers to the statement in the Mishnah that after a miscarriage there starts a new period of 10 years.

132 Since she was not sterile at the moment of marriage, her ketubah is due her in any case.
Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Zimra: The reason of that Tanna\(^{133}\): "Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth and conquer it." It is written "he shall conquer it."\(^{134}\) Who usually conquers? The man, not the woman. Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi Isaac bar Marion, in the name of Rebbi  Hanina: Practice follows Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa. Rebbi Jacob bar Aḥa and Rebbi Jacob bar Idi, Rebbi Isaac bar Ḥaquila in the name of Rebbi Jehudah Nešia: If she requests to be married, she has the law on her side.\(^{135}\) Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Practice follows Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa. Rebbi Abba bar Zavda said to him, I was with you and it was only said that if she requests to be married, she has the law on her side. In a similar case, referring to what we have stated there:\(^{136}\) "In the week in which the Ninth of Av\(^{138}\) falls, it is forbidden to get a haircut and to wash. But on Thursday one is permitted, in preparation for the Sabbath." Rebbi Abba bar Zavda in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Rebbi wanted to do away with the Ninth of Av but they did not let him. Rebbi Eleazar said to him, I was with you and it was only said that Rebbi wanted to do away with the Ninth of Av which happened to be on the Sabbath but they did not let him. He said, since it is pushed away, let it be pushed away. They said to him, it should be pushed to the next day. He recited on these:\(^{139}\) "Two are better than one."

\(^{133}\) The last clause in the Mishnah, that only men are obligated to have children. The entire paragraph has its parallel in the Babli, 65b.

\(^{134}\) Gen. 1:28. The last word is written הָנָּשׁ which can be read as defective plural or regular singular.

\(^{135}\) If a woman was childlessly married to a man for 10 years and requests a divorce in order to be able to have a child with a more potent man, the court is required to force the husband to divorce her with a full ketubah. The Babli is explicit in this matter, that she must claim to need children who will care for her in her old age. Such a statement is needed only if practice does not follow R.
Johanan ben Beroqa.

136 Involving R. Eleazar and R. Abba bar Zavda and an erroneous statement. In the Babli, Megillah 5a/b, the wrong statement is again given by R. Eleazar and the correction by R. Abba bar Zavda. From the insistence that the two cases are parallel, it seems that this should be the reading here also. But the text given here is confirmed by the parallel in Megillah 1:1.

137 Mishnah Ta’aniot 4:9.

138 The day of mourning for the destruction of the Temple.

139 Eccl. 4:9. From the text in Megillah, it seems that "he" is a third person, possibly R. Haninah,
Mishnah 1: If a widow [married] to a High Priest, or a divorcee or one freed by halîsah [married] to a simple priest, brought him slaves as paraphernalia or as mortmain: The slaves of separate property may not eat heave, the slaves of mortmain may eat heave. These are slaves of paraphernalia: If they died, they died as her property, if they increased, they increased as her property. Even though he is responsible for their upkeep, they may not eat heave. These are slaves of mortmain: If they died, they died as his property, if they increased, they increased as his property. Since he guarantees them, they may eat heave.

1 Mortmain ("inalienable property", ‘iron flock’, in German law eisern Vieh) whose value was determined in the marriage contract (ketubah) as dos aestimata, upon marriage became the husband’s property. At the termination of the marriage their value was due back to the wife.

Paraphernalia [from the Greek παράφερνα, Middle Latin paraphernalia (bona), as a legal term relevant here "bride's goods beyond her dowry," equivalent to Late Latin parapherna "bride's property." (For the etymology of מלבת, Ashkenazic 말בת, cf.
These goods are *dos non aestimata*, property not entered in the marriage contract, of which the husband has administration for the duration of the marriage. He must maintain the value of this property and is compensated by receiving its usufruct but has no property rights.

Since in any irregular union (such as described in the Mishnah) the wife of a Cohen is barred from all sanctified food, her property is barred with her.

But the property of a Cohen is entitled to share in his sanctified food (*Lev. 22:11*).

The expression יאָרָה בְּחֵיל "iron flock" for "inalienable, private property" may also be compared to Latin *peculium" private property" which is derived from *pecus, -oris "cattle" but used as a legal term for property in general.

2 And all other sanctified food that may be eaten outside the Temple precinct.

"A widow [married] to a High Priest," etc. From where that a priest who married a wife or bought slaves enables them to eat heave? The verse says "and if a priest buys a person as his money's acquisition," etc. From where that if his wife bought slaves, and her slaves [bought] slaves, that they may eat heave? The verse says "and if a priest buys a person as his money's acquisition," etc. Also his acquisition which bought an acquisition enables him to eat. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Hila in the
name of Rebbi Eleazar. "They shall eat," they shall enable to eat. The *baraita* speaks about a slave who acquired slaves within the power of his master. But if a slave acquired slaves on condition that his master have no power over them, they are his property. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar. If a slave acquired slaves on condition that his master have no power over them and he died, the first person who comes can grab them. In that case, [that slave] is not his property's property.

3 Reading of the Spanish authors, Nachmanides and Rashba (to Babli, 66a). Ms. L: נ"ינ, making this and the preceding sentences identical.

4 *Lev.* 22:11: "And if a priest buys a person as his money's acquisition, he shall eat of it; and the one born in his house, *they* shall eat of his food." The wife is acquired by the *qiddushin* money.

5 Note the incongruous plural in *Lev.* 22:11. Up to here the text is a *baraita*; Babli 66a, *Sifra* Emor Parasha 5(1).

6 Anything a slave buys is his owner's property. Usually, what he otherwise acquires is also his owner's property. But if he received something as a gift (e. g., money to buy his freedom) with the express stipulation that his master shall have no claim to it, then it is the slave's direct property. If the slave received other slaves as such a gift, these are not the master's acquisition and are barred from eating sanctified food.

7 They are ownerless. Since a slave can become free only by an act of manumission, these slaves are not freed by the death of their master and can be taken by anybody.

8 The slave's slave is not the slave's master's property.
Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: "They shall eat", they shall enable to eat. The one who may eat enables to eat, the one who may not eat cannot enable to eat. Rebbi Johanan says, because of a fine. What is the difference between them? If an uncircumcised slave buys slaves. If you say, it is a fine, here there is no fine. If you say the one who may eat enables to eat, this one, since he is not able to eat, cannot enable to eat.

9 Cf. Note 4. They read אוכל as אוכל. In Sifra Emor Parashah 5(6), this is a tannaitic argument of R. Simeon.

10 Since the divorcee becomes desecrated by her marriage to any priest, she never can herself eat heave nor cause her slaves to eat.

11 By qiddushin, the divorcee was acquired by the priest. Her property was acquired with her. Therefore, by biblical standards her slaves could eat but it is a traditional fine imposed on irregular marriages that they should not confer the same advantages as a regular one.

12 He cannot eat sanctified food (Ex. 12:48); the rules are spelled out in Halakhah 8:1.

13 On condition that the slave remain uncircumcised in a way accepted in Jewish law.

14 In the Babli, the opinion of R. Eleazar is quoted in the name of Ravina I and that of R. Johanan by Rava. (Maimonides, who identifies the author of the first opinion as the authoritative Ravina II, decides following R. Eleazar).
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, there is disagreement about mortmain slaves. Rebbi Johanan said, if he sold them, they are not sold\(^\text{16}\). Rebbi Eleazar said to him, they are eating heave by his power and you say so? He answered, do not paraphernalia slaves also eat by his power, and one says that if he sold them, they are not sold\(^\text{17}\). From your own they\(^\text{18}\) gave to you. It would be logical that one\(^\text{19}\) should not eat heave. But they said that he eats\(^\text{20}\), and they said, if he sold them, they are not sold. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Josiah. A *baraita* supports one and another *baraita* supports the other. A *baraita* supports Rebbi Eleazar: Paraphernalia slaves are freed on account of "tooth and eye"\(^\text{21}\) from the wife but not the husband. Mortmain slaves\(^\text{22}\) are freed by "tooth and eye" from the husband but not the wife. What does Rebbi Johanan do with this? They are quick to manumit\(^\text{23}\), as we have stated\(^\text{24}\): If somebody mortgages\(^\text{25}\) a slave and later sold him, he is not sold\(^\text{26}\); if he freed him, he is freed\(^\text{27}\). A *baraita* supports Rebbi Johanan: Neither mortmain slaves nor paraphernalia slaves are under the rules of "one or two days"\(^\text{28}\) and are freed by "tooth or eye" from neither the husband nor the wife. Where
do they disagree? When he sold them forever or sold them for some time? If you say that he sold them permanently rather than temporarily, does everybody agree that they are sold? If you say that he sold them temporarily rather than permanently, does everybody agree that they are not sold? Let us hear from the following: If somebody mortgages his field to his wife for her ketubah or to a creditor for his claim and then sells it, it is sold and the buyer should beware for himself. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, for the ketubah of the wife it is not sold since it is unthinkable that a woman should run around at courts of law. They said, Rebbi Eleazar parallels the rabbis, Rebbi Joḥanan Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. That means, we deal with a temporary sale. But if he sold permanently, everybody agrees that they are not sold.

15 Reading of editio princeps. Ms. L: נא
16 Tosaphot in Gittin 41a, s. v. נא, are of the opinion that the Babli concurs.
17 If the wife is not from a priestly family, then her slaves can eat only because he made her his wife. He cannot sell them since nobody can sell what is not his; Tosephṭa 9:1.
18 The developers of rabbinic doctrine.
19 A paraphernalia slave who is not property of a Cohen.
20 As if he were the property of a Cohen.
21 If a slave loses a body part through his owner's fault, he gains his freedom (Ex. 21:26). Paraphernalia slaves are property of the wife but not the husband. This part of the baraita is quoted in the Babli. Baba Qama 89a.
22 This baraita holds that they are the husband's property; therefore, he must have the absolute power to sell them, against R. Johanan.
23 The Babli agrees without a dissenting opinion.
24 Quoted as tannaitic text also in Gittin 4:4 (fol. 45b), as amoraic in the Babli, Baba Qama 11b. 33b; Baba Meši'at 44b.
25 Greek ὑποθήκη "mortgage".
26 The creditor can foreclose on the slave in the hands of the buyer.
27 The creditor has to sue the borrower for damages; he cannot put his hand on the ex-slave.
Ex. 21:20. The exemption for the owner who hits his slave which provided that he is not prosecutable if the slave survives for two days is not available to either wife or husband. This baraita defines "owner" as a person who has both the right to and disposition of his property.

This text is also in the Babli Baba Qama 89b.

"Selling temporarily" is not selling the property but leasing the use of the property for a limited period.

Sevi'it 10:1 (Notes 22-24), in a slightly different version Babli Gittin 41a.

The buyer has to insure himself against the possibility that the creditor or the wife at the dissolution of her marriage will foreclose the property and he will have to sue the seller for restitution of the sale price.

Without a male protector. Then the law has to protect her.

Since the wife has a lien on the mortmain slaves, the husband cannot alienate them without her consent, just as he cannot alienate real estate put up as collateral for her ketubah.

Rosh (R. Asher ben lehiel) in his commentary on this Yerushalmi (Yebamot 7 #1) holds that the husband is prevented even from leasing the property without his wife’s consent. Rif (R. Isaac Fasi), Gittin #472 holds that the husband may not sell but may lease for a limited time.

The offspring of a paraphernalia animal belongs to the husband, that of a paraphernalia slave girl belongs to the wife. Hanania the nephew of Rebbi Joshua said, the offspring of a paraphernalia animal is like that of a paraphernalia slave girl. Rebbi Eleazar said to the colleagues, you should know that Rebbi Johanan follows Hanania the nephew of Rebbi.
Joshua. Rav and Samuel, Rav follows the rabbis, but Samuel follows Hanania the nephew of Rebbi Joshua. Samuel objected to Rav: According to you who says, they belong to the wife, should the first-born not take a double portion? Think of it, if she brought them when they were small and they grew up, are they not the wife's, and you agree with me that the first-born takes a double portion!

34 In the Babli, *Ketubot* 79b, this is a *baraita*. Since first generation Amoraim disagree over the rule, it seems that the Yerushalmi also presents this as a *baraita*.

35 In the Babli, the formulation is: "the offspring of a paraphernalia slave girl is like that of a paraphernalia animal." In the Babli, the child of the slave girl belongs to the husband; in the Yerushalmi, everything belongs to the wife.

In the Babli, the straight argument of Hanania is that the husband has the usufruct. In the Babli, the argument of the rabbis is that if the slave girl dies, the wife is left with nothing but if an animal dies, she is left with the value of the hide. There is no reason to transfer the argument of the Babli to the Yerushalmi. From the next paragraph it seems rather that the rabbis hold that the wife's slaves belong to her father's household and have to be treated as family heirlooms, and any increase in their number is increase of the value of the stock (which is the wife's), not yield (which is the husband's).

36 In the Babli (Note 34) only Samuel's opinion (opposite in meaning to his position here) is noted, without opposition.

37 The first-born takes a double portion of the inheritance (*Deut.* 21:17, reading יין יין as "double", not "2/3"). However, the first-born takes a double portion only from what is available at the father's death. For example, property leased to others is available, debts collectable are not available (since the payor may default. Most modern authorities hold that sovereign debt is available.) In the Babli, *Baba Batra* 123b, an anonymous *baraita* is quoted which in a different form is a Tosephta, *Bekhorot* 6:16, that the first-born gets a double interest in the calf of a cow who was pregnant at the father's death. This must mean that the calf is increase of the value of the stock, of which the first-born gets a
double portion, not yield after the father's death, of which he would get only a simple portion. It does not make any sense that Rav denies the young of the animal to the wife when he gives the first-born a double portion.

38 Here everybody agrees that this represents increase in the stock, not yield.

It was stated\(^{39}\): If she brought them when they were small, she takes them when they are lads. If she brought him two vessels\(^{40}\). If one of them was worth the value of her marriage contract, she takes it for her marriage contract\(^{41}\). If one and a half was the value of her marriage contract, [disagreement of] Rav Huna and Rav Nahman bar Jacob. One of them said, he pays for the second vessel and takes it; the other one says, she pays for the second vessel and takes it\(^{42}\). Rebbi Abba bar Cahana said before Rebbi Immi, Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Yasa\(^{43}\): Even if one was worth one and a half times the value of her marriage contract, she pays for the second vessel and takes it, because it is unthinkable that others should use her vessels. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Ze'ira: A baraita says so: If she brought them for their monetary value, she takes them for their monetary value\(^{44}\).
39 Tosephta 9:1. The Tosephta deals with mortmain slaves and states that the wife has the right at the dissolution of the marriage to take the offspring of her slaves, even if their value today is greater than the value at which they were recorded in the marriage contract. She will have to indemnify her ex-husband for the difference in value but, since they are family heirlooms, he has no right to retain them against her will. This right extends to inanimate objects.

40 As mortmain property.

41 Ketubah in this connection denotes the entire value of the marriage contract, the statutory ketubah sum, the value of mortmain property, and the additional fee he agreed to pay in case of a dissolution of the marriage. For this reason the translation does not simply state "ketubah". We are dealing with a state of rampant inflation, as it was recorded during the military anarchy of the Roman empire, where the sum stated in the contract would have lost most of its buying power over time.

42 They are not mentioned in the Babli, 66b/67a. There, Rav Jehudah holds that the wife always has the right to take her dowry back and pay the difference but Rebbi Ammi (Immi) holds that it is the husband’s choice what to give her, in contrast to the position he is quoted for in the Yerushalmi. In the final decision after a lengthy discussion, the Babli sides with the Yerushalmi.

43 The colleague of R. Immi in their separate place of study in Tiberias.

44 Tosephta 9:1. Therefore, in times of inflation it is preferable to specify the property, not the monetary value, in marriage contracts.

רבבי חיות בר אדא באא קומא רביה מנה. מווה עבידי מלוג. אמר לי, בסמה.

Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada asked Rebbi Mana: What is the etymology of "מֶלָוָג slaves"? He said to him, as you say: strip off, strip off! 

45 In Gen. rabba 45(2) the etymology appears in the name of R. Simeon ben Laqish and it is explained that Hagar was a paraphernalia personal slave of Sarah whom Abraham had to feed but could not get services from. In the interpretation of Arukh, the simile here is the other way:
since the husband has the usufruct of the property he is like somebody who strips the feathers off a chicken but cannot eat the meat.

The root מָלַג means "strip off (feathers, hair, etc.)" in Syriac. Ostensibly the word is Accad (l) "paraphernalia", which appears in the same meaning as an Eastern Semitic loanword mlg in Ugaritic (Canaanite); languages long dead by Talmudic times.

There, we have stated: "If somebody receives [a flock] under mortmain conditions from a Gentile, the young are free, the young's young are obligated." Rebbi Jeremiah asked: There you say, the young are for the first, and here you say, the young are for the second! Rebbi Yosa said, there, because the property rights are with the first, the young belong to the first. But here, because the property rights are with the second, the young belong to the second.

Mishnah Bekhorot 2:4. It is not totally clear what mortmain conditions for a shepherd are; cf. the extensive discussion in S. Lieberman, "תלמוד בבא מקראי ומקראי New York 1988, pp. 217-219.

The Yerushalmi Baba Mesi'a 5:7, quoting Tosephta Bekhorot 5:1,14, explains: "What is a mortmain flock? If [the owner] had 100 sheep and said [to the shepherd]: these are stipulated to be worth 100 gold denars, their lambs, their milk, and their shearings are yours, if they die, you are responsible, and for each one you give me a tetradrachma at the end, it is
forbidden." It is forbidden to the shepherd to receive a flock under these conditions from a Jew since most owners will structure the contract so they will make money, which turns the final payment (which accompanies the return of the flock to the owner) into a money-making proposition which looks like interest since the shepherd pays for the use of the flock which he received on credit. It is forbidden to pay interest to Jews. The same kind of contract is permitted with Gentiles.

47 The parallel text is in Baba Mesia 5:7 (fol. 10b).

48 In the Mishnah in Bekhorot, lambs are exempt because they belong to the Gentile even though the entire flock is the shepherd's responsibility whereas the Mishnah here states that mortmain lambs belong to the husband who also carries the same responsibility as the shepherd.

49 The contract of the shepherd specifies that the flock must be returned intact at a specified time; the interest of the Gentile is there all the time. In the case of marriage, if the wife predeceases her husband, he inherits from her; his obligation to return the dowry is conditional.

Mishnah 2: If a daughter of an Israel married a Cohen and brought him paraphernalia or mortmain slaves, they may eat heave. But if a daughter of a Cohen married an Israel and brought him paraphernalia or mortmain slaves, they may not eat. 

משנה ב' ב' ישרアイל שניסא.gית לכלו מхот והגינהו ועבדיהו לא יאותל עבדיהו בחרותה ملفין חלות על עלคะแนน לכלו округ וראוי חף. אימר כל מאמר שאריתן בנו על ב' ישרアイו לכלו וראוי ב' חוף לכלוお得. והוגהו מעבדיהו לא יאותל עבדיהו בחרותה ملفין חllib על עבדיהו.
Mishnah 3: If a daughter of an Israel married a Cohen who then died and left her pregnant, her slaves may not eat heave because of the share of the fetus. A fetus disqualifies but cannot enable to eat, the words of Rebbi Yose. They said to him, after you testified before us about the daughter of an Israel [married] to a Cohen, even if a daughter of a Cohen [was married] to a Cohen who died and left her pregnant, her slaves may not eat heave because of the share of the fetus.

50 Heave may be eaten by "every pure person in [the Cohen's] household" (Num. 18:11); this includes his wife and her circumcised slaves. But the daughter of a Cohen who marries outside the clan is barred from eating heave (Lev. 22:12) and so are her slaves.

51 Mortmain slaves who become the property of her child once he will be born.

52 A widowed, pregnant, otherwise childless daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel is precluded from returning to "her father's house" because of the fetus who, once born, will not be a Cohen.

53 Even if she has other children, the fetus will be co-heir of the mortmain slaves and, since he is not a person, cannot have a "house" in which they eat heave.
Halakhah 2: Rebbi Eleazar said, so is the Mishnah: Her slaves\textsuperscript{54} may eat, his slaves\textsuperscript{55} may not eat. For if it were not so, she would eat\textsuperscript{56} but her slaves would not eat! Rebbi Josia in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If it is from this, she also should not eat\textsuperscript{57}. Rebbi Haggai said before Rebbi Yose: Not that Rebbi Johanan disagrees, he only said, for if it were not so, she would eat but her slaves would not eat. There came a case before Rebbi Joshua ben Levi. \textsuperscript{58}He said, go out and look how the public behaves. Rebbi Abin said in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, not only this practice, but in any practical question which is weak in court and you do not know how to decide, go out and see how the public acts, and act accordingly. And we see that they do not eat. Rebbi Yose said, this means that [the fetus] does not disable anybody able to eat and does not enable anybody unable to eat\textsuperscript{59}.

\textsuperscript{54} Paraphernalia slaves. The Tosephta, 9:1, disagrees except if she has other children (since otherwise if for any reason the pregnancy did not result in a viable baby she had left the priestly clan at her husband's death). The Babli, 67a, formulates: "Paraphernalia slaves eat if and only if she eats."

\textsuperscript{55} Mortmain slaves.

\textsuperscript{56} Since the Mishnah mentions only her slaves but not herself. The childless widow of a Cohen reverts to her status before marriage with regard to heave. On the other hand, the Mishnah does not state that the rule applies only to a widow without other children. If she has children from the Cohen then certainly she remains part of his house and eats heave. There is no reason why the paraphernalia slaves should not eat because of her status.

\textsuperscript{57} One could find an argument that if the fetus disables her slaves it must disable her also.

\textsuperscript{58} This text, position, and argument is from Peak 7, Note 137.

\textsuperscript{59} This disproves R. Johanan's attempted argument. Since the Mishnah does not mention her but mentions her mortmain slaves, the fetus does not disable her but cannot enable her slaves whose enabler has died and was not yet replaced.
Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose stated in the name of his father: If there was a daughter, she enables to eat. Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Because she is able to take her upkeep away from them. Is a wife not also able to take her upkeep away from them? She might request her ketubah be paid or lose her ketubah. This is difficult! The ketubah is a biblical institution, the upkeep of the daughters is rabbinical; do their institutions uproot a word of the Torah? It follows him who said that they accepted tithes voluntarily.

60 Tosephta 9:1; Babli 67a. In both sources it is emphasized that only a daughter lets mortmain slaves eat during the pregnancy of her mother but not sons. As R. Moses Margalit points out, the thrust of the argument of the Babli (not its details) must be understood also in the Yerushalmi that a daughter enables only in the presence of a son. By biblical rules (Num. 27:6-11), a daughter inherits only in the absence of sons, but the standard marriage contract assures the upkeep of unmarried daughters as a lien on the estate (Mishnah Ketubot 4:11). This means that the claim of the daughter to be fed as a member of the priestly clan is prior to and independent of any claim of the male heirs; since she is fed, the slaves who secure her claim also may eat. But if there are no male heirs, the daughters are heirs according to biblical standards. If the fetus is male, he becomes the sole heir. If female, she becomes a co-heir and the slaves cannot eat because of her part. If there are male heirs, a female fetus has no influence since the marriage contract stipulates only support for living daughters.

61 The widow has a choice of either claiming her ketubah or staying in her house and being supported by the estate (Mishnah Ketubot 4:12).
62  By any of the transactions mentioned in Mishnah Ketubot.
63  At least for a virgin bride, Ex. 22:16. The rabbinic document is reported to be an institution of Simeon ben Setah, cf. Ketubot, Yerushalmi 8:11 (fol. 32c), Babli 82b. The opinion that the origin of the ketubah of a virgin (not the details of the text) is rabbinic is found only in the Babli, attributed to R. Jehudah (Ketubot 56a, 10a).
64  The laws connected with the distribution of land after the first conquest became moot with the Babylonian exile. They were voluntarily reintroduced in the times of Ezra; cf. Ševi'it 7:1, Note 11.

We find that Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose disagrees with his father since Rebbi Simon said in the name of Hilfai: Rebbi, Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose and Ben Qappara voted on the airspace of Ascalon and declared it pure from the testimony of Rebbi Phineas ben Ya'ir who said, we were descending to the Saracen [market] at Ascalon where we bought wheat, returned to our town, immersed ourselves and ate our heave. The next day they wanted to vote to free it from tithes but Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose removed his hand. He was leaning on Ben Qappara. He said to him, my son, why did you not say to me: did you not remove your
hand? I would have told you that yesterday I was he who declared it impure, I am he who declared it pure. But now I am saying, maybe it was conquered within the meaning of the Torah, how can I free it from the meaning of the Torah? When is it impure because of territory of Gentiles? But we found that he stated in the name of his father that they accepted tithes voluntarily! And he said, it is correct that if tithes are from their words and the food of the daughters is of their words that their words may uproot their words.

65 Conjectural reading required by the context.
66 This paragraph is from Sevi’it, Halakhah 7:1, explained there in Notes 52-57.
67 He declined to vote positively.
68 The following sentence was copied in error; it belongs to the next item in Sevi’it.
69 In the previous paragraph it was shown that R. Yose must hold that all rules of heave are rabbinical since biblical heave would require that every farmer till his ancestral soil given to the family by Joshua. In the present paragraph, R. Ismael holds that the rules are biblical.
70 In rabbinic institutions it is of the essence that the originators can settle the order of precedence.

70"If there are males they enable to eat, females do not enable to eat."
71 If there are males, they enable to eat since there is one doubt, whether he is male or female. A doubt in biblical matters forces restriction. Females do not enable to eat since there are two doubts, whether he is male or female, (after she was betrothed or maybe before she was
betrothed.) A doubt regarding their words forces leniency. However you take it, if he is male, everything is his. Female, she takes her part with them.

A quote from Tosephta 9:1, in the name of R. Simeon (ben Iohai). He disagrees with the Mishnah and states that a pregnancy does not deprive mortmain slaves of heave if the husband left male heirs.

The following text does not make much sense. The discussion in the Babli, 67a/b, is too hypothetical to be of much help here.

As Rashi (Ketubot 67a) points out, there are two doubts, whether the pregnancy leads to a live birth or not and if there is a live birth whether it will be a male or a female. If there is no live birth, the males are the heirs and the slaves may eat because of them. If the baby is female, again the existing males are the heirs. The Yerushalmi probably holds that the miscarriages and female births just about equal the male births so that there are equal probabilities that the existing males are all heirs and the slaves may or may not eat because of them.

A generally accepted principle, Babli Bešah 3a.

If heave were a biblical precept, the slaves could not eat if there was a male heir; if heave is rabbinic, they are enabled by him.

The deceased had only daughters, no son.

There is only one doubt but it has two sides, both of which support the position of R. Simeon.

The text in parentheses makes no sense here; it belongs to another category of doubts, discussed at length in Tractate Ketubot, cf., e.g., Mishnah Ketubot 1:6-7.

Then the slaves are disabled since before the birth they have no master who might enable them.

This parallels the case of boys. In this case there is a doubt concerning the applicability of biblical law which requires restrictive interpretation.
Mishnah 4: The fetus\(^{80}\), the levir\(^{81}\), the betrothal\(^{82}\), the deaf-and-dumb\(^{83}\), and the male nine years and one day old\(^{84}\) disable but do not enable to eat. If there was a doubt whether or not he had reached nine years and one day\(^{85}\); whether or not he had grown two pubic hairs\(^{86}\); when the house fell on him and his brother’s daughter and it is not known who of them died first, her co-wife performs halîṣah but not levirate\(^{87}\).

80 As explained in the previous Mishnah.
81 The (not priestly) childless widow of a Cohen who waits for the levir is prevented from eating heave, Mishnah Ketubot 5:3.
82 The daughter of a Cohen betrothed to a non-Cohen is disabled.
83 Since the deaf-and-dumb cannot legally acquire, his marriage is only of rabbinic validity.
84 Who had intercourse with a woman, cf. Chapter 5, Note 79. If he is a Cohen and marries the woman rabbinically, he cannot enable her to eat heave until he grows two pubic hairs.
85 If he did not reach the age of nine years and one day, his intercourse is inoperative and he did not disable a priest’s daughter. If he did reach that age, she is disabled.
86 If he had not grown two pubic hairs his betrothal is not valid by biblical standards. If he is an Israel betrothed to the daughter of a Cohen she is not disabled. If he had grown two pubic hair his betrothal is valid by biblical standards and his betrothed is disabled. If the male is a Cohen and his wife an Israel, she can start eating heave only after he reaches adulthood (in the opinion of the Babli, once he had intercourse with her after growing two pubic hairs.)
87 If he died first, the niece who was his wife frees the co-wife from the obligation of halîṣah and levirate. If she died first, the co-wife is permitted to the levis.
Halakhah 4: "The fetus, the levir, the betrothal," etc. Rebbi Simeon said, here the logic is deficient, for if it is action to disable it also should be action to enable, and if it is not action to disable it also should not be action to enable. Rebbi Simeon is correct; what is the reason of the rabbis? "They shall eat", they shall enable to eat. The one who may eat enables to eat, the one who may not eat cannot enable to eat. They objected: there is the bastard who may not eat and he enables to eat. There is a difference, since it is written "born in the house." Then the born should enable, the not born should not enable! There is a difference, since it is written "and she returns to her father’s house", to exclude the one waiting for the levir, "in her youth", to exclude the pregnant one. Rebbi Yose said, that means that they considered pregnancy to be real to disable but did not consider it real to enable to eat. The words of the rabbis disagree since Ze‘ira said, there they state that the betrothed,
the one waiting for the levir, and the pregnant, pay the capital but not the 
fifth. What are we speaking about? If about the daughter of a Cohen 
mated to an Israel, even if she had children from him she is not an 
outsider for it. But we must deal with the daughter of an Israel married 
to a Cohen. If you say, they considered the fetus to be real to disable but 
did not consider it real to enable to eat, why does she pay the capital but 
not the fifth, should she not pay capital and fifth?

88 The wording is correct in Tosephta 9:3: "For if it is action to 
disable it also should be action to 
enable, and if it is not action to enable 
it also should not be action to disable." 
S. Lieberman (Tosephta ki-fshutah 
Yebamot, pp. 83-85) shows that the 
question is restricted to the fetus.
89 See above, Notes 9-10. Since in 
Sifra this is an argument of R. Simeon, 
S. Lieberman (l. c.) concludes that the 
objection of R. Simeon is a rhetorical 
device.
90 This is a quote from Sifra Emor 
Pereq 5(4), quoted in Babli 69b; the 
scenario is elaborated in Mishnah 7. 
According to Halakhah 6, Gentile or 
slave disable the woman partner from 
the priesthood; whether the child is a 
bastard is a matter of dispute (in 
Galilee, not in Babylonia). One has to 
assume that the desecrated mother of 
the disabled child has died. Since the 
verses Lev. 22:11,12 speak only of "born 
in the house" and "descendants" without 
qualifications, the child from an 
improper union is as good as one from 
a proper union for the rules of eating 
heave. The biological fathers do not 
disable since they cannot be legal 
fathers; the child is the child of his 
mother and God alone, cf. Peah 1:1, 
Note 116, Babli Niddah 31a.
91 Lev. 22:11. The simple meaning 
of the text is that slaves of a Cohen 
may eat heave, whether they are born 
in the house or bought by the master. 
The expression "born in the house" is 
extended here to disqualified children 
of the house.
92 Sifra Emor Pereq 6(1) on Lev. 
22:12, speaking about the issueless 
daughter of a Cohen returning to her 
father's house to eat sanctified food. 
The text is also quoted in Babli 67b.
93 The language is not quite 
appropriate; it is influenced by the 
context of the quote at the end of the 
paragraph. R. Yose notes that the 
Tanna of Sifra interprets the biblical
verse as implying the status of the fetus as described in the sentence; he should have said "the verse considers ...". The formulation as given is appropriate for the version of Ze'ira/the rabbis who refer to rabbinic rules; "they" are the men of the Great Assembly who voluntarily reintroduced the rules of heave and tithes.

94 Cf. Berakhot 2:1, Note 54.
95 In Babylonia. No parallel to this statement is found.
96 If a person who is not enabled to eat heave transgresses and eats it, in general he is liable to pay for the amount he took plus a 25% fine to the priesthood; cf. Terumot, Chapters 6,7. Mishnah Terumot 7:2 states that the daughter of a Cohen never loses her priestly status, even if she is disabled from eating heave, to the effect that she never pays the fine.

97 Since even the marriage of the daughter of an Israel to a Cohen does not free her from the fine incurred before her marriage, Mishnah Terumot 6:2. This proves that the rule cannot be biblical; the reference to the verse is not a proof.

The deaf-and-dumb disables." Did not Rebbi Hiyya state: "The wife of the deaf-and-dumb or the insane immerses herself from her husband's bosom and eats"? Rebbi Abba Mari and Rebbi Mattanah, one said, a disqualified deaf-and-dumb, the other said, a deaf-and-dumb levir.

98 In Tosephta 9:4: "The sane daughter of a Cohen married to an insane Israel . . ." Since marriages of the deaf-and-dumb or the insane are not valid, the woman does not lose her priestly status. She has to immerse herself after intercourse with her husband (Lev. 15:18) but is not disabled from eating heave. This contradicts the Mishnah.
99 A person whose intercourse would disable the woman even if he were hearing.
100 He disqualifies as levir, whose standing is not different from a hearing man; cf. Chapter 6, Note 35.
"Whether he had reached nine years and one day or not", he is as if he were nine years and one day old to disable;85 "whether he had grown two pubic hairs or not", he is as if he had grown two pubic hairs to make her eat.86

"When the house fell on him and his brother's daughter and it is not known who of them died first, her co-wife performs halisah but not levirate." Why do we come here to state doubts? Since we had stated [the rules for] co-wives, we now state for doubts concerning co-wives.

101 The Yerushalmi states here that question in the Babli. Cf. Mishnah Terumot 1:3, Note 105; Babli Niddah 46b.

Mishnah 5: The rapist, the seducer, and the insane do neither disable nor enable to eat, but if they are unable to marry in Israel they disable. How is that? If an Israel came upon the daughter of a Cohen, she may eat...
heave, if she became pregnant she may not eat. If the fetus was cut into pieces in her body\textsuperscript{103} she may eat. If a Cohen came upon the daughter of an Israel, she may not eat heave, if she became pregnant she may not eat, if she gave birth she may eat\textsuperscript{104}. It turns out that the son’s power is greater than the father’s.

\textsuperscript{102} Even if he is married to her since the insane cannot enter into any contract, not even a marriage.

\textsuperscript{103} In that case, she did not give birth. If she has a child from a non-Cohen, the child prevents her from eating heave.

\textsuperscript{104} The relationship of the child to his father does not depend on the marital status of the mother; cf. Mishnah 2:5.

Halakhah 5: "The rapist, the seducer," etc. This means that rape does not disable an unmarried priestly woman\textsuperscript{104}.

\textsuperscript{104} But the Cohen is forced to divorce his wife if she was raped, cf. Ketubot 2:10.

This supports what Rebbi Hiyya stated\textsuperscript{98}: The wife of the deaf-and-dumb or the insane immerses herself from her husband’s bosom and eats, against Rebbi Eleazar, since Rebbi Eleazar said, also if an unmarried man had intercourse with an unmarried woman not for the purpose of marriage it is copulation of harlotry\textsuperscript{105}.
105 Cf. Chapter 6, Note 108. The woman would be disabled from marrying into the priesthood. Quoted in Babli 61b, 59b; Sanhedrin 51a, Temurah 30a.

Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Jeremiah: A woman who has been raped does not have to wait three months. Rebbi Jonah said this before Rebbi Yose. He said to him, do not accept that from here, they were lenient for eating heave. If a daughter of a Cohen was married to an Israel, her husband went overseas, and she received notice that he died, does she not immediately eat heave? But because of a fetus she has to wait three months.

106 Cf. Chapter 4, Note 166.
107 He wanted to prove the statement of R. Abba from the Mishnah since a Cohen's daughter who was raped continuous to eat heave until it is ascertained that she is pregnant; the Mishnah does not say that for three months after the rape she could not eat heave.
108 If she has no child, Lev. 22:13. But even though the husband left more than three months before his death, the widow must wait three months before remarrying. The argument is rejected in the Babli, 69b.
If they are unable to marry in Israel they disable." These are: A child of nine years and one day, an Ammonite, Moabite, or Egyptian proselyte, or a bastard, desecrated, Gibeonite, Samaritan, and Gentile who had intercourse with the daughter of an Israel, a Cohen, or a Levite, disqualified her for the priesthood. Rebbi Yose said, everybody’s intercourse disqualifies whose descendant would be disqualified; his intercourse does not disqualify those whose descendant would not be disqualified. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, in all cases, if his daughter is permitted to you, so is his widow; if his daughter is not permitted to you, neither is his widow." In what do they differ? Rebbi Johanan says, an Ammonite or Moabite proselyte is between them. For him who says, everybody’s intercourse disqualifies whose descendant would be disqualified, here since his descendant would be disqualified, here since his descendant would be disqualified, here since his descendant...
intercourse disqualifies. For him who says, if you may marry his daughter you may marry his widow, here since you may marry his daughter you may marry his widow. The words of the Sages? Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of [the rabbis], Rebbi Abba, both say: Regarding the daughter of an Ammonite or Moabite proselyte or the daughter of a second-generation Egyptian, even though his daughter is permitted to you, his widow is forbidden to you. Rebbi Zakkai: Rebbi Alexander sent to ask [about] the daughter of an Ammonite proselyte and the daughter of a second-generation Egyptian. Rebbi Yose said to him, did you not hear that Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of the rabbis, Rebbi Abba, both say: Regarding the daughter of an Ammonite proselyte or the daughter of a second-generation Egyptian, even though his daughter is permitted to you, his widow is forbidden to you. And everybody’s intercourse disqualifies whose descendant would be disqualified. Do we not need it when her mother was from Israel? That you should not say that since her mother was desecrated so her daughter was desecrated. In addition, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagreed, the daughter of an Ammonite proselyte or the daughter of a second-generation Egyptian, Rebbi Johanan said, they are acceptable, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, they are disqualified. Rebbi Yose ben Abun said, they disagree about the old women: Rebbi Johanan said, they are acceptable, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, they are disqualified.

109 A scribal error.  
110 Missing in the text, supplied from the second quote in this paragraph.  
111 Babli 68a, Tosephta Yebamot 8:1, Niddah 6:1.  
112 Mishnah 4.  
113 Mishnah Yadaim 4:4 notes that modern Ammonites, Moabites, and Egyptians are no longer the peoples living in these places at the time of the Exodus; therefore, the prohibitions of
Deut. 23:4-9 are no longer operative. All arguments based on these rules are theoretical exercises of retrospection.

114 Cf. Chapter 2, Note 72.

115 Their problems are discussed in the next Halakhah.

116 For a Cohen, not necessarily for anybody else.

117 A female Moabite or Ammonite was never prohibited from marrying a Jew (Mishnah 8:3; Sifry Deut. 249.). The same argument in Babli 69a.

118 If he is a male (Mishnah 8:3).

119 Any third generation Egyptian, male or female, is permitted; Deut. 23:9; Mishnah 8:3.

120 From a Jewish mother.

121 The mother, the wife of an Ammonite or second generation Egyptian.

122 He follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi Alexander's question is not answered since it is moot anyhow.

Mishnah 6: A slave disables because of intercourse but not because of descendants. How is this? A daughter of an Israel [married] to a Cohen [or] the daughter of a Cohen [married] to an Israel had a son from him. The son went and was pressed on a slave girl who had a son from him; the latter is a slave. If his father's mother was a daughter of an Israel [married] to a Cohen, she cannot eat heave, the daughter of a Cohen [married] to an Israel may eat heave.

123 Since a free woman cannot marry a slave, her intercourse with him is a form of prostitution.

124 He has no legal relationship with his father.

125 If her husband and all her descendants except that slave had died, she has no descendants in the
priesthood and is barred from heave.

126 If her husband and all her descendants except that slave had died, she has no descendants outside the priesthood and may eat heave.

"A slave disables because of intercourse," etc. From where that the intercourse with a slave disables? Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Ismael: "If a Cohen’s daughter becomes a widow or a divorcee without issue," from [a man] with whom she has widowhood or divorce she returns, from [a man] with whom she has no relation of widowhood.
or divorce she does not return. Rebbi Jeremiah objected: But if a widow whored she has no widowhood or divorce and she returns\textsuperscript{128}! Rebbi Yose did not say so, but [he held] that the argument of Rebbi Johanan is reversed. In \textit{Gittin} he says, why are Samaritans disqualified? Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Ismael: Because if a Gentile or a slave has intercourse with a Jewish woman, the child is a bastard\textsuperscript{129}. In \textit{Qiddushin} one says, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, the child is a bastard. Here he says it in his own name but there he says it in the name of Rebbi Ismael! For also according to the words of the Sages the child is a bastard. Rebbi Hizqiah did not say so, but: the argument of Rebbi Johanan is reversed. In \textit{Gittin} he says, why are Samaritans disqualified? Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Ismael: Because if a Gentile or slave has intercourse with a Jewish woman, the child is a bastard. In \textit{Qiddushin} one says, Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, the child is a bastard. Here he says it in his own name but there he says it in the name of Rebbi Ismael! For also according to the words of the Sages the child is a bastard. Rebbi Mattaniah said, I went to Sehora and heard: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Ismael the sons of Jesua: "If a Cohen's daughter becomes a widow or a divorcee without issue,\textsuperscript{127}" from [a man] with whom she has widowhood or divorce she returns, from [a man] with whom she has no relation of widowhood or divorce she does not return\textsuperscript{130}. And I said, that is correct, there is no bastard, following Rebbi Joshua\textsuperscript{131}, for a bastard is only from a woman which is for him under an incest prohibition and for whom one is punished by divine extirpation.

\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Lev.} 22:13. "If a Cohen's daughter becomes a widow or a divorcee without issue, when she returns to her father's house as in her
youth, she shall eat from her father’s food.”

128 If she is not married she cannot become a widow or be divorced. The objection is too stupid to deserve an answer since it is only required that she could have a marriage relationship, not that she actually must have had one.

129 In our text, *Gittin* 1:5, the statement is by R. Johanan in the name of R. Eleazar (the Tanna), in *Qiddushin* 3:14 it is an anonymous *bara'ita*. In the Babli, 45a, the statement is by R. Johanan and R. Eleazar (the Amora); a parallel statement in the name of Rebbi.

There is no doubt in the Yerushalmi that the original Samaritans were Jews.

130 This implies that the child of a Gentile or a slave is not a bastard since the only person to be affected is the mother who cannot return to her priestly status if she was the daughter of a Cohen.

131 It really is following R. Simeon from Timna (Mishnah 4:14), but the more liberal R. Joshua will certainly agree that there is no hint of bastardy attached to the child. If the child is a girl, she will be disqualified from the priesthood, cf. Halakhah 4:15.

They consider the children of a Jewish mother from a Gentile as Jewish, as is accepted as practice, under Babylonian influence, in the next Halakhah and as already was decided in Halakhah 4:15.
she can eat heave\textsuperscript{133}, the daughter of a Cohen [married] to an Israel cannot eat heave\textsuperscript{134}.

132 In practice, he is an unblemished Jew.

133 If the grandmother's husband and her daughter had died, the grandson is descended from a Cohen and keeps his grandmother in the priestly clan.

134 If the grandmother's husband and her daughter had died, the grandson is descended from an Israel and keeps his grandmother out of the priestly clan.

Halakhah 7: "A bastard disables," etc. Does that not disagree with Rav, since Rav said that if a Gentile or a slave has intercourse with a Jewish woman, the child is acceptable. Explain it that the Gentile disables and the slave disables\textsuperscript{135}.

135 While the Mishnah speaks of a bastard, the interpretation following the current practice is that both the daughter and the grandchild become disabled for the priesthood; cf. Halakhah 4:15. The Babli, 70a, simply states that the Mishnah either follows R. Aqiba or that Rebbi holds that the grandchild is a bastard by rabbinic standards since there is a general biblical prohibition of sexual relations with a person whom one could not marry, Deut. 23:18.
Mishnah 7: Sometimes the High Priest disables. How is this? A Cohen’s daughter was married to an Israel and had a daughter from him. The daughter went and was married to a Cohen and had a son from him. The latter possibly is a High Priest serving on top of the altar. He enables his mother to eat and disables his mother’s mother\textsuperscript{136}. The latter says, not like my son the High Priest who disables me from heave\textsuperscript{137}.

\textsuperscript{136} If he is the only surviving descendent, he keeps his grandmother out and his mother in the clan of priests.

\textsuperscript{137} This seems to have been a proverb describing a paradoxical situation.

Halakhah 8: "The High Priest," etc. Bar Kappara stated: A one-day-old disables and enables to eat\textsuperscript{138}.

\textsuperscript{138} For the situation described in the Mishnah, it is not necessary that the grandson be an adult admitted to the Temple service.

"Not like my son the High Priest who disables me from heave." So is the Mishnah: A Cohen’s daughter was married to an Israel and had a daughter from him; an Israel’s daughter was married to a Cohen and had a son from him. The two married and had a son. The latter possibly is a High Priest serving on top of the altar. He enables his mother to eat and...
disables his mother's mother\textsuperscript{140}. The latter says, not like my son the High Priest who disables me from heave.

\begin{enumerate}
\item[139] The text has some slight copying errors.
\item[140] To get the maximum effect from the rearrangement of the Mishnah, it should read "He enables his paternal grandmother (who was born Israel) and disables his maternal grandmother (who was born priestly)." It simply means that only the husband's affiliation counts.
\end{enumerate}
Mishnah 1: The uncircumcised and any impure persons may not eat heave; their wives and slaves may eat. Someone injured in his testicles or with cut-off penis and his slaves may eat, his wives may not eat; but if he did not know her carnally after he was injured in his testicles or his penis was cut off, they may eat.¹

¹ No uncircumcised person may eat any sanctified food (Ex. 12:48) nor any impure (Lev. 22:3). If these persons belong to the priestly clan they are not excluded by their disability (assuming the the Cohen is legally uncircumcised, e. g., as a hemophiliac). But the rules of entitlement to heave follow only the rules of membership in the priestly clan. The person injured in his testicles is prevented from marrying inside the congregation; therefore, his intercourse disables his otherwise entitled sex partner from heave.

The numerical inconsistency in the last sentence is in the Mishnah.
Halakhah 1: "The uncircumcised and any impure persons," etc. "Every man\(^2\), to include the uncircumcised\(^3\). Or "every man" to include the mourner\(^4\)? Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, it is written, "no outsider shall eat sanctified [food]\(^5\)." I forbade to you because of outside status, I did not forbid because of prepuce\(^6\). The reddish Rebbi Tiufa\(^7\) asked before Rebbi Yose: may we not say, I did not forbid because of prepuce and because of mourning? He said to him, since one verse includes and the other excludes\(^8\), I am including the uncircumcised who is missing some procedure performed on his body and excluding the mourner who is not missing some procedure performed on his body. So far following Rebbi Aqiba. Following Rebbi Ismael? Rebbi Ismael stated\(^9\): It said "sojourner and hireling" with regard to Passover\(^10\) and "sojourner and hireling" with regard to heave\(^11\). Since "sojourner and hireling" with regard to Passover implies disabling the uncircumcised, so "sojourner and hireling" with regard to heave must imply disabling the uncircumcised\(^12\). Rebbi Haggai questioned: If "sojourner and hireling" with regard to Passover is in a group of laws disabling the mourner, also "sojourner and hireling" with regard to heave should imply disabling the mourner\(^13\). Rebbi Hila answered: They inferred from "under, under" only items mentioned in the paragraph\(^14\). The sexless and the hermaphrodite came under another category\(^15\). The mourner comes from second tithe\(^4\).
2 Lev. 22:4. The verse excludes impure persons from sanctified food. The inclusive "every man" implies that every man of the descendents of Aaron is included among the prospective eaters of heave since every man is excluded when impure. Verse 7 notes that after immersion in water he may eat the sanctified food after sundown; this refers to heave which does not require a prior purification sacrifice.

3 Quoted in the Babli (70a, 71a, 74a) and Sifra Emor Pereg 4(18) in the name of R. Aqiba. He takes the emphatic expression "every man" to mean that in addition to the persons excluded in the text there must be some category of excluded persons not mentioned in the text.

4 The mourner during the period between the death of a relative and his burial, who is excluded from all religious duties except the care for the burial. As R. Hila points out at the end, the exclusion of the mourner is mentioned only in the declaration of tithes (Deut. 26:14), which implies that even the Israel farmer may not eat his sanctified food (the Second Tithe) while in mourning. From there, it is inferred that the Cohen certainly is disabled during his mourning.

5 Lev. 22:10: "No outsider (a non-priestly Jew; cf. Num. 18:4) shall eat sanctified [food], a Cohen's sojourner (foreign worker) and hireling shall not eat sanctified [food]." The verse clearly disqualifies persons because of their intrinsic status, not because of a temporary disability. Sifra Emor Pereg 4(16) also classifies the bastard as an outsider.

6 In the Babli 71a, "I did not forbid because of mourning" which is immediately corrected to "say: not lack of circumcision." One may not correct the Yerushalmi text according to the first version of the Babli (done by most commentators and the editors of the Zhitomir/Wilna text), since not only the principle of lectio difficilior but also the next sentence in the text, and the parallel discussion in the Babli preclude such an approach. It is clear from the start that both the uncircumcised and the mourner are forbidden heave, and the entire discussion is one of hermeneutics. No temporary disabilities have any place in the interpretation of vv. 10-13. The question is only whether the rather arbitrary approach of R. Aqiba has any justification.

7 A Galilean Amora of the fourth generation; his name appears also as Taifa. His sobriquet may mean that he was a redhead.

8 It is the general method of R.
Aqiba to analyze verses for expressions of inclusion and exclusion. The expression in 22:4: "אָ֑יִ֖ים "man, man" (translated as "every man") implies that some man is included in the set of persons excluded from heave who is not mentioned in the verse. On the other hand, if the verse had simply read "אָ֑יִ֖ים "man, man" the same meaning as in the actual verse could have been expressed in correct grammar with one less word. This is taken as an exclusion, "only if he be a leper or sick with gonorrhea", which decreases the size of the excluded set. The verse deals only with temporary disabilities. The verse 22:10 dealing with permanent disabilities has no exclusion. It is therefore acceptable to include a permanently disabled person in the excluded set and to exclude from that set an additional temporarily disabled person.

9 Sifra Emor Pereq 4(18). In the Babli (70a) and the Mekhilta deR. Ismael, Bo (ed. Horovitz-Rabin, p. 54), the argument is presented in the name of R. Eliezer, adding to the arguments of B. Z. Wacholder [The date of the Mekhilta de-R. Ishmael, HUCA 39(1968) 117-144] about the dependence of that Mekhilta on the Babli.

10 Ex. 12:45.
12 An application of the principle of גמרא של רש"א R. Ismael's rule 2: One word found in two different laws which in neither of them are needed for the understanding of the law, are written to permit the transfer of rules from one to the other.

13 However, Mishnah Pesahim 8:8, explained in Pesahim [Yerushalmi 8:8 (fol. 36b), Babli 92a] states that the mourner is excluded by biblical decree only from services during daytime. This means that the mourner (as long as he is not impure) is admitted to the Passover meal. R. Haggai attempts to discredit R. Ismael's approach.

14 While the argument of R. Hila is almost understandable, this sentence is not. Neither in the laws of Passover nor in those of heave is the word "נער" used. The Babli, in a somewhat similar discussion (71a, 74a) discusses the seemingly superfluous inclusion of three expressions "משנרה" in the laws of the Passover sacrifice offered in Egypt (Ex. 12:9,10). The argument there is not applicable here. All R. Hila seems to say is that one does not derive laws not touched upon in Ex. 22:43-50 from there.

15 The sexless is excluded from sacrifices since he probably is a male
with an ingrown penis and therefore uncircumcised. The hermaphrodite is circumcised and accepted. His inclusion here has to be rated an editorial or scribal error since "sexless and hermaphrodite" is a frequently occurring combination. (A priest hermaphrodite is excluded from the sacrifices reserved for men and admitted to those open to women; Tosephta 10:2.)

Rebbi Abun asked: Should not heave be forbidden to the mourner by an inference de minore ad majus? Since tithe\textsuperscript{16}, which is permitted to outsiders, is forbidden to the mourner\textsuperscript{4}, should not heave, which is forbidden to outsiders, be forbidden to the mourner? No. If you said it about tithe which needs an enclosure\textsuperscript{17}, what can you say about heave which does not need an enclosure? Therefore, since each of them has an aspect missing in the other, they cannot teach an inference from one to the other.

\textsuperscript{16} Second tithe, which has to be eaten by the farmer's family who are not priestly (cf. Tractate \textit{Ma'aser Seni}).

\textsuperscript{17} Inside the walls of Jerusalem or, earlier, of Siloh.
Are sacrifices forbidden for the uncircumcised? One cannot deduce the answer from Passover since they are not subject to [the prohibition of] breaking a bone, neither from heave since that would be inference after inference. At the end, you have to say "from it, from it." Since "from it" which was said in the laws of Passover implies that the uncircumcised is disqualified, so "from it" which was said in the laws of sacrifices must imply that the uncircumcised is disqualified. Are sacrifices forbidden for the mourner? "From it, from it." Since "from it" which was said in the laws of tithe states that the mourner is disqualified, so "from it" which was said in the laws of Passover must imply that the mourner is disqualified.

18 No bone may be broken of the Passover sacrifice; Ex. 12:46. The bone marrow of other sacrificial animals is not forbidden. Therefore, no argument de minore ad majus is possible from Passover to other sacrifices.

19 In general, the rules of R. Ismael may be combined with one another; an exception are the rules of sacrifices and sanctified matter. This is discussed in detail in the Babli, Zebahim Chapter 5, which has no parallel in the Yerushalmi. Even though the authorities quoted there are all Babylonian, the reference here shows that the basis of the arguments is a Yerushalmi tradition. It is stated in Babli, Zebahim 50a, that rules 2 and 3 in the scheme of R. Ismael cannot be used one after the other. Since the exclusion of the uncircumcised from heave was an application of rule 2 (Note 12), the result cannot be used as premiss for an argument of type 3. An attempt to formulate the rules in an extension of symbolic logic is in H. Guggenheimer, Über ein bemerkenswertes logisches System aus der Antike, Methodos 1951, 150-164.

20 An application of rule 2 (Note 12).

21 Ex. 12:9 (once), 10 (twice). The Babli must reject this argument since it deduces laws of Passover from all three instances of the word.

22 Lev. 7:14. The verse is quoted in Mishnah Menahot 8:2.

23 There is no inference to be drawn from Lev. 10:6 since, after the death of Nadab and Abihu, Aaron and
his sons were commanded not to mourn.

24 The Second Tithe, Deut. 26:14.
25 This word indicates an oversight by editor or copyist since (1) from the laws of Passover nothing can be inferred for other sacrifices and (2) the

mourner (whose relative died outside of Jerusalem so that he could not defile himself) is admitted to the Passover sacrifice. It most probably should read "sacrifices" (Note 22).

26 This refers back to the argument (Notes 9-12) that the uncircumcised is barred from eating heave. It is claimed that the conditions for application of rule 2, גיהרה השן, are not fulfilled.

27 Babli 70a, Qiddushin 4a, Zebahim 62a; Sifra Emor Pereq 4(17).

28 Lev. 22:10: "A Cohen's sojourner or hireling shall not eat from sanctified food." Who are sojourner and hireling? They cannot be Gentiles; these were excluded in the first part of v. 10. They cannot be slaves; these are included (when circumcised) in v. 11. They must be Hebrew "slaves", i. e.,
indentured servants. The verse states that the money paid in acquiring a Hebrew slave is paid not to acquire his person but his working and earning power. Therefore, they are not able to partake of sanctified food. The Hebrew slave who is permanently acquired is the one who refuses to leave when his six years of indenture are passed; Ex. 21:5-6, Deut. 15:16-17.

According to tradition, the institution of Hebrew slaves disappeared with the first commonwealth and could never be re-introduced. The argument here is purely one of biblical interpretation, not of actual law.

29 He is mentioned only here.

30 Ex. 12:48.

31 While the verse in Lev. is used for clarification about the Hebrew slave, Ex. 12:46 cannot speak about him since no circumcised Jew is excluded from the Passover sacrifices. Therefore, the verse is not used for other deductions and the application of rule 2 might be justified.

The Yerushalmi does not clarify the difference between a straight(nnv) mn in which neither part is used for other implications (cf. Note 12), and a conditional one in which only one of the conditions is fulfilled, which may be rejected on logical grounds. This is made explicit in the Babli, 70b.

In the opinion of Rebbi Aqiba, for which reason were "sojourner or hireling" written for heave? Like what Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Yasa, if somebody bought uncircumcised slaves from a Gentile with
the understanding that he would circumcise them. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If somebody bought uncircumcised slaves from a Gentile with the understanding that he would circumcise them, they [still] cannot eat heave even if circumcised. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If somebody bought slaves from a Gentile with the understanding that he would circumcise them but they changed their minds, he keeps them for twelve months. If they accept, it is fine; otherwise, he may sell them to a Gentile. Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: It happened that somebody bought a village full of uncircumcised slaves from a Gentile with the understanding that he would circumcise them but they changed their minds. He came and asked the rabbis. They said to him, keep them for twelve months. If they accept, it is fine; otherwise one follows the local customs.

32 He derives the exclusion of the uncircumcised from another verse, cf. Note 8. For him there is no necessity to explain "sojourner and hireling" as (no longer applicable) Jewish slaves; he takes "sojourner and hireling" both with respect to heave as with respect to Passover as Gentiles who have not completed the process of conversion.

33 That sentence seems to be incomplete. The following rules imply that nobody can be forced to be circumcised against his will. (This is the majority opinion in the Babli, 48a). A Jewish buyer will prefer to buy slaves only with their prior agreement to be circumcised.

34 If the buyer is a Cohen, the slave can become part of his household only if he became Jewish by circumcision followed by immersion in a miqweh. If the last step is missing, the conversion is void. A lawful conversion is necessary since upon manumission the slave becomes a full Jew.

35 But a converted slave cannot be sold to a Gentile under any circumstances. This rule and the following story also are in the Babli,
48b. The Babli also quotes R. Aqiba to keep a slave who did not give his prior agreement to be circumcised.

Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman also said: Rebbi Joshua ben Levi was in Laodicea and met there Rebbi Jehudah the Patriarch. He wanted to leave early, when he said to him wait for us tomorrow to immerse this woman convert. Rebbi Zera asked Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman: Was that to honor the old man or because one does not immerse a woman convert at night? He said to him, because one does not immerse a woman convert at night. A case came before Rebbi Yose whether one may immerse converts at night. They could not agree.

36 The grandson of Rebbi.
37 R. Joshua ben Levi.
38 R. Jehudah Neśia.
39 He might be R. Ze'ira, name written in Babylonian style.
40 In the Babli, 46b, the Galilean authorities are quoted without dissent that conversion needs a court of three judges and must be executed during daytime since "judgment" is written in this respect (Num. 15:16).
A slave may be a permanent sojourner\(^41\). A sojourner is like a Gentile in every respect\(^42\). Rebbi Samuel bar Hyya bar Jehudah in the name of Rebbi Hanina: One keeps the sojourner for twelve months. If he changes his mind, that is fine; otherwise he is like a Gentile in all respects\(^43\). Rebbi Samuel bar Hyya bar Jehudah, Rebbi Hanina in the name of Rebbi: The sojourner has to accept on condition that he may eat cadaver meat\(^44\). Rebbi Hila said, one would then say, the words are [interpreted] as they are written. What does it mean, the words are [interpreted] as they are written? Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, "You shall not eat any cadaver; to the sojourner in your midst you shall give it that he eat it\(^45\)." Some Tannaim state: One does not receive a sojourner unless he accepts all commandments written in the Torah\(^44\). Some Tannaim state: One does not receive a sojourner unless he renounces his idolatry\(^46\). Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Hyya bar Ashi: One does not receive a sojourner unless he renounces his idolatry as a Gentile\(^47\). Rebbi Ze'ira said, from their consensus: unless he renounces his idolatry as a Gentile. For if it were not so, what would we say? Since he is forbidden idolatry he cannot
render profane. But are Gentiles not also forbidden idolatry and they do render profane? Rebbi Yose said, that you should not say, since he is equal to an Israel in three respects, do not oppress, do not cheat, and he is exiled like an Israel, that he has no power to render profane. Therefore, it was necessary to spell out that he renders idols profane like a Gentile. Who is the Tanna who includes "do not oppress"? He is Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah, as it was stated: The sojourner is protected by the prohibition, the words of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah.

41 A slave may refuse to be circumcised and stay in the Jewish household as a "sojourner", a Gentile who has accepted the seven Noahide commandments (prohibition of idolatry, murder, adultery and incest with direct descendents; eating flesh torn from living beings, blasphemy; prohibition of robbery, duty to live under the rule of a civil law). As such he is under the protection of the often repeated commandment to treat the sojourner well and he can be tolerated in a Jewish household since his touch does not make wine prohibited (Babli Avodah zarah 64b).

In the Babli, 48b, this is the position taken by R. Ismael; R. Aqiba (48b) and R. Eliezer (71a) prohibit keeping uncircumcised slaves.

42 This is not meant to be a generally valid statement; the idolator is not protected by the Covenant of the sojourner. What is meant is a rather technical detail. It is stated repeatedly in the Torah, e.g. Deut. 13:18, that statues and other idolatrous objects are prohibited for any use by a Jew. Therefore, valuables of an idolatrous character may only be used by Jews (for example, melted down for their precious metal content) if they come into the hand of a Jew already profaned, i.e., if a non-Jew has treated them contumaciously, preferably damaging them. The Yerushalmi holds that the sojourner still has the power of a Gentile to render profane objects of idolatry even though he is a monotheist, and make them available for a Jew to use. The Babli, Avodah zarah 64b/65a, explains away all the reasons quoted in this paragraph and decides that only an idolator can effectively render idols profane.

43 This statement, that the status of sojourner is only temporary and should lead to full conversion is not found.
anywhere else.

44 In the Babli, *Avodah zarah* 64b, the opinion of "others" is that the sojourner has to accept all commandments in the Torah except those of kosher food.

45 *Deut.* 14:21: "You shall not eat any cadaver; to the sojourner in your midst you shall give it that he eat it, or sell it to a stranger." This seems to imply that cadaver meat must be donated to the sojourner or sold to the Gentile. Whether it may be sold to the sojourner or donated to the Gentile is a matter of controversy in the Babli (*Pesahim* 21b, *Avodah zarah* 20a) and *Sifry Deut* # 104. R. Hila wants to decide following the majority that a sale to the sojourner is permitted.

46 In the Babli *Avodah zarah* 64b, this is the opinion of R. Meir. The operative majority opinion there, that he has to accept all seven Noahide commandments, is not mentioned in the Yerushalmi.

47 This is the same statement as the preceding one, only it emphasizes that the sojourner has not lost his power to render idols profane which was his as an idolator.

48 The Noahide precepts are supposed to be valid for all mankind.

49 *Deut.* 24:14: "Do not oppress the poor hireling, or the deprived, from your brothers or the stranger in your land, in your gates." The stranger who has the right of permanent residence in your gates is the approved sojourner.

50 *Deut.* 23:17: "With you he shall dwell in your midst, at the place which he will chose, where he feels well within one of your gates; do not cheat him."

51 The exile of the homicide to the city of refuge. In *Num.* 35:15 these cities are declared to be for "the children of Israel and the sojourner in their midst should these six cities be a refuge."

52 More explicit in Babli *Baba mesi'a* 111b, Tosephta *Baba mesi'a* 10:4. In the latter source, it is explained that the prohibition of oppression includes the obligation to pay the day-laborer immediately.
Rebbi Jehudah says, the sojourner on a Sabbath is like a Jew on a holiday. Just as a Jew bakes and cooks but is forbidden to work, so is the sojourner on the Sabbath. Rebbi Yose says, the sojourner on a Sabbath is like a Jew on the intermediate days of a holiday. Just as a Jew on the intermediate days of a holiday collects from the field but is forbidden agricultural work, so is the sojourner on the Sabbath. Rebbi Simeon says, the sojourner on a Sabbath is like a Jew on the remaining days of the year. Just as a Jew on the remaining days of the year ploughs, sows, and harvests, so does the sojourner on the Sabbath. Rav Ada, Rav Hamnuna, Rav Ada bar Ahava in the name of Rav: Practice follows Rebbi Simeon.

---

53 In the Babli, Keritut 9a, this is the opinion of R. Aqiba.
54 In the Babli, this is the opinion of the anonymous majority.
55 In the Babli, he explicitly includes the sojourner-slave working for himself; work for the Jewish owner is forbidden.
56 In the Babli, quoted by Šiṭṭa Mequbeset from manuscript: Rav Idi bar Nahman in the name of Rav Ada bar Ahava (cf. Berakhot, Chapter 1, Note 161.)
It is written: "Any slave who is a man bought by money." You circumcise by force a slave who is a man, you do not circumcise by force a son who is a man. Rebbi Johanan asked, does this imply that you may circumcise a minor by force? Even like one of undescended testicles? Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of Rebbi Abba: It is so. "If he found a foundling. If he immersed him as a slave, he circumcises him as a slave; [if he immersed him] as a free person, he circumcises him as a free person." Rebbi Johanan asked, as a slave, he circumcises him as a slave; even like one of undescended testicles? Rebbi Abbahu and Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshia did not say so, but "any slave who is a man bought by money." If your slave is a man, you circumcise him by force. If your son is a man, you do not circumcise him by force. This refers to what Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Yasa: If somebody buys uncircumcised slaves from Gentiles on condition that he will circumcise them, in any case if they are slaves who are men, you circumcise them by force. On condition that he will not circumcise them, he is like a son who is a man, you do not circumcise him by force.

Ex. 12:44: "Any slave who is a man bought for money, when you have circumcised him, then he may eat from [the Passover sacrifice]." In the Babli (Yebamot 48a) the anonymous opinion here is the minority opinion of R. Simeon ben Eleazar. The Mekhilta dR. Simeon ben Iohai follows the
Yerushalmi; the Mekhilta dR. Ismael follows the Babli (Yebamot 71a) in referring the sentence "then he may eat from [the Passover sacrifice]" to the owner who in that interpretation is barred from the sacrifice as long as not all his slaves are circumcised. (Cf. Note 41, the position of R. Aqiba).

The verse notes only the activity of the owner.

A proselyte may only circumcise his minor sons with him.

The word ḥaraveinu has a number of explanations in the dictionaries which do not fit since they denote persons of high social standing. It is difficult to see how a foundling can be a son of a "ruler" (Mussaphia) or a "chief leader" (Kohut), etc. According to the context, one may translate ב not as "son" but "endowed with a certain quality" and take ḥeraveinu as a composite of Greek ἀρχης "testicles", such as ἀρχηξωδής "restraint of testicles, impotence" (E. G.).

Mishnah Makkhirit 2:7 explains that in a city where Jews and Gentiles dwell together, a foundling has the status of the majority (according to R. Jehudah the majority of those who abandon their children; in Tosephta Makkhirit 1:8 he declares the foundling to be a Gentile or a slave if only one Gentile or female slave of childbearing age lives there.)

A condition negotiated with the slave trader.

The one drawn [circumcised], the one born circumcised, and the circumcised before he converted may not eat heave. Rebbi Zeriqan, Rebbi Yannay ben Rebbi Ismael, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: As a fine. Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac in the name of Rav: They instituted a fence. What is the difference between them? If another person drew it, or that it regrew by itself. If you want to say, it is a fine,
there is no place for a fine. If you say they instituted a fence, nevertheless they instituted a fence.

63 A circumcised person who extended the skin of his penis that it should look like a prepuce and he should not be recognized as a Jew.

64 His circumcision had no connection with Judaism. He cannot be circumcised for fear that his penis would be injured. If one drop of blood can be drawn from him, then he is considered fully circumcised; see below.

65 In the first two cases, if the man is a Cohen.

66 In the Babli, 72a, Rav Huna states that the drawn [circumcised] is forbidden heave only by rabbinic standards; everybody in the Yarushalmi will agree.

67 Against the will of the person on whom the procedure is executed.

"Circumcising he shall circumcise\(^{68}\)." A decision for two circumcisions, one for the circumcision, the other for the uncovering\(^{69}\). One for the uncovering, the other for the fibers\(^{70}\). So far following Rebbi Aqiba who said, these are expressions of additions\(^{71}\). From where for Rebbi Ismael who said, these are double expressions in the style of the Torah, "going you went, desiring you desired, by stealing I was stolen\(^{72}\)? Rebbi Judah bar Pazi said, "then she said, a blood bridegroom for circumcisions\(^{73}\),"
from here that there are two circumcisions, one for the circumcision, the other for the uncovering; one for the uncovering, the other for the fibers. Rav said, "circumcising he shall circumcise," from here that one has to draw a drop of covenant blood from one born circumcised. "Circumcising he shall circumcise," from here that an uncircumcised Jew cannot circumcise until he circumcises himself; not to speak of an uncircumcised Gentile.74 Rebbi Levi said, it is written: "But you have to keep my covenant." You and yours.75

68  The follow-up to the act of circumcision in which the skin is cut and plied back to uncover the corona.
70  Eventual fibers of the prepuce which have to be cleaned from the wound. The same argument in the Babli, 72a.
71  This interpretation of double expressions is also attributed to R. Aqiba in the Babli, Shevuot 27b.
72  Gen. 31:30, a speech of Laban; 40:15, Josef's address to the cup-bearer. Both verses are without legal implications; this proves that the repetitions are a literary device to express emphasis. The same argument in Babli, Avodah zarah 27a.
73  Ex. 4:26, the inference is from the plural form וה返乡. (Modern interpreters take the words of the Ismaelite Sippora to be Arabic, "poor circumcised one, may it be for opulence").
74  In Gen. rabba 46(8), this is the argument of R. Johanan.
75  In Gen. rabba 46(8), this is the argument of Rav Huna. In the Babli, Avodah zarah 27a, it is attributed to Rebbi.
It was stated\textsuperscript{76}: "A Jew may circumcise a Samaritan but a Samaritan may not circumcise a Jew since he is circumcised in the name of Mount Gerizim, the words of Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Yose said to him, where do we find in the Torah that circumcision needs intent? Let him continue to circumcise in the name of Mount Gerizim until he dies!" "The drawn should not circumcise [again] lest he get into danger, the words of Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Yose said to him, many drawn\textsuperscript{77} ones were in the days of Ben Koziba, they all circumcised, lived, and begat sons and daughters. One has to draw a drop of covenant blood from the drawn [circumcised]\textsuperscript{63}, the one born circumcised\textsuperscript{64}, and the circumcised before he converted.\textsuperscript{64} Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar stated: The House of Shammai and the House of Hillel did not disagree that one has to draw a drop of covenant blood from the one born circumcised since that is a compressed prepuce; what did they disagree about? About the convert who converted when already circumcised, for the House of Shammai said one has to draw a drop of covenant blood from him, but the House of Hillel say, one does not have to draw a drop of covenant blood from him."\textsuperscript{78} Rebbi Issac bar Nahman said in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia: Practice follows the words of
the student. There came a case before Rav, who said: Who is he who said that it is a compressed prepuce? That means, he certainly is uncircumcised and one pushes the Sabbath away for him. Rebbi Abbahu said, one does not push the Sabbath away for him but one has to draw a drop of covenant blood from him. A male child was born to Rav Ada bar Ahava in that condition. He squeezed it, it died. Rebbi Abin said, his penis was damaged and he fasted for him that he should die. The rabbis of Caesarea said, his testicles became injured and he fasted for him that he should die.

76 Babli *Avodah zarah* 27a, Tosephta *Avodah zarah* 3:13.
77 They might have been forcibly circumcised in the general conscription ordered by Bar Kokhba.
78 *Sifra Tazria' Pereq* 1(7); also Tosephta *Shabbat* 15:9; Babli *Shabbat* 135a; Gen. rabba 46(9).
79 R. Simeon ben Eleazar, a student of R. Jehudah who is quoted in a baraita in the Babli as stating that the Houses of Shammai and Hillel disagree about the child born without prepuce.
80 Also in the Babli, *Shabbat* 135a, he is quoted as deciding practice following R. Jehudah.
81 The statement of R. Simeon ben Eleazar, who asserts flatly that the baby apparently without prepuce has a compressed prepuce, not that possibly he has one.
82 As explained in the next paragraph, a child born on the Sabbath is circumcised on the following Sabbath (if he is healthy enough to be circumcised on the eighth day.)
83 This is the uncontested anonymous decision of the Babli.
84 Babli *Shabbat* 135a. There, R. Ada bar Ahava accused himself of being punished for not following the ruling of his teacher Rav.
A certain prepuce pushes away the Sabbath, but a doubtful one does not push away the Sabbath. "His prepuce\(^85\)", his certain prepuce pushes away the Sabbath, but the hermaphrodite does not push away the Sabbath even though Rebbi Jehudah said one pushes away the Sabbath for the hermaphrodite and is punished for him by divine extirpation\(^86\). "His prepuce\(^85\)", his certain prepuce pushes away the Sabbath, but the one born at dusk does not push away the Sabbath\(^87\). "His prepuce\(^85\)", his certain prepuce pushes away the Sabbath, but the one born circumcised does not push away the Sabbath even though the House of Shammai say one has to draw a drop of covenant blood from him\(^88\).

85 Lev. 12:3: "On the eighth day, one circumcises the prepuce of his flesh." "The flesh" is the penis as boneless member; cf. Ez. 23:20. Since the commandment is unconditional, a baby boy born on the Sabbath has to be circumcised on the following Sabbath even though without the commandment it would be a desecration of the Sabbath and a capital crime.

From here to the end of the Halakhah, most of the text is also found in Shabbat, Chapter 18.

The text is from Sifra Tazria' Pereq 1(5), also quoted in Babli Shabbat 134b. The details are only applications of the general principle stated at the start.

86 He considers the hermaphrodite as a certain male. Therefore, cohabitation of a male with the female aspect of an hermaphrodite nevertheless is homosexual behavior; cf. Notes 243 ff.

87 When it is not clear whether the child was born on the Sabbath which starts at nightfall, which time is not well defined; cf. Berakhot Chapter 1, Notes 20 ff.

88 This disproves the earlier statement that the child apparently born without prepuce has a compressed one.
There, we have stated: "Everybody is required to be seen except the deaf-and-dumb, the insane, the minor, the sexless, and the hermaphrodite." What says Rebbi Jehudah in this respect? Let us hear from the following: Rebbi Johanan ben Dahavai said in the name of Rebbi Jehudah, "also the blind one." Nobody says "also" unless he agrees with the preceding statement. The argument of Rebbi Jehudah seems to be inverted. There he says to exclude, but here he says to include. Rebbi Jehudah and the rabbis explain the same verse. The rabbis explain "uncircumcised", why does the verse add "male"? Only if he is totally male. Rebbi Jehudah explains "male", why does the verse add "uncircumcised"? Even if he is partially male. But here, "all your maleness", that excludes the hermaphrodite.

89 Mishnah Hagigah 1:1. This refers to the duty of pilgrimage. Ex. 23:17: “Three times a year all your male population should be seen before the Lord, the Eternal.”

90 The first three are not subject to commandments, the last two may not be males.

91 Tosephta Hagigah 1:1, Babli Hagigah 2a, 4b; Sanhedrin 4b; Arakhin 2b.

92 For the pilgrimage he agrees that the person whose masculinity is questionable is excluded but for circumcision he includes him as male.

93 Gen. 17:14: "An uncircumcised male who refuses to circumcise the prepuce of his flesh...”

94 They disregard the existence of societies practicing female
95 The same argument in the Babli.

There we have stated: "One does not circumcise a sick baby until he gets well." Samuel said, even if he runs a fever for one hour one waits with him up to one month. May one feed him with milk-substitute from heave? May one rub him with heave oil? Let us hear from the following: "The uncircumcised and any impure persons may not eat heave; their wives and slaves may eat." Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Tanhum: The prepuce is counted only from the eighth day onward. It was stated so: For the entire thirty days it is forbidden to feed him with milk-substitute from heave and forbidden to rub him with heave oil. How do you treat the night of the eighth day? Since it was stated: In the night of the eighth day it enters the corral to be tithed, that means that the night of the eighth is treated like the eighth day. It was stated so: All seven days long one is permitted to feed him with milk-substitute from heave and permitted to rub him with heave oil.

96 Mishnah Shabbat 19:5.
97 In the Babli, 71a and Shabbat hours.
98 Some baby food made from heave grain.

99 The Babli, 71a, asserts the opposite, that uncircumcised babies of Cohanim may not be fed heave products.

100 A newborn animal is acceptable as sacrifice only after eight days. If a calf can be counted for tithing already in the night of the eighth day, that proves that one does not have to wait until it is daytime; Babli Zebahim 12a. Therefore, the baby may not be fed heave products between nightfall of the eighth day and the time of circumcision on the next morning.

There, we have stated: "These are the fibers which invalidate the circumcision." Rebbi Avina in the name of Rebbi Jeremiah: If it covers most of the height of the corona. Rebbi Yose ben Yose said, if it covers most of the top of the corona. Rebbi Tebi in the name of Samuel: One checks at the time of an erection. "If he circumcised and did not fold back, it is as if he did not circumcise." It was stated: He is subject to divine extirpation. Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: That is to say if there is no time left in the day to correct it. But if there is time left in the day to correct, he corrects without hesitation.

101 Mishnah Shabbat 19:6: These are the fibers which invalidate the circumcision: flesh that covers most of the corona. If he was fat, one has to fix it because of the bad appearance. If he circumcised and did not fold back, it is as if he did not circumcise.

102 Making clear that "most" in the Mishnah refers to the vertical, not the horizontal. In the Babli, Shabbat 137b, this is a statement of Rebbi Avina in the name of (the Babylonian) Rav
Jeremiah bar Abba. This is the correct version since R. Avina lived two generations before Rebbi Jeremiah (cf. Berakhot Chapter 6, Note 148).

103 Since he was a Galilean Amora of the last generation, his statement makes sense only if the preceding statement was Babylonian, i.e., that the Yerushalmi version also read "Rav Jeremiah bar Abba."

104 This refers to the fat baby mentioned in the Mishnah; if only the uncovered part of his corona is visible, nothing has to be done. In the Babli, Shabbat 137b, this is a statement of Samuel, modifying a tannaitic statement of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel (Tosephta Shabbat 15:9).

105 The person who performs an invalid circumcision on the Sabbath.

It was stated: As long as he is occupied with the circumcision, he may return both to fibers which invalidate the circumcision as also to fibers that do not invalidate the circumcision. Once he has stopped, he may return only to fibers which invalidate the circumcision. Rebbi Johanan said, the words of Rebbi Yose imply that even after he has stopped he may return even to fibers that do not invalidate the circumcision. Which [statement of] Rebbi Yose? That which we had stated there: "Rebbi Yose said, if the first day of Tabernacles falls on a Sabbath and somebody forgot [that it was the Sabbath] and took the palm branch into the public domain he is free [from punishment] since he took
it out with permission." Is it the same for the knife of circumcision, for a *massah*? Since Rebbi Johanan said, the words of Rebbi Yose imply that even after he has stopped he may return even to fibers that do not invalidate the circumcision, that means the same holds for the knife of circumcision, for a *massah*.

106 A *baraita* also quoted in Babli Shabbat 133b and determined there to disagree with R. Yose (the Tanna).
107 Mishnah Sukkah 3:14. R. Yose holds that since the Torah requires one to take a palm branch on the first day of Tabernacles (*Lev. 23:40*), even taking it out on the Sabbath cannot be punishable. The same then holds for the knife for a circumcision which must be performed on the Sabbath and the unleavened bread which *must* be eaten during the first night of Passover even if that happens to be on a Sabbath. (The remainder of Passover, leavened matter is forbidden but consumption of unleavened bread is not commanded.)
disagreement, since they disagreed: A priestly woman waiting for her levir who became eligible to two priestly levirs. If one of them "bespoke" her but did not have occasion to bring her to the marriage chamber before he became injured in his testicles or his penis was damaged\textsuperscript{110}, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, since she is a candidate for disabling intercourse, she is disabled. Rebbi Johanan said, when he will copulate\textsuperscript{111}. If one of them was qualified but the other disqualified, even Rebbi Johanan agrees\textsuperscript{112}. Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada asked before Rebbi Mana, if the qualified one "bespoke" her? He said to him, the disagreement of Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish\textsuperscript{113}.

\textsuperscript{108} They say in Mishnah 6:3 that a priestly woman who is disqualified for marriage to a priest but nevertheless betrothed to a priest may continue to eat heave up to the time of the actual marriage. A similar discussion is in the Babli, 75a.

\textsuperscript{109} The case is not comparable to that of a widow betrothed to a High Priest. In the latter case, the act of betrothal is an illegitimate act of acquisition which disqualifies the woman. But in the case here there was no transaction between the man and the woman which could change the latter's status.

\textsuperscript{110} Her situation is bad. If she goes ahead with the now forbidden marriage, she is disqualified from priestly prebends. If she does not go ahead, she needs a (rabbinic) divorce and becomes disqualified.

\textsuperscript{111} If she stays engaged permanently, neither married nor divorced, she can continue to eat heave indefinitely.

\textsuperscript{112} Her first husband's death confers on her the equal candidacy of both levirs. This is a disabling change of status.

\textsuperscript{113} But everybody will agree that marriage to the qualified levir will remove her temporary disability.
Mishnah 2: Who is injured in his lower parts? Everyone whose testicles are injured, even one of them. The one whose urethra is cut off, anyone whose penis is cut, but he is qualified if there is a thread’s [breath] left of the corona. The ones injured in their testicles or with cut-off urethra are permitted [to marry] a convert or a manumitted woman; they are only forbidden to marry into the congregation, as it was said: "No one with a damaged testicle or with cut-off penis may marry into the Eternal’s congregation."

114 The Halakhah will investigate why " Texans" means the testicles. The Babli, 75b, and most moderns hold that the word means "crushed", the object crushed being understood without being mentioned. In the opinion of the Yerushalmi, the root of the word is נד, "downtrodden", the lowest organ of the body.

115 Really "discharge pipe"; this meaning is used in the Halakhah.

116 In the Babli: A hair’s breadth.

117 The definition of "congregation" is discussed in the Halakhah.

118 Deut. 23:2.
Halakhah 2: "Who is injured in his lower parts," etc. "Injured," I would have said in his eye. The verse says "discharge pipe," he is injured in the neighborhood of the discharge pipe. If he is injured in the neighborhood of the discharge pipe it might be his eye in the neighborhood of his nose! The verse says, "the lowly." What comes between his heels. Rebbi Haggai said before Rebbi Mana, a man's lowest part when he sits down are his testicles. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, that is correct. You should know that this is so since in all other cases "generations" are written except in this case since he is infertile. And not only if [a testicle] is injured but also if it is gangrenous, or dried up, or missing. It was stated: Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa says: I heard in the vineyard at Jabne that nobody [born] with only one testicle can be fertile and he is a "sun eunuch." Rebbi Yose said, I heard that practice follows Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa but I do not remember from whom I heard it. Rebbi Immi said, certainly Rebbi Yose did not hear it from a minor personality. Samuel said, if a person with only one testicle will come before me, I shall declare him qualified. Rebbi Huna said, because he thinks like Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Johanan. Rebbi Yudan ben Hanin said, but only the one of the right hand side. There came a case before Rebbi Immi. He said, yes, my daughter, you are permitted to him. But you should know that he is infertile. Rebbi Ze'ira praised him for making the case clear.
The original meaning of וסמכה, translated in the Mishnah as "urethra".
Which also is a conduit for body discharges.
In all other marriage prohibitions in that group, Deut. 23:3-9, the prohibition includes descendants. Only in v. 2 there is no mention of descendants. This is the only argument accepted in the Babli, 75b.
A slightly different text, including punctured and excluding dried-up testicles, is in Tosephta 10:3 and Babli 75a.
A person infertile by natural causes is not forbidden to marry into the congregation. Rashba, in his commentary to the Babli 75a, has the version: "Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa says: I heard in the vineyard at Jabne that a person [born] with only one testicle and infertile is a 'sun eunuch'". The language in the Babli, 75a, seems to indicate that even a person who had one testicle removed with the second intact is not prohibited from marrying into the congregation.
A slightly different text, including punctured and excluding dried-up testicles, is in Tosephta 10:3 and Babli 75a.
A person infertile by natural causes is not forbidden to marry into the congregation. Rashba, in his commentary to the Babli 75a, has the version: "Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa says: I heard in the vineyard at Jabne that a person [born] with only one testicle and infertile is a 'sun eunuch'". The language in the Babli, 75a, seems to indicate that even a person who had one testicle removed with the second intact is not prohibited from marrying into the congregation.
This is by far the better reading but it is not accepted in the halakhic tradition.
Some Tanna'im state: Through human action he is disqualified, through Heaven's action he is qualified\textsuperscript{125}. Some Tanna'im state: He is disqualified both through human or Heaven's action\textsuperscript{126}. He who said, through human action he is disqualified, through Heaven's action he is qualified, infers it from a bastard. "A bastard may not marry," "no one with a damaged testicle may marry." Just as a bastard is created by human action\textsuperscript{127}, so the one injured in a testicle is created by human action. He who said, he is disqualified both through human or Heaven's action, from where does he infer it? Rebbi Mana said, from here: "No one with a damaged testicle may marry," ever. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, he still infers it from a bastard. "A bastard may not marry," "no one with a damaged testicle may marry." Just as a bastard is created by Heaven's action, so the one injured in a testicle is created by human action. Is the bastard created by Heaven's action? His formation is by Heaven's action. They wanted to say that he who said, through human action he is disqualified, through Heaven's action he is qualified, follows Rebbi Ismael the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa; he who said, he is disqualified both through human or Heaven's action, [follows] the rabbis. Rebbi Ahai bar Pappaios\textsuperscript{128} said before Rebbi Ze'ira, all follows the rabbis. For instance, if scab developed and he rubbed or squeezed it off, that is human action induced by Heaven's action.

\textsuperscript{125} This is the only opinion reported in the Babli, 75b.
\textsuperscript{126} In the Tosephta, 10:3, this is the opinion of R. Johanan ben Beroqa.
\textsuperscript{127} There is no bastard without human incest or adultery. The same argument in the Babli, 75b.
\textsuperscript{128} Elsewhere, he is called R. Aha bar Pappus.
"The one whose urethra is cut off, anyone whose penis is cut, but he is qualified if there is a thread’s [breath] left of the corona," etc. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Of the upper side of the corona. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Of the lower side of the corona. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, of the lower side of the corona. There, they said, if it has the shape of a drainpipe, he is qualified. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rav Jehudah, "inside" [means] from the corona towards the body; "outside" [means] from the corona away from the body. If it is punctured, he is disqualified; if it became blocked, he is qualified. If [the urethra] is punctured, he is disqualified, because it pours out; if it became blocked, he is qualified because he can be fertile. That is a disqualification which can revert to a qualification. The only difference between one injured in his lower parts and one whose testicles are injured are medical rules since an injured testicle may heal, an injured
urethra does not heal. What can he do? Rabbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rav Jehudah: He brings ants, lets them bite, and cuts them off.

129 In the Babli, 75b, it is only required that a hair's breadth of the corona be left along the greater part of the circumference of the penis.

130 In Babylonia. In the Babli, 75b, there are different opinions in the matter. Maimonides interprets the Babli as being parallel to the Yerushalmi; R. Jacob ben Asher (Tur) holds that the Babli opposes the Yerushalmi. A drainpipe is cut at a right angle to the pipe.

131 A writing reed (and a quill) is cut to be short at the top and long at the bottom; that is acceptable. But if the penis is cut short at the bottom and long at the top, it might not be possible to deliver the semen into the vagina and the man is disqualified for marriage.

132 Babli 76a.

133 Babli 76a. One clips off the bodies of the ants while they still hold the flesh together in their fangs.

Rebbi Hilqiah, Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi:
One did state this only for an Israel with an injured testicle, but not a Cohen with an injured testicle. There, we have stated: "All those forbidden to marry into the congregation may marry one another; Rebbi Jehudah forbids."
Israel with an injured testicle may marry a female bastard. Rebbi Yose said, it applies only to family blemishes, not to bodily defects. The strength of Rebbi Yose comes from the statement of Rebbi Hilqiah, Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: One did state this only for an Israel with an injured testicle, but not a Cohen, since, as you say there, if he is certainly a Cohen it is disabling if he married a convert; here also, he is certainly an Israel and forbidden to marry a female bastard.

134 The statement in the Mishnah that people injured in their testicles may marry people forbidden to marry into the congregation. The injured Cohen remains a Cohen and may not marry at all; Babli 76a.

135 Mishnah Qiddushin 4:3.

136 This and the following paragraphs form Halakhah Qiddushin 4:3.

137 Since both are excluded from marrying into the congregation.

138 According to R. Joshua ben Levi, if he marries a convert (who is assumed to have had illicit sex before she converted) he becomes disabled for heave. For the Babli, 76a, a Cohen injured in his testicles is disabled for heave and may marry a convert, siding with R. Jeremiah.
In the opinion of Rebbi Jehudah, may a male bastard not marry a female bastard? Let us hear from the following, as Rebbi Immi said, Rebbi Jacob from Gebal stated before Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Isaac bar Tevel in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Rebbi Jehudah stated that a male bastard should not marry a female bastard so that bastards should disappear from the world. Similarly, is an Ammonite man forbidden to marry an Ammonite woman? Was that needed for the rabbis? For if Rebbi Jehudah would think that disqualified converts form one of the Eternal’s congregations, then [the Ammonite] could not marry an Ammonite woman since for her he would be of the Eternal’s congregation. He could not marry an Egyptian woman since for her he would be of the Eternal’s congregation. Rebbi Mattania said, one frees a slave girl for him. Similarly, could an Egyptian man not marry an Egyptian woman? Let us hear from the following, as Rebbi Abbahu stated before Rebbi Johanan: "Rebbi Jehudah said, Benjamin, an Egyptian convert, was a student of Rebbi Aqiba. He said, I am an Egyptian convert married to an Egyptian convert. My son is an Egyptian convert; I shall marry him to an Egyptian convert so that my grandson will be qualified to marry into the congregation. Rebbi Aqiba said to him, my son, it is not so. But you marry him to the daughter of an Egyptian woman convert so that there should be three generations on every side."

139 In Mishnah Qiddushin 4:3 (Note 135), R. Jehudah makes a sweeping statement that no two people disqualified from marrying into the congregation may marry one another. The rabbis also will agree that a Moabite or Ammonite woman, cf. Mishnah 3. R. Jehudah may hold that converts form a congregation of their own and therefore bastards are prohibited from marrying them but are permitted to marry bastards, or he may hold, as is asserted later in the
Halakhah, that bastards should not marry any Jew and are prohibited from marrying other bastards.

140 In Mishnah Qiddushin 3:13, R. Tarphon counsels the male bastard to live with a slave girl whose children will be slaves not legally connected with him. If he converts (and therefore frees) his biological children at birth they will be converts, free from the taint of bastardy. The female bastard may marry a convert; since this marriage is legal and untainted, the child will be a convert, not a bastard (Mishnah Qiddushin 3:12).

141 The text given is the corrector’s. The uncorrected text is inconsistent: that she belongs to the Eternal’s congregation [forbidden] to him,” cf. Mishnah 3.

142 For R. Jehudah only.

143 In the Babli, 78a, Rabba bar bar Ḥana justifies Benjamin against R. Aqiba since Mishnah Qiddushin 3:12 states that in all marriages that are perfectly lawful the status of the child is determined by that of the father alone.

144 The text (without R. Aqiba’s remark) is in the Babli, Yeḥamot 76b, 78a; Sotah 9a. A full text is in Tosephta Qiddushin 5:4. There, the text is up-to-date, following Mishnah Yadaim 4:5: “Rebbi Aqiba told him: Benjamin, you erred in the practice. Since Sanherib came and mixed all peoples (by mass deportations), neither Ammonites and Moabites [permanently barred] nor Egyptians and Edomites [barred for two generations] are in their places . . . but everybody may marry one of any family on earth.” But in Tosephta Yadaim 4:18 it is stated that from all peoples only the restrictions on Egyptians are valid since Ezechiel (29:13) certified that the Egyptians returned to their land. In any case, it is clear that R. Aqiba asserts that an Egyptian woman may marry an Egyptian man.

145 Rav Jehudah in the name of Rav: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer. The words of the Sages. Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac, it is written: "No bastard shall marry into the Eternal’s
congregation”. He cannot marry into a congregation which is certain. He may marry if the membership in the congregation is questionable.  

145 In Mishnah Qiddushin 4:3 he states that people who certainly are barred from marrying into the congregation may marry one another but that those of unclear status, foundlings and Samaritans, cannot marry. This and the next paragraphs are from Qiddushin 4:3.

146 Who permit people who are certainly excluded to marry those who are excluded only because of doubt.

147 The same argument is in Babli Qiddushin 73a.

148 There, we have stated: "If it is doubtful whether [the child is] a nine-month’s child of the first [brother] or a seven-month’s of the second, he has to divorce her, the child is legitimate, and they are obligated for a reparation offering for a possible sin.”  

149 It was stated: "The first son could be High Priest, any second son possibly is a bastard. Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said, there is no such thing as a possible bastard."  

Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob agrees in cases of doubt of Samaritans and desecrated persons. This refers to what we have stated there: "Ten classes returned from Babylonia." In the opinion of Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob, eight. In the opinion of Rabban Gamliel and Rebbi Eliezer, nine. In the opinion of the rabbis, ten.

Rebbi Hinena said, the Mishnah\(^ {150} \) does not follow Rebbi Jehudah\(^ {151} \), since Rebbi Jehudah said that four congregations are called "congregation", the congregation of Cohanim, the congregation of Levites, the congregation of Israelites, the congregation of converts. They objected to Rebbi Jehudah\(^ {152} \), but is it not written, "one injured in his testicles should not come"? That refers to bodily blemishes\(^ {153} \). But is it not written, "children that will be born to them, the third generation shall come from them"? That is a positive commandment\(^ {154} \). But the rabbis said, there are three congregations, the congregation of Cohanim, the congregation of Levites, the congregation of Israelites; "they shall not come, they shall not come, they shall not come\(^ {155} \)."

\(^ {150} \) *Qiddushin* 4:1. The paragraph is from there, Halakhah 4:1.

\(^ {151} \) The Mishnah states that converts may marry anybody, including bastards.

\(^ {152} \) In verses *Deut.* 23:2-9, the expression "the Eternal's congregation" appears 6 times. Should there not be 6 congregations?

\(^ {153} \) *Deut.* 23:2. This is a personal exclusion, not a generic one. This verse is not counted. Cf. Note 135.

\(^ {154} \) *Deut.* 23:9. The prohibition of Egyptians and Edomites is only by inference. Since it is a positive commandment to let Egyptian converts of the third generation marry into the congregation, it follows that the first two may not. But as a positive commandment, an infraction of the rule is not prosecutable. R. Jehudah counts only mentionings of "the Eternal's congregation" connected to explicit prohibitions of groups.

\(^ {155} \) The rabbis agree that four times one finds the expression \( \text{לֹא} \) \( \text{יִכְּבּ} \) \( \text{בְּנֵיהֶּל} \) but only three are left for symbolical inferences since at least one is needed for the fact of the prohibition.
Example. The elder Rebbi Hoshiaia and Rebbi Judah Nesia were sitting together. Rebbi Johanan ran und whispered into Rebbi Hoshiaia the elder’s ear: May a Cohen who is injured in his testicles marry the daughter of converts? He asked him, what did he tell you? He answered, a question which a carpenter, son of carpenters, cannot resolve. He did not ask me about a convert, since she is like a whore for him. He did not ask about an Israelite daughter, for she will be desecrated. He asked only about the daughter of converts! Is the daughter of converts not an Israel? You have to explain it following Rebbi Jehudah, since Rebbi Jehudah says, the daughter of a male convert has the status of a desecrated male.

156 R. Jehudah Neśia.
157 A Sage, son of Sages.
158 Mishnah 6:5.
159 Since he remains a Cohen, he desecrates any woman forbidden to him.
160 Mishnah Qiddushin 4:6. If she was conceived after conversion, she is an Israel for everybody except R. Jehudah who excludes descendants of converts from the priesthood on basis of Ez. 44:22. Cf. Bikkurim, Chapter 1, Notes 96, 104.
161 Since R. Jehudah is not followed in practice, R. Johanan’s question is answered in the negative even by a minor capacity such as R. Jehudah Neśia.
If a Cohen had intercourse with a divorcee and had a daughter, and the daughter a daughter, what is her status? Rebbi Hanania and Rebbi Mana, one said she is qualified, the other said she is disqualified. The one who said she is qualified objected to the one who said she is disqualified: The daughter of a desecrated male is desecrated for the priesthood. Is this one not from an Israel? Why do you declare her disqualified?

162 The Cohen’s granddaughter from an Israel son-in-law is explicitly qualified for the priesthood by Mishnah Qiddushin 4:6. An extended discussion of this case is in Halakhah Qiddushin 4:6.
grandmother had been converted at less than three years and a day of age, and he declared them fit for the priesthood. Rav Hoshiaia said, he declared them fit following Rebbi Simeon. Rebbi Zeira said, here it is everybody's opinion since Rebbi Zeira said in the name of Rav Ada bar Ahava, Rebbi Judan brings it in the name of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The child of an adult is fit since it is a prohibition deduced from a positive commandment. (Lev. 21:13) "But he shall take a wife in her virginity," which is a prohibition deduced from a positive commandment. Similarly, (Lev. 21:14) "only a virgin from among his people he shall take as wife," not a proselyte. Any prohibition deduced from a positive commandment is a positive commandment. Rebbi Hoshiaia objected: But the second generation of an Egyptian is under a prohibition deduced from a positive commandment! Rebbi Hoshiaia turned around and said, a positive commandment for an Israel cannot be compared to a positive commandment for Cohanim. A positive commandment for an Israel implies a prohibition for everybody. A positive commandment for Cohanim implies a prohibition for Cohanim but a permission for Levites and Israel.

163 Reading of the parallels. Text here: מฺא by dittography from the preceding sentence.
Mishnah 3: Ammonites and Moabites are eternally forbidden but their females are immediately permitted. Egyptians and Edomites are forbidden only for three generations, both males and females. Rebbi Simeon said, is it not an argument de minore ad majus? If He permitted the females immediately in a case where the males are eternally forbidden, should we not permit the females in a case where He forbade the males only for three generations? They said to him: If it is practice, we shall accept this; if it is a logical argument, there is a counter-argument. He said to them, in fact, I am declaring practice. Bastards and Gibeonites are eternally forbidden, both males and females.

165 What in the Babli usually is called "practice going back to Moses on Mount Sinai", meaning accepted practice whose origin lies so far back that its originator can no longer be ascertained. The Mishnah speaks only of Jews.

with bread and water\textsuperscript{168}," should the women have received? "Who hired against you\textsuperscript{169}," "who took counsel," who usually hires? Males but not females. Who usually sits in counsel? Males but not females.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Deut. 23:4.
  \item Deut. 23:8.
  \item Deut. 23:5, the reason for the exclusion of Amnonites and Moabites, even if converted.
  \item Micah 6:5, speaking of Bileam being hired to curse the Israelites. The argument is slightly extended in \textit{Sifry Deut.} #249, 250.
\end{itemize}

It is written: "Shaharaim fathered children in the fields of Moab, after he had sent them, Hushim and Ba'arah his wives\textsuperscript{170}." "Shaharaim," that is Boaz who was freed from sins. "He fathered children in the fields of Moab" because he married Ruth the Moabite. "After he had sent them,\textsuperscript{171} he was from the tribe of Judah, of whom it is written, "he sent Jehudah before him\textsuperscript{172}". "Hushim and Ba'arah his wives," can anybody father his wives? But it means that he was quick as a panther and explained the practice. "He fathered from New Moon his wife\textsuperscript{173}," should it not have been: he fathered from Baarah, one of his wives\textsuperscript{174}? But through her, practice was newly defined: "Ammonite," and but female Ammonite. "Moabite," but not female Moabite.
IChr. 8:8, speaking of the tribe of Benjamin. The verse probably means that he fathered children from a new Moabitic wife after he had divorced his two Benjaminite wives. The same text also in Ruth rabba 4:1.

The masoretic text reads "after he had divorced them".


IChr. 8:9. It might also mean: He fathered from his new wife.

The children of Hushim are mentioned in IChr. 8:11; no children of Ba'arah are mentioned.

One verse says, "his name was Yitra the Israelite;" another verse says, "Yeter the Ismaelite." Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman said, he was an Ismaelite. And you say, he was an Israelite? But he entered the court of Isaiah and found him sitting and explaining: "turn to me and be saved, all ends of the earth," and converted. Then he gave him his daughter. But the rabbis say, he was an Israelite, and you say, an Ismaelite? But he girded his loins like an Ismaelite and stuck his sword in the earth in court, to kill or be killed, to support the word of my teacher: I shall kill with this sword anybody who transgresses this practice: "Ammonite," and not female Ammonite; "Moabite," and not female Moabite. Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman said, I have only what I did learn:
"Naomi returned with Ruth the Moabite, her daughter-in-law, who returned from the fields of Moab." She is the one who first returned from the fields of Moab. Afterwards, he told her: "You abandoned your father and your mother." He said to her: If you had come to us yesterday or the day before, we would not have accepted you.

175 25. 17:25.
176 IChr. 2:17. Both names refer to the same person, father of Amasa, nephew of David.
177 It seems that the author of this piece identifies Isay with his descendant Isaiah 500 years later.
178 Is. 45:22.
179 It is very doubtful whether David’s sisters ever agreed to live under the authority of a husband.
180 It is possible that instead of a catchword for Ruth the Moabite.
181 Ruth 1:22.
182 Ruth 2:11, a speech of Boaz. The implication is that Boaz was instrumental in declaring Moabite women eligible for marriage before he became involved with Ruth since otherwise he would have had to recuse himself from decision making. In the parallel in the Babli, 77a, the decision is directly attributed to the prophet Samuel.
Rebbi Zakkai stated before Rebbi Johanan: The daughter of an Ammonite convert is enabled, the daughter of an Ammonite woman convert is disabled. Rebbi Johanan told him: Babylonian, you crossed three rivers on your way and got lost! But both the daughter of an Ammonite convert and the daughter of an Ammonite woman convert are enabled. Rebbi Yosa in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The statement is needed only if her mother was from Israel. That you should not say, since her mother was desecrated, so the daughter is desecrated. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, she is enabled even for the High Priest.

What is the reason? "In his peoples." A people divided into two peoples, the males are forbidden but their females permitted. Rebbi Haggai in the name of Rebbi Pedat: Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish did not say so, but the daughter of an Ammonite convert is disabled since she comes from a disabled drop. Rebbi Johanan said, we have stated thus: Of Gentiles married unconverted, the males are permanently forbidden but their females are immediately permitted. If they converted, the males are permanently forbidden but their females are permitted after three generations. Rebbi Hizqiah in the name of [Rebbi] Aha: A baraita states this: From where can you say that if one of any of the families of the earth cohabited with a Canaanite woman and she gave birth to a son, that you may buy him as a slave? The verse says, "whom they will father in your land," not from those who dwell in your land.
priesthood and concluded that the insistence on a male would imply the quite unreasonable implication that the daughter of a female Ammonite would be disabled. R. Johanan points out that the statement on the daughter of a male Ammonite convert is needed for itself if the mother is an Israelite woman. Since the marriage of the parents is forbidden, the mother becomes desecrated for the priesthood. It is noteworthy that the disability does not extend to the daughter.

In the Babli, 77b, one version of the statement of R. Zakkai is explicit: The daughter of an Ammonite and an Israelite woman is disabled. This is rejected by R. Johanan.

184 Lev. 21:14, speaking of the High Priest, "only a virgin from among his people he may take as a wife." In the Babli, 77b, R. Zakkai is the source of this argument but he wrongly requires the (converted) parents to be from the same people.

185 Babli 77a, a different reason ascribed to him.

186 If an Ammonite and an Egyptian woman married as Gentiles, the children are Ammonites since in permitted marriages the child's status is that of the father. But if they married when converted, the child inherits the disabilities of both parents. Therefore, the daughter, who does not inherit any disability from her father, has the status of a second generation Egyptian from her mother (in the opinion of the rabbis who reject R. Simeon's argument.)

The Babli, 78a, formulates this explicitly: Among Gentiles, the status of the father is determining. If they converted, the more disabled is determining.

187 Lev. 25:45. In v. 44 it is stated that slaves may be bought (only) from the surrounding peoples, since Canaanites are not to be tolerated in the Land. It is then stated that a child fathered in the Land can be tolerated if his father was not a Canaanite; the argument is parallel to that of the baraita quoted earlier. The same statement is in the Babli, 78a.
Samuel bar Abba asked: Are generations counted for slaves? How is that? A converted Ammonite slave who married a converted Egyptian slave. After three generations they converted. If you say that generations are counted for slaves, the males are permanently forbidden but the females are permitted after three generations.

188 A slave circumcised as property of a Jew who will become a full Jew upon manumission.

189 As it stands, this makes no sense. One may either emend the text to read "were manumitted" instead of "converted" or one may read the fact of manumission into the expression "converted into full Jews".

190 I.e., the females are permitted immediately upon manumission of the third generation.

"They said to him: If it is practice, we shall accept this; if it is a logical argument, there is a counter-argument." What could they have argued?

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina: Are not his grandchildren forbidden for three generations, both male and female?

Rebbi Abbahu said that Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish questioned, does one argue a matter concerning bastardy in a matter not concerning bastardy?

Rebbi Haggai said that Rebbi Abbahu questioned, does one argue a matter concerning extirpation in a matter not concerning extirpation? He said to them, in fact, I am declaring practice and a verse supports me. "Sons," not daughters.
In Lev. 18:17, incest with direct descendents is forbidden for three generations, equally for males and females. The Babli, 77b, has the same argument. There, the two questions of R. Abbahu are answered in the negative; incest prohibitions which concern capital crimes cannot be used as counter arguments in an argument de minore ad majus involving simple prohibitions (regarding Ammonites and Moabites) or prohibitions derived from a positive commandment (regarding Edomites and Egyptians) but they may be used in applications of rules 3 and 4 of R. Ismael (under conditions not recognized by the Yerushalmi.)

Deut. 23:9: "Sons that will be born to them in the third generation shall come (masc.) for them into the Eternal's congregation." The entire sentence is in the masculine.

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Josia: The eleventh generation of bastards is qualified following Rebbi Simeon; he does not use the principle of gezerah sawah. It was stated: Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon says, in the eleventh generation of bastards, the males are forbidden and the females permitted. Here also the males are forbidden and the females permitted. Rebbi Samuel ben Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, it turns out that Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon follows the argument of Rebbi Meïr. As Rebbi Meïr said, a gezerah sawah is as if written in a verse, so Rebbi [Eleazar] ben Rebbi Simeon says, a gezerah sawah is as if written in a verse. Here also, the males are forbidden and
the females permitted. In that case, even immediately? Only from the tenth and further.

193 As marriage partners for all Jews.

194 The principle that identical expressions must have identical legal implications (R. Ismael's rule #2). Deut. 23:3 forbids the bastard even up to the tenth generation. Verse 4 forbids Ammonites and Moabites even up to the tenth generation, forever. The rule of gezerah šawah is invoked in Sifry Deut. #248, 249 to imply that the prohibition of the bastard also is forever.

195 R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon disagrees with his father and accepts the gezerah šawah, with the automatic consequence that it can be applied only to males since in the case of Ammonites it applies only to males. Female bastards are forbidden only to the tenth generation as stated explicitly in the verse.
They asked Rebbi Eliezer, what is the status of the eleventh generation of a bastard? He said to them, bring to me a third generation and I shall declare him pure. What is Rebbi Eliezer's reason since he does not seem to follow Rebbi Hanina? As Rebbi Hanina said, once every sixty to seventy years the Holy One, praise to Him, brings a plague into the world to finish off the bastards and he takes the qualified ones with them in order not to publicize the sinners. This parallels what Rebbi Levi said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "In the place where the ascent offering has its throat cut before the Eternal, the purification sacrifice has its throat cut, in order not to publicize the sinners. What is the reason? Also He is wise and brings evil," should it not rather be "brings good"? But to teach you that even the evil that the Holy One, praise to Him, brings to the world, He brings in wisdom. "His word He did not remove," why all this? "He overcomes the house of evildoers and accomplices of workers of iniquity." That parallels what Rebbi Levi said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "In the place where the ascent offering has its throat cut before the Eternal, the purification sacrifice has its throat cut," in order not to publicize the sinners. Rav Huna said, no bastard lives more than thirty days. When Rebbi Zeira immigrated here, he heard voices call "he-bastard, she-bastard". He said, what is this? There goes that of Rav Huna, since Rav Huna said, no bastard lives more than thirty days. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said to him, I was with you when Rebbi Abba, Rav Huna said in the name of Rav: No bastard lives more than thirty days, when? If it is unknown. Therefore, if it is known, he lives.
196 The same statement is in the Babli, 78b.

197 This describes the situation in the later Roman Empire where the plague had become endemic during the reign of the emperor Hadrian.

198 *Lev.* 6:18; the purification sacrifice atones for inadvertent sins. In the Babli, *Sotah* 32b, the statement is by R. Johanan in the name of R. Simeon bar Iohai.

199 *Is.* 31:2.

200 A convenient legal fiction which allows every male to marry every female without investigating his or her background. The same statement in the Babli, 78b.

201 In the parallel, *Qiddushin* 3:13, the argument is by Rebbi Uqba bar Aha. In the Babli, 78b, the entire argument is Rebbi Ze'ira's, based on a statement of his teacher Rav Jehudah.

Rebbi Yasa in the name of Rebbi Johanan: In the future, the Holy One, praise to Him, will only deal with the tribe of Levi^{202}. What is the reason? "^{203}The refiner will sit, the purifier of silver, and will refine them," etc. Rebbi Ze'ira said, like a man who only drinks from a clean cup. Rav Hoshiaia said, because we are Levites, should we lose? Rebbi Hanina the son of Rebbi Abbahu said, also in the future, the Holy One, praise to Him, will deal with them charitably. What is the reason? "^{203}They will be for the Eternal presenters of an offering in charity."

202 He denies that all bastards automatically disappear (cf. *Qiddushin* 3:13) and holds that in the days of the Messiah only from the tribe of Levy will they be eliminated by divine action.

In the Babli, *Qiddushin* 70b, the same verse is used to declare that the
Rebbi Johanan said, one does not investigate a family in which a family disqualification\(^{204}\) has disappeared. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, a Mishnah says so: "There was a family in Bet Serifa in Transjordan who was forcibly distanced by Ben Shion. Another [family] was there who was forcibly integrated by Ben Shion.\(^{205}\)" Nevertheless, the Sages did not want to make their names public\(^{206}\). But the Sages transmit them to their sons and students two times in a Week\(^{207}\). Rebbi Johanan said, by the Temple service, I know them\(^{208}\) and the leading personalities of the generation have disappeared in them. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, Pashhur ben Immer the priest had 5000 slaves\(^{209}\), and their traces have disappeared in the high priesthood. These are the insolent in the priesthood. Rebbi Eleazar said, their main training\(^{210}\): "Your people is like quarrelsome priests." Rebbi Abbahu said, Samaritans\(^{211}\) disappeared in thirteen villages in the times of persecution. They said, the village of Moshhan\(^{212}\) is one of them.
Either a disqualification of bastardy or a disqualification for the priesthood.

Mishnah *Idiut* 8:7. It is not known who this Ben Sion was. The text states that one family was deemed unworthy of marrying into priesthood against the will of the rabbis and one was declared worthy also against the will of the rabbis. Cf. *Babli Qiddushin* 70a.

This proves R. Johanan's point that one may not investigate accepted families for disqualifications.

A sabbatical period of 7 years.

Reading מ for the ms. מ" in the *editio princeps*. Another formulation of the same statement in the *Babli Qiddushin* 70a.


In modern Hebrew מ" from Latin *tiro* "recruit", cf. *Ma'aser Seni* p. 214. The verse, *Hos. 4:4*, proves that priest were quarrelsome long before Jeremiah's time and strong-armed behavior is ingrained in Cohanim even without any admixture of slaves. The same argument by R. Eleazar in the *Babli Qiddushin* 69b.

Who might be bastards in the rabbinic view; cf. Chapter 4, Note 82.

The village and the time of persecution are not identified.

Mishnah 4: Rebbi Joshua said, I heard that the castrate performs *halisah* and one performs *halisah* for his wife, and that the castrate does not perform *halisah* and one does not perform *halisah* for his wife, and I
cannot explain. Rebbi Aqiba said, I shall explain it. A castrate by human action performs halîsah and one performs halîsah for his wife since he had been qualified; a congenital castrate does not perform halîsah and one does not perform halîsah for his wife since he never had been qualified. Rebbi Eliezer said, it is not so, but a congenital castrate performs halîsah and one performs halîsah for his wife since he might be healed, a castrate by human action does not perform halîsah and one does not perform halîsah for his wife since he cannot be healed. Rebbi Joshua ben Bathyra testified about Ben Megisa in Jerusalem that he was a castrate by human action and they instructed that levirate be performed for his wife, to endorse the words of Rebbi Aqiba.

משנה ה: חסריס לא חולה ולא מייבמ וכין אילנות לא חולתו ולא מתニーימה. חסריס שחקל לבמה לא פשלת בכלה ופסלה מעין שיהא בעילת גוות. וכין אילנות שחלתו ליה אחותו לא פשלת. בכולה פשלות מפניה שבעכילתה בעילת גוות.

Mishnah 5: The castrate does not perform either halîsah or levirate; similarly, the she-ram does not perform either halîsah or levirate. The castrate who performed halîsah for his sister-in-law did not disable her; if he copulated with her he disabled her because it is incestuous. Similarly, if the brothers performed halîsah for a she-ram, they did not disable her; if they copulated with her they disabled her because it is incestuous.

213 An ancient tradition.
214 He certainly cannot perform levirate since he is not qualified to marry in the congregation. But his widow might be married in levirate.
215 Literal translation: "A sun castrate".
216 This Mishnah overrules the previous one even though usually the statement that a certain action had been executed determines practice.
217 All he did was an empty
Since levirate is permitted only if the couple can have children (Deut. 25:6). Therefore, if one of the partners is certified sterile, the sister-in-law is under the incest prohibition of Lev. 18:16.

Halakhah 5: "Rebbi Joshua said, I heard," etc. "That the castrate does not perform halisah," etc. "Similarly, if the brothers performed halisah for a she-ram," etc. What is a sun-castrate? Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, anybody whom the sun did not see qualified even for one hour. If somebody stretched out his hand and castrated [the not yet born baby] in the womb, everybody agrees that [when born] he is prohibited from marrying into the congregation and he cannot perform either halisah or levirate. One imposes upon him the restrictions of both castrate by human action and sun-castrate in this disagreement.

The argument of Rebbi Eliezer is inverted. There, he says "it is not so, but a congenital castrate performs halisah and one performs halisah for his wife," and you say so? Rebbi Iniah said, Rebbi Eliezer referred only to criminal responsibility.
This paragraph is copied from the lost fifth chapter of Tractate Niddah. In the Mishnah there, the House of Hillel say that 20 year olds of both sexes who have not developed pubic hair should prove their age and then are declared as congenital castrate or she-ram and unable to perform either halīsah or levirate. The House of Shammai puts the age limit at 18 and R. Eliezer at 18 for the female and 20 for the male. From his silence about levirate one concludes that he agrees that the congenital castrate cannot perform either halīsah or levirate, in contradiction to his statement here in Mishnah 4.

The answer, given in the Babli 80a by the Amora R. Eleazar, is that R. Eliezer only refers to the declaration of adulthood for the sun-castrate and the she-ram; for all other persons adulthood starts with the development of pubic hair.

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: These are the words of Rebbi Eliezer, Rebbi Aqiba, and Rebbi Joshua. But the words of the Sages are that neither the castrate by human action nor the congenital castrate is able to perform halīsah nor does one perform halīsah for his wife. He cannot perform levirate, nor does one marry his wife in levirate. That is the Mishnah: "The castrate who performed halīsah for his sister-in-law did not disable her; if he copulated with her, he disabled her because it is incestuous." The hermaphrodite who performed halīsah for his sister-in-law did not disable her; if he copulated with her, he disabled her because it is incestuous. "Similarly, if the brothers performed halīsah for a she-ram, they did not disable her; if they copulated with her, they disabled her because it is incestuous."
The Babli, 80b, disagrees and holds that Mishnah 5 explains Mishnah 4 and refers only to the congenital castrate who parallels the she-ram, following R. Aqiba.

The Tosephta, 2:6 and 11:2, equates all rules of the hermaphrodite with those of the congenital castrate. It seems that this tradition (ascribed to Rebbis Yose and Simeon in the next Mishnah) considers the hermaphrodite as a congenitally infertile male.

Mishnah 6: A congenital castrate priest who married an Israel daughter enables her to eat heave\(^\text{224}\). Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Simeon say, an hermaphrodite\(^\text{225}\) priest who married an Israel daughter enables her to eat heave. Rebbi Jehudah says, a seemingly sexless\(^\text{226}\) who was cut open and found to be a male does not perform \textit{halıṣah} since he is like a castrate. The hermaphrodite marries but is not married\(^\text{227}\). Rebbi Eleazar says [a male] is guilty to be stoned for [homosexual intercourse] with an hermaphrodite as with a male.

\(^{224}\) He has a penis but no visible testicles. He is not injured in his testicles and, therefore, able to marry in the congregation.

\(^{225}\) Since he has a penis and testicles, he is a male and may marry. That he also has female breasts and a vagina is irrelevant.

\(^{226}\) He was born without apparent penis or vagina. If it turns out that he has a penis, covered by skin, that can be laid bare, he still is congenitally infertile.

\(^{227}\) A male marries, a female is married.
Halakhah 6: "A congenital castrate priest," etc. It was stated: He enables her to eat breast and thigh\(^{228}\). Rebbi Johanan said, he enables her for heave but not for breast and thigh\(^{229}\). Rebbi Simeon ben Lakish said, there are several arguments \textit{de minore ad majus} in this matter. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina asked, what means "there are several arguments \textit{de minore ad majus} in this matter"? He said to him, open your mouth and receive. Rebbi Mana said, he made fun of him. Rebbi Abun said, he gave him an example. \(^{230}\) "Since she eats heave that never was within the reach of an Israel, is it not logical that she should eat breast and thigh that were within the reach of Israel\(^{231}\)? Breast and thigh were within the reach of Israel but when they became guilty these were taken from them and given to the priests. I could think, since these were taken from them when they incurred guilt, so they would be given back to them when they acquire merit. The verse\(^{232}\) says, 'I gave them to Aaron and his sons for an eternal law;' since a gift is not returned, so these are not returned."

\(^{228}\) The part of breast and right front thigh from a well-being offering which has to be given to the Cohen and is eaten by him and his family; \textit{Lev.}
7:34. In the interpretation of the Babli, 81a, "breast and thigh" stands for all gifts to the Cohen which are biblical; "heave" is today's heave which is only a rabbinical obligation. The following discussion in the Yerushalmi shows that this cannot be the Yerushalmi's interpretation.

229 In the Babli, 81a, this position is ascribed to R. Simeon ben Laqish, the opposite statement to R. Johanan. Since practice in general follows R. Johanan, the two Talmudim take opposite positions in practice. According to the Babli, the entire discussion is about the hermaphrodite Cohen, not the one born without testicles. It seems from the second paragraph following that the Yerushalmi also has to be read in this sense.

230 *Sifra* Saw *Pereq* 17(5). R. Simeon ben Laqish intimates that there may be more (amoraic) arguments in the vein of the tannaitic statement to be quoted.

231 It is not clear what the argument is. R. Abraham ben David in his commentary to *Sifra* gives two possible explanations. (1) Before the sin of the Golden Calf, first-borns exercised the priestly functions. (2) In the obligatory sacrifices of Passover and animal tithes, the Cohen gets nothing. (In profane slaughter he should get some other parts, Deut. 18:3. During the stay in the desert, profane slaughter was forbidden, Lev. 17:3-4). Since this shows that there is nothing intrinsic in the nature of a sacrifice which requires a part to be given to the Cohen, the Cohen's parts are in some sense robbed from the Israel and given to the Cohen.

232 Lev. 7:34.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said the argument is about the daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen\textsuperscript{233}: Rebbi Johanan said, he enables her for heave but not for breast and thigh. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, there are several arguments \textit{de minore ad majus} in this matter. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina asked, what means "there are several arguments \textit{de minore ad majus} in this matter"? He said to him, open your mouth and receive. Rebbi Mana said, he made fun of him. Rebbi Abun said, he gave him an example. "Since she eats heave that never was within the reach of an Israel, is it not logical that she should eat breast and thigh that were within the reach of Israel? Breast and thigh were within the reach of Israel but when they became guilty these were taken from them and given to the priests. I could think, since these were taken from them when they incurred guilt, so they would be given back to them when they acquire merit. The verse says, 'I gave them to Aaron the priest\textsuperscript{234} and his sons for an eternal law;' since a gift is not returned, so these are not returned."

\textsuperscript{233} The problem is not that of a handicapped Cohen but arises anytime a perfectly normal Cohen marries outside his clan. There is no mention of such a problem anywhere else in the Talmudim.

\textsuperscript{234} This is the correct quote.
Is there nobody who disagrees with Rebbi Jehudah? Since Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Hila, one marries his wife in levirate, that means that nobody disagrees with Rebbi Jehudah. If he betrothed, his betrothal is not problematic. If he was betrothed, his betrothal is problematic. If he was copulated with, he becomes disabled from heave like a woman. That is difficult. Rebbi Niha bar Rebbi Sava, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rav Hamnuna: Even with his own kind in any case. That is difficult, if he is a male, no male disables a male. If she is a female, no female disables a female. The male aspect of one disables the female aspect of the other. He enables his wives to eat but does not enable his slaves. He enables his wives to eat by his male aspect. But he does not enable his slaves because of his double aspect; his female aspect was desecrated.

235 The hermaphrodite’s.
236 Since she is forbidden to her male partner, she needs a divorce.
237 Like any woman having intercourse with a man she could not marry.
238 A student of Rebbis Jonah and Yose of the fourth generation.
239 Intercourse of two hermaphrodites disables both of them, whether homosexual or heterosexual.
240 It is inferred from Lev. 21:7,14 that the intercourse of a Cohen with a woman forbidden to him in marriage desecrates the woman and her children but not the man [Sifra Emor Pereq (7)].
241 In the tradition of the Yerushalmi (Gittin 8:10, fol. 49c) a lesbian relationship disables from heave for the House of Shamai but not for the House of Hillel. In the opinion of the Babli, Yebamot 76a, lesbianism is undesirable but not sanctionable. [Rabbinic practice follows an obscure baraita (Sifra Emor Parasha 9(8)), the House of Shamai in the Yerushalmi, and Paul in Romans 1:26.]
242 His female aspect is desecrated and his slaves barred from heave only if he ever had a sexual relationship with either a male or another hermaphrodite.
Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi in the name of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, only from the place of masculinity\(^{243}\). Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: even from the female place\(^{244}\). Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: Rebbi Joshua ben Levi retracted this, from the following verse\(^{245}\): "And with a male you should not lie in the way of a woman's beddings", one who may lie in two ways, including the female. Who is that? That is the hermaphrodite. Rebbi said, I looked for but did not find words of Ben Shamua about the hermaphrodite, for the entire group ganged up on me\(^{246}\). Why? Not to make it public or because he was not worth it? What difference does it make? He usually made public. If you say, it was not to make it public\(^{247}\), the publicity is already in his hand. The reason must be that he was not worth it. What could he made public? He inherits\(^{248}\), he testifies\(^{249}\), his grain offering is burnt completely\(^{250}\), one says grace with him as with a male.

---

\(^{243}\) Here starts the discussion of the last sentence in this Mishnah, the assertion of R. Elcazar ben Shamua (in the Babli, R. Eliezer) that for the definition of homosexuality an hermaphrodite is a full male. The position of R. Johanan here is an explicit statement of R. Eleazar (ben
Shamua) in Tosephta 10:2.
244 For him, heterosexual intercourse of a male with an hermaphrodite is still homosexuality. In the Babli, 83b, that is the opinion of Rav.
245 Lev. 18:22. As the Babli explains, on the face of it, the verse seems to support the first opinion of R. Joshua ben Levi, but a second look shows that the prohibition is to lie with a male, i.e., the male aspect of the hermaphrodite.
246 Babli 84a; there, "the students of R. Eleazar ben Shamua ganged up on him like chickens in a chicken coop."
247 The uncommon form נָזַלֲשׁ instead of the common נָזַלְשׁ seems so be an Arabism, from גָּנַע "to uncover indecently". It seems that the teachings of R. Eleazar ben Shamua's students were esoteric.
248 If there are 2 children, a hermaphrodite and a daughter, at the death of the father the daughter has a claim on the estate for a dowry but the only heir is the hermaphrodite.

The Babli, 83b, which attributes the Mishnah to R. Eliezer, proves from parallel statements that the hermaphrodite is considered a full male only in respect to homosexuality. In all other respects, it is considered a case of doubt whether he is male or female.
249 He can testify formally in cases where a male witness is required (such as the validity of certain legal acts.)
250 The grain offering of a Cohen is burned completely (Lev. 6:16); the grain offering of the daughter of a Cohen is treated like the offering of an Israel and most of it is eaten by the Cohanim in the Temple precinct.
Mishnah 1: There exist women permitted to their husbands but forbidden to their levirs, permitted to their levirs but forbidden to their husbands, permitted to both of them, or forbidden to both.

Mishnah 2: The following are permitted to their husbands but forbidden to their levirs: If a simple priest was betrothed to a widow and has a brother who is High Priest, or a qualified man married a qualified woman and has a disqualified brother, or an Israel married an Israelite woman and has a bastard brother, or a bastard married a bastard woman and has an Israel brother, [the women] are permitted to their husbands and forbidden for their levirs.

1. Women who are forbidden but not by an incest prohibition whose marriages are nevertheless valid, cf. Halakhah 2:3.

2. In the Babli: is married to.

3. In the Babli: If a desecrated [priest], married to a woman qualified for the priesthood, has a qualified brother.
Halakhah 1: "There exist women permitted to their husbands," etc. Rebbi Niha bar Sava asked before Rebbi Jonah: Why "married"? Even "betrothed"? Why a widow? even a virgin? Are these all? She and her co-wife. I also have others: The co-wife of one suspected of adultery is permitted to her husband and forbidden to her levir. If his brother had slept with the sister of one who had performed halîsah with him, she is permitted to her husband and forbidden to her levir. If a qualified [priest], married to a woman qualified for the priesthood, has a desecrated brother, she is permitted to her husband and forbidden to her levir. This supports Rebbi Jonah, since Rebbi Jonah said, the groupings of Rebbi are not exhaustive.

4 The questions show that the Mishnah before the Amoraim was the Babylonian version and that the Mishnah in the Yerushalmi ms. and editio princeps is a version modified according to the discussion here.

The questions refer to the Cohen who has a brother who is High Priest. A widow is forbidden to the High Priest even if she is not a sister-in-law. The same questions are asked in the Babli, 84a.

5 He holds that with a woman also the co-wife is forbidden; cf. Mishnah 2:3 and the commentary of Meïri, Bet Habehira, Yeḥamot, ed. H. Albeck, p. 89, Note πν.

6 A woman formally charged by her husband as a possible adulteress is forbidden to her husband until she undergoes the ordeal described in Num. 5:11-31 (Sifry Num. 8). If the husband dies before he can bring his suspected wife to the Temple, she cannot be
married in levirate and neither can her
co-wife but the suspicion of adultery of
one wife has no bearing on the status
of the co-wife in the marriage.

7 Brother A had married the
sister of a woman who had performed
halîsah with brother B. If A dies
childless, his widow is forbidden to B.
However, this prohibition is purely
rabbinical and its place should be in
the discussion of Mishnah 5.

8 While a qualified woman is not
forbidden to marry a desecrated or
otherwise disqualified man (see the
next paragraph) and could have
married the disqualified brother in a
first marriage, she cannot be married in
levirate since her child would be
barred from the priesthood and could
not come "in place of the deceased"
who was a priest. The widow
therefore is forbidden to the
disqualified brother by the incest
prohibition of the sister-in-law.

The mention of this sentence here is
not a scribal error as assumed by the
commentaries.

9 Accepted by the Babli, 84b.

"If a qualified [priest], married to a woman qualified for the priesthood,
has a desecrated brother, she is permitted to her husband and forbidden to
her levir." Did not Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun say in the name of Rav
that a proselyte, a freedman, and a disqualified priest are permitted
priestly [wives]? So is the Mishnah: If a qualified [priest], married to a
woman qualified for the priesthood, has a desecrated brother. Rebbi Yose
ben Rebbi Abun said in the name of Rav: A proselyte, a freedman, and a
disqualified priest are permitted priestly [wives]. What is the reason?
Qualified men are warned against disqualified women and disqualified men against qualified women but not disqualified women against qualified men nor qualified women against disqualified men. Did we not state: "they should not take, should not take", which teaches that the woman is warned through the man? They wanted to say, qualified women against disqualified women but it is only disqualified women against qualified women.10

10 This paragraph is in very bad shape. It seems that it should be corrected as follows:

"If a qualified [priest], married to a woman qualified for the priesthood, has a desecrated brother, she is permitted to her husband and forbidden to her levir." Did not Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun say that a proselyte, a freedman, and a disqualified priest are permitted priestly [wives]?11 So is the Mishnah: If a desecrated [priest], married to a woman qualified for the priesthood, has a qualified brother.12 Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said in the name of Rav: A proselyte, a freedman, and a disqualified priest are permitted priestly [wives]. What is the reason? Qualified men are warned against disqualified women but not disqualified women against qualified men nor qualified women against disqualified men. Did we not state13: "they should not take, should not take", which teaches that the woman is warned through the man? They wanted to say, qualified women against disqualified men but it is only disqualified women against qualified men.14

11 Priestly women are not enjoined to stay in their priestly status. The Babli concurs, 84b, also in the name of Rav.

12 Since the wife is disabled for the priesthood by her marriage to the desecrated man, she is forbidden to the brother.
13 Babli 84b, Sifra Emor Pereq 1(12). The verse Lev. 21:7, "A promiscuous and a desecrated woman they should not take and a woman divorced from her husband they should not take." The two prohibitions are interpreted as one for the man, not to take a disabled wife, and one for the woman, not to seduce a man into a forbidden marriage.

14 The clause "nor qualified women against disqualified men" is shown to be false.

Mishnah 3: These are permitted to their levirs and forbidden to their husbands: If a High Priest was betrothed to a widow and has a brother who is a simple priest, or qualified [priest] married a disqualified woman and has a disqualified brother, or an Israel married a bastard woman and has a bastard brother, or a bastard who married an Israel woman and has an Israel brother; [the women] are permitted to their levirs and forbidden to their husbands.

Mishnah 4: Forbidden to both of them: If a High Priest married a widow and has a brother who is a High Priest or a simple priest, or a qualified [priest] married a disqualified woman and has a qualified brother, or an Israel married a bastard woman and has an Israel brother, or a
bastard married an Israel woman and has a bastard brother; these [women] are forbidden to both of them and all other women are permitted to their husbands and their levirs.

Halakhah 2: "The following are permitted to their husbands,\(^\text{15}\) etc.

He only said "betrothed\(^\text{16}\)", but if he copulated with her, the copulation disqualifies her. That is what we stated: "Forbidden to both of them."

\(^{15}\) A quote from Mishnah 2, irrelevant for the sequel.  
\(^{16}\) In Mishnah 3, the mention of betrothal is essential; in Mishnah 4 the mention of marriage. In Mishnah 2, either betrothal or marriage may be mentioned for the High Priest's brother.

Are these all? There are others: If somebody takes back a woman he divorced after she had been married [to another man], she is forbidden to the husband\(^\text{17}\) but permitted to the levir. If he slept with the sister of a woman with whom he had performed halīşah, she is forbidden to the husband\(^\text{18}\) but permitted to the levir. If a man with injured testicles married a qualified woman, she is forbidden to the husband but permitted to the levir. This supports Rebbi Jonah, since Rebbi Jonah said, the groupings of Rebbi are not exhaustive.\(^\text{9}\)

Are these all? There are others: A woman suspected of adultery is forbidden to both of them. The widow after halisah is forbidden to both of them. If a man with injured testicles married a qualified woman and has a brother with injured testicles, she is forbidden to both of them. This supports Rebbi Jonah, since Rebbi Jonah said, the groupings of Rebbi are not exhaustive.

19 This refers to Mishnah 4.
20 If a woman was freed by halisah she is forbidden to all levirs. If nevertheless one of the levirs marries her, she remains forbidden to all of them.

Mishnah 5: Secondary prohibitions instituted by the Sopherim. If she is secondarily prohibited to the husband but not to the levir, she is forbidden to the husband but permitted to the levir. Secondarily prohibited to the levir but not to the husband, she is forbidden to the levir but permitted to the husband. Secondarily prohibited to both of them, she is forbidden to both of them. She may claim neither ketubah nor...
usufruct\textsuperscript{24} nor upkeep nor wear\textsuperscript{25} but the child is qualified\textsuperscript{26} and one forces him to divorce her\textsuperscript{27}. A widow married to the High Priest, a divorcee of one that performed halīṣah married to a simple priest, a female bastard or a Gibeoness married to an Israel, and Israel woman married to a Gibeonite or a bastard have a claim of ketubah\textsuperscript{28}.

22  Since the first marriage was legitimate by biblical standards the levirate also will be legitimate by biblical standards.
23  Cf. Chapter 4, Note 84.
24  She cannot reclaim the usufruct the husband had from her dowry during the marriage.
25  If part of the dowry was in the form of vessels or clothing, she cannot claim the diminution in value caused by wear during the marriage.
26  Since the marriage is completely legitimate by biblical standards, the child is qualified even for the office of High Priest.
27  The rabbinic court if it has the power to do so. All these rules are made to dissuade women to consent to such a marriage which otherwise they would have no incentive to refuse since the children are qualified.
28  Since in this case the children are disqualified, the woman has every incentive not to agree to such a marriage.
29 The question is not answered; in the absence of a rule, no claim of the woman married in levirate can be enforced in court. The Babli, 85a, decides that she has no ketubah; in this case, the court will actively prohibit a claim of ketubah.

"If she is secondarily prohibited to the levir but not to the husband, she is forbidden to the levir but permitted to the husband." Does she have ketubah from the levir? Since she is forbidden to him, she does not have ketubah, or because the ketubah is a lien on the estate of her first husband and she was permitted to him, does she have ketubah?

30 The question is not treated in enforceable in court. The Babli. Her claim of ketubah is not

... לאחר פיו. אימר רבוי קמיה. ושם ולעלקה אולם איכילה פירוט בלבד.腾飞
רב יוסי עידבעיה קומיה רבי קרמיה פטלוג על רבוי קמיה. לכהאי בקצותאה
ובמעשה ידיה וחברה דןיה. מהו אל פירו. שחיאת יכללה לולאיה ממונע
איכילה פירוט שאכל.

31 "No usufruct." Rebbi Jeremiah said, that he has from her only the usufruct. Rebbi Yose the Sidonian stated before Rebbi Jeremiah, in disagreement with Rebbi Jeremiah: "He has the right to what she finds and earns, and to dissolve her vows." What means "no usufruct"? That she cannot reclaim from him the usufruct he had [from her property].

32 This is the only right he has as a husband; he has no right to what she finds or earns, nor may he dissolve any of her vows.

33 An Amora of the fourth
generation; he appears in the Babli as an opposite: “He has no right to what she finds and earns, and no right to dissolve her vows.”

Rav Yosef Sidoni. states the Tosephta, 2:4, states the dissolve her vows.

Rebbi Yosef said: All the time Rebbi Hila told me, state in your baraita that he inherits from her and defiles himself for her. We have also stated so: A man defiles himself for his qualified wife but does not become defiled for his disqualified wife.

35 Tosephta 2:4. prohibited is a qualified wife by biblical standards; he must bury her. A divorcee for a Cohen is disqualified; he may not become impure for her.

36 A Cohen is required to become impure for the burial of his close relatives (Lev. 21:1-3). The secondarily prohibited is a qualified wife by biblical standards; he must bury her. A divorcee for a Cohen is disqualified; he may not become impure for her.

Rebbi Abun asked before Rebbi Mana: May the slaves of a secondarily forbidden [wife] eat heave? He said to him, be quiet, it is better for you. She eats but her slaves do not eat.

37 The mortmain slaves of the wife of a Cohen.

38 Her marriage is legitimate by biblical standards.

39 Since the husband has no obligation to feed her and her slaves, the acquisition is not complete and the slaves cannot eat from what the Cohen does not have to give them (Maimonides, Hilkhot Terumah 6:20, commentary of Radbaz.)
There, we have stated\(^{40}\): "A forced bill of divorce is valid in Israel\(^{41}\); it is invalid from Gentiles.\(^{42}\)" Samuel said, it is invalid and disqualifies for the priesthood\(^{43}\). And Samuel said, publicize in your towns: It is invalid and disqualifies for the priesthood. Samuel said, one does not force, only disqualify\(^{44}\). Samuel said, one does not force except for example a widow married to a High Priest, a divorcée or one freed by halîşah for a simple priest. But did we not state: "Secondarily forbidden"? Did he not say "for example"?\(^{45}\) But did we not state: "A person who by a vow forbids his wife to have any usufruct from him, up to 30 days he shall appoint a caretaker; after 30 days he shall divorce her and pay ketubah"? We heard that he shall divorce; did we hear that one forces him?\(^{46}\)

\(^{40}\) Mishnah Gittin 9:8.

\(^{41}\) If a rabbinic court forces the husband to divorce his wife, the divorce is valid.

\(^{42}\) If the wife appeals to the Gentile court or ruler to force a divorce from her husband, the divorce document is invalid (except, as stated in the Mishnah, if the Gentile court or ruler forces the husband to obey the directives of the rabbinic court.)

\(^{43}\) The woman who uses the instruments of the Gentile government to force a divorce is not divorced but disqualified for the priesthood.

\(^{44}\) In the absence of parallel sources, it is difficult to ascertain the exact text and its meaning.

\(^{45}\) He approves of judicial intervention in the case of any sinful marriage, whether by biblical or rabbinic standards.

\(^{46}\) In this case, only moral pressure is acceptable; one may not jail the recalcitrant husband until he agrees to a divorce.
What is the difference between these and those\textsuperscript{47}? Since these are words of the Torah and the words of the Torah do not need support, therefore they have ketubah. Those, because they are words of the Sopherim and the words of the Sopherim need support, therefore they do not have ketubah. Some want to say since these are punished together with the child, they did not fine them, therefore they have ketubah. Those, since they are not punished together with the child, they fined them, therefore they do not have ketubah\textsuperscript{48}. What is the difference between them? He who remarried his divorced wife after she had remarried\textsuperscript{49}. For him who says since these are words of the Torah, and this case is a word of the Torah, therefore she has ketubah. For those who want to say since these are punished together with the child, this one, since neither she nor the child is punished, therefore, she has no ketubah.

\textsuperscript{47} Between the disqualified women married to priests who receive ketubah at the time of divorce and the secondarily prohibited who do not.

\textsuperscript{48} A more detailed discussion is in Tosephta 2:4/Babli 85b. Both these sources stress that a disqualified woman has no reason to seek out a Cohen since her child will be desecrated whereas a secondarily forbidden (who might be permitted to him by another sect) might want to be
married by a relative. parallel sources.

49 This case is not discussed in the

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said that Rebbi Ze‘ira and Rebbi Hila say that they differ about upkeep\(^{50}\). Rebbi Johanan said, she may demand upkeep\(^{51}\). Rebbi Eleazar said to him, one says to [him]\(^{52}\), divorce her! And you say so? They wanted to say so, they differ about the conditions attached to a ketubah\(^{53}\). Everybody agrees that she cannot claim support since they even punished her heirs, so much more herself. But for him who says that they differ about upkeep it follows that they do not differ about the conditions attached to a ketubah. They fined her but not her heirs.

---

50 In the case of an irregular marriage of a Cohen.

51 From her husband.

52 Reading נל in the ms. and the editio princeps as ול.

53 The general framework of the obligations of a husband towards his wife and her heirs which can be enforced even if not written in the document (Mishnah Ketubot Chapter 4).
Mishnah 6: An Israel woman betrothed to a Cohen, or pregnant from a Cohen, or waiting for her Cohen levir, and also a Cohen woman betrothed to an Israel may not eat heave. An Israel woman betrothed to a Levite, or pregnant from a Levite, or waiting for her Levite levir, and also a Levite woman betrothed to an Israel may not eat tithe. A Levite woman betrothed to a Cohen, or pregnant from a Cohen, or waiting for her Cohen levir, and also a Levite woman betrothed to a Cohen may not eat either heave or tithe.

54 A pregnant widow, cf. Mishnah Halakhah.

7:3. All cases will be explained in the

"An Israel woman betrothed to a Cohen." "Any pure person in your house may eat it," but she is not in his house. "From a Cohen," for the one born in his house; this one is not born in his house. "The one waiting for her Cohen levir," "any pure person in your house may eat it," but she is not in his house. "And also a Cohen woman betrothed to an Israel," "a daughter of a Cohen when she will belong to an outside man." One pregnant from an Israel or waiting for an Israel levir: "When she returns to her father's house," that excludes the one waiting for her levir, "as in her youth," that excludes the pregnant one.
55 This is the text in the ms. and editio princeps. Probably one should read as in the next paragraph.

56 Num. 18:11, speaking of heave. While she was acquired by her husband (cf. Chapter 1, Note 63), she is not in his house before the actual marriage. She has a claim if the husband drags his feet for the marriage, cf. Mishnah Ketubot 5:2-3.

57 This refers to the pregnant widow. The reason given is a misquote from Lev. 22:11: "Any born in his house, they should eat from his food." The unborn does not eat.

58 Lev. 22:12: "she may not eat from the holy heaves."

59 Speaking of the parallel cases not mentioned in the Mishnah of a Cohen’s daughter betrothed to, pregnant from, or waiting for a levir of, an Israel.

60 Lev. 22:12: "she may eat from her father’s food." The same argument in the Babli, 87a. A longer discussion in Sifra Emor Pereq 6(1).

"An Israel woman betrothed to a Levite," "you and your house" but she is not in his house. "Pregnant from a Levite," "born in the house," this one is not born in his house. Rebbi Yose said, is not "born in the house" written only for a Cohen? As you say there, whoever is born lets eat, whoever is not born does not let eat; here also whoever is born lets eat, whoever is not born does not let eat. "Waiting for her Levite levir," "you and your house," but he is not in her house. "And also a Levite..."
woman": "And a daughter of a Cohen when she will belong to an outside
man." Is there not written "daughter of a Cohen"? Rebbi Yose said
"daughter", whether she is a Cohen's or a Levi's. The daughter of a
Cohen who was married to an Israel may return and eat, the daughter of
an Israel who was married to a Cohen may return and not eat. One
pregnant from an Israel or waiting for an Israel levir: "When she returns
to her father's house," that excludes the one waiting for her levir, "as in
her youth," that excludes the pregnant one.

61 Num. 18:31.
62 All rules for the Levites are
(rabbinically) derived from those of
the Cohen; they are not biblical.
63 This argument is a little less
cryptic in the Babli, 68b, in the name
of R. Abba: Since it is written "and a
daughter" and not simply "a daughter",
following R. Aqiba one has to add
another category of daughters who do
not eat their part of agricultural
produce.
64 Again the case of the Levite is
assimilated into that of the Cohen.

"A Levitic woman betrothed to a Cohen." "Any pure person in your
house may eat it," but he is not in her house. "From a Cohen", for the
one born in his house; this one is not born in his house." "The one
waiting for her Cohen levir," "any pure person in your house may eat it,"
but she is not in his house. "Similarly, the daughter of a Cohen
[betrothed] to a Levite should eat neither heave nor tithe." We
understand that she should not eat heave. But tithe any way you take it,
if she is a Cohen's daughter she should eat, if she is a Levite's wife she should eat. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Johanan: [It follows] him who says one does not give tithe to Cohanim. That means, he himself says one gives heave to Cohanim. 

\[\text{This last sentence is inappropriate here; it refers to the position of R. Johanan that the daughter of a Cohen betrothed to a Levite may eat tithe. The discussion in the Babli, 86a/b, remains inconclusive.}\]

\text{\textit{Mishnah 7}}: An Israel woman married to a Cohen shall eat heave. If he died but she had a son from him, she shall eat heave. If [then] she married a Levite, she shall eat tithe. If he died but she had a son from him, she shall eat tithe. If [then] she marries an Israel, she may eat neither heave nor tithe.

\text{\textit{Mishnah 8}}: If he died but she had a son from him, she may eat neither heave nor tithe. If her son from the Israel died, she may eat tithe. From the Levite, she may eat heave. If her son from the Cohen died, she may eat neither heave nor tithe.
Mishnah 9: A Cohen's daughter married to an Israel may not eat heave. If he died but she had a son from him, she may not eat heave. If [then] she married a Levite, she may eat tithe. If he died but she had a son from him, she may eat tithe. If [then] she married a Cohen, she may eat heave. If he died but she had a son from him, she may eat heave. If her son from the Cohen died, she may eat tithe; from the Levite, she may not eat tithe. If her son from the Israel died, she returns to her father's house and for this case it was said: "She returns to her father's house as in her youth."  

67 Not only her child, but all of her child's children. As long as any descendant of the husband is alive, she belongs to the husband's family. This holds for all these cases. This Mishnah presumes that a Cohen, being also a Levite, is free to eat tithe, as are all members of his household.

68 Lev. 22:13. "If the daughter of a Cohen becomes a widow or divorgee without issue, she returns to her father's house as in her youth, she shall eat of her father's food, but no outsider may eat of it."
Halakhah 9: "A Cohen's daughter married to an Israel," etc. Rebbi Leontes asked before Rebbi Yose: One understands that a Cohen's daughter who was married to an Israel returns to eat. But why does the daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen not eat when she should be enabled to eat? He said to him, so said Rebbi Ze'ira, Rav Anan in the name of Rav: What means "a Cohen's daughter", one who is trained by a Cohen. As you say, "Babylon's ransacked daughter," was she the daughter of Babylon? But she behaved in Babylon's way. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rav: Two daughters are mentioned in the paragraph. One returns and eats, the other returns but does not eat. A Cohen's daughter who was married to an Israel returns to eat. A daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen returns but does not eat. Say also, if she was married to a qualified person, she returns and eats, to a disqualified person she returns but does not eat. Rav said, practice is that she returns to eat heave but not to eat breast and foreleg. Rebbi Johanan said, she eats breast and foreleg. Rebbi Hiyya stated a support for Rav: "of food," not all the food. Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai stated a support for Rebbi Johanan: "of her father's food she shall eat," to include the loaves of the thanksgiving sacrifice and the cakes of the nazir.

69 As long as the Cohen's son is alive she should be able to eat heave since for him she remains in the Cohen's family after her husband's death.
71 Ps. 137:8, speaking of Edom.
72 Lev. 22:12, a daughter who does not eat, Lev. 22:13 one who does eat.
73 A Cohen's daughter married to a person disqualified for priesthood remains permanently disabled.
74 Cf. Chapter 8, Note 228.
75 Lev. 22:13. "If the daughter of a Cohen becomes a widow or divorsee without issue, she returns to her father's house as in her youth; she shall eat of her father's food." As usual, the prefix o is used as partitive. The same argument (anonymous) in Sifra Emor Pereq 6(1), Babli 87a.
Mishnah 1: A woman's husband went overseas and some persons¹ came and told her, your husband died. If she remarried² and then the husband returned, she has to leave both husbands³, she needs a bill of divorce from both of them, she has neither ketubah nor usufruct nor used clothing from either of them, and if she took anything she must return it. Any child from either of the men is a bastard; neither of them may defile himself for her. Neither man has any claim on what she finds or earns, or on invalidation of her vows⁴. If she was the daughter of an Israel, she is disabled from priesthood, the daughter of a Levite from tithe, the daughter of a Cohen from heave. The heirs of neither man inherit her ketubah⁵. If they died⁶, the brothers of both of them perform halisah but not levirate.

¹ The language of the Mishnah by hearsay), not that she received testimony that would stand up in court.
This is clear from the following Mishnaiot and the discussion at the end of Halakhah 2.

2 Without having her husband declared dead by a competent court. That a woman may remarry even if her husband’s death is not confirmed by two independent witnesses of sterling character (Deut. 19:15) is a rabbinic institution.

3 It is clear that she has to leave the second husband since her marriage to him was invalid by biblical standards. As pointed out by both Talmudim, this shows that the rules of the Mishnah are rabbinical.

4 Num. 30:14.

5 If the deceased husband had sons from different wives, before the inheritance is distributed the ketubah of each wife should be given to her sons; only the remainder is distributed among all sons.

6 Before the divorce documents were executed and there are no children.

Halakhah 1: "A woman’s husband went overseas," etc. As you say there, "these women one separates for three months to see whether they..."
are pregnant. If they were minors not yet able to have a child one returns them at once." Should one not say the same here? There is a difference, since there others deceived them. Did here not also others deceive them? They instituted a fine so that she should investigate carefully. Then they should fine her with respect to the second [husband] but not with respect to the first! Rebbi Johanan said, they touched this case because it looks like adultery. Then she should not need a bill of divorce from him! There is a difference since she was married to him in a lawful manner. Samuel said, I say, maybe he sent her a bill of divorce from overseas. Rebbi Haggai objected before Rebbi Ze'ira: Did we not state: "If they said to her, your husband has died, she was betrothed and then her husband came, she is permitted to return to him." If you say, maybe he sent her a bill of divorce from overseas; should she not be forbidden to return to him? But it must follow Rebbi Yose ben Kipper, as Rebbi Yose ben Kipper said, from betrothal it is permitted. Did Rebbi Yose ben Kipper not agree that if the second husband gave her a bill of divorce that she was not disabled from priesthood? As we have stated, "even if the second husband gave her a bill of divorce, she was not disabled from priesthood." The rabbis of Caesarea in the name of Rebbi Hila: In order to make clear the prohibition of the first.

7 Mishnah 3:12, speaking of a bride who was switched in the night of the marriage.
8 What is the difference between the bride who was led into the wrong chamber and the wife given wrong information?
9 In biblical standards, there is no difference; she should be able to return to the first husband since the second marriage is nonexistent. By rabbinic decree they made the consequences of error so enormous that the presumed widow should investigate the report of her husband's death very thoroughly.
10 The wife inadvertently committed adultery with the second husband. If it had been intentional she
would be forbidden to both men (Mishnah *Sotah* 5:1); inadvertent adultery is not a cause of forced divorce unless the husband is a Cohen. They treated the inadvertent adultery in this case under the rules of the intentional. This argument is not found in the Babli.

11 If the second marriage is treated as adulterous, it is invalid and does not require a divorce.

12 Since imperfect witnesses, even slaves, are accepted in court in cases involving a disappeared husband (Mishnah 15:4), the second marriage, based on imperfect witnesses, cannot be declared invalid.

13 The argument is given by Rav Huna, Rav’s student, in the Babli (88b). People would think that the woman entered on her second marriage after receiving a bill of divorce from overseas. If she could return from the second husband to the first without formality, people would think that a marriage may be dissolved without formality.

14 Mishnah 10:7. In the Babli, 88b/89a, the argument is anonymous.

15 A divorcee may remarry her ex-

husband only if she was not married to another man in the meantime, *Deut.* 24:1-4. The language of the verses makes it clear that this law applies only if the first marriage was consummated. Since, in general, “to take a wife” means to perform a formal betrothal (cf. Chapter 1. Notes 63, 95; *Peah* 6, Note 46), the prohibition is triggered by formal betrothal to the second husband.

16 To remarry one’s divorcee who was divorced from a second husband whose marriage was never consummated. This minority opinion is also quoted in the Babli, 88b, as background of Mishnah 10:7.

17 The reason is spelled out in the Mishnah, that the betrothal was invalid and the dissolution of a non-marriage does not turn the woman into a divorcee forbidden to priests.

18 This is a new explanation of the Mishnah. Even though the second marriage is in fact invalid, the court will require a divorce from the second husband to make clear that the woman is forbidden to return to her first husband.
So far if she knows that she is a married woman. What if she did not know that she was a married woman? Let us hear from the following: An underage girl who was married off by her father. She was divorced and went and married on her own. About this Rebbi Hila said, one states there, for incestuous relationships no divorce is needed except for a married woman; Rebbi Aqiba says also from his wife's sister and his brother's wife. Is there a difference? There, whether she knows or does not know, here also whether she knows or does not know.

19 The penalties spelled out in the Mishnah apply to a married woman who knowingly enters a relationship that might be adulterous.

20 This clause is a scribal error, induced by the frequent references to a minor who was married off by her father and then divorced. As the text stands, there is no problem at all since by marriage the underage girl is emancipated. If she is divorced as a minor, she becomes "an orphan while her father is living" (Mishnah 13:6) and her subsequent marriage is rabbinically valid. If the clause is deleted, then we assume that the girl was not informed that her father had betrothed her. While the acts of a minor have no standing in law, the fact that she contracted an invalid marriage necessitates a divorce by the reasoning of R. Hila.

21 In Babylonia. The Babylonian text is quite different (Babli 94b): "For incestuous relationships no divorce is needed except for a married woman (whose husband had disappeared and) who remarried with the consent of the court; Rebbi Aqiba says also from his wife's sister and his brother's wife." In all these cases, the marriages would have been valid if the information about the death of husband or wife or absence of a child had been true (explanation of RITBA).

22 Since adultery is included in the chapter (Lev. 18) on incest prohibitions, it is technically considered incestuous.

23 Since a man may marry his
deceased wife's sister (Lev. 18:18).

Who might be married in levirate.

This proves only that a formal divorce is needed in all cases. It implies nothing about the material consequences spelled out in the Mishnah. It is to be assumed that the question referred only to the necessity of a divorce which is the subject of the previous discussion.

Nor usufruct. Rebbi Avina said, that she cannot recover from him the usufruct he took. That means, before the first husband returned. But if he took after the return of the first, she can recover.

The husband upon marriage becomes the administrator of the wife's property; he is indemnified for his care and, e.g., for the obligation to redeem his wife should she be kidnapped, by receiving the usufruct of her properties; cf. Chapter 7, Note 1.

The second husband.

In the (French) text before Tosafot (85a, s.v. 'הלא פירות') "Rebbi Hanina said, that means . . ." The ms. text corresponds to the Sephardic text before R. Isaac Fasi (§116, 28b in the Wilna edition).

Since from the moment of the return of the first husband, the second knew that he had no right to the property.

And if she took anything one takes it away from her." That means, if she took something after the first husband returned. But if she took before the first returned, just as she cannot take from him so he cannot take from her.
30 In his absence, she naturally usufruct; cf. Nimmuqe Yosef on RIF, administers the estate and takes the Wilna edition 26b.

"Any child from either of the men is a bastard." One understands that the child is a bastard from the second [husband]31. Is it a bastard from the first32? Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Ze'ira, this follows Rebbi Aqiba, since Rebbi Aqiba says if a man copulates with his wife whom he accuses of infidelity33 the child is a bastard, if a man takes back his divorcee after she had remarried the child is a bastard. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila, according to everybody the child is acceptable34; the status of her bill of divorce is the status of her bastardy. What is the difference between them? If the second one gave her a bill of divorce and then the first one copulated with her. In the opinion of Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Ze'ira, the child is a bastard following Rebbi Aqiba; in the opinion of Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila, according to everybody the child is acceptable.

31 This child is the result of adultery.
32 The marriage to the first is valid.
33 Num. 5:11-31. If the husband formally accuses his wife of infidelity, she is forbidden to him until she is cleared (Mishnah Sotah 1:3). R. Aqiba holds that any child conceived in a union which is not unconditionally permitted is a bastard.
34 Even according to R. Aqiba, the
The child of the first husband is not blemished since the wife did not act with criminal intent. The child of the second husband is a bastard by biblical standards; he or she is forbidden to marry an unblemished partner but permitted a bastard. The child of the first husband is a rabbinic bastard; he or she is forbidden to marry an unblemished partner by rabbinic decree and a bastard by biblical standards. This interpretation is explicitly stated in the Babli, 89b.

"Neither of them may defile himself for her." That is what Rebbi Hiyya stated: "A man defiles himself for his acceptable wife but he does not defile himself for his disqualified wife."³⁵

³⁵ If either one of the two husbands is a Cohen, he may not defile himself to bury her. The statement ascribed to R. Hiyya is anonymous in the Babli (94b), where the rule is derived from Lev. 21:4: "A husband may not defile himself if this desecrates him."

Some Tannaim state, she leaves under thirteen disabilities, but some Tannaim state, she leaves under fourteen disabilities. He who says that she leaves under thirteen disabilities takes what she finds and what she earns as one case, but he who says under fourteen disabilities takes each one by itself³⁶.

³⁶ In fact, if one takes all disabilities stated in the Mishnah and the next under 13 or 14 categories, one has to take quite a few statements as one category. The Babli does not try to give a number.
Rebbi Jeremiah said, the promiscuous levitic woman still eats tithe. One has stated thus: If a levitic woman was kidnapped or any one barred for her copulated with her, he is not empowered to disable her. One does not suspect even a hint of disability for Levites who were compromised from their mother’s side. But did we not state: "the daughter of a Levite from tithe"? Rebbi Yose said, explain it that an Israel came upon her and she bore him a son.

37 Tithe in the hands of a Levite is totally profane; its consumption does not require any status of holiness.

38 And presumed raped.

39 Whom she could not legally marry.

40 The male illegally having sex with her. In all these cases, the daughter of a Cohen would be disabled for heave.

41 Whose father was a Levite or Cohen of questionable standing.

42 In Mishnah 1.

43 The status of the mother always follows that of her child; the mother of an Israel is an Israel woman. Cf. Halakhot 7:3-4.

Rebbi Bisna in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: A promiscuous priestly woman may eat tithe. Is that not the Mishnah: "the daughter of
a Cohen from heaven," this implies that she eats tithe. It may follow him
who says that tithe is not given to Cohanim. Rebbi Nasa said, the words
of the rabbis disagree, since Rebbi Hila, Simeon ben Yosina, in the name
of Rebbi Hoshaiya said: If a Cohen came upon a divorcee, had a son from
her, and died. [If the father died] within thirty days [of the son's birth], the
son must redeem himself. After thirty days, the presumption is that his
father redeemed him. If he redeems for others, certainly for his son.

44 Since any Cohen is also a Levite (Deut. 18:1), he holds that even if a
priestly woman loses her priestly status she is still levitic.

45 In that case, no statement about tithe is implied; cf. Ma'aser Shen 5:9.

46 The children of priests and Levites, as well as priestly or levitic
women of good standing, are not redeemed (Num. 3:11-13). If the
disabled son of a Cohen has to be redeemed, it follows that with the
priestly he also lost the levitic status. This disproves R. Bisna's statement.

In the Babli, Bekhorot 47b, there is a
dissenting opinion that even if the
father died before 30 days, the son
does not have to give his redemption
money to a Cohen since his father,
being a Cohen, could not be sued for
the money by other Cohanim. This
does not change the validity of the
argument given here.

Had it not already been stated: "she has no ketubah"?47 Rebbi Yose ben
Jacob said, that you should not say, they fined her but not her heirs.
Therefore it was necessary to say, she has no ketubah48.

47 This refers to the statement in
the Mishnah that no children of hers,
by any of her husbands, do inherit her
claim to ketubah if she predeceases the
husbands. Since it was stated earlier
that she has no claim to any ketubah
sum, the statement about her children
seems superfluous.

48 That means, the first mention of
the ketubah also refers to the claim of
the children (explanation of Rav Papa
in Babli 91a).
Just as the woman accused of infidelity is forbidden to her husband, so she is forbidden to her paramour. Just as she is forbidden to her husband’s brother, so she is forbidden to her paramour’s brother. I might think that just as the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity is forbidden to her husband’s brother, so she should be forbidden to her paramour’s brother. Let us hear from the following: “A woman’s husband went overseas; they came and told her that her husband had died, and she had a levir here; he married her in levirate and died. Then her husband returned. She is forbidden to him but her co-widow is permitted..."
to him; she is forbidden to him but his brother’s wife is permitted to him\textsuperscript{59}.” Is his brother’s wife not like the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity? That means that the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity is permitted to her paramour’s brother. Rebbi Judan said, this follows the rabbis there\textsuperscript{60}, as Rebbi Hila said, one states there\textsuperscript{21}, for incestuous relationships no divorce is needed except for a married woman\textsuperscript{22}; Rebbi Aqiba says also from his wife’s sister\textsuperscript{23} and his brother’s wife\textsuperscript{24} (not like the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity? That implies that the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity is permitted to her paramour’s brother.)\textsuperscript{51} But following the rabbis here? Rebbi Hiyya said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, everybody agrees that his brother’s wife needs a bill of divorce from him\textsuperscript{61} because of the rule of a married wife. He married a person forbidden by the incest rules, and an incest-prohibited woman frees her co-wife. Rebbi Hananiah said, it is accepted even according to the rabbis here. They fined her but not her heirs\textsuperscript{62}. Rebbi Hananiah, the son of Rebbi Hillel, said, according to the rabbis there, she should be permitted to him\textsuperscript{63}. Rebbi Ze’ira in the name of Rebbi Johanan, the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity is forbidden, the co-wife of a divorcee\textsuperscript{64} is permitted. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: All co-wives\textsuperscript{65} are permitted except the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity. Samuel said, the divorcee herself is permitted in her house\textsuperscript{66}. Does he disagree? Since they were discussing co-wives they did not mention divorcees. Why is the co-wife of a woman accused of infidelity forbidden? Rebbi Johanan said, they touched this case because it looks like adultery\textsuperscript{10}. Rav said, because impurity is written there parallel to incest prohibitions\textsuperscript{67}. 
Text from *Sotah* 1:2. Reading here: פַּאָה.

Text from *Sotah* 1:2. Reading here: מַיָּרָה.

The text in parentheses is dittography and is missing in *Sotah* 1:2.

The reference is to R. Hiyya bar Abba. Reading here: הַיִּיָּה. Probably the Babylonian name Hiyya is a contraction of the Biblical Ahiyya.

Word missing here, inserted in *Sotah* 1:2 by the corrector.

Mishnah *Sotah* 5:1; *Sifry Num.* 19. Unless she is cleared from the accusation, she may not marry her presumed paramour after being divorced or after her husband's death.

If her husband dies childless and her status was not clarified; Mishnah *Sotah* 1:2.

As explained at the end of this paragraph.

Tosephta 14:3.

The husband was childless.

The two parts of this sentence say the same: the co-widow is the brother's wife.

The Tosephta must be Babylonian. Since for the anonymous majority a woman married in incestuous levirate does not need a bill of divorce; she never was a co-wife in the legal sense and her disabilities cannot be transferred to her co-wives.

This negates R. Judan's premiss.

This sentence is figurative speech. It means that in most cases of fines, the heirs are not responsible, so also in this case her disability is not transferred to her co-wives.

Since according to the Babylonian rabbis an erroneous levirate does not necessitate a divorce, the wife committed unintentional adultery which does not cause a forced divorce except for Cohanim.

A divorcee remarried by her ex-husband after a second marriage. The remarriage is forbidden but not incestuous. The Babli agrees, 11b.

Of a woman in a forbidden but non-incestuous marriage.

If the husband died childless, she may be married in levirate.

Incestuous relations are declared impure in *Lev.* 18:24. Adultery is declared impure repeatedly in the law of the suspected wife, *Num.* 5:11-31. This argument is the only one given in the Babli, 11a.
Mishnah 2: Rebbi Yose says, her ketubah is from the property of her first husband. Rebbi Eleazar says, the first [husband] is entitled to what she finds and earns and may annul her vows. Rebbi Simeon says, copulation with her or halisah with her by a brother of the first [husband] frees her co-wives and a child from him is not a bastard; if she was married without permission she is permitted to return to him.

68 The Tannaim mentioned in this Mishnah all disagree with Mishnah 1 in some respects. R. Yose must hold that the first husband also must provide for her until she is divorced.

69 He agrees with R. Yose that she is entitled to ketubah from the first husband; therefore, the husband is entitled to receive her earnings.

70 If the first husband dies childless in the case she was permitted to return to him, the levir may take her in regular levirate.

71 The first husband. The child from him after his return even if he is not allowed to take her back is never a bastard.

72 She remarried on the basis of the information by two witnesses that her husband had died without asking the court for a declaration that the husband was dead. Then her second marriage was in error and is non-existent; her adultery was unintentional and does not bar her from returning to an Israel husband. But if the second marriage was contracted under the supervision of the court, it cannot be considered non-existent and she cannot return to her first husband parallel to the remarried divorcee. In any case, any sexual relation she may have with the first husband after the dissolution of the second marriage cannot be incestuous (cf. Notes 64,128).

Mishnah 2: נישאת על פי בית זיו' מטאアップוטורה ונפקדה. וישלא על פי בית זיו' שמעטורה ונפקדה.
Mishnah 3: If she married by a decision of the court, she must leave but is free from the sacrifice; without a decision of the court, she must leave but must bring the sacrifice. The power of the court frees her from the sacrifice. If the court instructed her to marry but she misbehaved, she must bring a sacrifice since they permitted her only to marry.

A purification sacrifice is available only to persons acting carelessly (Lev. 4:2). Her transgression is neither intentional (for which no sacrifice would atone, Num. 15:30-31) nor careless; no guilt is attached to her in the eyes of the earthly or the Heavenly court.

Not asking the court to investigate the disappearance of her husband is carelessness.

By having unmarried sex; in the opinion of the Babli also by entering a forbidden marriage, e.g., a divorcee marrying a Cohen. The Yerushalmi accepts and the Babli rejects the entire Mishnah.

Halakhah 3: "If she married by a decision of the court," etc. Rebbi Abba: Rav Hamnuna and Rebbi Ze'ira both say that this refers to the beginning of the chapter. What does Rebbi Yose say about the other matters? Let us hear from the following: "Rebbi Yose said, anything which disables for others disables for himself; anything which does not
disable for others does not disable for himself. And Rebbi Abba said, Rav Hamnuna and Rebbi Ze'ira both say that this refers to the beginning of the chapter. This means that Rebbi Yose does not disagree about the other matters.

The origin of this paragraph is in Halakhah 8, about other Mishnaiot.

Mishnah 3 is a continuation of Mishnah 1, not Mishnah 2.

Mishnah 10; Tosephta 11:7.

Since the second husband by his intercourse disables the wife for her first husband, he disables her for himself and she must be divorced by both of them as is stated in Mishnah 1. But if a woman went overseas and her husband married her single sister on the erroneous news of his wife's death, since he does not disable the sister for anybody by his invalid marriage he does not disable himself to return to his wife.

The only disagreement of R. Yose with the Tanna of Mishnah 1 is that he holds that the wife can collect her ketubah from her first husband.

What does Rebbi Eleazar say about ketubah? If you say that he is entitled to things that come to him in prohibition, then ketubah that came to him in permission certainly!

It is reasonable to say that Rebbi Eleazar agrees with Rebbi Yose but Rebbi Yose does not agree with Rebbi Eleazar; Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Eleazar agree with Rebbi Simeon but Rebbi Simeon does not agree with Rebbi Yose and Rebbi Eleazar. This means that in the opinion of Rebbi Simeon, invalid intercourse frees.
If the first husband has the right to his wife's earnings as long as he did not divorce her, then certainly he is obligated to pay the ketubah whose obligation he accepted voluntarily when she was permitted to him.

In the Babli, this is the opinion of Rav Huna and is disputed by R. Johanan. In Rav Huna's interpretation, for R. Eleazar the first husband can get his wife's earnings only on the basis of the marital contract which is the ketubah; R. Yose will hold that the husband gets nothing to induce him to grant a speedy divorce.

In the Babli, this is the opinion of R. Johanan and is disputed by Rav Huna. It seems that here only the first statement of R. Simeon is considered (as shown by the next sentence), that if the first husband dies childless before he could divorce his wife, the action of a brother in levirate or halîtah with her is invalid as marriage act but effective to free the co-wives. The reason given in the Babli is that R. Simeon holds that no rabbinic decree exists in this case after the death of the first husband.

The Babli holds that the composition principle in this Mishnah is that direction of agreement is always the same, either the later agree with the former (Rav Huna) or the former agree with the later (R. Johanan). This explains the slight deviation in the Mishnah from the chronological principle (R. Simeon is slightly older than R. Eleazar ben Shamua). The Yerushalmi rejects such schematism.

Would it not be reasonable that she should be permitted if she remarried with permission, forbidden if she remarried without permission? Rebbi Johanan said, the words of Rebbi Simeon [imply] that the court
made their decision like intentional [relations between] man and woman, if she remarried without permission like erroneous [relations between] man and woman. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no "free" here but "obligated". Rebbi Ḥaggai objected before Rebbi Yose: should it not be an act of instruction? When they instructed that it is permitted to sleep with an [otherwise] married woman. Is that not uprooting a principle? When they instructed that she is forbidden for five years, from then on permitted. Then it should be so if she misbehaved! Misbehaving is like eating fat or blood. When they instructed that fat is permitted and [she ate] blood.

84 Here starts the discussion of Mishnah 3.
85 Intentional adultery.
86 The only case in which she could remarry without permission of the court is that two witnesses testified to the first husband's death. Since two concurrent witnesses must be believed by biblical standards, her remarriage was an excusable error which can be atoned for by a purification sacrifice.
87 He holds that the woman acted in good faith in both cases and that, therefore, her adultery was unintentional in both cases and can be expiated by a purification sacrifice. This is the position of Ze'iri in the Babli, 92a.
88 Everybody knows that adultery is biblically prohibited and that it is not in the power of the court to permit it.
89 It is agreed that if the supreme court instructs that a biblical commandment is invalidated, no individual has the right to follow that instruction; Horaiot 1:3 (fol. 46a), Babli 4a.
90 To declare the husband as dead after five years is within the competence of the court. If the wife remarried after five years, she was behaving correctly.
91 "Any fat or blood" is forbidden to eat (Lev. 3:17). However, it is clear from the context that only fat is forbidden which may be burned on the altar (cf., e.g., Lev. 4:8). Therefore, a technical ruling is needed to define which fat of cattle, sheep, or goats qualifies as zab. If the court rules that certain fat that was considered
forbidden is now permitted, a lay person who follows their ruling is excused; the sin is the court’s. But if the layman uses the permission of fat to eat of the permitted fat when it still contains blood, he is guilty since the ruling never included permission to eat "unkoshered" fat. Similarly, a permission to remarry does not include permission of promiscuity whose prohibition has biblical roots that have nothing to do with adultery.

The Babli concurs, 92a.

Mishnah 4: A woman's husband and son went overseas and people came and told her, your husband died and after that your son died, and she remarried. After that, they said to her, the sequence was inverted.

Then she must leave and the first and the last children are bastards.

92 The husband's only child.
93 From the last sentence in the Mishnah it follows that there were two separate informations, one about the husband's death and later one about the son's.
94 If the husband had a brother she would need levirate or halitshah to marry outside the family.
95 Everybody agrees that a child conceived while the first husband was still alive is a bastard.
96 Only R. Aqiba holds that a child from a widow remarried without levirate or halitshah is a bastard.
Halakhah 4: "If a woman's husband and son went overseas," etc. How do you consider this situation, comparing to witnesses of death or witnesses of divorce? If you compare it to witnesses of death, it disagrees with the (rabbis there). If you compare it to witnesses of divorce, it disagrees (both with the rabbis here and those there). Rebbi Johanan said, it was stated thus: Two [witnesses] say he died, [later] two witnesses said, he did not die. She shall not remarry, but if she has remarried she should not leave. Two [witnesses] say she was divorced, [later] two witnesses said, she was not divorced. She shall not remarry; if she has remarried she must leave. There, they say, it makes no difference; whether about death or divorce she should not leave. In the opinion of the rabbis there it is understandable, there is no difference between death and divorce. In the opinion of the rabbis here, what is the difference between death and divorce? Rebbi Ze'ira said it without attribution, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is reasonable to decide in the case
of witnesses of death that if he comes he contradicts them. Rebbi Hizqiah said, the rabbis there stick to their opinion since the rabbis there say, when the [first] testimony was accepted, it was accepted as certain. So the rabbis here say, at the moment of her remarriage, she remarried based on certain testimony. Rebbi Yose said, it is reasonable that the rabbis there did not change their argument. Do the rabbis there not agree if two [witnesses] say, his father died while in possession, and two say his father died while not in possession, that the field is in Reuben's possession? Therefore, if two say, she was married, divorced, and remarried, and two say she was not divorced, rightly she should not leave.

97 The two pairs of witnesses mentioned in the Mishnah.
98 The argument in the Halakhah shows that the positions of "rabbis there" and "rabbis here and those there" must be switched.
99 From here to the end of the Halakhah, the text is from Ketubot 2:2.
100 Babli Ketubot 22b; Tosephta 14:1. In the Babli, the position of "the rabbis here" is that of R. Johanan only, based on a minor Tanna R. Menahem bar Yose.
101 The Babli is a little more explicit. Since a return of the husband is absolute proof that he is alive, the wife will not remarry unless she is absolutely convinced that the witnesses are truthful. But in the case of divorce, if the husband claims that he never divorced her, she can contradict him based on her witnesses.
102 This refers to Mishnah Ketubot 2:2: "Rebbi Joshua agrees if somebody says to another person: This field did belong to your father but I bought it from him, one believes him [in the absence of documents] since the mouth which forbade is the mouth which permitted [the person stating that the field was another person's being the same who states that now it belongs to him]. But if there are witnesses that it belongs to [the second person's] father and [the first] says I bought it from him, he cannot be believed [without documents].

The situation described in the Yerushalmi is that each party in a court case brings two witnesses; Simeon
proves that when his father died the field was still in his possession and Reuben (who is in actual possession) brings two witnesses that the field was not in Simeon's father's possession when he died. In that case, we do not say that the case is undecidable on basis of the evidence before the court and, therefore, the field should be split between the parties (position of Symmachos, in Babli Baba meši'a 2b) but that the burden of proof is on the claimant and, therefore, the field remains in the possession of Reuben.

The situation discussed in the Babli Ketubot 22b is different: Reuben is in actual possession of the field the number of years which creates a presumption of ownership, but he has no documentation of his acquisition. Simeon brings two witnesses that his father had died in possession of the field. Since squatting is no proof of ownership, the court puts Simeon in possession. Later, Reuben comes again to court with two witnesses who testify that Simeon's father was not in possession at the time of his death. By the same principle as above, the field remains in the possession of Simeon.

The commentators, following the Babli, require to substitute "Simeon" for "Reuben" at all occurrences here and in Ketubot. Such a correction is unwarranted.

102 In the case of remarriage, it is impossible to say that the two pairs of witnesses came to court in the same case, since then the wife would not be permitted to remarry. Therefore, the court permitted her to remarry (or she was not required to go to court) on basis of two uncontested testimonies which have to be accepted as true by biblical standards.

103 Later.

A baraita disagrees with Rebbi Johanan104: "If two are saying, she was betrothed105, and two are saying, she was not betrothed, she should not be
married, but if she married she should not leave." Rebbi Hoshia said, Rebbi Johanan may explain it as follows: "If two are saying, she was betrothed and divorced, and two are saying, she was not divorced, she should not be married, but if she married she should not leave." What is the difference between this and the first case\textsuperscript{104}? There, she was considered a married woman in everybody’s opinion. Here, she is considered a married woman only for two people. If two others would come and identify the man who was betrothed to her\textsuperscript{106}.

104 His statement that the woman who married on testimony that she was divorced by an absent husband must be divorced by the second husband on contradicting testimony.

106 Then the case can be independently investigated and we are no longer dependent on contradictory testimonies.

A baraita disagrees with Rebbi Johanan\textsuperscript{104}: "If two are saying, she was kidnapped but is pure, and two are saying, she was kidnapped and is impure\textsuperscript{107}, she should not be married, but if she married she should not leave\textsuperscript{108}." Rebbi Yose said, since these say, she is pure, and those say, she is impure, it is as if two said, she was kidnapped, and two said, she was not kidnapped, and we depend on what she says\textsuperscript{109}.

107 The kidnappers slept with her. 108 A similar text is Tosephta She cannot marry a Cohen. Ketubot 2:2.
The trustworthiness of a person is the topic of 

If two are saying, she had been betrothed and two are saying she had not been betrothed. Rebbi Jonah compares that to fat\(^{110}\). If two would say, X ate fat, and two would say, X did not eat fat, did he not have to bring a "hung" reparation sacrifice\(^{111}\) because of the doubt? Here, he\(^{112}\) should give a bill of divorce because of the doubt. Rebbi Yose said to him, do not compare this to fat, because even if he says my conscience bothers me, he brings a "hung" reparation sacrifice\(^{113}\). A baraita disagrees with Rebbi Yose: If two are saying she had been betrothed and two are saying she had not been betrothed, she should not be married. The end disagrees with Rebbi Jonah: If she married she must leave. Rebbi Mana said, Rebbi Yose did not say that she may marry, nor did Rebbi Jonah say if she married she must leave, he said only, do not compare this to fat, because even if he says my conscience bothers me, he brings a "hung" reparation sacrifice\(^{114}\).

\(^{110}\) Cf. Note 91.

\(^{111}\) The sacrifice of expiation for a sin which is only suspected; cf. Bikkurim 2, Note 162.
The second husband who had married the adult girl under the impression that as a minor she had not been betrothed by her father to a man unknown to her. Even in the absence of witnesses.

Their disagreement is one of classification, not of differences in practice.

Mishnah 5: They came and told her, your son died and after that your husband died, and she was married in levirate. After that, they said to her, the sequence was inverted. Then she must leave and the first and the last children are bastards.

The husband had a child at the moment of his death and therefore the levir is forbidden to the widow by an incest prohibition, punishable by divine extirpation (Lev. 21:21), which makes all children of this union bastards, whether conceived before or after the husband's death.
**Halakhah 5:** "They came and told her, your son died," etc. If she should not have married but entered levirate, this is the case of a sister-in-law who married without halîsah. Rebbi Jeremiah said, this man performs halîsah, the other one keeps her. Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: She must leave. Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila: She must leave. Rebbi Yose asked Rebbi Phineas, how does the rabbi hold? He said, with Rebbi Jeremiah. He said to him, change your mind, for otherwise I shall publicly call you a rebellious Elder. Rebbi Zevidah said, a baraita supports Rebbi Johanan: "She must leave both of them and the thirteen items apply to her, following Rebbi Meïr who said it in the name of his teacher Rebbi Aqibah. But the Sages say, there is no bastard from a sister-in-law." They only said, "there is no bastard from a sister-in-law," therefore she must leave. And we have stated, "she must leave". And Rebbi Johanan said, she must leave.

116 The same text *Gittin*, Halakhah 8:6. In both places, the problem discussed is not the one stated in the Mishnah. The parallel discussion in the Babli is 92a/b where there is no mention of the position of R. Jeremiah.

117 This is a rabbinic decree since the outside marriage of a woman under obligation of levirate is invalid (Chapter 1, Notes 93, 94); therefore, the widow was not legally married during the levir's lifetime and how can you leave a nonexisting marriage?

118 Deut. 17:12.


120 Enumerated in Mishnah 1.

121 Cf. Halakhah 4:15.
Mishnah 6: If they told her, your husband died, and she remarried, and then they told her, he was alive but died, she must leave and the first child is a bastard, but the last is not a bastard.

Mishnah 7: If they told her, your husband died; she was betrothed and after that her husband returned, she is permitted to return to him. Even though the second [husband] gave her a bill of divorce he did not disable her from priesthood. This Rebbi Eleazar ben Matthew explained, "a woman divorced from her husband, and not a woman divorced from a non-husband."

Halakhah 7: "If they told her, your husband died," etc. "If they told her, your husband died; she was betrothed," etc. Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: Her only problem would be aspersion on the priesthood, but the court will not tolerate aspersion.

Halakhah 7: "If they told her, your husband died," etc. "If they told her, your husband died; she was betrothed," etc. Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: Her only problem would be aspersion on the priesthood, but the court will not tolerate aspersion.

122 Any child conceived during the first husband's lifetime.
123 But she never slept with the prospective second husband.
124 Lev. 21:7, from the list of women prohibited to a priest.
125 Since betrothal of a married woman has no legal standing.
HALAKHAH 7
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How do you explain these\(^{127}\)? With one witness or with two witnesses?

If you explain with one witness, then one witness would permit her to the levir\(^{128}\). If you explain with two witnesses, then it disagrees with Rav since Rav Nahman bar\(^{129}\) Jacob said in the name of Rav, if she was married by the testimony of two witnesses, even if he returns, she says to him, you are not him.

\(^{127}\) All Mishnaiot of this chapter which deal with a wife remarried on testimony that her husband had died.

\(^{128}\) As explained in Chapter 15, a single witness is accepted to free a widow to remarry. But in that case, Mishnah 5 implies that a single witness can lift the incest prohibition of the sister-in-law by permitting her to the levir. This is against our general rules that biblical prohibitions can be lifted only by two credible independent witnesses.

\(^{129}\) Reading רכ instead of רכ from the text in Halakhah 15:4. The last word is read with Halakhah 15:4 תְנַנְּא "you are him".
From where that no betrothal is valid for a married woman? Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Yannai: "She left his house, went, and became another man's.\textsuperscript{130} When she leaves his house she may be with another. And from where that no betrothal is valid for incestual relations? Rebbi Tanhumah in the name of Rav Huna: "She left his house, went, and became another man's." Why does the verse say "another"? To exclude the list of incest relations\textsuperscript{131}.

130 Deut. 24:2. should translate "an outsider". The Babli always subsumes adultery under incest prohibitions and does not need a separate argument.

131 In the Babli, \textit{Qiddusin} 88b, this is quoted in the name of R. Yannai; there the argument is rejected as insufficient. Perhaps for "another" one

\textit{Mishnah 8}: A man's wife went overseas, they came and told him: your wife died, and he married her sister. If after that his wife returned, she is permitted to return to him. He is permitted [to marry] the relatives of the second, the second is permitted his relatives\textsuperscript{132}. If the first [sister] died, the second one is permitted to him\textsuperscript{133}.

132 Since the marriage to the sister is incestuous (\textit{Lev.} 18:18) it is nonexistent and the restrictions detailed in Mishnah 4:8 do not apply. 133 Following the principles of Mishnah 1, she should be prohibited to her brother-in-law.
Halakhah 8: "If a man's wife went overseas," etc. It is written: "If a man slept with her;" her sleeping prohibits her, the sleeping of another woman does not prohibit her. There, it also says "replacing your husband," that excludes rape cases.

134 Num. 5:13; written in the paragraph about the wife suspected of unfaithfulness, from where one infers that an adulterous wife is forbidden to her husband. It is implied here that an action of the husband has no influence on her status (but in the paragraph after the next it is pointed out that the husband's action may forbid him to her). Sifry Num. 7 (an involved argument in the style of the paragraph after the next), a short parallel in the Babli, 95a.

135 She is forbidden only if her paramour replaces the husband, i.e., if she sleeps with him voluntarily.

Rebbi Mattaniah said, they made a fence about situations that occur frequently but not about rare situations. A man frequently travels overseas; it is infrequent that a woman travels overseas.

136 He explains why the husband is not forbidden to the two sisters following the principles of Mishnah 1. It was shown in the preceding Halakhah that most of Mishnah 1 is purely rabbinical and has the status of "a fence around the law". The problem with this argument is that the rule which is relevant here, that the woman is forbidden to both men, is biblical (Sifry Num. 19).
It was stated\textsuperscript{137}: Rebbi Jehudah said, the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel agree that one who copulates with his mother-in-law disables his wife. Where did they disagree? If he copulates with his wife's sister; where the House of Shammai say, he disabled her\textsuperscript{138}, but the House of Hillel say, he did not disable her. The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The reason of Rebbi Jehudah: "In fire they should burn him and them\textsuperscript{139}." Where do we hold? If it is about burning, only one of them is burned\textsuperscript{140}. So if it cannot be relevant for burning, let it be relevant for prohibition\textsuperscript{141}. So far following Rebbi Aqiba; following Rebbi Ismael? Rebbi Ismael stated: "In fire they should burn him and them," him and the second one\textsuperscript{142}. And the House of Shammai was arguing: Since in a case where a slightly prohibited person copulated with a slightly prohibited person the cause of the prohibition became forbidden, if a strongly prohibited person copulated with a strongly prohibited person, it is only logical that the cause of the prohibition is forbidden\textsuperscript{143}. Which rule is slight? Rebbi Johanan said, the beginning of the chapter\textsuperscript{144}. But this is very strong\textsuperscript{145}! There is a difference since she was permitted to be married to him\textsuperscript{146}.

\textsuperscript{137} Rebbi Jehudah.
\textsuperscript{138} Rebbi Shammai.
\textsuperscript{139} The reason of Rebbi Jehudah.
\textsuperscript{140} Rebbi Shammai.
\textsuperscript{141} Rebbi Hillel.
\textsuperscript{142} Rebbi Ismael.
\textsuperscript{143} Rebbi Aqiba.
\textsuperscript{144} Rebbi Johanan.
\textsuperscript{145} Rebbi Johanan.
\textsuperscript{146} Rebbi Johanan.
A short version of the discussion started here is in the Babli 95a; the very succinct source is in *Sifra Qedešim Pereq* 9(15)-(18).

Treating the man's transgression as equal in consequence to the woman's. In their opinion, the husband is forced to divorce his wife and pay her all that is due in a divorce which is his fault.


As explained in *Sifra*, the prohibition (*Lev.* 18:17) is that of incestuous intercourse; the prescription of the punishment (*Lev.* 20:14) deals only with the case that a man marries a woman and her mother. The problem is that if one of them is married to him, he cannot possibly marry the other since any act of incestuous betrothal or final marriage is invalid and legally nonexistent. Therefore, while intercourse with mother and daughter is incestuous and forbidden, it is a capital crime only if the man is married to one of them at the time he sleeps with the other. The innocent wife did not commit any crime and, therefore, cannot be punished. Cf. Chapter 11, Note 46.

Both the married and the unmarried women are permanently forbidden to him.

In *Sifra*, as in the Yerushalmi, this is R. Aqiba's position. In the Babli, 95a, this is an amoraic interpretation of R. Simeon ben Laqish reported by R. Ammi.

In *Sifra*, "one of them." He reads the unusual word רַחַת (substituting for קָרָת) as abbreviation of קָרָת רַחַת.

This difficult argument is quoted anonymously in *Sifry Num.* 7 as argument that her husband's adulterous relationship with her mother does not prohibit the wife, and explained in detail in *Num. Rabba Naso* 9(35) (most probably a Provençal text): "Since in a case where a slightly prohibited person copulated with a slightly prohibited person, *this refers to adultery since her prohibition is not permanent* (her husband could divorce her), the cause of the prohibition (*the husband*) became forbidden (*he has to divorce his wife*), if a strongly prohibited person copulated with a strongly prohibited person, *this refers to a man sleeping with his mother-in-law whose prohibition is permanent*, it is only logical that the cause of the prohibition (*the wife*) should forbidden", the verse says "*with her*" (cf. Note 134).

A simple and short version is in *Sifre Zuta, Midrash Haggadol Num.* 12, ed. Rabbinowitz p. 51.

Mishnah 1, the case of careless
There is no stronger sexual prohibition than that of adultery, the only one mentioned in the Ten Commandments.

If the woman remarried on the testimony of one witness, while she took all the risk, the marriage was permitted under our rules. But the sister of the living wife and the mother-in-law are permanently forbidden.

The elder Rebbi Hoshiaia said, the *bara'aita* is about someone who takes back his divorcee after she had been married to another. Why after she had been married, not also after she had been betrothed? Because of Rebbi Yose ben Kipper, since Rebbi Yose ben Kipper said, she is permitted after betrothal. Rebbi Eleazar said, the *bara'aita* is about a sister-in-law who became eligible before two levirs, when one of them
"bespoke" her and then the other copulated with her. Why when one of them "bespoke" her, even if he had not "bespoken" her! Why if he copulated with her, even if he did not copulate with her! Because of the House of Shammai, because of Rebbi Simeon. As it was stated, Rebbi Simeon said, the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel did not disagree that one who copulates with his wife's sister disables his wife. Where did they disagree? If he copulates with his mother-in-law; where the House of Shammai say, he disabled her, but the House of Hillel say, he did not disable her. The House of Hillel were arguing: A man is permitted all women, a woman is permitted all men. When he becomes betrothed to her, he forbids her and she forbids him. The prohibition through which he forbids her is greater than the prohibition through which she forbids him, since he forbids her to go to marry any other man but she forbids him only her relatives. And is that not an argument de minore ad majus? If she, whose prohibition is greater, transgressed the prohibition in error, is not forbidden even to the one permitted to her, he, whose prohibition is less, if he transgressed the prohibition in error, is it not logical that he should not be forbidden even to the one permitted to him? That works for an error. From where if intentional: The verse says "with her;" her sleeping prohibits her, the sleeping of another woman does not prohibit her.

147 In the Babli, 95a, this is attributed to the Babylonian Rav Hisda.
148 The "slight prohibition" referred to in the argument of the House of Shammai in the preceding paragraph.
149 The divorcee is forbidden if (Deut. 24:2) "she went and was another's". "To be a man's" is everywhere explained as to be formally betrothed to him (cf. Chapter 1, Note 63).
150 Quoted in the Babli, 11b, by R. Yose ben Kipper in the name of R. Eleazar (ben Shamua), in Sifry Deut.
270 in the name of R. Eleazar ben Azariah. The reason given is the expression (Deut. 24:4) "after she had been defiled" which for the anonymous majority means that a wife divorced for adultery is permanently forbidden to her ex-husband.

151 One has to read ליעור, the word in the text, refers only to the Tanna R. Eliezer (ben Hyrkanos) who cannot be meant here, being a generation older than R. Simeon. His case is not mentioned in the Babli.

152 The intercourse is partially incestuous for R. Simeon and clearly incestuous for the House of Shammai and R. Eleazar ben Arakh as explained at the beginning of Chapters 2 and 5.

153 If the first levir had slept with the widow without bespeaking, she would thereby have become his wife and intercourse with the other levir would be adultery.

154 According to Rabban Gamliel, R. Simeon and the House of Shammai, "bespeaking" acquires absolutely; if the second levir had not slept with the sister-in-law but had "bespoken" her, nothing would have happened, for then it would have been as if somebody became betrothed to an otherwise married woman.

155 In the Babli, 95a, "R. Yose". The difference in names is important; between R. Yose and R. Jehudah, practice always follows R. Yose (cf. Chapter 4, Note 169) whereas between R. Simeon and R. Jehudah, practice usually follows R. Jehudah (Terumot Chapter 3, Note 25.) The following argument is closely reproduced in the Babli, 95a.

156 Except close relatives, if they are unmarried.

157 If a married woman sleeps with a man she is tricked into thinking is her husband and she is in error, she is not punishable and not forbidden to her husband (Sotah 4:5, Babli Yebamot 56b). The case of Mishnah 1 is classified as negligence, not error.

158 He is permitted to his wife.

159 Cf. above, Note 134.
Immi the father of Samuel bar Immi\textsuperscript{160} in the name of Rav Jehudah:
Practice follows Rebbi Simeon\textsuperscript{161}. There came a case before Rebbi Mana and he removed her from him\textsuperscript{162}. Does he hold with Rebbi Jehudah? No, she regularly came to him\textsuperscript{163}.

\textsuperscript{160} In the Babli the son has the title "Rebbi". A third generation Amora of R. Ze'ira's academy.

\textsuperscript{161} In the Babli: Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel. It is difficult to understand why practice has to be declared in the Babli since between R. Yose and R. Jehudah it should be clear that practice follows R. Yose. Probably the statement in the Babli is induced by that in the Yerushalmi.

\textsuperscript{162} The man was convicted of incest with his mother-in-law and R. Mana forced him to divorce his wife.

\textsuperscript{163} The mother-in-law regularly visited her daughter; R. Mana felt it was necessary to remove the daughter to keep her mother away from the son-in-law. This is a matter of judgment, not of the strict law. In the Babli, Rav Jehudah had the offender whipped and told him that he would have forced him to divorce if he were not bound by his teacher Samuel's statement.

\textsuperscript{164}Rebbi Abba: Rav Hamnuna and Rebbi Ze'ira both say that this refers to the beginning of the chapter. What does Rebbi Yose say about the other matters? Let us hear from the following: "Rebbi Yose said, anything which disables for others disables for himself; anything which does not disable for others does not disable for himself." And Rebbi Abba said, Rav Hamnuna and Rebbi Ze'ira both say that this refers to the beginning of the chapter.
Mishnah 9: They said to him, your wife died, and he married her sister; if afterwards they said to him that she was still alive but died later, the first child is a bastard, the last is not a bastard. 

Mishnah 10: Rebbi Yose says, anything which disables for others disables for himself; anything which does not disable for others does not disable for himself. 

Mishnah 11: If they said to him "your wife died," and he married her paternal sister, "she died" and he married her maternal sister, "she died" and he married her maternal sister, but it turned out that all were alive, the first, third, and fifth are permitted to him and they would release their co-wives; the second and fourth are prohibited to him and intercourse of any one of these does not release the co-wife.
Mishnah 12: If he has intercourse with the second one after the death of the first, the second and fourth are permitted to him and they would release their co-wives; the third and fifth are prohibited to him and intercourse of any one of these does not release the co-wife.  

Mishnah 13: [A male] nine years and one day old disables for the brothers and the brothers disable for him; only that he disables at the beginning and the brothers disable at beginning and end.  

Mishnah 14: How is that? [A male] nine years and one day old who copulated with his sister-in-law disabled her for the brothers. If [any one of] the brothers copulated with her, "bespoke" her, divorced her, or performed halîsah with her, they disabled her for him.

Any child conceived by the sister during the first wife’s lifetime is a bastard as result of an incestuous union.

She is a paternal half-sister.

This also is known only by the testimony of a single witness.

She is a maternal half-sister of the second wife and unrelated to the first. In this way, the fifth wife is unrelated to the first and third wives.

Since they are all legal co-wives, if the husband died childless, the levirate or halîsah of one of them releases all others.

The marriage of the second is invalid since it is an incestuous relationship with the sister of the first wife; similarly, the fourth is forbidden because of the third. Since the second and fourth wives are not married to the husband, they do not become widows and their actions with respect to the levirs can have no influence on the status of the legally married ones.

Since both he and his second wife thought that she was actually married to him, if he sleeps with her after the first wife’s death it is with the idea that they are married;
therefore, they are married and the situation becomes identical to that of the preceding Mishnah only with even and odd numbers changing places.

Halakhah 14: "Rebbi Yose says, anything which disables," etc. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: If his wife's sister was married, since he disables her for others, he disables her for himself. But his wife's unmarried sister which he does not disable for others, he does not disable for himself. As Rebbi Hila said in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, she needs a bill of divorce from him.

R. Yose in the Mishnah refers to the preceding Mishnah. If the wife and the sister's husband went overseas and her husband and sister received erroneous notice that the wife and her brother-in-law both had died, the widowed husband and wife's sister married, and then the two who were believed to have died returned, since the husband by his relations with the wife's sister forbade her to her husband, he also forbade his own wife to himself. But if the wife's sister was unmarried, his wife returns to him.

They explain the mechanism by which the wife becomes forbidden to him even though R. Yose agrees to the deduction in the preceding Halakhah that intercourse with the wife's sister does not disable the wife. In the first case, the wife's sister must receive a divorce document from him; cf. Note 18. But then the wife becomes the sister of his divorcée and is automatically forbidden to him.

In the Babli, 95b, this is only a conjectural explanation of R. Yose's intention.
"If they said to him "your wife died," etc. How can that be? A man has a daughter and a stepdaughter, a woman has a daughter and a stepdaughter. They married and had a daughter. It starts with the woman's stepdaughter.

First b2, on her death he may marry her paternal halfsister b1. Then he may marry c, b1’s maternal halfsister, afterwards c’s paternal halfsister a1 and then a1’s maternal halfsister a2.

As known, the Yerushalmi is very weak in the grammar of gender; it uses the masculine as nonspecific universal.

"[A male] nine years and one day old disables," etc. At the end he does not disable after his "bespeaking", but after his intercourse he disables. However he can disable only by one act but they may disable by four acts.

The Mishnah which declares that the minor's act counts only if he precedes his adult brothers refers to the legal ceremony of "bespeaking"; but intercourse is a real act which cannot be disregarded under any circumstances and prohibits the widow in all cases.
How is that? [A male] nine years and one day old." "If he allots her to his son."

He allots her to his son but may not allot her to the brothers. He should be able to allot her to the brothers by an argument *de minore ad majus*! If he may allot her to his son who may not take his place for *halîsah* and levirate, should it not be logical that he may allot her to his brother who may take his place for *halîsah* and levirate?

The verse says, "if he allots her to his son." He allots her [to his son] but may not allot her to the brothers. No. If you would accept the son since he will take [the father's] place in a field of inheritance, what can you say about his brother who will not take his place in a field of inheritance? Would it be reasonable that he may allot her to him? The verse says, "if he allots her to his son." He allots her to his son but may not allot her to the brothers.

This Halakhah is copied from *Qiddushin* 1:2, fol. 59b/c which has a better and more complete text.

Ex. 21:9, speaking about a minor girl sold by her father as a slave with the understanding that her price would count as betrothal gift in case the owner would desire to marry her or would give her to his son. In that case, the betrothal is called "allotment". If she is not married, she regains her freedom by reaching adulthood at 12 years of age.

The argument is reproduced in
The family estate going back to the distribution of land under Joshua, for which the succession is determined by the rules of Num. 27:6-11.

If he allots her to his son," he allots her to his son but he may not allot her to his grandson. Samuel bar Abba asked before Rebbi Ze'ira: In matters of inheritance you take the grandson like the son but here you do not take the grandson like the son? Rebbi Ze'ira said, if anybody explains this matter, I shall pour him spiced wine. Rebbi Tanhum answered: In matters of inheritance where the brother can take the place of the son and all others can take the place of the son, the grandson takes the place of the son. The rabbis of Caesarea answered: In matters of impurity you consider the brother like the son and all [near] relatives like the son but not the grandson like the son. He said, there went the spiced wine.

183 Reading of the text in Qiddushin. Here: מַגֵּר
184 Missing in Qiddushin, out of place here.
185 If the son died before the father, the grandson inherits the son's part.
186 Latin conditum (sc., vinum),
"spiced wine".

187 In Qiddushin: R. Nahum, a third generation Amora, student of Samuel bar Abba. His name fits into the scheme of things but not the fifth generation R. Tanhum.

188 Here, a sentence is missing which appears in the text of Qiddushin:
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neither the brother nor the other relatives take the role of the son, the grandson does not take the role of the son."

189 In the list of close relatives who have to defile themselves for the burial of the deceased (Lev. 21:2-3), the grandson or grandfather is absent. Among Cohanim, the grandson may not defile himself for his grandfather.

If he allots her to his son;" with [the girl's] agreement. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no agreement here. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said so, the statement follows Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Samuel bar Eudaimon said, even if you say the statement follows Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah, is he not a minor? "If he allots her to his son;" with [the latter's] agreement. Rebbi Johanan said, he allots her to his minor or adult son, with and without the latter's agreement. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, he allots her only to his adult son with the latter's agreement.

190 This is the explicit interpretation of the Babli (Qiddushin 19a) which seems to be valid here also and explains the apparent duplication of the argument in this paragraph.

191 He holds in a baraita (Qiddushin 1:2, fol. 59c; Babli 19a) that the money given to the father does not count as bride money but that the allotment is a legal betrothal since from the moment
of betrothal she is no longer a servant. The money with which she is bought is money with which her services are bought for the duration of her servitude. By allotment, the value of the remainder of the money (computed by the remaining days of her servitude) is given as wedding gift. This implies that on the last day of her servitude she can be allotted to master or son only if at least a perutah's worth of servitude is left (if the day's worth is prorated by hours).

192 Who is not called "a man" and cannot legally acquire. The Babli (19a) refers to the case of a levir aged 9 years and 1 day (Mishnah Yebamot 7:4). Who by intercourse does acquire preliminarily his sister-in-law by biblical standards, except that his wife cannot be prosecuted for adultery since it is written (Lev. 20:10): "A man who commits adultery with a man's wife". This implies that there are cases where a woman can be legally married to a male without being a man's wife.

193 In the Yerushalmi, practice should follow R. Johanan. In the Babli, R. Johanan's opinion is not mentioned; what is asserted here in the name of R. Simeon ben Lakish is there attributed to the unquestioned authority of R. Yannai, the teacher of both R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Lakish.

"A male nine years and one day old makes a widow for the High Priest or a divorcee or one who performed halisah for a common priest."

In the opinion of R. Johanan who will explain this for allotments it is understandable; since he acquires by allotment he makes a widow for the
High Priest or a divorcée or one who performed halîsah for a common priest. In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish\textsuperscript{196} who must explain this for a marriage, she should also be free from levirate or halîsah, as we have stated\textsuperscript{197}: "If he married a woman, that one is free from levirate or halîsah." Rebbi Abin said, following Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish it\textsuperscript{198} comes following Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah, as it was stated so: If a male nine years and one day old up to twelve years and one day old grew two pubic hairs, they are warts\textsuperscript{199}. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah said, they are indicators\textsuperscript{200} [of puberty]. Rebbi Jacob ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Only if they were still there at the time of indicators\textsuperscript{201}.

\begin{itemize}
  \item If he marries, the marriage is valid to turn his widow into a woman forbidden to the High Priest and if he divorces her, she becomes forbidden to a common priest.  
  \item He restricts the validity of the statement to a girl married by allotment since only in that case is his marriage valid by biblical standards.  
  \item For him, a minor cannot be allotted a wife; therefore, the marriage must be contracted under rabbinic rules and the author of that baraita cannot accept the statement in the next Mishnah that the widow of a childless minor is not subject to the laws of levirate.  
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{194} Mishnah 17.  
\textsuperscript{197} The baraita which opened this paragraph must follow R. Yose ben R. Jehudah while the Mishnah follows the anonymous majority.  
\textsuperscript{198} Not signs of adulthood defined as onset of puberty. Quoted in Babli Niddah 46a.  
\textsuperscript{199} Greek σημεῖον "sign, marker".  
\textsuperscript{200} During his thirteenth year, when the growth of pubic hair is expected. In the Babli, the statement is attributed to a R. Kruspedai ben Sabbatai.
Rebbi Yose asked: When they remained until the time of indicators, does he retroactively become a man or from that time onward? For Rebbi Abun it is obvious that he becomes a man retroactively, so certainly also for the future, for he explains the position of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish by Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah. Why does Rebbi Yose not explain the position of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish by Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah since he asked, when they remained until the time of indicators, does he retroactively become a man or from that time onward? Rebbi Mana said, because he had difficulty. Rebbi Yose asked: When they remained until the time of indicators, does he retroactively become a man or from that time onward? One understands the case of a widow. But a divorcee? Explain it if he copulated with her after he became an adult and divorced her. Halisah? Explain it if he copulated with her, died, and the [adult] brothers performed halisah; she had halisah because of him. In that case, even if he was younger than nine [years]? Rebbi Samuel ben Eudaimon said, that is correct. But because in all cases one stated "nine", one stated this with them.
206 If his marriage by allotment is sanctioned by biblical decree, if he dies the widow is a widow by biblical standards and unquestionably forbidden to the High Priest.

207 Even if his marriage, effected by his adult father, is valid, a divorce which needs his conscious action is certainly invalid as long as he is a minor.

Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: Rebbi Yose ben Jehudah learned from Ahaz, as it was stated: Ahaz produced a child at age nine, Haran at age six, and Caleb at age ten following him who identifies Caleb ben Hesron with Caleb ben Yephuneh.

208 Reading in Qiddushin. Here: "they were".

209 He became king at age 20 and ruled for 16 years (2K. 16:2). His son Hizqiah became king at age 25 (2K. 18:2). That seems to mean that Hizqiah was born when his father was 11 years old. However, since the first year of the reign is only counted from the day of accession to the next New Year's Day, it is possible that he was born when his father was 10 and was conceived when he was 9. This computation has no parallel in the sources.

210 The computation is detailed in Babli Sanhedrin 69b and is based on two hypotheses, (1) that Sarah, 10 years younger than Abraham, was Abraham's niece, Haran's daughter, against the explicit testimony of the biblical text that she was his paternal halfsister, and that (2) Haran was the youngest of Terah's sons (Gen. 11:27) and at least two years younger than Abraham.

211 This also is detailed in Babli Sanhedrin 69b and is based on the identification of Caleb ben Yephuneh the spy, whose children are enumerated in 1Chr. 4:15, with Caleb ben Hesron whose descendants are mentioned in 1Chr. 2:18-21. Caleb ben Hesron is described as the great-grandfather of Beşalel who built the Tabernacle. (The Babli never mentions the problem of the quite impossible identification of the two Calebs.) Since Caleb ben Yephuneh was 40 years of age in the
year after the Exodus (Jos. 14:7) and Besalel is called "man" in Ex. 36:4, he was at least 13 years of age, only 27 years younger than his great-grandfather. That means that Caleb, Uri, and Hur all were fathers at age 9. If Caleb was father at age 10, then one of his descendants was father at age 8.

Mishnah 15: If [a male] nine years and one day old copulated with his sister-in-law and after that his brother, who [also] was nine years and one day old, copulated with her, [the brother] disabled her for [the first levir]. Rebbi Simeon says, he did not disable.

Mishnah 16: If [a male] nine years and one day old copulated with his sister-in-law, and after that he copulated with her co-wife, he disabled her for himself. Rebbi Simeon says, he did not disable.

Mishnah 17: If [a male] nine years and one day old copulated with his sister-in-law and died, she performs halisah but not levirate. If he married a woman and died, she is free.
**Miashnah 18:** If [a male] nine years and one day old copulated with his sister-in-law and after he became an adult married another woman and died, if he never had intercourse with the first after he became an adult, the second [wife] either performs *halisah* or levirate, the first performs *halisah* but not levirate. Rabbi Simeon says, he takes in levirate the one he likes and performs *halisah* with the other. It makes no difference whether he is nine years and one day or twenty years old, as long as he did not grow two pubic hairs.

212 As explained in Mishnah 18, if he is older than nine full years as long as he did not grow two pubic hairs.

213 As will be repeated in the Halakhah, the majority holds that intercourse of an almost grown up male is like "bespeaking" of an adult and therefore follows the rules of "bespeaking" which disables but does not fully acquire. For Rabbi Simeon, intercourse of a minor either acquires by biblical standards or it does not acquire at all, but we do not know which assertion holds (Halakhah 3:5). If it acquires, then the sister-in-law is the first levir's wife and the action of a minor has no legal consequence; if it does not acquire for the first it did not acquire for the second, both are legally minors and their actions as minors cannot influence the status of the widow when the levirs become grown-ups.

The same argument holds for Rabbi Simeon in the cases following.

214 Since the widow's legal status is one of "bespoken" but not fully married, if the levir dies she becomes the widow of two brothers and may not marry in levirate (cf. Halakhah 3:1).

215 Outside of levirate, the marriage of a minor is invalid; the woman is not a widow.

216 In the Babylonian Mishnah, the order of the actions is inverted. The order of the Yerushalmi is more reasonable. The second is a real wife, who can be married in levirate if the husband dies childless. For the majority, the first one is only "bespoken"; she becomes the widow of two brothers and is disqualified from levirate.

217 For Rabbi Simeon, the first one either was the wife of the deceased or she was not. If she was not, she is the widow of her first husband and can be married in levirate; if she was, she is
the widow of her second husband and can be married in levirate. The second certainly can be married in levirate. But only one of the co-widows can be married. In this case, the other is not free since maybe the first one was not a wife.

Halakhah 17:

Samuel said, the words of Rebbi Meir: They made the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult. And as you said, they made the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult, they made the <i>halîsah</i> of a child of nine years and one day like a bill of divorce of an adult. But the rabbis said, the <i>halîsah</i> of a child of nine years and one day is nothing. And why did they make the intercourse of a child of nine years and one day like "bespeaking" of an adult? Because the intercourse of an adult acquires whether intentional or not intentional. The <i>halîsah</i> of a child of nine years and one day was made like a bill of divorce by an adult. But <i>halîsah</i> by an adult can free only if it is intentional.

218 The text is from Halakhah 5:5, Notes 79-83.
Can a woman waiting for a levir who became available to several brothers-in-law not be married in levirate? Rebbi Hyya stated: The wife of one dead [husband] is married in levirate, not the wife of two dead. Rebbi Eleazar said, this follows Rebbi Meïr, since Rebbi Meïr said, "any one who cannot marry me in levirate, cannot marry my co-wife in levirate." Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Eleazar formulated what he had heard from me. Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah said so: "If [a male] nine years and one day old copulated with his sister-in-law and after he became an adult married another woman and died, if he never had intercourse with the first after he became an adult, the second [wife] either performs halîsah or levirate, the first performs halîsah but not levirate. The first one must perform halîsah and cannot be married in levirate." Here you say, she performs halîsah; there you say, she is married in levirate! Where you say she performs halîsah, Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Simeon; where you say, she is married in levirate, Rebbi Simeon and the rabbis.
The following is obvious: If a person younger than twenty years of age developed two pubic hairs, he becomes a man retroactively. Older than twenty years of age, he becomes a man from that point into the future. Where do they disagree? If he is twenty. Samuel said, he becomes a man retroactively. Rav said, he becomes a man from that point into the future. A baraita disagrees with both of them: The castrate cannot become a rebellious son since he has no pubic hair. Should one not warn him, maybe he will develop two pubic hairs within the next three months? Following him who says, one does not accept conditional warnings. Our Mishnah disagrees with Samuel: Does it make no difference whether he is nine years and one day or twelve years and one day old, if by then he did not grow two pubic hairs, he becomes a man retroactively? Could you say: If he did grow two pubic hairs between the ages of nine years and one day until twelve years and one day, he becomes a man retroactively? Similarly, if he is older than twenty years of age and did not grow two pubic hairs, he becomes a man from that point into the future. How does Samuel handle this? He explains it: soon after he turns twenty.

221 The Babli, 80b and Niddah 47b, disagrees and treats the man who at age 20 has no pubic hair and shows the body characteristics of a castrate as...
castrated by nature who never will be accepted as a man; otherwise he will be a minor until age 35, half the normal life span. (There is an Amora who disagrees and holds that many cases of impotent men without pubic hair can be treated medically.)

222 In the Babli, 80a, Rav holds that if he or she are late to grow pubic hair but do so before they reach 20, they retroactively become adult and can be prosecuted for any crimes committed earlier; Samuel holds that they remain underage until they grow pubic hair or reach age 18 when they immediately become adults.

223 Deut. 21:18-21. Since he is called "son" rather than "child", it is concluded that he must be an adult. The Babli concurs, 80a.

224 The opinion of R. Simeon ben Laqish in the next Chapter; Babli Makkot 16a. In the Babli, that opinion is unopposed.

225 That the legal status of one 20 years old is not different from one 9 years old if he did not grow two pubic hairs.

226 Even though the text is formulated in the masculine, it must refer to girls since for a boy standard adulthood is at age 13.

227 But if he grows pubic hair by his 20th birthday, he retroactively becomes an adult from age 13.
Mishnah 1: One may marry [relatives of] a rape victim or a seduced woman. He who rapes or seduces [a relative of] a married woman is guilty. A person may marry his father’s rape victim or seduced woman, his son’s rape victim or seduced woman. Rebbi Jehudah prohibits his father’s rape victim or seduced woman.

1 Incest prohibitions which are not effective at birth can be created only by marriage, not by promiscuity.
2 He is liable not only for rape and seduction but also for incest.
3 The majority considers both parts of Deut. 23:1: "Nobody may marry his father’s wife, and he should not uncover his father’s garment’s corner" as one prohibition; R. Jehudah reads the second clause as referring to women with whom his father has extramarital relations.

Halakhah 1: "One may marry [relatives of] a rape victim or a seduced woman," etc. So is the Mishnah: One may marry after a rape victim or seduced woman. If he raped a woman, her mother is permitted; if he seduced a woman, her daughter is permitted.
The language "...א ישראל על חמשה מתיב.英格兰 רבי דקה. דריך יישוביאי שכר..." may be interpreted to mean "one marries additionally to ..." This naturally is not meant here.

"He who rapes or seduces [a relative of] a married woman is guilty."

Rebbi Johanan said, one stated this for marriage. If he married a woman and then raped her mother, he is guilty. If he married a woman and then seduced her daughter, he is guilty.  

This is obvious, cf. Chapter 10, Notes 139, 140.
fall under the same law." Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Symmachos agrees to the earlier part of the Mishnah. If was found stated, it still is in dispute. What is Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri's reason? Since a woman and her daughter and a woman and her daughter's daughter fall under two separate prohibitions, also a woman and her son's daughter and her daughter's daughter fall under two separate prohibitions. What is the reason of the rabbis? Since a woman and her daughter and a woman and her daughter's daughter fall under one and the same prohibition, also a woman and her son's daughter and her daughter's daughter fall under one and the same prohibition.

7 Mishnah Hulin 5:3.
8 Really, 39 lashes, the maximum permitted (Deut. 25:3). Similarly, Symmachos's 80 are really 78.
9 Lev. 22:28: "A cow or a sheep, it and its young you shall not slaughter on the same day." Slaughtering a cow and a second generation calf on the same day is not forbidden. If after that the calf is slaughtered on the same day, with one act he slaughters (the cow and her calf) and (the calf's calf and her mother). For the rabbis, violating one law by one act can be punished only once. For Symmachos, the order of execution is important; the prohibition of slaughtering the calf after its mother is separate from that of slaughtering the mother after its calf.
10 Missing in the text, required by the context.
12 The relevant verse is Lev. 18:17: "The genitals of a woman and her daughter you shall not uncover; her son's daughter and her daughter's daughter you shall not take to uncover her nakedness; they are family, it is taboo." The Tosephta (Keritut 1:21) explains that R. Johanan ben Nuri speaks about a man who married three wives, a woman and her nieces from a sister and a brother; i.e. a daughter and two granddaughters of the same woman. If the man sleeps with his mother-in-law, by one act he sleeps with a woman and her daughter, a woman and her daughter's daughter, and a woman and her son's daughter. If it is three times the same transgression,
he is punished only once; if the one act implies three different paragraphs have been violated, he receives multiple punishment.

13 Hulin 5:3, where it is stated that everybody agrees that if he slaughtered first the mother and after that two of her calves he is whipped "80" times but if he first slaughtered the two calves and then the mother, he is whipped only "40" times.

14 Tosephta Hulin 5:7: "If he slaughtered its five calves and then the cow, Symmachos said in the name of Rebbi Meir he is guilty of five transgressions but he only is guilty for transgression of one prohibition." This shows that Symmachos counts instances of the same prohibition separately; he cannot have the same position as R. Johanan ben Nuri. This is the position of Rava in the Babli, Keritut 15a; cf. 1971, p. 42.

15 For him, the two parts of Lev. 18:17 are two separate paragraphs; for the rabbis the verse counts as only one.

It is written16: "If a man takes a woman and her mother, it is taboo." Everywhere is written "lying with"17 but here is written "taking", to teach...
you that he cannot be guilty for the second [woman] unless the first one is prepared\textsuperscript{18} for him. Or maybe only by marriage\textsuperscript{19}? We already said that there is no incestuous marriage. But is it not written\textsuperscript{20}: "Nobody may marry his father's wife, and he should not uncover his father's garment's corner"? This comes to tell you that she was permitted to him before his father married her\textsuperscript{21}. But is it not written\textsuperscript{22}: "If a man take his brother's wife, it is despicable"? This comes to tell you that she was permitted to him before his brother married her. This is confirmed by levirate\textsuperscript{23}. But is it not written\textsuperscript{24}: "You should not take a woman in addition to her sister to make her a co-wife"? This comes to tell you that she was permitted to him before he married her sister. This is confirmed after her sister's death. But is it not written\textsuperscript{25}: "A man who would take his sister, his father's daughter or his mother's daughter; he sees her genitals and she sees his genitals, it is hesed." Rebbi Avin said, that you should not say that Kain married his sister, Abel married his sister, "it is charitable", I was charitable with the first generations so the world could be inhabited; "I said, the world was built on hesed\textsuperscript{26}.". But is it not written\textsuperscript{27}: "Widow, divorcee, and desecrated, these he shall not take"? This comes to tell you that if he became betrothed to her that the betrothal is valid\textsuperscript{28}.

\textsuperscript{16} Lev. 20:14
\textsuperscript{17} In the punishment list of Chap. 20. In the prohibition of Chap. 18, the expression used is mostly "uncovering genitals".
\textsuperscript{18} Available to him at least by betrothal or obligation of levirate. The criminal sanction cannot be applied if one of the parties was married to him but died.
\textsuperscript{19} That he had to marry both women. This is impossible since an incestuous marriage has no existence in law.
\textsuperscript{20} Deut. 23:1; neither the term "lying with" nor the term "uncovering genitals" is used. Does this mean that only the marriage with a stepmother is forbidden?

This and the following questions
challenge the assertion that the incest prohibition of a man with mother and daughter is the only one where "taking" is mentioned.

21 The statement that he may not marry her makes sense only if without the father's marriage the son could have married her. This supports the Mishnah.

22 **Lev. 20:21.** This is a relevant question since the verse is also from Chapter 20.

23 She again becomes permitted to the levir.

24 **Lev. 18:18.** The argument following is parallel to that of the verse quoted before this one.

25 **Lev. 20:17.** The argument identifies אסר I "to be well behaved" and אסר II "to act shamelessly". A similar argument in Babli Sanhedrin 58b.

26 **Ps. 89:3.**

27 **Lev. 21:7.**

28 The marriages forbidden only to priests, "prohibitions of holiness", are not incestuous; they are sinful but valid, cf. Halakhah 2:3.

29 Rebbi Huna understood all of them from this verse: "The genitals of a woman and her daughter you should not uncover, etc." Taboo - taboo, for an equal cut. Since there are three generations downwards, so there are three generations upwards. Since there is a prohibition downwards, so there is a prohibition upwards. Since upwards one requires marriage, so downwards one requires marriage. Since upwards they are burned, so downwards they are burned. Since downwards, He gave the male's daughter the same status as the female's daughter, so upwards we give the male's mother the same status as the female's mother.

29 This is from Chapter 2, Notes 104-109.
And following Rebbi Meïr? Since Rebbi Meïr said, a *gezerah sawah* is at the place it comes from, from where is the third generation (below) forbidden? And following the rabbis, who say, a *gezerah sawah* is said about them, from where that the third generation above is punished by burning? Both for Rebbi Meïr and the rabbis, from where that the third generation above is forbidden? Since it is written "taboo, taboo" for a *gezerah sawah*, it is as if all were included; all are included.

30 Cf. Chapter 8, Note 195. R. Meïr holds that a *gezerah sawah* is valid only for the rules covered by the respective verses.

31 Instead of "below" one has to read "above". In Lev. 18:17, the daughter and granddaughter of a woman are forbidden as taboo to a man sleeping with the woman. Therefore, the question can only be whether the grandmother also is forbidden since the pivot of the prohibition is the woman he slept with first and, as a matter of principle, infractions of prohibitions are punishable only if the punishment is stated in the code. The mother is certainly under an incest prohibition whose infraction would be a capital crime; this is stated in Lev. 20:14.

32 It refers to all aspects of the laws involved.

33 Since she is not mentioned in the verse.

34 In both Chapters 18 and 20, the prohibition of a woman and either her descendants or ancestors appear in one verse. Therefore, in this case there is no difference in the positions of R. Meïr and the rabbis. The *gezerah sawah* is sufficient to transfer the prohibition of the descendants (18:17) to the ancestors (20:14) and the punishment from the ancestors to the descendants. Cf. Halakhah 2:4. The same argument is in the Babli, *Sanhedrin* 75b.
So far his daughter's daughter from marriage. His daughter's daughter from a rape? "The genitals of your son's daughter or your daughter's daughter." Where do we hold? If from marriage, it already had been said. So it it cannot refer to marriage but must refer to rape. So far for the warning, from where the punishment? Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac said, "they, they; taboo, taboo." That follows Rebbi Aqiba; following Rebbi Ismael? Rebbi Ismael stated: "they", from "them". So far about his daughter's daughter, from where his daughter? Rav said, if he is forewarned about his daughter's daughter, so much more for his daughter! If for his daughter's daughter he is subject to extirpation, so much more for his daughter!

35 As noted before, both Lev. 18:17 and 20:14 contain expressions of marriage.
36 Lev. 18:10 prohibits incest with granddaughters. If only legitimate children were intended, the verse would be superfluous. Therefore, it must refer also to all illegitimate children; "rape" is only an example.
37 Lev. 18:10 contains no indication of any punishment.
38 Lev. 18:10 ends "they are your genitals;" Lev. 18:17 ends "they are relatives, it is taboo;" Lev. 20:14 reads "there should be no taboo among you." He accepts a gezerah sawah between 18:10 and 17 based on the common word נא and one between 18:17 and 20:14 based on the common word ח.

This concatenation of two transfers is not without problems (cf.
Babli *Zebahim* 50a); the *Yerushalmi* here indicates that it is only acceptable for R. Aqiba, not for R. Ismael. The argument is quoted in the Babli (*Yebamot* 3a and *Sanhedrin* 75b, 76a) in the name of Rav Isaac bar Eudaimon.

39 He makes a direct connection between Lev. 18:10 and 20:14, taking the unusual word ἰπηκ (for ἴμπα), the combination of the *nota accusativi* and ἰμαν, ἰς "they", to indicate the connection. This argument is not quoted in the Babli.

40 Lev. 18:10 makes no mention of the daughter as incest prohibition.

41 The Babli, *Sanhedrin* 76a, notes the obvious contradiction to the principle that no punishment can be imposed that is not clearly stated in the text (cf. Note 31) and holds that the argument is so simple that the prohibition must be considered as if it were written in the verse.

They asked before Rebbi Abbahu: His daughter's daughter from a marriage; his daughter's daughter from a rape? He said to them, every "daughter's daughter" falls under the same category.42 They asked before Rebbi Abbahu: If [a man] came to a woman, she had a daughter, and after that he came and copulated with her43. Is he guilty about her because of a woman and her daughter, her daughter's daughter and her son's daughter? He said to them, "they are relatives, it is taboo;" all because of taboo.44

42 R. Abbahu rejects the argument (Note 36) that the illegitimate offspring needs an extra verse. The simple meaning of the verse includes all daughter's daughters.

43 Something must be missing here.

44 The most simple scenario would be that a man sleeps with his illegitimate daughter when he married two granddaughters of the mother, one from a son and one from another daughter. If the copulation was in
ignorance of the family relationship, how many purification sacrifices does he have to bring?

Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Why do we not say, "your daughter you should not uncover, your daughter's daughter you should not uncover"? He said to him, if it were written "the genitals of a woman and her daughter's daughter you shall not uncover", we would have said, "your daughter you should not uncover, your daughter's daughter you should not uncover".

He questions the position of R. Abbahu; why should one not consider Lev. 18:17 as containing two separate prohibitions?

If the verse had not contained the mention of "taking" (i.e. "marrying") to make the offense a capital crime, one could have considered the caesura in the verse as defining two separate clauses. But now, since the condition of marriage to at least one of them is essential for the definition of criminality of the act, that cannot be the interpretation.

The Babli, 22b, has a totally different take on Lev. 18:10: That verse speaks only of his granddaughters, but 18:17 deals with the granddaughters of his wife. It is concluded that the granddaughters of a woman with whom he has a child but who is not his wife cannot be under an incest prohibition which is a capital crime. Cf. Chapter 10, Note 195.
Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshaiah. If there are two prohibitions and one liability to extirpation, the prohibitions split the extirpation\(^{47}\). What is the reason? "On human flesh it may not be rubbed and in its proportions you should not make [a compound] like it.\(^{48}\)"

And it is written: "A man who would compound like it.\(^{49}\)" Here are two prohibitions and one liability to extirpation. The prohibitions divide the extirpation. This follows Rebbi Ismael, since Rebbi Ismael said one infers from an argument *de minore ad majus* but one does not punish from an argument *de minore ad majus*\(^{50}\). Where does he have that from? It comes following what Hizqiah stated: "If the daughter of a Cohen is desecrated by whoring." Why does the verse say, "a man?\(^{51}\)"? To include him who cohabits with his daughter’s daughter from a rape that she should be [under sentence of] burning\(^{52}\). Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, one may even understand this from the warning: "Do not desecrate your daughter."

\(^{47}\) It is a general principle of hermeneutics in both Talmudim that for every prohibition one verse has to explain what is forbidden and another verse, often at a different place, has to spell out the punishment. If the latter verse refers to several prohibitions at once, the number of sins committed in one act (the number of required cleansing sacrifices if the sin was inadvertent) is counted by the number of prohibitions, not by the number of punishments enumerated separately. In the Babli (*Makkot* 14b, *Keritut* 3a), this is a matter of dispute.

\(^{48}\) *Ex. 30:32*, speaking of the oil used to anoint priests and holy vessels.

\(^{49}\) *Ex. 30:33*: "A man who would compound its likeness or who would apply it on an outside person (who is
not a priest) will be extirpated from his people." There are only two prohibitions since the "human" of v. 32 is defined as "not a priest" in v. 33.

50 A principle spelled out many times in the Babli, cf. Makkot 5b, 14a, 17a; Sanhedrin 54a.

51 Lev. 21:9. "A Cohen man’s daughter if she is desecrated by whoring with her father, shall be burned in fire;" cf. Babli Sanhedrin 76.

52 It was determined earlier that the prohibition of 20:14 of descendents or progenitors in the direct line applies only if one of the women is married to the man. For priests, this is extended also to extramarital children.

53 Lev. 19:29: "Do not desecrate your daughter to cause her to whore."

This interpretation is quoted in the Babli, Sanhedrin 76a, in the name of R. Abun’s father and there is only one of several alternative interpretations.

What is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah? "54 A man may not take his father’s wife," that refers to his father’s wife; "and he should not uncover his father’s wing," that is his rape victim. How do the rabbis explain "his father’s wing"? There, they say and they do not know the origin of the tradition, that refers to a wing which leans on his father. Would he not anyhow be guilty for her because of his father’s wife? Rebbi Hila said, because of forewarning, that if he was warned because of his father’s wife, he will be whipped, and because of his father’s wing, he will be whipped. Rebbi Jehudah agrees about whipping. Rebbi Jehudah agrees about sacrifice. Rebbi Jehudah agrees about all other doubtful cases that
he is free. Rebbi Jehudah agrees that if he gave her qiddušin that these qiddušin are legally valid.

54  *Deut.* 23:1. The hermeneutic principles require that two parallel clauses be interpreted as referring to two different situations. If such an interpretation is impossible, then the two clauses count as two separate prohibitions.

55 Babli *Yebamot* 97a, stated in the name of Samuel.

56 The widow of a childless uncle who waits to be married in levirate by his father and in the meantime is forebidden to all other men.

57 For the rabbis who hold that candidacy counts as betrothal; cf. Chapter 2, Note 27.

58 In rabbinic interpretation, no punishment is possible in criminal cases unless criminal intent was established by two witnesses who testify that the perpetrator was duly warned that his intended act was criminal.

59 In the Babli, 97a, an anonymous statement that if we warned for both his father's wife and his father's wing, he transgresses two prohibitions in one act.

60 Since no penalty is stated in the Torah for the man who marries a woman who had unmarried sex with his father, he cannot be punished and, therefore, is unable to bring a sacrifice even if his act is considered sinful.

61 If the woman had sex with any man other than his father, a marriage to whom would make her current marriage incestuous, no punishment can be meted out even according to R. Jehudah since there is no biblical basis for it. Consequently, the marriage is valid.
Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Is the child a bastard following Rebbi Jehudah? He said to him, "No one with a damaged testicle or with cut-off penis may marry" interrupts the argument. It interrupted the argument in the matter of the father’s wife. He retorted, the father’s wife was part of the set of all incest prohibitions; it was selected from this set to teach about bastardy for all incest prohibitions. (Let the father’s wife be selected to teach about bastardy for all incest prohibitions.) Similarly, let the rape victim be selected to teach a prohibition concerning all rape victims. He said to him, the father’s wife was part of the set of all incest prohibitions; it was selected from this set to teach about bastardy for all incest prohibitions. Can you say that the rape victim was in a set of all rape victims, that it could teach a prohibition concerning all rape victims? Why cannot the father’s wife be selected to teach about the rape victims in her case? He said to him, is she is the father’s wife, she is not his rape victim; is she is the father’s rape victim, she is not his wife.

62 Deut. 23:2. The prohibition of the father’s wife is verse 1, the rule of bastardy is verse 3; cf. Chaper 4, Note 211.

63 This is an application of Rule 9 of R. Ismael (Introduction to Sifra): "Anything in a set which was selected from that set to teach, was not selected to teach only for itself but for the entire set."

The prohibition of the stepmother is contained in the set of all incest prohibitions (Lev., Chapters 18,20). Therefore, if the result of incest with a stepmother is a bastard, the result of any other incestuous relation must be a bastard (cf. Mishnaitot 4:14,15).

64 R. Haggai wants to argue that since according to R. Jehudah, the prohibition of a person who had unmarried sex with his father is written in one verse with the prohibition of the father’s wife, all relationships that would be incestuous
in the case of marriage should be prohibited.
65 There does not exist a set of women prohibited as incestuous by extramarital sex; the set to which Rule 9 might be applied contains only the woman who had slept with his father. The parallel reasoning implied by R. Haggai does not work.

Mishnah 2: The sons of a female convert who converted with her do neither perform halisah nor levirate\(^66\) even if a first [son] was not conceived in holiness\(^67\) but born in holiness and a second [son] was conceived and born in holiness. The same applies to a slave girl\(^68\) who was freed together with her sons.

\(^66\) Even if they biologically are children of the same father, they legally are not since the rules of family relationships are restricted to Jews.
\(^67\) Before conversion.
\(^68\) Who before manumission already was Jewish as a slave.
Mishnah: "A female convert who converted," etc. Is not the convert guilty for his mother but not for his father following Rebbi Yose the Galilean? Rebbi Aqiba says, "his father and mother he cursed." Anybody potentially guilty for his mother is potentially guilty for his father but nobody who cannot be guilty for his mother can be guilty for his father. Rebbi Aqiba agrees that the "silenced" one is potentially guilty for his mother but not for his father. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Yasa in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Where do they disagree? About a convert not conceived in holiness but born in holiness. But about a convert conceived and born in holiness even Rebbi Yose the Galilean agrees.

69 The interrogative here does not make much sense; the baraita text is a copy from Sifra Qedosim Parašah 9(9), where the rhetorical question is appropriate.

70 If he injures or curses his mother (Ex. 21:15,17). R. Yose the Galilean holds that a Gentile cannot claim relationship with his children, whether the mother is Gentile or Jewish.

71 Lev. 20:9: "Any man who would curse his father and (or) his mother shall certainly die; his father and (or) mother he cursed, his blood is on him." R. Aqiba infers from "curse his father", "his mother he cursed", that the rules for father and mother must be identical.

72 In fact, the argument goes the other way, anybody who cannot be guilty for his father cannot be guilty for his mother. Therefore, the child who converted with his mother cannot be prosecuted for injuring or cursing his mother.

73 A person of unknown paternity, who is silenced by his mother should he address any man as his father. If his father were known, he would be a normal Jew.

74 R. Yose the Galilean and R. Aqiba.

75 There is not much to disagree since the child is born as full Jew (even though he is called a proselyte after his father, Mishna Qiddusin 3:12).
Rebbi Yasa went to Homs. People came and asked him about the family of Ashtin who were converts, might they marry in levirate? He said to them, so says Rebbi Johanan: It is prohibited. They wanted to say, if a woman has children. But if the woman has no children, what can you say? He married his brother’s wife in levirate. If she is not his brother’s wife, should he not be considered as marrying a wife from outside? Rebbi Jacob bar Aha came in the name of Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman: Even so it is forbidden, that people should not say, we saw the commandment of levirate among converts. When has this been said? When he lived with her after he converted. But if he did not live with her after he converted, everybody agrees that it is as if he married a woman from outside.

76 The city in Syria.
77 In Demai Chapter 6 they are called Astor.
78 The widow had children but all of them were born while she was a Gentile.
79 If converts born as Gentile brothers are not legally brothers after conversion, the wife of one cannot be forbidden to the other.

80 By the first intercourse after conversion, which certainly was executed as an act between husband and wife, the Gentile marriage became valid in Jewish law.
81 The surviving brother may marry the woman who never was Jewishly married to his brother even if the relationship of brotherhood remained in effect after conversion.
A convert who converted while married to a woman and her daughter, or a woman and her sister, marries one and separates from the other. When has this been said? If he did not live with either of them. But if he lived with one of them after he converted, the one he lived with is his wife. If he lived with both of them, since he lived with them, he lived with them.

82 He marries one in Jewish law and separates from the other or divorces her in Gentile law.

83 Since family relationships are dissolved by conversion, the two co-wives are not related in biblical law and, therefore, not prohibited in biblical law. The Babli, 98b, disagrees and holds that if he comes to ask, one tells him to separate from both of them. If he married one of them, he may keep her. It seems from this that the Babli would not tolerate a man to live with two wives who before conversion were mother and daughter or sisters.

A convert has to separate from his sister, whether paternal or maternal, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah says, he must separate from his maternal halfsister; a paternal halfsister he may keep. He must separate from his mother’s sister but may keep his father’s sister, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah says, he must separate from his mother’s maternal halfsister but may keep his mother’s paternal halfsister. If he...
married any other incest prohibited woman, he may keep her. It was only said, "if he married". Therefore, not from the start\textsuperscript{85}.

84 If he was married to any one of them at the moment of his conversion. In the Babli, \textsuperscript{98b} R. Meïr is quoted as he is here, but instead of R. Jehudah, the anonymous Sages are quoted as permitting all sisters and aunts. In \textit{Gen. Rabba} 18(7), the \textit{bara\textit{ita}} is quoted as it is here, only that instead of R. Jehudah one has the anonymous Sages.

85 If he comes to ask, one does not permit the marriage. In the Babli, all women who are not blood relatives are unconditionally permitted.

A Gentile has to separate from his sister, whether paternal or maternal, the words of Rebbi Meïr. Rebbi Jehudah says, he must separate from his maternal halfsister; a paternal halfsister he may keep. He must separate from his mother's sister but may keep his father's sister, the words of Rebbi Meïr. Rebbi Jehudah says, he must separate from his mother's maternal halfsister but may keep his mother's paternal halfsister\textsuperscript{86}. Rav Hanin said, he\textsuperscript{87} explained us the words of Rebbi Meïr simply: "Therefore, a man has to abandon his father and his mother\textsuperscript{88}." What is close to him
from his father's side, what is close to him from his mother's side. Rebbi Vivian asked: Then his father's sister should be forbidden because she is close to his father! His mother's sister should be forbidden because she is close to his mother. Rebbi Simeon, the son of Rebbi Ayvo objected: "Amram took his aunt Yokhebed as wife." Does that mean that the Israelites did not even behave as descendants of Noah? Rebbi Hila said, what is close to him from his father's side, what is close to him from his mother's side. They objected to Rebbi Meïr: "And truly she is my sister, my father's daughter, but not my mother's." He said to them: Is a proof from there? Not "she became my wife"?

86 The rules for Gentiles living under Jewish law are identical to those valid for converts; in the Babli they are given in Sanhedrin 58a, identical to the rules given for converts in Yebamot 98b.

87 This must be Rav, Rav Hanin's teacher and father-in-law.

88 Gen. 2:24. The common interpretation of the verse as basis of a "natural law" of incest prohibitions is in the sources (Babli Sanhedrin 58a, Gen. rabba 18(8)): "Therefore, a man leaves his father (the father's wife who might not be his mother) and his mother and clings to his wife (marriage is effected by intercourse, but after the first intercourse of a woman all sex acts with other people are adulterous since there is no divorce; male homosexual activity is also forbidden) and they will be one flesh (only vaginal intercourse is counted as such)." All other incest prohibitions of Lev. are for Jews only. (A minority opinion, that of R. Eliezer in the Babli, identifies the "father" as the father's sisters.)

89 This shows that the opinion of R. Eliezer, quoted in the Babli (see the preceding note) was unknown to the editors of the Yerushalmi.

90 Ex. 6:20. According to the rules promulgated by him, Moses was a bastard. This proves (a) that the incest prohibitions of Lev. 18 are introduced because of the holiness of the Land or as prohibition of idolatrous practices and (b) the paternal aunt is permitted to a Gentile.

91 Only the father's wives and the mother.

92 Gen. 20:12. According to Philo
(Special Laws III, 22-25), the practice of marrying half-sisters was recognized in Greece and that of marrying full sisters in Egypt.

I am at a loss to understand the argument. The expedient chosen by the talmudic sources, that Sarah was not Abraham's sister but his niece, should be excluded out of respect for the biblical text (Cf. Chapter 10, Note 210). This cannot be a general Jewish tradition since Sadducee (Karaite) traditions prohibit the niece to the uncle because the text prohibits the nephew to the aunt.

What about it? Rebbi Yose said, about any incest prohibition which for a Jewish court is a capital crime, a descendant of Noah is forewarned; and about any incest prohibition which for a court is not a capital crime, a descendant of Noah is not forewarned. They objected: Is not a case involving the sister a capital crime for a Jewish court and the descendants of Noah are not forewarned? Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "Because of these abominations, the Eternal, your God, uproots them before you." This teaches that the Holy One, praise to Him, does not punish if He did not warn.

94 What is the practice about prohibited Gentile marriages.
95 Any Gentile.
96 This is characterized as R. Meïr's minority opinion in the Babli, Sanhedrin 57b.
97 The example is exceedingly bad since incest with one's sister is punished by Heaven with extirpation (Lev. 20:17) but is not a capital crime on Earth. Maybe the reference should be to a man married to a woman and
her daughter; cf. Note 82.

98 Deut. 18:12, speaking of idolatry.

99 The prohibition of idolatry is universal, valid for all descendants of Noah (Babli Sanhedrin 57b). Therefore, Gentiles can be punished for idolatrous practices since they have been warned about them. R. Hila seems to agree that the incest prohibitions which exceed the bare minimum are directed against idolatrous practices.

Rebbi Idi said before Rebbi Yose, a slave is permitted his sister\(^{100}\). He said to him, did you hear this even if she is from the same mother? He said, yes. He said to him, but did we not state: "The same applies to a slave girl who was freed together with her sons." For halîsah and levirate\(^{101}\). Rebbi Phineas said before Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Yasa: A slave who slept with his mother is obligated for a purification sacrifice. "You shall command them\(^{102}\)," including slaves\(^{103}\). Or should we say, this was said about fat\(^{104}\)? Do we find in his relation to his mother that her converted aspect accompanies the unconverted aspect just as with a slave girl her converted aspect accompanies the unconverted aspect\(^{105}\)?

100 As the Babli explains (Sanhedrin 58b), he is no longer a Gentile but not yet a responsible Jew. He cannot be punished in either law and he cannot legally marry.

101 But not for criminal matters. The convert changed from one set of laws to another; the libertine enters a
set of laws that previously were not applicable to her.

102 Lev. 1:2. After the introduction: "Speak to the Children of Israel", the addition "you shall command them" seems superfluous unless it includes people whose inclusion among the Children of Israel is doubtful.

103 Since in theory anything a slave owns belongs to his master, any obligation of sacrifice would have to be deferred until after the slave's manumission.

104 While a slave is obligated to obey all prohibitions in the Torah, it may be that in matters of sexual relations his status is different. (Since slaves cannot marry, as a matter of principle promiscuity is permitted to them; cf. Terumot Chapter 8, Note 247.)

105 A betrothed girl is a wife for criminal law; adultery with her is a capital crime (Deut. 22:23-24). By contrast, adultery with a half-freed slave girl engaged to be married to a free man (in expectation of her full emancipation; she did belong to two masters one of whom manumitted his share) can be expiated by a reparation offering (Lev. 19:20-22; Sifra Qedošim Pereq 5). This shows that her semi-free status interferes with the operation of criminal law for free persons. In analogy, we could conjecture that the status of a slave as incompletely converted (since he is not obligated to observe most positive commandments) interferes with the operation of the laws of obligatory sacrifices.

The problem is not resolved, probably because it is not realistic.

---

Mesnah 3: If the children of five women were mixed up, and the mixed-up became adults, married wives, and died, then four perform halîsah and one marries in levirate106. This one and three others perform halîsah for another one and another one marries in levirate107. It turns out that there are four halîsot and one levirate marriage for every one.
106 It is assumed that each woman had another child whose family membership is clear. If one of the mixed-up children dies childless, then it is not known whose brother he was. Therefore, one brother known to be from each of the families involved performs halîsah with the widow who may be his sister-in-law or four perform halîsah and one marries. The one who marries either performs levirate or he marries an unrelated woman; in both cases the marriage is unquestionably valid.

107 The one who married the first widow might also marry the second one. The number five here is irrelevant; the same rules apply to any number n of mixed-up children. The death of a childless man of the mixed-up group causes n-1 halîsot and 1 levirate or n halîsot.

Mishnah: "If the children of five women were mixed up," etc. 107 Everywhere you say, there is no halîsah after halîsah, and here, you say so? There, it is was sure, here it is in doubt. Everywhere you say, if one does not say to him, take in levirate, one does not say, perform halîsah, and here, you say so? There, it is was sure, here it is doubtful.

107 The text is from Halakhah 2:7. 108 The Mishnah is to be interpreted strictly, that the widow is permitted to one of then possible brothers only after all other have performed halîsah with her; otherwise he might marry another man's brother's widow. That means that the four first men must perform halîsah and are forbidden for levirate.
Mishnah 4: If a woman’s child was mixed up with her daughter-in-law’s child, the mixed-up children became adults, married wives, and died\textsuperscript{109}. The other sons of the daughter-in-law must perform halishah but not levirate since for them it is doubtful whether [the widow was] a brother’s wife or an uncle’s wife\textsuperscript{110}. But the sons of the old woman may either perform halishah or levirate since for them she was either a brother’s wife or a nephew’s wife\textsuperscript{111}. If one of the identified ones died, the mixed-up ones must perform halishah but not levirate for a son of the old woman since there is a doubt whether [the widow was] a brother’s wife or an uncle’s wife. But for the sons of the daughter-in-law, one performs halishah; the other may marry in levirate\textsuperscript{113}.

\textsuperscript{109} One of the mixed-up sons died childless while being married.

\textsuperscript{110} If the deceased was the son of the daughter-in-law, his widow could be married in levirate but if he was the son of the mother-in-law, she is forbidden to her husband’s nephew. Therefore, one of the other sons of the daughter-in-law must perform halishah with her.

\textsuperscript{111} If a son of the daughter-in-law had performed halishah, then the widow is either the sister-in-law of her husband’s brother and can be married in levirate or she is the widow of a nephew who can be married. “Levirate” in this case has to be taken with a grain of salt since unintentional intercourse (cf. Mishnah 6:1) will only possibly make the widow a wife.

\textsuperscript{113} If the widow already had one halishah, she is either the sister-in-law or the free widow of a nephew and permitted.
Mishnah: "If a woman's child was mixed up," etc. Rebbi Johanan said: So is the Mishnah: The sister-in-law's sons' wives, the old woman's sons' wives\(^{114}\). Rebbi Haggai said, this implies that a man may marry a nephew's ex-wife\(^{115}\).

\(^{114}\) An obvious correction of the language of the Mishnah; one does not speak of the sons of mother-in-law or daughter-in-law but of their childless widows.

\(^{115}\) There is no doubt that such a union is permitted by biblical standards; for some reason it was felt necessary to state that there is no rabbinic restriction in the case.

Mishnah 5: If the child of a priestly woman was mixed up with the child of her slave girl then both may eat heave; they together take one part from the threshing floor, they may not defile themselves by becoming impure for the dead, and they may not marry women enabled or disabled [for the priesthood]\(^{116}\).

\(^{116}\) Each of them is a possible Cohen. The details are explained in the Halakhah; the removal of the disabilities is the subject of the next Mishnah.
Mishnah: "If the child of a priestly woman was mixed up," etc. "Both may eat heave"; since slaves of Cohanim eat heave.

"They together take one part from the threshing floor," that is what Rebbi Hyya stated: One does not distribute to women and slaves on the threshing floor but one gives them the gifts of priesthood and/or those due to Levites from the barn.

"They may not marry women, whether enabled or disabled [for the priesthood]." Not enabled ones because of the disabled one. Not disabled ones because of the enabled one.

117 As the Babli (99b) explains, one does not admit women to the public distribution of heave and tithes since a woman may lose her priestly status from one distribution to the next and still receive heave and/or tithes since the farmer may recognize her from former distributions. Slaves are excluded since the entitlement to heave was counted as a proof of priestly status (cf. Ketubot 2:7,8).

118 Privately, where no presumption of priestly status is created.

119 The slave cannot marry any woman; the priest is forbidden to marry a woman disabled for the priesthood.
May they bring one cereal offering together that would be totally burned\textsuperscript{120}? It was stated: They may bring one cereal offering conditionally that would be totally burned. May they bring two cereal offerings one of which should be burned totally and the other have a handful taken and the rest eaten\textsuperscript{121}? It was stated: They may bring two cereal offerings of one which is burned totally and of the other a handful is taken and the rest eaten. May they testify together that it should be counted as testimony of one witness\textsuperscript{122}? That would follow the rule of Rebbe Ze'ira, Rav Isaac in the name of Rav Assi: Since if they were to be found perjured they could not be executed, the murderer could not be executed\textsuperscript{123}. This applies here also.

\textsuperscript{120} The cereal offering of a Cohen in the Temple must be burned completely (Lev. 6:16). They may bring a cereal offering to the Temple and declare that it should be counted as the offering of the one of them who is a Cohen.

\textsuperscript{121} They may bring two cereal offerings to the Temple and declare that one should be counted as the offering of the one of them who is a Cohen and the other one as the offering of the slave. A handful of the second offering together with all its incense is burned on the altar and the rest eaten by the Cohanim under the rules of most holy offerings (Lev. 6:7-11).

\textsuperscript{122} Slaves are not admitted as formal witnesses. (They are admitted to ascertain facts, such as the death of a man to permit the widow to remarry.) If their testimonies are identical, may the court accept the testimony of the one who really is a Cohen?

\textsuperscript{123} A false witness must receive the punishment that would have been meted out to the accused had his testimony been accepted by the court. Since a slave cannot be a witness in a criminal proceeding, he cannot be punished as a perjured witness. Since it is not known who of the two is a slave, neither of them can be punished.
In the formulation of the Babli (Sanhedrin 41a): Testimony which is not subject to the penalties of perjury is no testimony. The remark: "This applies here also" shows that the statement of Rav Assi refers to criminal proceedings in general. The murderer cannot be executed if one of the testimonies to his guilt is not subject to the penalties of perjury.

Mishnah 6: When the mixed-up children became adults and manumitted one another they may marry women appropriate for the priesthood, may not defile themselves for the dead, but if they became defiled they do not suffer forty lashes. They may not eat heave, but if they ate they do not have to pay its value and additional fifth. They cannot attend distributions on the threshing floor; they have to sell their heave, but the money is theirs. They have no part in the Temple sacrifices, one does not give them sacrifices, but one cannot take theirs from them. They are exempt from the foreleg, the chin, and the first stomach. Their firstborn animal should graze until it develops a blemish. One charges them with the disabilities of an Israel and those of Cohanim.
124 Then the slave is manumitted and becomes a full Israel. The manumission of the Cohen is invalid and does not damage him.

125 In order to punish one of them for wilfully desecrating himself, the court would have to prove that the culprit is a Cohen. Since this is impossible, neither of them can ever be punished for any infraction of priestly rules.

126 Since the monetary penalty for unauthorized use of heave has to be given to a Cohen (Mishnaiot Terumot 6:1, 7:1), and no Cohen can successfully sue any of them for payment by proving that he is not a Cohen, they do not have to pay.

127 They may not eat heave since the eater may be the former slave. They keep the money since they cannot be sued for it, cf. Note 126.

128 Since a Cohen has the right to sacrifice in the Temple even if he is not on duty there, they have the right to hand over their sacrifices to any certified Cohen and are not obligated to give it to the group of Cohanim currently serving there.

129 The gift to the Cohanim from profane slaughter, Deut. 18:3.

130 An unblemished firstborn animal must be given to a Cohen to be sacrificed in the Temple and eaten by the Cohen. Once it is blemished it can be slaughtered locally and eaten by anybody, Deut. 15:19-23.

131 This gives the rationale for the entire Mishnah.
One would have expected the Mishnah to read: Once adults, they manumit one another. Does the formulation of the Mishnah imply that the manumission is not recommended?

The Babli, 100a, insists that the court forces them to manumit one another.

Based on the verse Lev. 25:46: "You shall have them work for you forever". In the Babli, this interpretation is quoted in the name of the Amora Rav Jehudah (Berakhot 47b), R. Aqiba (Sotah 3b, against R. Ismael who reads "You may have them work for you forever"), Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel (Gittin 38b).

From where that a Cohen presents his sacrifices during [the period of duty of] any watch he chooses? The verse says, "he may come as his heart desires . . . and serve". If he was old or sick, he may give it to any watch he likes but the hide and meat are his. If he was impure or had a bodily defect, he must give it to the acting watch, and the hide and meat are theirs. These mixed-up ones, how do you treat them? Comparing them to the old or sick, or to the impure or to those with a bodily defect. It seems reasonable to compare them to the impure or those having a bodily defect; but the Mishnah compares them to the old or sick, since we have stated: "One cannot take his from him."

The land of Israel was divided into 24 districts and the priests from each district came to the Temple for one week (serving as watch from the presentation of the shew-bread on one Sabbath to its removal the next Sabbath). The priests were indemnified for their work by
receiving the skins of most holy sacrifices and all gifts to priests during their week of work. A hint of this is found in Deut. 18:9.

Even after the destruction of the Temple, the calendar of service of the districts was retained for special occasions, cf. Mishnah Ta'anit 2:7.

Deut. 18:6-7. Priests acting for themselves are exempt from the obligation to use the watch in charge of the week. The same argument is in Babli Baba Qama 109b, where verses are quoted in support of the assertion here that the hide and meat do not belong to the acting watch. In contrast, Sifry Deut. 168 restricts the right of the Cohen to participation in the priestly blessing any time he so desires.

The old or sick in principle are able to sacrifice by themselves; the impure and disfigured are barred from entering the Temple. The latter cannot sacrifice and in this respect are not different in status from a non-Cohen.

They could not possibly be accepted as acting priests in the Temple.

This is the language of Mishnah 8.

Mishnah 7: [A woman] did not wait three months after [the death of] her husband, married, and gave birth, and it is not known whether it is a nine months’ child of the first or a seven months’ child of the second. If she had sons from the first and the second, they perform halisah but not levirate. Similarly, he performs halisah but not levirate. If he had brothers from the first or from the second not from the same mother, he may perform halisah or levirate and they may perform halisah or levirate.
140 If the questionable child married and died childless, the widow needs halîsah from both sides. She cannot marry any one of them since her husband might have been the son of the other man and the marriage would then be incestuous.

141 If he had only one brother on one side and that one died childless, he must perform halîsah for the widow but is forbidden levirate.

142 It is obvious that he is not a candidate for either halîsah or levirate if there is another brother who could marry or release a widow without complication. If there was only one brother on one side who died childless, his widow either is a sister-in-law who can be married by the levir or she is an unrelated woman free to marry any man.

143 In the Babli and a number of independent Mishnah mss.: "One performs halîsah and one may marry in levirate." In that version, if the questionable son dies childless, a brother from one side must perform halîsah; then one of the other side either may perform halîsah or marry in levirate since either the widow is his sister-in-law or she is unrelated and free to marry any man. One must assume that the version of the Yerushalmi (and a group of independent Mishnah mss.) is shorthand for the version of the Babli.

Mishnah 8: If one was an Israel and the other a priest, he may marry a woman appropriate for the priesthood, may not defile himself for the dead, but if he became defiled he does not suffer forty lashes. He may not eat heave but if he ate, he does not have to pay its value and additional fifth. He cannot attend distributions on the threshing floor. He has to sell his heave but the money is his. He has no part in the...
Temple sacrifices, one does not give him sacrifices but one cannot take his from him. He is exempt from the foreleg, the chin, and the first stomach. His firstborn animal should graze until it develops a blemish. One charges him with the disabilities of an Israel and those of Cohanim.

144 The two husbands.

Mishnah 9: If both were Cohanim, he has to mourn intensely for them and they for him. He may not defile himself for them, they may not defile themselves for him. He does not inherit from them but they inherit from him. He is not prosecutable if he injures or curses either one of them. He may serve on the watch of either one but does not participate in distributions. If both were of the same watch, he takes one part.

145 On the day of death of one of his possible fathers, he is forbidden to serve in priestly functions. If he dies, both possible fathers are barred. The disability of a priest on the day of death of a close relative is inferred from the command given to Aaron and his sons on the day Nadab and Abihu died (Lev. 10:6) to continue their Temple service. If it were not forbidden in general, no special permission would have been needed.

146 He cannot prove to the other heirs that he is the son of the deceased.

147 If he dies without issue, his father should inherit his property. Since neither of them can prove that he is the father, they split his estate between them.

148 The prosecutor cannot prove that he cursed or injured his father.

149 He is a Cohen for the divine
He cannot prove his claim if the fathers belong to different watches.

**Misnah:** "[A woman] did not wait three months," etc. "If both were Cohanim, he has to mourn intensely for them," etc. Where do we hold? It is impossible after death [of the first] since we have stated: "He has to mourn intensely for them and they for him." One understands that he does not defile himself for the second [husband], I say that he is the son of the first. But why does he not defile himself for the first one? It must be that he divorced. Then, as you take it, if he is his son, he should defile himself for him. If he is not his son, he is desecrated, and what happens if he defiles himself? It must be that he raped. Did not Rebbi Abba say in the name of Abba bar Jeremiah that a rape victim does not have to wait three months? Should we say, following the rabbis, but we follow Rebbi Yose!

---

150 Under which circumstances did she separate from the first husband?
151 Including the first husband, who then must be alive.
152 If the second husband married a divorcee, his child is not a Cohen and not under the disabilities of Cohanim.
153 The second man is not a husband; then he did not marry a divorcee and his son is a Cohen. The Babli, 100b, expands on the same arguments and concludes that the first might have been a husband who married after an invalid betrothal,
whose wife may walk out on him without a divorce.  

Chapter 4, Note 166. 

The Mishnah follows the opinion that a rape victim does have to wait three months before marrying but practice does not follow this opinion.

Rebbi Hyya stated: One mourns deeply and defiles himself in a case of doubt\(^\text{156}\). Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah says so: "He has to mourn intensely for them and they for him." Rebbi Ashian bar Yaqim had a case\(^\text{157}\). He asked Rebbi Yose, who told him, you do not have to. He said to him, but did not Rebbi Hyya say, one mourns deeply and defiles himself in a case of doubt? His signs were clear\(^\text{158}\). But did not the colleagues say in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One does not act on the signs of an eight months' child?\(^\text{159}\) He had a sign that he had intercourse and then separated\(^\text{160}\).

\(^{156}\) From the following it seems that this covers two different kinds of doubt: A doubt of paternity and a doubt whether a child is a stillbirth or not. The second problem arises when a child is born after eight months of pregnancy and does not live for 30 days (cf. Chapter 4, Note 70). 

\(^{157}\) Of an 8-months' child who did not live. 

\(^{158}\) R. Hyya requires full mourning if the child had hair and fingernails (following Rebbi in Tosephta Sabbath 15:7). In the Babli, 80b, complete hair and fingernails prove that the child is a living seven-months' baby who just lingered in the womb. 

\(^{159}\) The signs does not prove that the child is able to live. 

\(^{160}\) The husband went on a trip after having the last intercourse and did not return before the pregnancy
was visible, which gives a lower bound came to 8 months and 1 day, i. e., 9 months.

An eight months’ child is like a stone and one does not move him on the Sabbath, but his mother lies down beside him and nurses him. Rebbi Yose asked: May one push aside the Sabbath for babies that are in doubt? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, it is fine. How you take it, if he is a nine months’ child, he must be circumcised. If he is an eight months’ child, it is as if he cut flesh without need. The rabbis of Caesarea said, Rebbi Jacob ben Dositheos asked, who permitted to cut flesh without need?

161 Tosephita Sabbath 15:5; Babli Sabbath 135a, Yebamot 80a, Baba Batra 20a. He is considered to be dead.
162 May a child which possibly may be an eight-months’ child be circumcised on the Sabbath if he was born on the Sabbath? It is clear that the Tosephita Sabbath 15:5 was not known to the Yerushalmi since it clearly states: In case of doubt whether it is a seven or an eight months’ child, one does not push aside the Sabbath.
163 It seems that he was an Amora of the fourth generation. In other sources, he is called.
164 They answer the question in the negative; one has to wait until after the Sabbath. It is clear from the next paragraph that one has to wait 30 days to circumcise an eight months’ baby. The Babli, Sabbath 136a, in the name of R. Ada bar Ahava, follows R. Yose bar Abun here and explains the Tosephita (Note 162) that one may not push aside the Sabbath if one forgot to bring the necessary implements and would have to carry them in the public domain on the Sabbath.
It was stated\(^\text{165}\): Rebbi Simeon ben Gamliel says, any human who lives for thirty days is not a still birth, "all redeemed you shall redeem at the age of one month\(^\text{166}\);" and an animal which lives for eight days is not a still birth, "from the eighth day and further it will be welcome as a sacrifice, a gift to the Eternal\(^\text{167}\)." There\(^\text{168}\), they say that practice follows Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. Rebbi Abba said, where do they disagree? If he was not born in his months\(^\text{169}\). But if he was born in his months, even Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel will agree.

165 Tosephta Sabbath 15:7; Babli Sabbath 135a. mother from levirate and halîsah.
166 Num. 18:16. 7 or 9 months. The disagreement is only about an 8 months' child which does not have hair and fingernails. The Babli agrees.
167 Lev. 22:27. 168 Babli Sabbath 136a. The rabbis hold that any child born alive frees his mother from levirate and halîsah.
169 7 or 9 months. The disagreement is only about an 8 months' child which does not have hair and fingernails. The Babli agrees.

"If he injured one and then injured the other, or cursed one and then cursed the other, he cannot be prosecuted."\(^\text{170}\) Rebbi Hanania asked, does that not disagree with Rebbi Johanan? Since they disagree about the
second day of holidays in the diaspora. Rebbi Johanan said, one accepts forwarning in a case of doubt, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, one does not accept forwarning in a case of doubt. Rebbi Hanina said in the name of Rebbi, there is no disagreement. There, it would have been possible to make a determination, here it is impossible to make the determination.

170 Tosephta 12:7; Babli 101a, 8:1 (fol. 57a); derived from the point of view of R. Jehudah in Babli Makkot 16a; Hulin 82b, 91a.

171 The argument is presented in detail in Pesahim 5:4 (fol. 32c), Nazir.

"If he injured both of them at the same time or cursed them at the same time, he is guilty. Rebbi Jehudah frees him." Rebbi Johanan asked: Is not the argument of Rebbi Jehudah inverted? As we have stated there: "If he ate the volume of an olive of one of them and the volume of an olive of the other, he absorbs eighty [lashes]; Rebbi Jehudah says, he absorbs only forty [lashes]." Rebbi Crispus said, it is not inverted. There, it was in doubt what is forbidden. Here, it was certain but it became doubtful for him. Rebbi Judan asked: If it is so, in case carcass meat was mixed up with slaughtered meat, since it was certain but became doubtful for him, should he be free if he ate it? Rebbi Yose said, Rebbi
Jehudah agrees for all other prohibitions that he is (free)\textsuperscript{176}. But here, he is interpreting verses: "His father," certain but not uncertain, "his mother", certain but not uncertain\textsuperscript{177}.

172 In the Babylonian tradition, the position of R. Jehudah is uncertain; cf. Tosephta 12:7, readings of Erfurt ms. and editio princeps, and Babli 101a.

173 Mishnah 

Hulin 7:3, speaking of the sinew of the hip which is forbidden as food (Gen. 32:33). He ate from both sides but did not know which piece was from what side. For the majority it makes no difference since the sinews on both sides are forbidden. For R. Jehudah, the singular used in the verse, "the sinew of the hip" implies that only one is forbidden; in the opinion of the Babli this must be the one on the right hand side. The Yerushalmi must hold that R. Jehudah holds that clearly one of the two sinews is forbidden but it is not decided which one it is. R. Jehudah holds that since he certainly ate a piece of the forbidden sinew, he is guilty. Then the question is why should the eater be prosecutable when the prosecution could not show which piece was the forbidden one?

174 If his mother had waited the prescribed three months, there never would have been any problem.

175 Would R. Jehudah hold that a person who ate all of a portion of meat, of which it was known that it contained both kosher and non-kosher meat, could not be held responsible and would not have to bring a purification sacrifice?

176 One has to read "guilty". The text here is an erroneous copy from Halakhah 1 (Note 61).

177 Sifra Qedo\textsuperscript{s}im Pereq 9(8), on Lev. 20:9.

"He may serve in the watch of either one". He should not serve\textsuperscript{178}. Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Hinena in the name of Rebbi Yasa, because of the damage to the family\textsuperscript{179}.
178 Why cannot each watch tell him that he does not belong? Cohen was not accepted for service in the Temple, nobody would marry any daughter of that family.

179 If it were known that a certain It was stated: Only if they both belong to the same clan.

180 This refers to the last statement in the Mishnah, that the son may receive part of the sacrifices if both putative fathers belonged to the same watch. Since each watch was divided into six clans of which one each was serving one day and received all the gifts of that day, he may receive a share only if the fathers belonged to the same clan. Only on the Sabbath they all served together but received no gifts. The Babli, 101a, agrees to this ruling.
Mishnah 1: The commandment of *halisah* is to be executed before three judges; all three may be lay people\(^1\). If she performed *halisah* with a shoe\(^2\), the *halisah* is valid, with a felt slipper\(^3\) it is invalid. With a sandal\(^4\) having a heel it is valid, without a heel it is invalid. Below the knee the *halisah* is valid\(^5\), above the knee it is invalid.

---

1 The procedure has to be executed in front of the town elders (*Deut.* 25:7); this implies that it must be in a judicial setting. Usually, the word "elders" in the Pentateuch is interpreted as "professional judges"; the admissibility of lay judges has to be justified in the Halakhah.

2 Defined as leather shoe or boot enclosing the entire foot, sown together from several pieces of leather, some of it soft, and kept in place by leather shoelaces.

3 Latin *impilia, ium*, (plur.), "felt shoes".

4 Made of a single piece of hard leather covering the sole and some of the sides of the foot, held together with shoe laces fastened tightly over the foot.

5 In the Halakhah the reference is to the way the shoelaces are wound around the leg. The straps may be wound around the lower leg but not around the thigh. The Babli (103a) refers this part of the Mishnah to amputees.
Halakhah 1: "The commandment of halîsah is to be executed before three judges," etc. It is written "elders", and you say laymen? The commandment is on the elders. From where that even laymen [are acceptable]? The verse says, "stripped of shoe"\(^6\), in any case.

6 Deut. 25:10. It seems that the argument refers to the entire verse, "His house shall be known in Israel as the house of the stripped of shoe." Any three in Israel may make the fact known. (Sifry Deut. 291 may be interpreted as prohibiting a lay person to preside.) The quote from Deut. is an introduction to the next paragraph.

The language "the commandment is on the elders" should imply that levirate not before judges is improper but valid; cf. Midrash Tannaim 25:8.

There are Tannaim who state that halîsah in front of converts is valid. And there are Tannaim who state that halîsah in front of converts is invalid\(^7\). He who says that halîsah in front of converts is valid follows him who says "in Israel\(^8\)" to include converts. He who says that halîsah in front of converts is invalid follows him who says "in Israel" to exclude converts.

7 In Sifry Deut. 291 and the Babli, 101b (an Amoraic baraita), the reference is to a court composed only of converts. There is no proof that this is also the position of the Yerushalmi.

8 There is no record of such a baraita in the parallel texts. In the Babli, those who admit a court composed of converts simply note that Deut. 25:10 may be given another
meaning. It is somewhat difficult to accept the validity of a court of converts who themselves are not under the rules of levirate (Mishnah 11:2).

Here, you say, to exclude converts. But there, you say, to include converts. There, "the citizen" to exclude converts, "in Israel" to exclude converts; an exclusion after an exclusion to include converts. But here, "in Israel", not converts.

9 Lev. 23:42. "Every citizen in Israel has to dwell in huts."

10 That an exclusion after an exclusion implies an inclusion is a fundamental principle of R. Akiba's hermeneutics accepted in both Talmudim; cf. Peah Chapter 6, Note 154. For this particular example, cf. Babli Sukkah 28b; a more complicated argument, taking note of the inclusive "every", in Sifra Emor Pereq 17(9).

There are Tannaim who state that halîsah in the presence of two men is invalid; there are Tannaim who state that halîsah in the presence of two men is valid. Does he who says, halîsah in the presence of two men is invalid, hold that halîsah in front of converts is invalid, and he who says, halîsah in the presence of two men is valid, hold that halîsah in front of converts is valid? Even he who holds that halîsah in front of converts is valid will agree that in the presence of two men it is invalid since
judgments in civil matters are valid from converts but invalid from two 
judges\[1\].

11 This is the position of the accepting judgments from a court of 
Yerushalmi, cf. Sanhedrin 1:1. The two; but such a court is called 
Babli (Sanhedrin 3a) follows Samuel in "insolent".

There are Tannaim who state that *halîsah* in the night is valid\[12\]; there 
are Tannaim who state that *halîsah* in the presence of two men is invalid. 
Does he who says, *halîsah* in the night is valid, hold that *halîsah* in front 
of converts is valid, and he who says, *halîsah* in the night is invalid, hold 
that *halîsah* in front of converts is invalid? Even he who holds that 
*halîsah* in front of converts is valid will agree that in the night it is invalid 
since judgments in civil matters are valid from converts but invalid in the 
night\[13\].

12 Mishnah 12:2. The Tosephta (12:9) reports that R. Ismael presided 
over an emergency *halîsah* as sole judge, in the night.

13 Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:6 states that civil proceedings have to start 
during daytime but may be concluded in the night. The Yerushalmi 
(Sanhedrin Halakhah 4:6) holds that this is only a desideratum but that civil 
suits may be adjudicated any time since it says (Ex. 18:26) "they have to judge 
for the people at all times."
Some Tannaim state, only if the judges know how to instruct what to say\(^\text{14}\). Some Tannaim stated, even if the judges do not know how to instruct what to say. He who said, only if the judges know how to instruct what to say, before they found a hint in Scripture, but he who said, even if the judges do not know how to instruct what to say, after they found a hint in Scripture\(^\text{15}\): "You shall answer and say;" one answers only to a single person. Rebbi Yose said, and only from the mouth of the judge, but one does not follow this.

14 Tosephta 12:9. In the Babli, 101a: Only if they know how to instruct as a judge would do. נקח is short for נקחא.

15 The hint that only one of the people present has to instruct the participants what to say since their recitation is called "answering". Cf. Bikkurim, Chapter 3, Note 83.

"If she performed halîsah with a shoe, the halîsah is valid." For whom is this statement needed? For Rebbi Meïr, since Rebbi Meïr said, one does not perform halîsah with a shoe. It was stated\(^\text{16}\): Rebbi Yose said, it
happened that I went to Nsebin and saw there an old man to whom I said, did you ever know Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathra in your lifetime? He told me, I was a banker in my city and he was a constant customer of my bank. I told him, did you ever see him supervising a *halisah* in your lifetime and what he did use for *halisah*, a shoe or a sandal? He said to me Rabbi, is there a sandal in our place? I wondered, how could Rebbi Meir say that one does not perform *halisah* with a shoe?

16 In the Babli, 102a, and the Tosephta, 12:11, the story is told to exclude shoes from *halisah*.

17 In Greek sources, Nisibis; the important border town between the Roman and Persian Empires, seat of the rabbinic family Bene Bathra for many generations.

18 From antique statuary and pictures, it seems that the sandal was the usual Roman footwear and the shoe the Persian. The high boot was the Roman military footwear.

19 His position would create places where *halisah* is not possible.

Rebbi Abba, Rav Jehudah in the name of Rav20: If Elijah21 came and said that one performs *halisah* with a shoe, one would listen to him; that one does not perform *halisah* with a sandal, one would not listen to him since most people use a sandal for *halisah* and usage supersedes practice. Rebbi Ze'ira, Rav22 Jeremiah, in the name of Rav: If Elijah came and said that one does not perform *halisah* with a shoe, one would listen to him; that one does not perform *halisah* with a sandal, one would not listen to...
him since most people use a sandal for *halisah* and usage supersedes practice.

20 In the Babli, 102a, the opinion of R. Abba is quoted in the name of Rabba (Rav Abba bar Nahmani), that of R. Ze'ira in the name of Rav Yosef. The Babli explains that in the opinion of Rabba, one uses a shoe only if one does not have a sandal whereas in the opinion of Rav Yosef one may use a shoe anytime.

21 He was taken in a fiery chariot to be a member of the Heavenly Court and knows all rules how they should be by Heavenly standards.

22 The title "Rebbi" given in the ms. cannot be correct since R. Jeremiah was the foremost student of R. Ze'ira. The reference is to Rav Jeremiah (bar Abba), the colleague of Rav.

Rebbi Ze'ira showed the bending to Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Isaac. He said to him: Does one do this? He said to him, one does. He said to him, did not our teacher bend?

23 The meaning of this paragraph is in doubt. It may either mean that the sandal used for *halisah* is not a flat piece of leather but must be bent upwards to enclose heel, toes, and part of the sides of the foot [since the sandal must be "slipped off the foot" (Deut. 25:9) which cannot be done if the sandal is just a flat piece of leather] or whether he bent to show how *halisah* is executed.

24 Most commentators emend to "Rebbi Abba bar Isaac" on base of the next paragraph.

25 Probably R. Johanan.
Rebbi Ze'ira showed Rebbi Abba bar Isaac how it is done. He binds [the shoelaces] that he can walk unaided. How is it done? Rebbi Hanania the son of Rebbi Hillel said, he laces it so that she will be able to untie it with one hand. How is it done? She unties with her right hand, grabs [the shoe] with her left hand, slips it off the heel and drags it away with her right hand, so that the slipping off and the unbinding should be done by the right hand

26 The Babli has no parallel to this paragraph. In Gittin 24b, it quotes R. Eleazar to the effect that halisah not done by the right hand (or in the night) forbids the widow to the levir but must be repeated to free the widow for outside marriage.

Rav said, the essence of halisah is the untying of the shoelace. Did not Rebbi Abba say in the name of Rav Jehudah, Rebbi Zeriqan turns to it in the name of Rav: The words of the Sages: If she slips off but did not spit, or spat but did not take off, nothing was done unless she slips off and spits. Even though Rav said "unless she slips off and spits" he agrees that the essence of slipping off is untying the shoelaces.

27 As the paragraph shows, this needs a semantic clarification since up to now, the word halisah designated the entire ceremony by which the widow is freed to marry outside the family. But here, the word designates the action by which the sister-in-law slips the levir's shoe off his foot, which must be followed by her spitting in front of the levir (Deut. 25:9). Rav insists that the widow's action is invalid if it does not start with untying the shoelaces.

In the Babli, 102a, Rav insists that
the deciding act is slipping the shoe off the levir's heel.

Rav said, the main point in acquiring squatters' rights is the bringing in of the yield. Did not Rav say, only if one saw him hoeing and weeding? Even though Rav said, only if one saw him hoeing and weeding, Rav agrees that the main point in acquiring squatters' rights is the bringing in of the yield.

In a society in which claims to real estate do not have to be proven exclusively by documents, undisturbed possession for a number of years (in the Talmudim, three full years) counts as proof of ownership when accompanied by a claim of acquisition (by buying, inheriting, or receiving as gift). It is specified here that a claim to agricultural land is valid only if it is supported by testimony that the presumed owner harvested the yield and used it for himself. The importance of this is not diminished by the additional requirement that the claimant also must have been seen tending the field.

The same statement is in Baba Batra 3:3. The paragraph is inserted here because of its form which parallels the preceding paragraph.

Rebbi Yannai said, if he took off [his shoe] and she put it on again, or she took it off but he had untied, the halisah is invalid and if he wants to go back, he may not go back on it. Why? Is it since the two actions are
not there together or because they are not in the right order? What is the difference? If she afterwards untied [the shoestrings]. If you say, because the two actions are not there together? They are there together! The reason therefore must be that they are not in the right order.

30 It is not clear what "going back" means. It may mean that if the levir changes his mind after the invalid halisah and wants to marry the widow that he is barred from doing so; or it may mean that the entire ceremony has to be cancelled and everything started anew. The next paragraphs seem to indicate that the first interpretation is the correct one.

In the Babli, 102 a, the statement of R. Yannai is quoted without the last clause and the extent of the damage by invalid halisah is not discussed.

Rebbi Eleazar said, in some cases they said that her halisah is invalid and if he wants to go back he may go back. And in some cases they said that her halisah is valid and if he wants to go back he may not go back. [If a woman] performed halisah with felt slippers or for an underage boy, her halisah is invalid and if he wants to go back he cannot go back. If
she performed *halîsah* with a slipper, some Tannaim state that the *halîsah* is valid and some Tannaim state that the *halîsah* is invalid. He who says that the *halîsah* is valid, with a leather slipper; he who says that the *halîsah* is invalid, with a textile slipper\(^{32}\). A shoe in a slipper\(^{33}\), some Tannaim state that the *halîsah* is valid and some Tannaim state that the *halîsah* is invalid. For him who holds that the *halîsah* is valid, the slipper is textile but the shoe leather\(^{34}\). For him who holds that the *halîsah* is invalid, the slipper is leather but the shoe textile. Some Tannaim state that one may wear a slipper of the Day of Atonement\(^{35}\) and some Tannaim state that one may not wear a slipper. Rav Hisda said, For him who holds that one leaves the house [wearing a slipper], a textile slipper, he who says that one may not leave the house [wearing a slipper], a leather slipper.

31 The Babli, *Gittin* 24b, states that in the cases discussed here, the valid *halîsah* implies the prohibition of the widow to the levir and the invalid *halîsah* is a nonexisting *halîsah* which does not preclude the possibility of levirate marriage.

32 Babli 102b, a statement of Rava (cf. Chapter 1, Note 21).

33 This case does not appear in the Babli.

34 The leather shoe with which the levir stands on the ground is removed from his heel.

35 Babli 102b, Yerushalmi *Yoma* 8:1 (fol. 44d), *Ta'anit* 1:6 (fol. 64c). It is held that wearing a textile slipper outside the house does not protect the foot from feeling the stones on the road and therefore does not violate the sanctity of the Day of Atonement as a day of deprivation.
"With a sandal having a heel it is valid." There, they say, for example those דְּבָרָם. But the rabbis here say, like ours. Rav said, if I had not seen my uncle, the elder Rabbi Hiyya, performing a הַלִּשָּׁה with a sandal with plaited straps, I would not feel competent to do so. The maternal uncle of Rav Cahana performed הַלִּשָּׁה in the night, as single judge, on Friday night, with a cork sandal, and standing; (Rabbi Zeriqa said) and she did not spit. Rav heard that and said, who would ever do that except the maternal uncle of Rav Cahana?

36 A kind of sandal. There is no convincing identification of this word either in Persian or in a Western language. The best so far is L. Löw's Greek κόθορνος, Latin cothurnus, "hunting boot laced up in front; high Grecian boot, high shoe worn by actors" for which the first meaning is appropriate here. (Löw credits an author A. Löwinger; I have been unable to find a first reference.) D. Sperber (Sinai 82, 1977/78, p. 168) refers to Latin cursorius "belonging to running".

37 The common Roman sandals.

38 I. e., supervising.

39 In the Babli, 102a, סָדַל רַחָא לַיְהֵי. The word is Semitic, from Syriac צָרָא "sandal (to walk on a stone floor)".

40 Every single step being questionable. Since Rav Cahana I was a contemporary of Rav, his uncle belonged to the pre-Amoraic Babylonian scholars. In the Babli, 104a, he is called Rabba bar Hiyya from Qatosap.
So is the Mishnah: "If he ties lower than the knee, it is valid, above the knee it is invalid." It is written: "Aaron and his sons shall wash their hands and feet from it." It was stated about this: The hand up to the wrist, the foot up to the calf; and here you say so? There is a difference, since it is written "from above his foot". In that case, even higher than the knee should be valid! There is a difference, since it is written "from above his foot", and not from higher than above his foot. Cahana objected: Is it not written, "and the afterbirth which comes out from between her feet," does it come out from between her feet? It looks as if it was between her feet; as we have stated there: "The water pit was between the Temple hall and the alter drawn towards the South." Was it put between the hall and the altar? Only it looked as if between hall and altar.

41 The shoelaces.
42 Ex. 30:19.
43 The "foot" of the priests refers only to the calf (in another interpretation to the shinbone) but not to the knee, but for the widow it extends up to the knee!
44 The Babli agrees, 103a.
45 Deut. 28:57. Usually, one translates "between her legs"; then one also should translate that the widow has to remove the levir's shoe "from his leg" and shoelaces bound above the knee should be permissible. The same question is quoted in the Babli, 103a.
46 Mishnah Middot 3:6. It was between the Southern edge of the hall and the altar.
Mishnah 2: If she performed halisah with a sandal that was not his\textsuperscript{47}, with a wooden sandal\textsuperscript{48}, or with a left [foot sandal] on the right [foot], the halisah is valid. If she performed halisah with [a sandal that was] too large but he could walk in it, or one too small which covers most of his foot\textsuperscript{49}, the halisah is valid. If she performed halisah in the night, the halisah is valid; Rebbi Eliezer declares it invalid. [If she performed halisah] with her left hand, the halisah is invalid but Rebbi Eliezer declares it valid.

\textsuperscript{47} The levir's.
\textsuperscript{48} For the Babli, a wooden (or cork) core covered by leather. The Yerushalmi notes that these restrictions are Babylonian.
\textsuperscript{49} The foot sole.

"If she performed halisah with a sandal that was not his," etc. \textsuperscript{50}Rebbi Eleazar says, a ram's horn\textsuperscript{51} belonging to idolatry\textsuperscript{52} or to a "seduced city"\textsuperscript{53} is valid. Rebbi Hiyya stated, it is valid. Rebbi Hoshiaia stated, it is invalid\textsuperscript{54}. Everybody agrees that such a palmbranch is invalid\textsuperscript{55}. What is the difference between a ram's horn and a palmbranch? Rebbi Yose said, for a palmbranch it is written: "You shall take for yourselves\textsuperscript{56}," from your own money. But here, "a day of horn blowing it shall be for you\textsuperscript{57},"
from any source. Rebbi Eleazar said, there he fulfills his obligation with the article itself, but here with its sound. Is any sound forbidden usufruct? Everybody agrees that a sandal from a "seduced city" is valid. For it is written "stripped of shoe," from any source. Rebbi Mana said, as you say there, "a day of horn blowing it shall be for you," from any source, so you say here, "stripped of shoe," from any source.

50 A partial copy of this paragraph is in Sukkah 3:1. R. Lazar mentioned here is a Tanna.
51 The ram's horn used on New Year's Day.
52 The usufruct of any implements of idolatrous worship is forbidden. The horn is only permitted since Divine Commandments are not for enjoyment or use. The Babli, Roš Haššanah 28a, agrees.
53 A city in the Land of Israel that was seduced to embrace idolatry and defected by a communal vote. This city must be burned to the ground (Deut. 13:13-19) with all its belongings, of which any usufruct is forbidden; a case that never happened and never will happen (Tosephta Sanhedrin 14:1).
   The Babli, Roš Haššanah 28a, disagrees in this case since a ram's horn in a "seduced city" must be burned and therefore is considered to be ashes even if not burned. Arguments of this kind are absent in the Yerushalmi.
54 In the Babli, property of an idolatrous temple is undesirable, a dedicated gift to an idolatrous temple is prohibited, as is the shoe from a "seduced city"; 103b/104a.
55 Mishnah Sukkah 3:1. The palmbranch stands for the three kinds of branches and the fruit that are taken together on the Festival of Booths (Lev. 23:40).
56 Lev. 23:40.
57 Num. 29:1.
58 R. Eleazar the Amora argues that without reference to Scripture it is obvious that palmbranches from idolatrous property are unusable since the essence of the commandment is the acquisition of the branches.
59 In the Babli, the uncontested rule is promulgated that a shoe from a "seduced city" is invalid: 104a. In the opinion of the Yerushalmi, a shoe may be worn as long as it exists; for the Babli the shoe is legally nonexistent as soon as it has been condemned to be burned, cf. Note 53.
A wooden sandal." The colleagues in the name of Rav: If only the edges are wooden. Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav: If only the bottom of the sole is wooden. There, they say in the name of Rav: If only the loops are wooden. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Even if it is entirely of wood it is valid. A baraita supports Rebbi Johanan: "A straw sandal becomes impure by being stepped on and a woman may use it for halîsah, the words of Rebbi Aqiba, but the Sages do not agree about impurity by being stepped on."

60 Explanation of the Gaonic commentary to Tahorot, Mishnah Miqwa'ot 10:3, ed. Epstein: Arabic مُرْج "border, rim, brim".
61 But the remainder of the sandal must be leather.
62 Explanation of Arukh; Arabic كَلَب "loop, net".
63 Tosephta Kelim Baba Batra 4:5. There, the addition "about impurity by stepping on it" is missing. In the Babli, Sabbat 66a, "a sandal of whitewashers" (who cannot wear leather sandals which would be destroyed by the whitewash).
64 The impurity of the person with gonorrhea is transferred on anything he puts his weight on even if he does not touch it (Lev. 15:5,6,26) and even if same material impervious to impurity separates the person from the object. This is called "impurity by being stepped on." Wooden implements that do not enclose any volume ("flat wooden vessels") cannot accept impurity. R. Aqiba does not agree that flat straw sandals are flat wooden vessels.
65 This version implies that the Sages agree that a flat straw sandal may be used for halîsah. The Tosephta, which omits the last clause, follows the Babylonian tradition that a purely wooden sandal is inadmissible.
A sandal whose holes, edges, or loops are torn or one of whose soles fell off is pure. If one of its holes, edges, or loops is torn or most of it soles fell of it is impure. Rebbi Jehudah says, on the inside it is impure, on the outside it is pure. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Tevele, Hanin bar Abba in the name of Rav: Practice follows Rebbi Jehuda as far as the Sabbath is concerned. A case came before Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac. He sent Rebbi Jacob bar Aha to ask Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba. He said to him, just as they disagree about impurity so they disagree about the Sabbath, and instructed him following the rabbis. Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac asked himself: One heard saying, practice follows Rebbi Jehuda, and he instructed him following the rabbis? A case came before Rebbi Aha bar Isaac. He sent to ask Rebbi Ze'ira and Rebbi Ze'ira asked Rebbi Immi. The latter said to him: Following the words of him who declares impure, it is permitted to go out on it on the Sabbath. Following the words of him who declares pure, it is forbidden to go out on it on the Sabbath. He did not get anything out of him.
This paragraph and the next are from Sabbath 4:2. The paragraph is quoted here because it starts with a quote of the continuation of the baraita quoted in the preceding paragraph.

Tosephta Kelim Baba Batra 4:5; Babli Sabbath 112a.

Ritual impurity is restricted to Jewish persons, food, vessels and tools, and a leprous house. If a vessel or tool was damaged beyond repair, it becomes ritually pure. In this connection, "impure" means "a possible candidate for impurity" and "pure" "unable to become impure." Rebbi Jehudah holds that people will repair even serious damage to their shoes if it can be done so as not to be noticed in public. The rabbis hold that even in such cases, people will not repair severely damaged shoes.

R. Jehudah holds that a person will repair sandals when the repair is not immediately visible from the outside. Therefore, if a strap or hole for the shoelaces is torn at the instep, towards the other foot, the shoe remains usable. The majority holds that one torn strap or a partially torn sole can always be repaired.

The same statement in Babli, Sabbath 112b.

R. Hiyya bar Abba, following his teacher R. Johanan (in a first version in Babli, Sabbath 112b). The Babli holds that this tradition of R. Johanan is not trustworthy. It is possible that the Yerushalmi agrees since R. Johanan is not mentioned here, but only his students and later Amoraim.

He refused to decide between Rav and the Galilee rabbis. Note that all persons mentioned here are Babylonians; those with the title "Rebbi" are immigrants to Galilee.
It was stated: But he may walk on it until he reaches the entrance of his courtyard.72 Rebbi Aha and Rebbi Ze‘ira were walking on the highway. The sandal of Rebbi Aha was torn. When they came to the city gate, Rebbi Ze‘ira told him, that is the entrance of your courtyard.73 Rebbi Aha wound a fiber around. Rebbi Abbahu wound a bundle of Jew’s mallow.74 Rebbi Abbahu was of the opinion that a bundle of Jew’s mallow is ready to be used.75 Rebbi Jonah threw them away before the fried food store.76 That is little honor. The honor of Rebbi Eleazar obliged him to take it off.77 Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Ze‘ira: May one switch?78 He said to him, it is permitted. Nevertheless, he told him: go and look for an Elder and rely on him. He went out and found Rebbi Abba bar Mamal, asked him, and he permitted. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah said that this is clothing: “Or with a left [foot sandal] on the right [foot], the halisah is valid.”

That means, in width. But in length it must cover most of the foot.79

---

72 This paragraph deals only with the rules of the Sabbath. Even if a sandal is torn and no longer is a piece of clothing that may be moved on the Sabbath, one may walk on it until one reaches one’s courtyard where it can be left and picked up after the Sabbath.

73 As a rabbi, you must be more strict than people in general.

74 Reading with I. Löw, Arabic ملخیس, "corchorus olitorius", a kitchen vegetable, relative of jute. He derives the name from Greek μολόχη "mallow". In the Babli, Sabbath 112a, R. Abbahu told R. Jeremiah to use textile fiber to lightly bind around a torn sandal.

75 As raw textile fiber, its use on the Sabbath would be forbidden. But as kitchen herb it is food and permitted to be used on the Sabbath.

76 The passage is difficult to understand; in the parallel in Sabbath the word המתח "in the store" is missing.
Since the store is supposed to be closed on the Sabbath, it just indicates that R. Jonah took off his sandals far from his home when a shoelace broke on the Sabbath.

For the translation of τύπι cf. Shevi'it Chapter 7, Note 84. It is not necessary to translate "to throw away" (documented from the Targumim), most of the meanings of Arabic will be acceptable, such as "to take off, let go, loosen".

Immediately when a shoelace broke.

May one switch left and right sandal on the Sabbath if an outside ear was broken to hide the defect from sight?

The Mishnah proves that sandal switching is practiced also on weekdays; therefore, it is permitted on the Sabbath since the switched sandals are legitimate pieces of clothing.

This has nothing to do with the prior discussion; it shows what is meant in the Mishnah which states that sandals with torn soles are acceptable. The sentence also is copied in Sabbath, implying that sandals with partially torn soles may also be worn on the Sabbath.

What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? "Before the Elders' eyes." How do the rabbis uphold "before the Elders' eyes"? That excludes a court of blind people. Rebbi Johanan said, the argument of Rebbi Eliezer seems to be inverted. There, he says that the right hand is obligatory, but here,
he says that the right hand is not obligatory. Rebbi Yose said, there it is written "the right hand"\textsuperscript{84}, the right hand is obligatory, but here, where "the right hand" is not written, the right hand is not obligatory. Rebbi Yose from Sidon stated before Rebbi Jeremiah: "His ear", "his ear". Since "his ear" mentioned there refers to the right ear, so "his ear" mentioned here means the right ear\textsuperscript{85}. It also says "his foot", "his foot". He who infers from "his ear", "his ear" infers from "his foot", "his foot"; he who does not infer from "his ear", "his ear" does not infer from "his foot", "his foot". But it was stated in the name of Rebbi Eliezer: "his foot", "his foot". That means, there are two statements about the words of Rebbi Eliezer\textsuperscript{86}. He who argues from "his ear", "his ear" argues from "his foot", "his foot"; he who does not argue from "his ear", "his ear" does not argue from "his foot". And this Mishnah accepts neither "his ear", "his ear" nor "his foot", "his foot"\textsuperscript{87}.

\textsuperscript{81} Deut. 25:9: "The sister-in-law shall approach him before the elder's eyes". R. Eliezer holds that one sees clearly only during daytime. This argument is not found in any of the parallel sources.

\textsuperscript{82} The same argument in the Babli, 104a.

\textsuperscript{83} The purification of a leper requires that blood and oil be put on the right hand thumb and the right big toe of the healed person, Lev. 14:14,17. In Mishnah Nega'im 14:9, R. Eliezer and R. Simeon disagree about the purification of a person missing his right hand thumb or right big toe; R. Eliezer insists that the right hand must be used in all cases.

\textsuperscript{84} Lev. 14:14,17. In the Babli, 104a, this is the argument of the rabbis. In the Babli, R. Eliezer is defended by the argument that the leper has so many additional ceremonies that it is difficult to transfer any of his ceremonies to other cases.

\textsuperscript{85} This compares the ceremony of the leper with that of piercing the ear of the Hebrew slave who refuses to regain his freedom, Ex. 21:6, Deut. 15:17. In the latter verses it is not spelled out which ear has to be pierced. The argument that the ear
must be the right one is quoted anonymously also in Yerushalmi Qiddusim Chapter 1, fol. 59d, Mekhilta dR. Ismael Mišpaṭim 2, Mekhilta dR. Simeon bar Iohai Mišpaṭim p.163, Sifry Deut. 122; in the name of R. Eliezer here and in the Babli 104a and Qiddusin 15a.

86 In the Mishnah, R. Eliezer accepts the use of the left foot after the fact; in the baraita he declares use of the left foot as invalid.

87 That is, for R. Eliezer; but in the opinion of the Babli, the majority base their opinion on the comparison "foot, foot".

Mishnah 3: If she stripped off and spat but did not recite, the halîsah is valid. If she recited and spat but did not strip off, the halîsah is invalid. If she stripped off and recited but did not spit, Rebbi Eliezer says, the halîsah is invalid, but Rebbi Aqiba says, the halîsah is valid.

88 All three actions by the widow, first stripping the shoe from the levir’s foot, second to spit out in front of him, third to recite: "So should be done to the man who would not build his brother’s house" are required in Deut. 25:9.
Mishnah: "If she stripped off and spat," etc. Samuel said, if she stripped but did not spit, she shall spit. This follows Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If she stripped but did not recite nor spit, her halisah is invalid. Still that is Rebbi Eliezer's. The words of the Sages? Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Jehudah, Zeriqan turned to it in the name of Rav: If she stripped but did not spit, or spat but did not strip, she did not do anything until she strips and spits. Rebbi Abba asked before Rebbi Immi: If she spat before she stripped? He said, it is as if in the correct order. If he made a betrothal with a cluster of end-of-harvest [figs]? He said to him, with the figs hanging there he made the betrothal. May one open an Egyptian window into a common backyard higher than four cubits? He said to him, so we are saying: He comes simply for the air. Rebbi Nasa said, that is what he said: If somebody wants to build his house in the form of a dovecot, does one not listen to him?

89 The missing action can be performed belatedly; the original ceremony was not legally nonexistent.
90 It is legally nonexistent and cannot be fixed belatedly.
91 Anything written in the verse has to be performed but the order in which it is written is not necessarily the order in which the ceremonies have to be performed. In the Babli, 105a, this is a baraita.
92 R. Abba continued to address unrelated questions to R. Immi. The question here is not clear, the translation follows the interpretation of Qorban Ha'edah. If somebody gave a woman a branch full of figs as betrothal gift (cf. Chapter 1, Note 63), how is the value computed? The betrothal is only valid if the value is at least a perutah, $1/64$ of a silver denar. R. Immi specifies that only the figs are
counted for the value, not the wood.

93 Defined in Mishnah Baba Batra 3:8 as a hole smaller than a man's head.

94 In general, people can object if a neighbor makes a new window that lets him see their activities that earlier he could not observe. This is called "damage by looking", cf. Baba Batra 2:4, Babli Baba Batra 2b.

But a window higher than 4 cubits (about 2.2 m) is for air, not for looking.

95 Where all openings are very high.

93 Defined in Mishnah Baba Batra 3:8 as a hole smaller than a man's head.

Mishnah 4: 96 Rebbi Eliezer said, "so it shall be done", anything which is an action is preventing. Rebbi Aqiba said to him, is that a proof? "So it shall be done to the man", any activity of the male is preventing.

96 This Mishnah explains the positions of Rebbis Eliezer and Aqiba in Mishnah 3.

97 Deut. 25:9: "So should be done to the man who would not build his brother's house". This is the required recitation by the widow. It is taken out of context for emphasis, so and not otherwise. This is meant to imply that no halîsah is valid if it is not executed exactly as written.

98 Preventing the validity of the procedure.

Mishnah: "Rebbi Eliezer said, "so shall be done to the man," etc. Rebbi Johanan said, if they cannot fulfill "he shall say, and she shall say"99. Does the recitation prevent [validity]? Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, for
anybody able to recite, the recitation does not prevent [validity] but for anybody unable to recite, the requirement of recitation does prevent\(^{100}\).

\(^{99}\) This does not refer to the discussion of the Mishnah but to the text quoted as required recitation by the widow. (The levir has to say "I do not like to take her", v. 8). The statement that the verse excludes a person unable to speak from \textit{halisah} is attributed to R. Yannai, R. Johanan's teacher, in the Babli (104b).

\(^{100}\) In the Babli (104b, \textit{Nedarim} 93a, \textit{Qiddusin} 25a, \textit{Baba Batra} 81b, \textit{Makkot} 18b, \textit{Hulin} 83b, \textit{Menahot} 18b, 103b, \textit{Niddah} 66b) the rule is attributed to R. Ze'ira: In general, the omission of a required action does not prevent the validity of the ceremony if it would have been possible to perform it as required; cf. \textit{Bikkurim} 1:6, Note 114. This is the source of the next Mishnah.

\textit{Mishnah 5:} \textit{Halisah} is invalid if performed for a deaf-mute man\(^{101}\), or by a deaf-mute woman, or for an underage male\(^{102}\). The underage woman who performed \textit{halisah} should repeat \textit{halisah} once she becomes of age but if she did not repeat it, the \textit{halisah} is valid\(^{103}\).

\(^{101}\) Since the deaf-mute (who does not understand sign language) cannot perform any legal act, the passive voice is required here.

\(^{102}\) In v. 9 the male is called "man", which means "adult".

\(^{103}\) In the Mishnah in the Babli: "invalid". That version is explained in the Halakah as representing the opinion of R. Meir.
There, we have stated: "Everybody is obligated for appearance except the deaf-mute, the insane, and the minor." The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 31:12): "So they should hear and learn." So far one who speaks but cannot hear; what about one who hears but cannot speak? Rebbi La in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 31:12): "So they should learn," so they should teach. Rebbi Jonah said, this means that the principles of Rebbi are no principles, since we have stated: "A hereš who speaks but cannot hear should not give heave," and we thought that one who speaks but does not hear is hereš, one who hears but does not speak is hereš. But we have stated: "Halisah is invalid if performed for a hereš man, or by a hereš woman, or for an underage male." And Rebbi Johanan said, because they cannot say (Deut. 25:8): "he shall say", (Deut. 25:7,9) "she shall say." We also have stated: "A hereš mentioned anywhere by the Sages is a deaf-mute." This supports Rebbi Jonah, for Rebbi Jonah said that the principles of Rebbi are no principles.

This is from Terumot 1:2, Notes 94-102.
Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{105} asked before Rebbi: What is the difference between underage males and females? He said to him, "a man\textsuperscript{106}" is written in the paragraph. But about her, "his sister-in-law shall come before him,\textsuperscript{105}" in any case.

Rebbi Mana said it without attribution, Rebbi Isaac the son of Rebbi Hyya came to it in the name of Rebbi Jonah: It is\textsuperscript{107} Rebbi Meïr's who said that one does not perform halisah or levirate with an underage girl because she might turn out to be a she-ram\textsuperscript{108}.

\textsuperscript{105} In the Babli, 105b, he is reported to say that the Yerushalmi version of the Mishnah is his father's.
\textsuperscript{106} Deut. 25:9. This argument is attributed to "the Rabbis" in the Babli, 105b.
\textsuperscript{107} The Mishnah which requires that the underage girl repeat the procedure once she grows up.
\textsuperscript{108} Cf. Chapter 1, Note 65. R. Meïr is reputed to take note of cases which occur only very infrequently. In the Tosephta, 12:12, this is quoted as the opinion of R. Eliezer.

\textbf{Mishnah 6}: If she performed halisah in front of two [judges]\textsuperscript{109} or of three when it turned out that one was a relative or unfit\textsuperscript{110}, the halisah is invalid; Rebbi Simeon and Rebbi Johanan the Alexandrian declare it valid.
If happened that she performed halîsah between herself and him in jail; the case came before Rebbi Aqiba and he declared it valid\(^{111}\).

109 Which is invalid in the opinion of some authorities, cf. Halakhah 1.

110 According to everybody, a court of law is incompetent if it turns out that one of the judges is a relative of one of the parties or of another judge.

111 Since this is a report of an actual case, it represents practice (at least in cases of emergency).

Mishnah: "If she performed halîsah in front of two," etc. The case happened in a jail and was resolved in a jail\(^{112}\). Rebbi Johanan the Alexandrian dressed up as a pedlar. One day, he passed in front of the place of confinement of Rebbi Aqiba\(^{113}\), he cried aloud and said, "who needs needles, who needs hooks, what is if she performed halîsah between herself and him?" Rebbi Aqiba pushed himself tightly to the hole and said: "Do you have spindles? You have valid!"

112 Reported by Amoraim in the Babli, 105b.

113 In the aftermath of the war of Bar Kokhba, when the teaching of Jewish law in Palestine was a capital crime. Therefore, the questions had to be couched in such terms that an Aramaic speaking Gentile would not understand question or answer.
Mishnah 7: The commandment of halisah: He and his sister-in-law come to the court of law and they give him appropriate counsel, as it is said: "The Elders of his city shall call him and speak to him. She says: "My levir refuses to erect a name in Israel for his brother, my levir does not want;" and he says: "I do not desire to take her." They have to speak in the holy language. "His sister-in-law comes to him before the Elders' eyes, strips his shoe from his foot, and spits out before him," spittle that is visible to the judges. She has to declare and say: "So should be done to a man who would not build his brother's house." Up to this sentence they were reading to them but when it was read for Rebbi Hyrkanos under the oak tree in Kefar Abus he finished the paragraph; they established to finish the entire paragraph, "his house shall be called in Israel the house of the one stripped of shoe." The obligation is on the judges, not on the students. Rebbi Jehudah said, everyone present has the obligation to say, "the one stripped of shoe, the one stripped of shoe."
The entire ceremony must be conducted in Hebrew. Since it is to be assumed that the parties do not know Hebrew, the text has to be read to them by the judges, for them to repeat.

In the Babli: When R. Hyrkanos was reading it under the oak tree at Kefar 'Etam. In other places, the name appears as Κεφαρ Έταμ. The place is unidentified.

The law students who regularly attended court sessions. The judges themselves have to recite "house of the stripped of shoe".

In the Babli, the clause is repeated three times.

Mishnah: "The commandment of halîsah: He and his sister-in-law come," etc. "They give him appropriate counsel". What means, "they give him appropriate counsel"? If he is old, they tell her, what do you do with an old man like him? If she is old, they tell him, what do you do with that old woman? If she is a girl and he is an old man, they say to him, she is a girl and will bring you shame. If he is a boy and she an old woman, they say to her, he is a boy and will bring you shame. If he wants but she does not, one listens to her. If she wants but he does not, one listens to him. The principle: One listens to the one who wants to prevent. If both of them want, such a case came before Rebbi Yose and he said, throw her out.
The practice of his court was never to accept levirate. The Babli, 101a, supports levirate for partners that are of similar age. The formulation of the Babli is also that of Sifry Deut. 290.

Rebbi Johanan asked, in the case of a sister in law, who runs after whom? Rebbi Eleazar answered: "His sister-in-law shall come to the gate." When Rebbi Johanan heard this, he said, Rebbi Eleazar taught us correctly.

If levir and widow live at different places, which court is empowered to deal with the matter? Since the verse requires the widow to take the initiative, the appropriate court is the one at the levir's residence. In the Babli, Sanhedrin 31b, this is a statement of R. Johanan; it is a tannaïtic statement in Midrash Tannaim on Deut. 25:8.

Does the recitation prevent [validity]? Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, for anybody able to recite, the recitation does not prevent [validity] but for anybody unable to recite, the recitation does prevent. Rebbi Mana said, even though Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, the recitation does not prevent [validity], he agrees that if one recites, he recites in due order; in particular that it should not be said: "My levir refuses to erect, my levir does not want;" "I do not desire to take her", but "my levir
refuses to erect a name in Israel for his brother, my levir does not want;"
"I do not desire to take her."

125 Cf. Halakhah 4, Note 100.

There\textsuperscript{126}, they say: "She came before us, stripped his shoe from his right foot, spat before us spittle that was visible on the ground, and said: ‘So should be done to a man who would not build his brother’s house.’" Rebbi Abbahu said, since the spittle was visible when it left her mouth it is valid, even if the wind dissipated it\textsuperscript{127}. If she spat blood? Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Jehudah, Rebbi Zeriqan turned to it, Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Abba bar Abba\textsuperscript{128}, Rebbi Ze’ira turned to it in the name of Samuel: If it contains some liquid spittle, it is valid\textsuperscript{129}. How does the handless [woman] perform \textit{halîsah}? With her teeth\textsuperscript{130}.

\textsuperscript{126} In Babylonia. In the Babli, 39b, the text of the \textit{halîsah} document given to the widow is ascribed to Rav Jehudah. In the Tosephta, 12:15, it is quoted as “old text”.

\textsuperscript{127} He disapproves of the formulation that the spittle has to be seen on the ground.

\textsuperscript{128} He probably is Samuel’s father.

\textsuperscript{129} In the Babli, 105a, no spittle is required since the verse simply says "she shall spit", not "she shall spit spittle".

\textsuperscript{130} Agreed in the Babli, 105a, since the verse requires only that the shoe be stripped off but does not prescribe the way it should be done.
The people of Simonia came to Rebbi and told him, please give us a man who preaches, judges, runs the synagogue, teaches reading, teaches Mishnah, and looks after all our needs. He gave them Levi bar Sisi. They made him a big platform and sat him on it. They came and asked him, how does the handless [woman] perform halisah? He did not respond. If she spat blood He did not respond. They said, maybe he is not competent in studies, let us ask him in homiletics. They came and asked him, what is that which is written: "Truly, I shall tell you what is traced in writing, it is true." If it is true, why is it traced, and if traced, why is it true? He did not respond. They came to Rebbi and told him, that required one we asked you for? He told them, by your lives, I gave you one who is my equal! He sent to bring him and examined him. He asked him, what if she spat blood. He said, if it contains some fluid of spittle it
is valid. How does the handless [woman] perform *halîsah*? He said, with her teeth. What is that which is written: "Truly, I shall tell you what is traced in writing, it is true." If it is true, why is it traced, and if traced, why is it true? He said, until the decision of the court is sealed, it is traced. After it has been sealed, it is true. He asked him, and why did you not give any answers? He said to him, they made me a big platform and sat me on it; by that my spirit became bloated. He quoted about him: "If you became subject to contempt when you rose, if you planned, hand to mouth"; why did you become contemptible in the words of the Torah? That you used them to aggrandize yourself.

131 A short version of this is in Babli, 105a. There, Levi actually did not know how to respond. The Yerushalmi version is also in Gen. rabba 81(2).
132 Greek βῆμα "speaker's platform".
133 Dan. 10:21.
134 He forgot all he knew.
135 Prov. 30:32.
It was stated: A mistaken halisah is valid. What is a mistaken halisah? Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, a case where one told him, perform halisah and she will be permitted to you after some time. Rebbi Johanan said, yesterday I was sitting and learning that "if he has the intention but not she, or she has the intention but not he, halisah is always invalid unless both of them have the intention!" What is a mistaken halisah for Rebbi Johanan? A case where one told him, perform halisah and she will pay you a hundred talents. Rebbi Mana said, if this was stipulated as a condition, she has to pay. A case came before Rebbi Huna and he followed Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish. When he heard that Rebbi Johanan disagreed, he changed his opinion and forced a second halisah. A case came before Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba. He told him, my son, this woman does not want to be married in levirate; therefore perform halisah and remove your candidacy from her, then she will marry you in a regular marriage. After the halisah, he said to him: Even if Moses and Samuel came, they could not permit her. He referred to himself as "they are wise to do evil; they do not know how to do good."

136 Tosephta 12:13; quoted in Babli 106a together with the disagreement of R. Simeon ben Laqish and R. Johanan.
137 Tosephta 12:13; it is required that both parties act with the intention of freeing the woman for marriage outside the family.
138 If it was a formal stipulation, not a vague promise. The Babli, 106a, disagrees since the levir has the obligation to perform halisah if levirate is inappropriate in the eyes of the rabbinate and holding up the woman to extort her money is immoral.
139 Jer. 4:22.
There are Tannaim who state that *halîsah* is shameful; there are Tannaim who state that *halîsah* is praiseworthy. Rav Hisda said, he who says that *halîsah* is shameful follows the early Mishnah, that *halîsah* is praiseworthy follows the late Mishnah\(^{140}\). Rebbi Yose said, you might even say, in both cases one follows the early Mishnah, or in both cases one follows the late Mishnah. He who says that *halîsah* is shameful, since he damaged one thing in the Torah he shall come and take his damage: "his house shall be called in Israel the house of the one stripped of shoe."\(^{117}\) He who says that *halîsah* is praiseworthy, it mentions here "calling" and it is said there: "My name will be called about them"\(^{141}\). Since "calling" there is a praise, so here it is a praise.

140 Mishnah *Bekhorot* 1:7: "The obligation of levirate has precedence over *halîsah*. That was in earlier times, when people had the intent to fulfill the commandment, but now, when people do not have the intent to fulfill the commandment (but to enjoy the marriage) they said, the obligation of *halîsah* has precedence over levirate."

141 *Gen.* 48:16. This verse is a blessing.
Mishnah 1: The House of Shamai say, one makes only betrothed girls repudiate\(^1\). The House of Hillel say, betrothed or married. The House of Shamai say, the husband, but the House of Hillel say, the husband or the levir\(^2\). The House of Shamai say, in his presence, but the House of Hillel say, in his presence or in his absence. The House of Shamai say, in a court of law, but the House of Hillel say, in a court or outside a court. The House of Hillel said to the House of Shamai: An underage girl may repudiate even four or five times\(^3\). The House of Shamai said to them: The daughters of Israel are not abandoned property\(^4\)! But she repudiates, waits until she is of age, or repudiates and is married\(^5\).

---

\(^{1}\) An underage girl can be married off by her father (Deut. 22:16). If the father is dead, the girl can be married off by her mother or her brothers under rabbinic rules. Since that marriage is not valid under biblical rules, if the girl dislikes the marriage she can walk out of it by a simple declaration, without formalities (Chapter 1, Note 118). The House of
Shammai restrict this possibility to the betrothed girl. They hold that a consummated marriage can be dissolved only by a bill of divorce, irrespective of how the marriage was contracted.

The active formulation, that one makes a girl repudiate, means that under certain circumstances, explained later in the Mishnah, one tells the girl to repudiate.

2 The House of Shammai and Sadducees restrict levirate to the widowed betrothed girl (Chapter 1, Note 192). They consider candidacy for levirate as binding as marriage.

3 A girl married off by her father becomes an adult by the consummation of marriage. But a girl married off by mother or brothers is not married by biblical standards and, therefore, does not become an adult until she reaches her twelfth year.

4 That she can sleep with any man she chooses and then leave him without formality.

5 Since the House of Shammai do not permit repudiation by married girls, she may remarry as a minor if betrothal and marriage come together.

Halakhah 1: "The House of Shammai say, one permits repudiation," etc. There, we have stated: "Rebbi Jehudah bar Abba testified to five statements: That one makes underage girls repudiate, . . ." Does one disagree with testimony? One disagrees about the essence of the testimony. So was the essence of the testimony: "The House of Shammai say, one makes only betrothed girls repudiate, but the House of Hillel say, betrothed or married". It is difficult following the House of Hillel! Her marriage permitted her, he has the right to what she finds and earns, to
dissolve her vows, and she is his wife in every respect. And you say so?
They gave you of your own. By right, her marriage should not be a
marriage. They said that her marriage is a marriage and they said that
she may repudiate him and leave.

6 Mishnah *Idiut* 6:1. In most Mishnah sources, the tradent is R. Jehudah ben Baba.
7 Tractate *Idiut* is a collection of confirmed testimonies an attempt is
made to reconstruct a history of early practice. These are recognized as
authoritative.
8 The husband's sexual relations
with her are meritorious as married sex
and not sinful promiscuity.
9 In exchange for the obligations
the husband accepted by executing the
*ketubah*, he by rabbinic convention
acquires the right to the future earnings of his wife.
10 The biblical prerogative of the
husband (*Num. 30:9*).
11 The anonymous authors of the
institutions of rabbinic Judaism, known
as "the men of the great assembly".

What is the reason of the House of Shammai? If you say so, you make
all intercourse he had with her intercourse of harlotry. Rebbi Abin said,
it turns out that the House of Shammai hold with Rebbi Eleazar as Rebbi Eleazar said, intercourse of an unmarried man with an unmarried woman not with the intent of marriage is intercourse of harlotry. That means, for the House of Shammai her repudiation is nothing if she transgressed and repudiated after marriage. If she entered the bridal chamber but had
no intercourse yet, what is her status? As betrothed or as married? If she is betrothed in Judea where he is familiar with her, what is her status?

As betrothed or as married?

13 An outside event would turn legitimate behavior retroactively into sin. The Babli, 107a, in a first explanation formulates that nobody would marry a fatherless underage girl since he does not want to run the risk involved.

14 Chapter 6, Note 108. In the Babli, 107a, the House of Hillel hold that intercourse in a formal marriage can never be sinful.

15 Where betrothed couples were permitted unchaperoned meetings. It is assumed that they slept together; Mishnah Ketubot 1:5.

16 The questions are not answered since practice does not follow the House of Shammai. The Babli holds that in all these cases, the House of Shammai would treat her as married.

If she had been in a situation that she could not repudiate, may she go and repudiate? Let us hear from the following: An underage girl who was married off by her father but then was divorced, if she went and married by herself she nevertheless can repudiate.

17 This is marriage by biblical standards and can be dissolved only by death or a bill of divorce.

18 She does not return to her father's authority, she is "an orphan during her father's lifetime". Nevertheless, she cannot contract as an adult as long as she is underage. This means any marriage she contracts now, even if arranged by her father, is only rabbinic and subject to repudiation before she reaches the age of 12.
What is the reason of the House of Shammai? The husband she may repudiate since she married him with her consent. The levir to whom she was given by an act of God she cannot repudiate. What is the reason of the House of Hillel? If she can repudiate the principal, so much more the levir!

Rebbi Johanan said, she may repudiate the levir to invalidate the claim of the dead brother and to permit the co-wife to her father and the daughter-in-law to her father-in-law. Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, she may not repudiate the levir to invalidate the claim of the dead brother and to permit the co-wife to her father and the daughter-in-law to her father-in-law. Do Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follow the house of Shammai, since the House of Shammai say "the husband"? Where do we hold? If she says, I can stand neither the marriage with your brother nor with you, everybody agrees that she invalidates. If she says, I can stand marriage with you but not with your brother? Rav and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, she says I cannot stand marriage with you but marriage with your brother I want. The Mishnah disagrees with
Rebbi Johanan: "And all of these, if they died, or repudiated, or were divorced, or found to be she-rams, their co-wives are permitted." Was she not divorced from him? Similarly, she repudiated him. Rebbi Hyya stated: If they repudiated or were divorced in the husband's lifetime, their co-wives are permitted. After the husband’s death their co-wives perform halâsah but not levirate.

Rebbi Yudan, the father of Rebbi Mattaniah said: Explain it when they died and did not repudiate since there is a Mishnah: "If a woman could repudiate but did not do so and died, her co-wife performs halâsah but cannot be married in levirate." Rebbi Eudaimon said, you may even say if she still lives; explain it if there is no levir besides her father.

Rebbi Jonah said, after qiddušin. Rebbi Yose said, even after final marriage. In the second repetition, Rebbi Yose changed his mind. Rebbi Phineas said to him, did the rabbi not teach us "after final marriage"? He answered him, is that fixed in you with a nail?
Rebbi Ze'ira said before Rebbi Mana, did not Rebbi Yose say correctly before he changed his mind? Once a man’s daughter is married without being a she-ram, her co-wife is forbidden. If in addition she is a she-ram, does her co-wife become permitted? He said to him, the she-ram is as if non-existent. If there are two sisters-in-law, one a she-ram and one not a she-ram, if the levir comes and performs halisah or has intercourse with the first, did he free her companion of anything? That shows that the she-ram is as if non-existent.

"His daughter". How can his daughter repudiate, is she not married by Torah standards, "my daughter I gave to this man"? Rebbi Huna in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Explain it by a minor, who was married off by her father and divorced, who is like an orphan while her father is alive.

Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Ḥinnena, in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: This means that a minor cannot give birth; because otherwise she could wait until she grew up, repudiate her husband, and permit her co-wife to her son-in-law. The daughter-in-law of Rebbi Ismael repudiated while her son was on her shoulder.

19 Why do the House of Shammai forbid repudiation of the levir and the House of Hillel permit it?
Halakhah 2, Notes 121-139, with small variations, mostly in spelling.

Rav Hamnuna in the name of Assi: The Mishnah\(^2\) speaks about a sister-in-law who has two levirs. If one of them "bespoke" her, she may repudiate his "bespeaking" and marry on the market place\(^2\). Why can she not repudiate his "bespeaking" and marry his brother? Explain it, if she says, I cannot stand you\(^3\). Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Yosina in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia\(^2\): The Mishnah speaks about a sister-in-law who has five levirs\(^2\). If one of them "bespoke" her, she may repudiate his "bespeaking" and marry his brother\(^2\). Why can she not repudiate his "bespeaking" and marry on the market place? Explain it if her father had married her off, this was a marriage by biblical standards\(^2\).

\(^2\) The House of Hillel who approve of repudiation of the levir apply this even to the case when there is more than one.

\(^3\) In the Babli, 107b, Rav Assi is reported that if she repudiates one of two levirs, she may even be married by the rejected levir himself since the Hose of Hillel will agree that the candidacy (Chapter 2, Note 9) imposed by an act of God cannot be repudiated. What is reported here is in Babli the opinion of Rav, that a repudiation of the levir implies repudiation of the original marriage and elimination of the levirate.

\(^2\) Meaning, neither you nor your deceased brother.

\(^2\) R. Hila is mentioned in the Babli, 107b, as Ulla who holds that repudiation eliminates candidacy. R. Hoshaia holds there, 107a, that "bespeaking" can be repudiated but not candidacy.
25 There is no difference in law between the case of 2 and that of 5 levirs.

26 The same position taken by R. Hosaia in the Babli.

27 This contradicts the position ascribed to R. Hosaia in the Babli; the only candidacy that is not subject to repudiation is one based on the biblical validity of the previous marriage.

"28 The House of Hillel said to the House of Shammai: It happened with the wife of the cameldriver Pison that the Sages repudiated for her in her absence. The House of Shammai said to them, is that a proof? Since he measured crookedly, the Sages measured crookedly for him. This is difficult. Because a man behaves incorrectly, does one permit his incest prohibition? Rab Hisda said, that means that, if she transgresses and repudiated after marriage, the House of Shammai recognize her act of repudiation.

28 Quoted also in the Babli, 107b.
29 In the Babli: "That his wife repudiated him in his absence". In the version of the Yerushalmi, the court acted as the guardian of the orphan.
30 The Babli explained that he was dishonest in administering her property.
31 Since the House of Shammai hold that a married woman cannot repudiate, they seem to lift the prohibition of adultery from Pison's wife. The Babli does not have this problem since it holds that "everybody who marries, marries under rabbinic rules" and that, therefore, a rabbinic court is empowered to annul a marriage as punishment for a severe infraction of the rules (e. g., Babli 90a, 110a, Gittin 33a). There is no such claim in the Yerushalmi.
32 This disproves the earlier assertion to the contrary.
Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Hyya bar Ashi: It happened that a girl went to wash at the river when they said to her, your betrothed is passing by. She said, let my mother go and marry him! When the case came before the Sages, they said that there is no repudiation stronger than that. Rebbi Hanina said, It happened that a girl went to buy flax from the flax dealer when they said to her, your betrothed is passing by. She said, let my mother go and marry him! When the case came before the Sages, they said that there is no repudiation stronger than that. It was stated in the name of Rebbi Jehudah "Even if she went to buy something at the store and said, I cannot endure my husband X, there is no repudiation stronger than this.

33 Tosephta 13:1; a similar text in Babli 108a.

Does a court convene for repudiation? Was it not stated: Flee from three and cling to three. Cling to halîsah, annulling vows, and...
making peace. But flee from repudiations, from being a guarantor, and from receiving deposits. Rebbi Simeon bar Abba\(^3\) said, its name is not פֶּסֶד "deposit" but פֶּסֶד "go to court". Rebbi Berekhiah said, "My son, if you became guarantor for your neighbor." Does a court convene for repudiation? Explain it that they were sitting in another matter and the case came before them\(^3\).

34 This refers to the requirement of the House of Shammmai that the court be a party to any repudiation.

35 *Gen. rabba* 93a, in the name of R. Hanina. In the Babli, 109a, a statement of Bar Qappara.

36 In *Gen. rabba*, R. Berekhiah in the name of R. Simeon bar Abba.

37 The Babli applies the negative statement only to frivolous repudiations, not to necessary ones.

So is the Mishnah: Or she should repudiate him and marry. Therefore, she cannot get herself betrothed. That means, if she transgresses and repudiated after marriage, the House of Shammmai recognize her act of repudiation\(^3\). Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Tanhum bar Hiyya: A rumor spreads for a married woman but not for a betrothed one. A woman might hide herself and say, I was not betrothed, but she will not be able to hide herself and say, I did not marry\(^3\).

38 This opinion must read the statement of the House of Shammmai as:

If she repudiates, she may remarry in any case.

39 R. Abba reads the statement of the House of Shammmai not as a
requirement but as a counsel given to the husband to publicize the marriage in order to make his claim to her widely known. (While betrothal needs only two witnesses, a standard marriage ceremony needs at least ten invitees. They will make the fact of the marriage widely known.)

Mishnah 2: Which underage girl needs to repudiate? Anyone whom mother or brothers married off with her knowledge\(^\text{40}\). If they married her off without her knowledge\(^\text{41}\) she does not have to repudiate. Rebbi Hanina ben Antigonos says, any girl who is unable to watch over her marriage gift does not have to repudiate\(^\text{42}\). Rebbi Eliezer says, in all legal respects, the underage girl is like one seduced\(^\text{43}\): The daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen may not eat heave; the daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel may eat heave.

\(^{40}\) She has been informed that she is going to live with that man as his wife.

\(^{41}\) If either she was not informed that she was a wife or she was too young to understand the implications, she may walk out without any formality. The minimum age for a girl to be married is three years and one day (Mishnah Niddah 5:4).

\(^{42}\) If she is apt to give her marriage ring away as any other piece of jewelry, she is not married.

\(^{43}\) Since the underage cannot legally enter a contract, her marriage has no legal consequences until she comes of age.
Mishnah: "Which underage girl needs to repudiate," etc? What means "with her knowledge"? One makes for her a canopy, dresses her in jewelry\textsuperscript{44} and leads the man to her.

\textsuperscript{44} Greek κοσμίδια "jewelry".

Do they disagree with Rebbi Hananiah ben Antigonos? From what Rebbi Johanan said, which is the underage girl that needs a bill of divorce? Anyone who is given her bill of divorce together with something else and she produces it after some time\textsuperscript{45}. This implies that they disagree with Rebbi Hananiah ben Antigonos.

\textsuperscript{45} Since a bill of divorce is needed if the girl is able to take care of that bill (which she needs as proof that she is unmarried and can enter a second marriage) irrespective of her maturity when she was married first, it proves that the majority does not require more than that she was made aware that she was being married and reasonably could understand what that meant.
Rebbi Eliezer says, the actions of an underage girl have no legal standing. He has no right to what she finds or earns, nor may he dissolve her vows; she is as if not his wife in any respect except that she needs repudiation from him. Rebbi Joshua said, he owns what she finds or earns, he may he dissolve her vows; she is his wife in all respects except that she needs a bill of divorce from him.  

Rebbi Ismael said, I looked around at all logical systems of Sages and did not find anybody who was consistent in the matter of an underage girl except Rebbi Eliezer, only that he requires repudiation from him.

Tosephta 13:3, Babli 108a. would be more logically consistent than R. Eliezer.

In all parallel sources: "except that she needs repudiation from him."

That reading is required by the next sentence, since otherwise R. Joshua is an Amoraic statement by Samuel.

Rebbi Abbahu said: It happened that Rebbi Eliezer's mother was pushing him to marry his sister's daughter. He said to [the girl]: go and get married, go and get married, until she said to him: Here I am your slave girl to wash the feet of my master's servants. Even though he married her, he did not sleep with her until she had grown two pubic hairs.

A slightly garbled version of Abigail's speech, 1S. 25:41. Underage girl is tantamount to seducing her, even in a marriage.

Since for him, sleeping with an
According to Rebbi Eliezer, may she repudiate him and collect a fine from him\(^{51}\)? According to Rebbi Joshua, may she repudiate him and collect a fine from another man\(^{52}\)? May she repudiate this one and invalidate her bill of divorce, a desecrated or a bastard\(^{53}\)? Rebbi Isaac asked, may she repudiate and return to her father's food\(^{54}\)? It is obvious that she does not return to her husband's food\(^{55}\) since he writes for her:

"You shall live in my house and be fed from my property," and she is not in his house. Therefore, the only question is, may she repudiate and return to her father's food?

51 Since for R. Eliezer any sex act with a minor girl is a seduction, may she repudiate him and go to court to collect the money due a virgin from her seducer?

52 Assuming she was still a virgin; if she repudiated the man, may she claim never to have been married and therefore be entitled to all the payments the seducer or the rapist of a virgin has to pay?

53 These are different questions taken together. If a Cohen married an underage girl forbidden to him and she repudiated him, does that retroactively free the Cohen from the guilt incurred in the marriage (and its eventual punishment)? Or if she repudiates a second marriage, may she return to the first husband even though for an adult that would be a transgression of a biblical prohibition; cf. Mishnaiot 4-6.

54 The daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel. This is no problem for R. Eliezer since she never stopped eating Cohen's food.

55 After he divorced her. The question whether the repudiating wife has any monetary claim on the husband is also asked in the Babli, Ketubot 53b,
and is left unanswered (In the absence prove his case and cannot collect.)

of a legal ruling, the claimant cannot

56 Mishnah *Ketubot* 4:12.

There, we have stated: Rebbi Jehudah says, the heave given by a minor who has not yet grown two pubic hairs is heave. It was stated in the name of Rebbi Meïr: His heave is never heave unless he grew two pubic hairs. Rebbi Abin, Cahana in the name of the Rebbi Hila (*Num. 18:32*): "You should not carry guilt because of it." He who may carry guilt can give heave, he who cannot carry guilt cannot give heave. They objected: But a Gentile cannot incur guilt, and he may give heave! Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila (*Num. 18:27*): "Your heave will be credited to you", (v. 26) "and you shall lift". Anybody for whom "thought" is written may give heave. But anybody for whom "thought" is not written cannot give heave. They objected: But "thought" is not written for Gentiles, and he may give heave! Rebbi Hoshaiya stated: Gentiles have no "thought" whether for preparation or for heave.
Rebbi Aha bar Hinena in the name of Cahana: Following the opinion that someone who cannot give heave cannot dedicate to the Temple. Why did he not say: following the opinion that he can give heave, can he...
dedicate to the Temple? Because of Rebbi Jehudah, for Rebbi Jehudah says he can give heave but cannot dedicate. Rebbi Johanan says, even following the opinion that he cannot give heave, he can dedicate. What can he dedicate? Holocaust and well-being offerings. He cannot bring a sin sacrifice for fat because he is not obligated to a sin sacrifice for fat. He cannot bring a sin sacrifice for blood because he is not obligated to a sin sacrifice for blood. May he bring a sacrifice relating to gonorrhea and skin disease? Since it is obligatory can't he bring it, or since he becomes impure by these can he bring it? If it is obvious for you that he brings, can he become an agent for these? Since he may become impure by these, may he become an agent, or since he cannot become an agent for anything else, can't he become an agent for these? Rebbi Yudan objected: His produce is tevel from the Torah but he can free his tevel by Torah law! But here, even though he may become impure by them, he cannot become an agent. May he bring First Fruits following Rebbi Jehudah, for Rebbi Jehudah says that First Fruits have the status of territorial consecrated things? He may not bring following the rabbis who say they have the status of things consecrated to the Temple. May he bring a sacrifice of pilgrimage? Since it is obligatory can't he bring it, or since he may change its name to well-being offering, may he bring it? May he bring a Passover sacrifice? Since it is obligatory can't he bring it, or since Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia, a person may bring a Passover sacrifice any day of the year when he changes its name to well-being offering, may he bring it? May he bring tithes of cereals? If he holds with Rebbi Meir, since Rebbi Meir said (Num. 18:28): "From all your tithes," that all tithes were bracketed together, then since he cannot bring tithes of grain he cannot bring tithes of animals. May he make substitutions? If Rebbi Meir is of the opinion that all tithes
were bracketed together, then since he cannot bring tithes of grain he
cannot bring tithes of animals; since he cannot bring tithes of animals he
cannot make substitutions. One may hold with Rebbi Simeon, since Rebbi
Simeon says that tithes of animals teach you for all sacrifices about
substitutions. That means, since he cannot bring tithes of grain he cannot
bring tithes of animals; since he cannot bring tithes of animals he cannot
make substitutions; since he cannot make substitutions for these he cannot
make substitutions for any sacrifices. Is one guilty sacrificing for him
outside the Temple? Cahana said, one cannot be guilty sacrificing for him
outside the Temple. Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both
say, one is guilty sacrificing for him outside the Temple. The statement of
Cahana disagrees with Rebbi Jehudah, since Rebbi Jehudah frees his tevel
as biblical law. And you say so? We can say he [Cahana] is following him
who says they accepted tithes voluntarily.

57 This and the following
paragraphs are from Terumot Chapter
1, Notes 105-135, with minor
differences.
58 Inserted from the text in
Terumot.
59 Following the text in Terumot.
60 In Terumot: "were sanctified".
Here always "were sanctified".
61 In Terumot: "Of animals". The
text following shows that the Terumot
text is correct at this place.
Rebbi Yohanan had a difficulty with the words of Rebbi Joshua. Is her marriage valid by biblical standards? The dissolution of her vows must be by biblical standards.\(^{62}\) And you say so! Rebbi Ze'ira said, there is no dissolution of vows here, because of what Rebbi Johanan had against the words of Rebbi Joshua. Rebbi Nissa asked: Would it be the same for prohibitions? Rebbi Johanan said, one does not whip for prohibitions.\(^{64}\) Would that be as we stated there: "Before that time, even though they said, we know for Whom we made a vow or to Whom we dedicated, their vows are no vows and their dedications no dedications. After that time, even though they said, we do not know for Whom we made a vow or to Whom we dedicated, their vows are vows and their dedications dedications."\(^{65}\) What is the status of that Mishnah? For Cahana it is in dispute, for Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish it is everybody's opinion.\(^{66}\)

\(^{62}\) This again proves that in the statement of R. Joshua early in the Halakhah, he must agree that the underage girl may walk out of the marriage by simple repudiation. This means that even according to him, the marriage of a minor is only valid by rabbinic standards. But since the annulment of the wife's vows by the husband is a biblical law, it is difficult to see how a rabbinic marriage could confer biblical powers on the husband.

\(^{63}\) If somebody privately forbade himself certain things or enjoyments.

\(^{64}\) Cf. Nazir 1:1, Nedarim 1:1. Since the prohibition is purely by words, it is a "prohibition not implying an action", for whose infringement no sacrifice of purification is needed or possible. But then there is no criminal act involved and the court will not get involved. It is well possible that R. Joshua holds that the powers of the husband to eliminate such a minor
prohibition extends to rabbinic marriages. Cf. Babli Niddah 46b.

65 Mishnah Niddah 5:6. The vows of a girl up to 11 years and a boy up to 12 years are null and void. The vows of a girl over 12 years and a boy over 13 years are valid. In the year in between the validity depends on the ability of the person making the vow to understand what he is doing.

66 Who said earlier that he who cannot give heave cannot dedicate. For him, R. Jehudah will not agree to the lower time limit set by the Mishnah.

67 In the previous paragraphs they had denied the link between ability to tithe and ability to make dedications and vows.

Mishnah 3: Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said, every impediment that comes from the man makes her as if she were his wife; every impediment that does not come from the man makes her as if she were not his wife.

68 If the marriage of a man with an underage girl is dissolved by the initiative of the man, she is treated as a divorcee forbidden his relatives and forbidden to a Cohen, and he is forbidden her close relatives. But if she walks out on him, there never was any marriage, neither side is forbidden the close relatives of the other, and she is not forbidden to marry a Cohen. This is all explained in the next Mishnah.

Mishnah: "Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said," etc. It was stated: "Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said, every impediment that comes from the man by a bill of divorce makes her as if she were his wife; every impediment that
does not come from the man by repudiation makes her as if she were not his wife."

Mishnah 4: If a girl repudiates a man, he is permitted [to marry] her relatives and she is permitted [to marry] his relatives; he did not disable her for the priesthood. If he gave her a bill of divorce, he is forbidden [to marry] her relatives and she is forbidden [to marry] his relatives; he did disable her for the priesthood. If he gave her a bill of divorce and later took her back, then she repudiated him and married another man from whom she became widowed or divorced, she is permitted to return to him. If she repudiated him and he took her back, then he gave her a bill of divorce and she married another man from whom she became widowed or divorced, she is prohibited to return to him. That is the principle: By divorce after repudiation she is prohibited to return to him; by repudiation after divorce she is permitted to return to him.

This repudiation is applied not only to the second but also to the first marriage; then she is not divorced from him and may marry him anew after divorce or widowhood from another man.

This divorce stands, and so stands the prohibition to take back the divorcee who was otherwise married (Deut. 24:4).
Mishnah: "If [a girl] repudiates a man, etc." Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: Her only problem would be aspersion on the priesthood, but the court will not tolerate aspersion.  

Note 126. Since the marriage was only rabbinic, the prohibition cannot be biblical.

Mishnah 5: If [a girl] repudiates a man and marries another who divorces her, another and she repudiates him, another who divorces her, another and she repudiates him, she is forbidden to return to anyone who had divorced her but permitted to return to those she had repudiated.
Mishnah 6: If somebody divorced his wife and later took her back, she is permitted to the levir but Rebbi Eliezer forbids her. Similarly, if somebody divorced an orphan girl and took her back, she is permitted to the levir but Rebbi Eliezer forbids her. If an underage girl who was married off by her father was divorced, she is like an orphan during her father's lifetime. If she was taken back, she is prohibited to the levir.

Mishnah 7: The Sages agree with Rebbi Eliezer in case he divorced her as a minor and took her back as a minor, since her divorce is a total divorce but her return was not complete. But if he divorced her as a minor and took her back as an adult or she became an adult while married to him, she is permitted to the levir.

---

73 The second marriage annuls the prior divorce. R. Eliezer holds that she remains forbidden, even if the husband dies childless, since she was forbidden as his brother's divorcée, as explained in the Halakhah. The same explanation is given in the Babli, 109a.

74 She is emancipated from her father's power by her marriage. Since the father has the right to marry off his underage daughter, both betrothal and divorce are valid by biblical standards. But since the remarriage was by an underage girl no longer under tutelage but unable to perform legal acts by reason of her age, everybody agrees that her rabbinic marriage cannot lift the biblical prohibition of the brother's divorcée.

75 This Mishnah is not in the Babli nor in most independent Mishnah mss.

76 Since they live together with the idea of being married, the first intercourse after she reaches the age of 12 years makes her marriage valid by biblical standards.
Mishnah: "The Sages agree," etc. What is Rebbi Eliezer’s reason? That she was forbidden to him for an hour\(^73\). The Sages agree with Rebbi Eliezer about the underage girl who was married off by her father and divorced, that she is like an orphan during her father’s lifetime. Her betrothal and divorce were by biblical standards; her remarriage was not by biblical standards.

What is the status of her co-wife? Rav said, her co-wife is forbidden. Rebbi Johanan said, her co-wife is forbidden. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, her co-wife is permitted. Rebbi Eleazar said, I looked around at the rabbis here and at the rabbis there and did not find anybody agreeing with me except Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish who says, her co-wife is permitted.
Rav Hamnuna was sitting before Rav Ada bar Ahava and said, what is the status of her co-wife? He said to him, she is permitted. He asked, divorce? He answered, forbidden. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, it is reasonable following him who said that her co-wife is permitted. But following him who said, her co-wife is forbidden, as you take it: The aspect he acquired in her makes the corresponding aspect forbidden in her co-wife, the aspect he did not acquire in her makes the corresponding aspect permitted in her co-wife! Rebbi Shammai said, does one admit that kind of argument in matters of incest prohibitions? What about it? For any sister-in-law who is not totally outside [the family], the acquired aspect of her belongs to an incest prohibition and an incest prohibition forbids the co-wife.

78 The co-wife of the girl married off by her father, divorced, and remarried.

79 This is the case of the Mishnah.

80 Look for other opinions in the matter.

81 This text makes no sense. It seems that the correct text is the one quoted by Nahmanides (The wars of the Eternal on Alfasi, 37b in the Wilna edition): "The aspect he acquired in her permits the corresponding aspect in her co-wife, the aspect he did not acquire in her was permitted in the corresponding aspect in her co-wife." The argument is based on the doctrine that the marriage of an underage girl not arranged by her father results in partial acquisition of the girl by the husband. This doctrine is stated explicitly in the Babli (110b, 111a) but not in the Yerushalmi. If the girl was married, then the prior divorce was annulled and both she and her co-wife are permitted to the levir. If the girl was not married, then she is not a widow; the co-wife is the only widow and as such subject to the levirate.

82 This argument supports the authorities Rav and R. Johanan. The Yerushalmi prohibits the levirate for the co-wife. The Babli disagrees, 109a.
Mishnah 8: Two brothers are married to two underage orphan [sisters]. If the husband of one of them dies, the other one has to leave as wife’s sister. And so for two deaf-mute [sisters]. If one is adult and the other underage, if the husband of the underage girl died, she has to leave as wife’s sister. If the husband of the adult one died, Rebbi Eliezer said, one teaches the underage one to repudiate him. Rabban Gamliel says, if she repudiated, she repudiated; otherwise she should wait until she becomes of age and the other one has to leave as wife’s sister. Rebbi Joshua says, woe to him for his wife, woe to him for his brother’s wife! He has to send away his wife by a bill of divorce and his brother’s wife by halisah.

83 The word “sisters” is missing but is in the Mishnah in the Babli and in the independent Mishnah.

84 Their marriages are only rabbinically valid.

85 R. Eliezer holds that the biblical candidacy of the adult one forbids the rabbinically married one to her husband. If the underage girl repudiates her husband, her marriage never happened and the husband is free to marry his brother’s widow in levirate.

86 Rabban Gamliel holds that candidacy has no effect on an existing marriage even if that marriage is only rabbinical. As long as the sister is underage, the older one cannot marry since she cannot get halisah.

87 He holds with R. Eliezer that candidacy of the older forbids the younger one to her husband. But he also thinks that one never tells an underage girl to repudiate. He will
agree that if his wife repudiates him on her own, that he may marry her sister.

Mishnah: "Two brothers are married," etc. Rebbi Yudan: One may ask what one asked there. Should he not perform halisah for the acquired aspect in her and free her co-wife? So here, should he not perform halisah for the acquired aspect in the underage girl and free her (co-wife) sister? Before you find Rebbi Eleazar difficult, you might find Rebbi Eliezer difficult! You cannot find this difficult for Rebbi Eliezer, since Rebbi Eliezer is a Shammaite and the House of Shammai say, one lets only the betrothed [women] repudiate.

Would it not be possible (or required) to apply the argument of R. Eleazar and R. Abba bar Mamal in the previous Halakhah to the situation here? It is difficult to see why one should try to make the situation more complicated than it already is. The text is at least partially corrupt.

[88] Would it not be possible (or required) to apply the argument of R. Eleazar and R. Abba bar Mamal in the previous Halakhah to the situation here? It is difficult to see why one should try to make the situation more complicated than it already is. The text is at least partially corrupt.

[89] Ševi'it 9:9, Terumot 5:4, Babli Niddah 7b. R. Eliezer became a student of Rabban Yohanan ben Zakkai; in no sense can he be considered an orthodox representative of the House of Shammai.

Is the degree of acquisition of one equal to that of the other? Did we not state "underage and deaf-mute"? Rebbi Hyya stated "underage and deaf-mute": "If the husband of the underage girl died, the husband of the deaf-mute has to divorce her and the underage girl has to wait until she comes of age and perform halisah." Why can she not perform halisah immediately? She cannot because of Rebbi Meïr, since Rebbi Meïr said that one does not perform levirate or halisah with an underage girl, since she might be found to be a she-ram. "If the husband of the deaf-mute died, the husband of the underage girl has to divorce her and the deaf-mute is permanently forbidden. If he transgressed and had intercourse with the deaf-mute, he divorces her and she becomes permitted." This follows what Rebbi Hila said, in order to fix her status.

91 The Mishnah proclaims that underage and deaf-mute spouses have the same status. But this is not true, as exemplified by the case of two brothers marrying two fatherless sisters, one underage and one deaf-mute, when one of the brothers died childless. (It is assumed that the second sister was deaf-mute when she married, otherwise her marriage would be biblical but not her divorce.)

92 In the next Mishnah, also dealing with a case asymmetric in the rules.


94 Possibly the degree of acquisition of the deaf-mute by the husband is less than that of an underage girl. Then the biblical candidacy of the underage would prohibit the deaf-mute for her husband. Therefore, he must divorce the deaf-mute.

95 But according to other authorities, she may perform halisah immediately; cf. Chapter 12, Note 105.

96 She cannot be married in levirate since her sister's marriage may
have been valid. As a deaf-mute, she cannot perform halîsah. No man in the world is permitted to her.

97 Since the marriage of the underage girl is only rabbinic, the sister either was not married, then she can be married and divorced, or she was married, then she is freed by divorce after levirate.

98 One permits the levir to transgress rabbinic rules since otherwise the deaf-mute cannot be helped. In the inverse case, that the underage girl became the childless widow, it is not necessary to permit infraction of the rules since everything can be done abiding by the rules. All this case shows is that on the rabbinic level, there is a difference between underage and deaf-mute.

So is the Mishnah: The underage girl should wait until she grows up, reaches puberty, and is being married.99 Rebbi Eleazar said, there is no "being married" here, only "being betrothed."100 Rebbi Johanban said, these are the words of Rabban Gamliel: If somebody gave qiddusin to his sister-in-law’s sister, his sister-in-law was freed from halîsah and levirate. It follows that what we had stated there101, "if somebody gave qiddusin to the sister of a woman waiting for her levir" does not follow Rabban Gamliel.

99 This refers to the statement of Rabban Gamliel that in the absence of repudiation, the underage girl should wait until she becomes of age. The statement is modified slightly to make clear that the marriage of the former underage girl must acquire biblical validity in order to free her sister.

100 In the Babli, 109b, that is very much in dispute.

101 Mishnah 4:10. The complications of that Mishnah are irrelevant for Rabban Gamliel.
Rebbi Haggai said before Rebbi Ze'ira, Menahem in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer, if she repudiated, she repudiated. Rebbi Eliezer said, one teaches the underage one to repudiate him, and you say so\textsuperscript{102}? Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Hyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Practice follows Rebbi Joshua, if she repudiated, she repudiated. Rebbi Joshua says, woe to him for his wife, woe to him for his brother’s wife! And you say so\textsuperscript{103}? Rebbi Hila, Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{104} in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Practice follows Rabban Gamliel. Rebbi Joshua agrees with Rabban Gamliel, if she repudiated, she repudiated\textsuperscript{105}; otherwise she should wait until she becomes of age. If not\textsuperscript{105}, he has to send away his wife by a bill of divorce and his brother’s wife by halisah.

\textsuperscript{102} The statement in the name of R. Johanan is inconsistent: R. Eliezer says one teaches the girl to repudiate!

\textsuperscript{103} The second formulation is also inconsistent.

\textsuperscript{104} Since R. Hila was one of the teachers of R. Yose, one has to read here: R. Yasa.

\textsuperscript{105} In the first case, the problem took care of itself. If the women do not want to wait, Rabban Gamliel will agree with Rebbi Joshua.

In the Babli, 110a, practice is stated to follow R. Eliezer without discussion.
Mishnah 9: If somebody was married to two underage orphan girls and died, intercourse or halîsah of one of them frees her co-wife. The same holds for two deaf-mutes. An underaged girl and a deaf-mute: Intercourse of neither of them frees her co-wife.

106 Is the degree of acquisition of one equal to that of the other? What does he do? Rav Hiyya bar Ashi in the name of Rav: He marries the deaf-mute and divorces her; the underagde girl has to wait until she can perform halîsah." Why can she not perform halîsah immediately? She cannot because of Rebbi Meîr, since Rebbi Meîr said that one does not perform levirate or halîsah with an underaged girl, since she might be found to be a she-ram. If he sleeps with the underaged girl, he has to divorce her, and the deaf-mute is permanently forbidden. If he
transgressed and had intercourse with the deaf-mute, he divorces her and she became permitted." This follows what Rebbi Hila said, in order to fix her status. Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Hila: What means, "in order to fix her status"? As you say there, he should perform halîsah for the aspect that was acquired in her and marry her co-wife; could he not perform halîsah for the aspect that was acquired in the underage girl and marry the deaf-mute? He said to him, so says Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: We never find two sisters-in-law of whom one performs halîsah and one is married in levirate. Do we find two sisters-in-law of whom one performs halîsah and one is divorced? He said to him, that happens. That is what we have stated there: "If he ‘bespoke’ one and performed halîsah with the other, the first one needs a bill of divorce".

106 This refers to the last case in the Mishnah, an underage girl and a deaf-mute. It is again supposed that the underage girl was not married off by her father and the deaf-mute was already deaf-mute at the moment of marriage. In contrast to the Babli, the Yerushalmi does not try to determine the actual difference in the rabbinic status of the two marriages. The first part of the paragraph is exactly parallel to the preceding Halakhah, Notes 91-98.

107 This refers to the discussion in Halakhah 6 and supports the reading of Nahmanides in Note 81. It is suggested there that in case of partial validity of a marriage there could be a partial halîsah which permits the co-wife for levirate; in our case there would be a solution which takes care of the deaf-mute without requiring the levir to commit a sin. [This also supports the position of Nahmanides that the Yerushalmi in Halakhah 6 choses R. Eleazar over R. Shammai.]

108 Mishnah 5:5, Note 73.
Mishnah 10: A hearing wife and a deaf-mute: The intercourse of the hearing woman frees the deaf-mute but the intercourse of the deaf-mute does not free the hearing woman.

109 If a man married to a hearing woman and a deaf-mute dies childless, the execution of biblical levirate by intercourse with the hearing widow frees the deaf-mute but the execution of rabbinic levirate by intercourse with the deaf-mute does not free the hearing widow.

Mishnah: "A hearing wife and a deaf-mute," etc. A hearing wife and a deaf-mute. The intercourse of the hearing woman frees the deaf-mute. The intercourse of the deaf-mute does not free the hearing woman but disables the hearing woman.

110 She now is forbidden to the levir. But since the marriage of the deaf-mute was rabbinic only, the hearing woman cannot remarry without halisah.

Mishnah 11: An adult wife and an underage wife. The intercourse of the adult woman frees the underage girl but the intercourse of the underage girl does not free the adult woman.

Mishnah: A hearing wife and a deaf-mute, etc.: A hearing wife and a deaf-mute. The intercourse of the hearing woman frees the deaf-mute but the intercourse of the deaf-mute does not free the hearing woman.

110 She now is forbidden to the levir. But since the marriage of the deaf-mute was rabbinic only, the hearing woman cannot remarry without halisah.
This and the corresponding Halakhah are the exact parallels to the preceding Mishnah and Halakhah. The Mishnah is required only because it is not known whether the rabbinic status of the underage wife is identical with that of the deaf-mute wife or not.

Mishnah: "An adult wife and an underage wife," etc. An adult wife and an underage wife. The intercourse of the adult woman frees the underage girl. The intercourse of the underage girl does not free the adult woman but disables the adult woman.

Mishnah 12: Somebody was married to two underage orphan girls and died. If the levir had intercourse with the first one and then had intercourse with the second, or his brother had intercourse with the second, the first one was not disabled. The same holds for two deaf-mutes. An underage girl and a deaf-mute. If the levir had intercourse with the underage girl and then had intercourse with the deaf-mute, or his brother had intercourse with the deaf-mute, the underage girl was not disabled. If the levir had intercourse with the deaf-mute and then had intercourse with the underage girl, or his brother had intercourse with the underage girl, the deaf-mute was disabled.
112 She then is married to him in levirate by biblical standards.

113 These acts are sinful, but since the first levirate was legitimate, the sins of others cannot influence the status of the blameless wife.

114 This is also the reading in the Babli of the Babylonian Gaonim and Maimonides. But the Western tradition, represented by Rashi, RaBaD, and the printed Babli text, reads: "the underage girl was disabled". This is explained as a rabbinic decree to assimilate this case to the next one. Since the Mishnaiot are formulated to express the non-symmetry of the situations, the Eastern reading is to be preferred.

115 This Mishnah very definitely holds that the status of the deaf-mute is inferior to that of the underage girl. If the underage girl had not been an orphan, she could have been a wife by biblical standards. The marriage of the deaf-mute is a purely rabbinic institution to ensure that she should have a home and not be an object of public sexual abuse. Therefore, the almost biblical levirate of the underage girl annuls the purely rabbinic levirate of the deaf-mute, forbids the latter to the levir, and leads to the problem of the permanently forbidden deaf-mute discussed in the preceding Halakhot. As a consequence, both widows are forbidden to the levirs.

A totally different tradition is preserved in Tosephta 13:7. There, it is held that if any levirate is not 100% biblical, any doubling forbids both widows for all levirs.

Mishnah: "Somebody was married." Even if he did not have intercourse with the underage girl, the deaf-mute is disabled. If he did not have intercourse with the underage girl and she died, he would have been permitted the deaf-mute. But now that he did have intercourse with her, even if she died he had disabled the deaf-mute.

116 In the presence of an underage widow, the candidacy of the deaf-mute widow for levirate is not executable. As an earlier Mishnah stated,
intercourse with the deaf-mute does not free the underage girl. The candidacy of the deaf-mute could be resurrected only if the underage girl died before she was married by the levir.

It is obvious that if the case involves a biblically married woman and a deaf-mute or an underage girl, the same situation applies.

Mishnah 13: A hearing wife and a deaf-mute. If the levir had intercourse with the hearing woman and then had intercourse with the deaf-mute, or his brother had intercourse with the deaf-mute, the hearing woman was not disabled. If the levir had intercourse with the deaf-mute and then had intercourse with the hearing woman, or his brother had intercourse with the hearing woman, the deaf-mute was disabled.

Mishnah: "A hearing wife and a deaf-mute. If the levir had intercourse," etc. Even if he did not have intercourse with the hearing woman, the deaf-mute is disabled\(^{116}\). If he did not have intercourse with the hearing woman and she died, he would have been permitted the deaf-mute. But now that he did have intercourse with her, even if she died he had disabled the deaf-mute.
Mishnah 14: An adult wife and an underage one. If the levir had intercourse with the adult and then had intercourse with the underage one, or his brother had intercourse with her, the adult was not disabled. If the levir had intercourse with the underage widow and then had intercourse with the adult one, or his brother had intercourse with her, the underage one was disabled. Rebbi Eleazar says, one teaches the underage girl that she should repudiate him.

117 Since the levirate of the underage girl would be almost biblical, her intercourse is incestuous and also forbids the adult co-widow. The situation can be remedied if the marriage of the underage girl is eliminated.

Mishnah: "An adult wife and an underage one" Even if he did not have intercourse with the adult one, the underage one is disabled. If he did not have intercourse with the adult woman and she died, he would have been permitted the underage one. But now that he did have intercourse with her, even if she died he had disabled the underage one.
"Rebbi Eleazar says, one teaches the underage girl that she should repudiate him." After the fact\textsuperscript{118}. Therefore, not from the start! Rebbi Mana said it without attribution, Rebbi Isaac the son of Rebbi Hiyya the Scribe in the name of Rebbi Yoḥanan: This is Rebbi Meir’s, since Rebbi Meir said that one does not perform levirate or halīsah with an underage girl, since she might be found to be a she-ram.

\textsuperscript{118} Why does R. Eleazar (ben Shamua, the Tanna) not recommend that the underage girl repudiate the levir immediately before any complications can arise? The conclusion is that in practice one does not have to wait before one instructs the underage widow to repudiate the former marriage. The Babli, 111b, concurs that one follows R. Eleazar.

\textbf{Mishnah 15:} If an underage levir had intercourse with an underage sister-in-law, they should grow up together\textsuperscript{119}. If he had intercourse with an adult sister-in-law, she should raise him\textsuperscript{119}. If the sister-in-law claims within thirty days\textsuperscript{120} that she was not copulated with, one forces him to perform halīsah with her\textsuperscript{121}. After thirty days, one asks him to perform halīsah with her\textsuperscript{122}. But if he confesses, one forces him to perform halīsah with her even after twelve months.

\textsuperscript{119} And stay married.\textsuperscript{120} After he officially brought her into his house. The marriage ceremony of the levir is without meaning unless it is followed by the sex act. \textsuperscript{121} It is obvious that she cannot
prove her claim by witnesses. But for the first thirty days, her claim carries a presumption of truth. Unless the levir can disprove her claim, she is not married in levirate and is freed by halîsah.

122 It is not credible that a woman would stay more than thirty days with a man who does not sleep with her. If the levir denies her claim, she would have to prove it. In the absence of proof, the court may counsel a separation but cannot force it.

Mishnah: "If an underage levir," etc. 123 It was stated: A claim of non-virginity may be brought within thirty days, the words of Rebbi Meïr. But the Sages say, immediately124. Where do we hold? If he copulated, immediately. If he did not copulate, even after a longer delay. But we must hold if it was not spelled out. Rebbi Meïr said, it is credible that a man may hold himself back for thirty days. But the Sages say, a man does not hold himself back even for one day125. Rebbi Jeremiah asked: According to Rebbi Meïr, would a man be believed to assert that he held himself back for thirty days in order to make the child fatherless126? Let us hear from the following: " If the sister-in-law claims within thirty days

127 (fol. 14a)
that she was not copulated with, one forces him to perform halîsah with her. After thirty days, one asks him to perform halîsah with her." (After thirty days.)

And Rebbi Eleazar said, this is Rebbi Meîr's. And Rebbi Eleazar said, that refers only to her, but not to her co-wife. As you say there, she is not believed to damage her co-wife, so here, he is not believed to damage his son.

The entire paragraph is from Ketubot Halakhah 1:4.

In the Babli, 111b, and the Tosephta, Ketubot 1:4: "A claim of non-virginity may be brought within thirty days, the words of Rebbi Meîr. Rebbi Yose says, if they were alone together, immediately; if they were not alone together, within thirty days (Tosephta), indefinitely (Babli)."

The husband goes to court to annul the marriage, without divorce and without payment, claiming that he was lead to believe the bride to be a virgin when he found that she was not.

In the Babli, 112a, this is declared to be irrelevant for our Mishnah since a man will sleep with his bride immediately after the marriage ceremony but might be reluctant to touch his sister-in-law for some time.

If his wife becomes pregnant immediately after the marriage ceremony, can he declare in court that the child is not his since he did not sleep with his bride for some time?

Missing in Ketubot.

But the majority will accept the widow's claim only on the day after she entered the levir's house.

If the co-wife married an outside man based on the other's levirate marriage, she cannot cast aspersion on the validity of her co-widow's marriage without the testimony of two credible witnesses.

The Babli agrees, 112a, at least in the interpretation of Rashi and Rabbenu Hananel.

"There" is here, Yebamot; "here" is there, Ketubot; cf. Note 122.
**Mishnah 16:** If a woman made a vow during her husband’s lifetime forbidding herself any usufruct from her levir\(^{131}\), one coerces him until he performs *halisah* with her. After her husband’s death, one begs him that he should perform *halisah* with her\(^{132}\). If she had [*halisah*] in mind even during her husband’s lifetime, one begs him that he should perform *halisah* with her.

\(^{131}\) She made the vow when she did not think that her husband would die childless, but now she finds herself forbidden to marry the levir.

\(^{132}\) If she made the vow in order to prevent levirate, the court will not coerce the levir to abandon the biblical commandment of levirate. It is clear that the Mishnah became obsolete when preference changed from levirate to *halisah*. 
Mishnah: "If a woman made a vow forbidding herself any usufruct," etc.  

Consider the following: He said, I copulated, but she says, I was not copulated with. Even if he changed and then said, I did not copulate, he cannot be believed since from the start he had said, I copulated. But if from the start he said that he had not copulated, the two together can uproot the presumption.

The colleagues asked: What are we talking about? If following the early Mishnah, we have understood that one may marry in levirate. If following the later Mishnah, we have understood that one may perform halisah. Where did we hear that one coerces? Rav Huna in the name of Rav: That is, if a bill of divorce has passed from his hand to her hand. He says, it is the bill of divorce of a wife. But she says, it is the bill of divorce of a sister-in-law. Within thirty days, the presumption is that he did not copulate; one coerces him to perform halisah. After thirty days, one asks him to perform halisah.

Rebbi Yose asked, after thirty days, the presumption is that he copulated and you say one coerces? But it must be the following: Rav Huna in the name of Rav: That is, if a bill of divorce has passed from his hand to her hand. He says, it is the bill of divorce of a wife. But she says, it is the bill of divorce of a sister-in-law. Within thirty days, the presumption is that he did not copulate; one coerces him to perform halisah. After thirty days, one asks him to perform halisah.

The following: If he says, I copulated, and she says, I was not copulated with, it is obvious that he has to sustain her. It is obvious that he does
not inherit from her\textsuperscript{141}. The problem is whether he inherits his brother's property\textsuperscript{142}. If she says, I was copulated with, and he says, I did not copulate, it is obvious that he does not have to sustain her\textsuperscript{143}. It is obvious that he inherits his brother's property\textsuperscript{144}. The problem is whether he inherits from her\textsuperscript{145}.

133 The entire Halakhah refers to Mishnah 15, not Mishnah 16.
134 The court must believe that they had no sexual relations and that she never became the levir's wife while living in his house.
135 \textit{Bekhorot} 1:7 stating that in early times, levirate was preferred, but today \textit{halīsah} is preferred.
136 \textit{Deut.} 25:5-9 makes it clear that the levir can be compelled to appear in court but not that he can be compelled to do anything against his will.
137 In the Babli, 112a, this is the answer of Rav to the question why one does coerce him to perform \textit{halīsah} if she already lives in his house, why does one not coerce him to sleep with her? Note that the colleagues prevented this question to be asked by referring to the later Mishnah.
138 As was determined earlier, in order to remarry she needs a bill of divorce for his "bespeaking" and \textit{halīsah} for her candidacy of levirate.
139 The only difference between the colleagues and R. Yose is the formulation of the question. Since after 30 days the presumption is that she became his wife, why should he be asked to perform a useless \textit{halīsah}? The answer is that he already gave the bill of divorce but that might not be enough to let the sister-in-law remarry.
140 He obligated himself since he asserts that she is his wife by biblical standards.
141 She asserts that she is not his wife.
142 If there are potential co-heirs, he inherits only if he is married to the widow.
143 If he asserts that he did not copulate, it is obvious that there are no eyewitneses to back up her claim for support as a wife. Since in money matters the proof is on the claimant, she cannot enforce her claim.
144 This is not obvious. In fact, all classical commentators amend the text to read "he does not inherit" and the editor of the Leiden ms. here notes a corruption. Their reason is that the co-heirs can point to his denial of
acquisition. There is little reason to accept the argument and the correction since Deut. 25:5-6 makes it quite clear that the transfer of property is an automatic consequence of the transfer of the wife and her word is the only one that should carry weight in his family.

145 One the one hand, she asserts that he inherits from her. On the other hand, he renounces all his rights in any settlement with her family. No answers are given to the questions that never apply in practice.
Mishnah 1: A deaf-mute man who married a hearing woman or a hearing man who married a deaf-mute woman may divorce or stay married at will; just as he marries with sign language so he divorces with sign language\(^1\). A hearing man who married a hearing woman who then became deaf-mute may divorce or stay married at will\(^2\). If she became insane he shall not divorce\(^3\). If he became deaf-mute or insane, he can never divorce\(^4\).

1 The marriage is only valid by rabbinic standards; a divorce is possible by rabbinic standards.

2 As explained in the next Mishnah, a divorce is effective by the action of the husband alone; the divorce is possible even if the wife is not able to act in law.

3 By rabbinic decree.

4 He is married under biblical standards. Even if he were able to communicate in sign language as a deaf-mute, he cannot execute acts under biblical standards.

Halakhah 1: "A deaf-mute who married a hearing woman", etc. How does he do it\(^5\)? He communicates in sign language and gives her the bill
of divorce. In the same way he communicates with others, others communicate with him.

5 How can he divorce? He has to tell the clerk to write the bill and the witnesses to sign and to witness the delivery of the documents. If the woman is deaf-mute, she has to be instructed to receive the documents in her hands. There is an opinion in Mishnah Gittin 5:8 that he may communicate by lip reading.

The Mishnah applies if he became betrothed to her by money. But if he became betrothed to her by copulation, his betrothal is an action but his divorce is not an action.

6 If the deaf-mute became betrothed to a woman by giving her an object of value, he is imitating an act reserved for competent adults. His marriage is deemed valid only by special rabbinic enactment. If an underage (otherwise normal) boy became betrothed by money's worth, his act does not have even a shadow of validity. But the betrothal of a woman by the sex act of a man, while impractical, is valid by biblical standards (Deut. 24:1). The marriage then can be undone only by an act valid by biblical standards, outside the reach of a deaf-mute.
Rebbi Eleazar asked Rebbi Johanan: The wife of a deaf-mute or an insane? He said to him, that does not even need a reparation sacrifice for a possible sin. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: It does not even need a reparation sacrifice for a possible sin. Since you say, it does not even need a reparation sacrifice for a possible sin; if another man came and gave her qiddusin, they take hold of her. If he divorced, is she permitted to remarry the first [husband]? That is what Rebbi Hiyya stated: About the wife of a deaf-mute who after being divorced by the deaf-mute went and married a deaf-mute or a hearing person, I am reading: "Her first husband who sent her away cannot come to take her back." About the wife of a hearing person who after being divorced went and married a deaf-mute or a hearing person, I am reading: "Her first husband who sent her away cannot come to take her back . . . ." If a deaf-mute's husband went overseas and they came and told his wife, your husband has died, and she went and married a deaf-mute or a hearing person, and then her husband returned, she has to leave both of them. If the husband of a hearing wife went overseas and they came and told her, your husband has died, and she went and married a deaf-mute, and then her hearing [husband] returned, we would think that the deaf-mute should divorce her but the hearing person can keep her. She is still under these disabilities.
Since the marriage has no biblical validity, adultery by the wife cannot be a biblical crime. There cannot be a sacrifice to atone for any transgression of rabbinic rules. The Babli agrees, 113a in the name of Samuel.

Cf. Chapter 5, Note 43. If the woman is not married by biblical standards, betrothal to another man needs a divorce.

Deut. 24:4.

This is a rabbinic decree.

Under the rules of Mishnah 10:1.

Since she was not really married and unmarried sex in the erroneous belief that she was a widow does not prevent the woman to return to her husband.

The long list of disabilities of Mishnah 10:1 is rabbinic and the rabbis enforce them for marriages concluded under rabbinic rules only.

"If she became insane he shall not divorce." In the House of Rebbi Yannai they said, because of the fence. Rebbi Ze’ira and Rebbi Hila both say, because she cannot preserve her bill of divorce. Rebbi Nehemiah bar Mar Uqban (the son) [in the name] of Rebbi Yose explained three cases. If he transgressed and divorced her. According to him who said because of a fence, he divorced. According to him who said because she cannot preserve her bill of divorce, it is forbidden. If she has a son, or a father, or a brother. According to him who said because of a fence, it is forbidden. According to him who said because
she cannot preserve her bill of divorce, she has a father and can preserve her bill of divorce. Sometimes she is insane and sometimes of lucid mind. According to him who said because of a fence, it is forbidden. According to him who said because she cannot preserve her bill of divorce, sometimes she can preserve her bill of divorce.

14 In the rabbinic literature (Tosaphot 113b s. v. חסדה, Rašba 113b, Roš 14:3, from where all later sources are derived) the reading is נריאת "towing, dragging". According to that reading, R. Yannai says that the divorce is rabbinically prohibited because on her own the insane could not defend herself and might be dragged away by any man for sexual abuse. According to the reading of the ms. and editio princeps נריאת, R. Yannai asserts only that it is a rabbinic decree that the husband is forbidden to divorce her (cf. Demai Chapter 1, Note 89 for the equality נריאת = נריאת). The cases quoted by R. Nehemiah bar Mar Uqban support the ms. reading unequivocally.

In the Babli, 113b, R. Yannai is quoted as author of the statement attributed to R. Ze‘ira and R. Hila.

15 Since Deut. 24:1 requires that the divorce document be in the hand of the wife, a wife without a legal hand cannot be divorced. The Babli, 113b, agrees that a bill of divorce that cannot be delivered either to the woman or her representative is inactive.

16 Reading of Roš, l. c. The reading of the ms. is impossible.

17 His action was a transgression but is valid.

18 Unless the woman understands that she is divorced, she is not divorced.

19 According to both Talmudim [Yerushalmi Terumot 1:1 (Notes 52-55), Gittin 7:1, fol. 48c; Babli Roš Haššanah 28a] a sporadically insane person is treated as a normal person in his intervals of lucidity.
Mishnah 2: Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, why can a deaf-mute woman be divorced but a deaf-mute man cannot divorce? They told him, a divorcing man is not comparable to a divorced woman since a woman can be divorced with or against her will\textsuperscript{20} but a man divorces only by his own will\textsuperscript{21}.

Mishnah 3: Rebbi Johanan ben Gudgada\textsuperscript{22} testified about a deaf-mute girl who was married off by her father\textsuperscript{23} that she could be divorced by a bill of divorce. They said to him\textsuperscript{24}, that is an example.

\textsuperscript{20} By talmudic standards. By an institution of R. Gershon ben Jehudah (Mayence, about the year 1000), European Jews were forbidden to divorce without the wife's consent (except in cases where the law forces the husband to divorce).

\textsuperscript{21} If the court coerces a recalcitrant husband to give a divorce, they have to coerce him "until he says, I want to do it."

\textsuperscript{22} A Tanna, about one generation older than R. Johanan ben Nuri. His testimony is also in Mishnah Idiau 7:9, Gittin 5:5.

\textsuperscript{23} When she was a minor and was passive in the marriage. She is married by biblical standards.

\textsuperscript{24} To R. Johanan ben Nuri, that in principle, the biblical marriage of an incompetent person can be dissolved by divorce.
Mishnah: "Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri\(^{25}\) testified," etc. Rebbi Hananiah asked before Rebbi Hila. The matters seem reasonable for a hearing woman of sound mind, that she is divorced with or without her acquiescence. But a deaf-mute woman who has no will should not be divorced except with her acquiescence. But is it not testimony "that is an example"; does one add to a testimony\(^{26}\)? But Rebbi Hanania is of the opinion that this deals with a hearing girl who was married off by her father and became deaf-and-dumb\(^{27}\). Rebbi Yose is of the opinion that this deals with an underage girl\(^{28}\) who was married off by her father and became divorced.

\(^{25}\) A scribal error.

\(^{26}\) If the Mishnah was included in Idiut it is proof that the testimony was checked and found truly to reflect old practice.

\(^{27}\) Since the marriage was valid by biblical standards, the divorce follows biblical rules.

\(^{28}\) Already deaf-mute. Since she is not an orphan, she can be married off legally, not only if deaf-mute but even if insane.

Rebbi Johanan said\(^{29}\), there is nothing to be learned from the beginning, but there is something to be learned from the end. What is there at the beginning? If the deaf-mute [brother] was the husband of the deaf-mute [woman] and the hearing the husband of the hearing. But if the deaf-mute [brother] was the husband of the hearing [woman] and the hearing the husband of the deaf-mute, that should have been stated at the very end.
That is a note only on the order of the following Mishnaiot. R. Johanan notes that it would have been more reasonable to start in both series (sisters or unrelated women) with the totally unproblematic case and to introduce the complications later.

Mishnah 4: Two deaf-mute brothers married to two deaf-mute sisters, or two hearing sisters, or two sisters of whom one is deaf-mute, the other hearing; or two deaf-mute sisters married to two deaf-mute brothers, or two hearing brothers, or two brothers of whom one is deaf-mute, these are free from halisah and levirate. If the women are unrelated, they must marry them, and, if they want to, they may send them away.

A sister cannot become the co-wife of a sister, Mishnah 1:1. Since they cannot perform a valid halisah if one of the parties at least is deaf-mute, and the two marriages are of equal status, they must marry in levirate. But after the marriage, there is no general obstacle to a divorce.

Mishnah: "Two deaf-mute brothers," etc. What about her co-wife? Let us hear from the following: If his hearing daughter was married to his deaf-mute brother, her co-wife is free from halisah and levirate.
32 Since at least one party is deaf-mute, none of the marriages described in the Mishnah is of biblical validity (it is assumed throughout these Mishnaiot that the deaf-mute woman was not married to her hearing husband by her father during her minority.) It therefore is not self-evident that the exemptions of Mishnah 1:1 apply in these cases.

33 If the marriage was valid, then the co-wife of the daughter is free according to the House of Hillel (Mishnah 1-4). If the marriage was invalid, then there is no place for levirate. In the latter case, the co-wife is forbidden to the hearing brother by rabbinic decree.

Mishnah 5: Two brothers, one deaf-mute and one hearing, married to two hearing sisters. If the deaf-mute married to the hearing wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife do? [The widow] has to leave as the wife’s sister. If the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife died, what shall the deaf-mute married to the hearing wife do? He divorces his wife by a bill of divorce; his brother’s widow is permanently forbidden.
Mishnah 6: Two hearing brothers married to two sisters, one deaf-mute and one hearing. If the hearing [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to a hearing wife do? [The widow] has to leave as the wife's sister. If the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife do? He removes his wife by a bill of divorce and his brother's widow by halîsah\textsuperscript{35}.

34 The widow was married by biblical standards. She now is a candidate for levirate with the deaf-mute brother by biblical standards. Her biblical claim to the levir is stronger than the rabbinic claim of her deaf-mute sister. Therefore, from the moment of the hearing brother's death, the deaf-mute sister is forbidden to her husband as sister of a quasi-wife. The widow herself cannot be helped. She cannot be married in levirate since her levir is incapable of marrying by biblical standards. She cannot be freed to marry another man since her levir is incapable of performing halîsah.

35 Here again, the claim of the biblically married widow is stronger than that of the rabbinically married wife; but since he had rabbinically married the sister, the widow is rabbinically forbidden to him.

Mishnah: "Two hearing brothers;" etc. What about her co-wife\textsuperscript{36}? Let us hear from the following: If his deaf-mute daughter was married to his hearing brother, her co-wife performs halîsah but not levirate\textsuperscript{37}.

36 This refers to a co-wife of the deaf-mute sister married to a hearing brother.

37 She cannot be freed automatically since her co-wife's marriage was not valid by biblical standards.
Mishnah 7: Two brothers, one deaf-mute and one hearing, married to two sisters, one deaf-mute and one hearing. If the deaf-mute [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to a hearing wife do? [The widow] has to leave as the wife’s sister. If the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife died, what shall the deaf-mute [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife do? He removes his wife by a bill of divorce; his brother’s wife is permanently forbidden.

Mishnah: "Two deaf-mute brothers,” etc. What about her co-wife? Let us hear from the following: If his deaf-mute daughter was married to his deaf-mute brother, her co-wife is free from halîsah and levirate.

The co-wife of the deaf-mute wife of the deaf-mute brother. She has no claim on the hearing brother.
Mishnah 8: Two brothers, one deaf-mute and one hearing, married to two unrelated hearing women. If the deaf-mute [brother] married to a hearing wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to a hearing wife do? He performs either halîsah or levirate. If the hearing [brother] married to a hearing wife died, what shall the deaf-mute [brother] married to a hearing wife do? He marries [the widow] and never can divorce her[^39].

Mishnah: "Two brothers, one deaf-mute," etc. May she eat heave? Let us hear from the following[^40]: "A hearing daughter of an Israel who married a deaf-mute Cohen does not eat heave. If he died and she came before the levir, if he is hearing, she eats, deaf-mute does not eat."

[^39]: His levirate is valid by biblical standards but his divorce would only be rabbinical.

[^40]: Chapter 6, Halakhah 1, Notes 31-32.

Mishnah 9: Two hearing brothers, married to two unrelated women, one deaf-mute and one hearing. If the hearing [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to a hearing
wife do? He marries [the widow]⁴¹, and if he wants to divorce, he divorces. If the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife do? He performs either halisah or levirate.

Mishnah 10: Two brothers, one deaf-mute and one hearing, married to two unrelated women, one deaf-mute and one hearing. If the deaf-mute [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife do? He marries, and if he wants to divorce, he divorces⁴¹. If the hearing [brother] married to the hearing wife died, what shall the deaf-mute [brother] married to the deaf-mute wife do? He marries and can never divorce³⁹.

Mishnah: "Two hearing brothers," etc. "Two brothers, one of them deaf-mute," etc. May she eat heave? ⁴²Let us hear from the following: "A hearing daughter of an Israel who became engaged to a hearing Cohen, who did not manage to bring her to the bridal chamber before he became deaf-mute or before she became deaf-mute, does not eat heave."
If he died and she came before a levir she eats even if he is deaf-mute. In this He increased the power of the levir over that of the husband since the deaf-mute levir enables her to eat, but the deaf-mute husband does not enable her to eat."

41 Since the widow is unable to perform *halīsah*. He may later divorce her since in that she is passive.

42 Chapter 6, Halakhah 1, Notes 34-35.
Mishnah 1: A woman went overseas with her husband. If there was peace between him and her and there was peace in the world and came and said, "my husband died", she can remarry, "my husband died", she can marry in levirate\(^1\). If there was no peace between him and her but there was peace in the world, she cannot be believed\(^2\). Rebbi Jehudah says, she is never believed unless she comes crying with torn clothes. They said to him, in any case she can remarry.

1 Not only can she remarry but the local court will oversee the liquidation of the husband's inheritance on her word. Since the consequences of her remarrying while her husband is alive are so devastating (cf. Mishnah 10:1) we trust that she will not knowingly remarry if her husband is alive.

2 In the Babli and the independent Mishnah mss. there is another clause "if there was peace between him and her but no peace in the world." Since the first sentence requires two conditions, peace between him and her and peace in the world, it is clear that the other clause was omitted by an oversight of the scribe. This is confirmed by the Halakhah, which discusses why in case of war she is not believed without supporting evidence.
Halakhah 1: "A woman went with her husband," etc. Just as you say, "if there are witnesses that she is a married woman and she says, I was divorced, she is not trustworthy;" would I say it is the same here? There is a difference for witnesses of death since if he comes he disproves [the testimony]. Then she should be trustworthy to say: "my levir died"! That is impossible since we have stated: "A woman is not trustworthy if she says 'my levir died' to remarry, or 'my sister died' to enter her house."

Rebbi Abba said, she is trustworthy for her husband whom she married out of her free will; she is not trustworthy about her levir on whom she was thrown against her will. Rebbi Hosaia asked, think of it, then she should not be trustworthy if she was forced to marry him!

3 Mishnah Ketubot 2:4. This belongs to a series of statements illustrating the principle that "the mouth that prohibits is the mouth that permits". If nobody at that place knew that she had been married before, then if she asserts that she was married she forbids herself for every other male. If then she qualifies the statement that now she is no longer married because she is divorced, her testimony must be accepted since if one believes her that she was married one must believe her that she is divorced; if one does not believe her that she was married, one does not have to believe her that she is divorced but it makes no difference since as an unmarried woman she can contract marriage. But if there were witnesses who could testify that she was married, she has to prove her case by documents or witnesses if she wants
to remarry as a divorcee.

4 But if the husband comes and claims that he did not divorce her, it is his word against hers; she is not automatically proven to be a liar.

5 Mishnah 15:10. There is no relaxation of standards of proof before a court except in the case of testimony about a husband's death.

6 To marry her brother-in-law.

7 If she was married off by her father while she was underage. There is no mention in the Mishnah of a restriction on women marrying on their own. No answer is given to the question.

Not only according to the current Mishnah that a single witness can permit her, but even according to the earlier Mishnah that a single witness cannot permit her, she permits herself. What is the difference between herself and a single witness? A single witness is suspected to want to cause trouble to her; she is not suspected to want to cause trouble to herself.

8 Mishnaiot 16:7-8, a change in practice dated to the times of Trajan or Hadrian. In order to minimize the cases in which a woman is prevented from remarrying if the documentation of her husband's death cannot be completed, the standards of proof have been extremely relaxed.

9 Since Mishnah 10:1 requires her to satisfy herself that her husband is really dead. The Babli agrees, 93b.
Is a single witness trustworthy in wartime? Let us hear from the following: A person was living in the times of Rebbi. They asked him about X; he said, he died. They asked him about Y; he said, he died. They asked him, are they all dead? He answered, if they were alive would they not have come? 

Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Hanina: The case came before Rebbi and he said, the ones married should stay married, the ones not married should not marry. Rebbi Ayvo bar Naggari said, it happened in wartime. That implies that a single witness is trustworthy in wartime.

It seems that they were local residents.

Those who remarried based on the unsupported testimony of one witness may remain married; those who want a ruling of the court in that matter will not get one.

What is the difference whether peace is in the world or war is in the world? If war is in the world, she might think that he died although he is not dead. So far if war was in the North and she came from the North,
in the South and she came from the South. If there was war in the North and she came from the South; she says I am coming from the North, but I am arguing that you came from the South. If she says, I am coming from the South, it is because she thinks to free herself. If she says, he died on his bed, I am arguing that he went to war; it is because she thinks to free herself.

13 If most of individuals in his group are known to have been killed, she thinks that all have been killed. But her husband may have escaped or been taken prisoner. The same argument in the Babli, 114b.

14 The court will argue that she has no knowledge of what really happened.

15 She might lie to the court to make it appear that her husband never was near a dangerous place.

16 The Babli, 114b, accepts the testimony that the husband died in his bed even in a time of war.

What is a quarrel? Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Hiyya bar Ashi. "You never gave me qiddusin, you did not divorce me, I never was your wife," that is not a quarrel. "You gave me qiddusin, you divorced me, but you never paid me what is owed me under my ketubah," that is a quarrel. When Rebbi Abba said this before Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba, he said to him, my son, even if she clearly requests to be divorced.

17 This wording shows that the reading in the Mishnah before the authors of the Yerushalmi was not but as in the Babli.

18 If everybody knows that she is married to him, that is talk which is not serious.
In the opinion of the Babli, she is disqualified from testifying about her husband's death only if the rabbinic court, which she pretends handled her divorce, denies the divorce ever took place. It is possible to read such an interpretation into the wording of the Yerushalmi.

"Rebbi Jehudah says, she is never believed unless she comes crying with torn clothes." They objected to Rebbi Jehudah: Think of it, if one came crying, the other did not cry. To this one you forbid, to that one you permit. Rebbi Hananiah, the colleague of the rabbis, objected: Think of it, maybe her son went overseas and died there, she remembers that and cries.

In the language of the Babli, the well-coached one will be permitted to remarry, the simple-minded one will be prevented.

There are many causes that might induce a woman to cry, not necessarily her husband's death.

Mishnah 2: The House of Hillel say, we heard only about one who came from the grain harvest. The House of Shammai said to them, it
makes no difference whether she comes from the grain harvest, or from the olive harvest, or from overseas. The Sages spoke about the grain harvest only because of what happened. The House of Hillel reversed themselves and taught following the House of Shammai.

22 The Mishnah is shortened in the Yerushalmi. In the Babli and the independent Mishnah mss. the text reads: "The House of Hillel say, we heard only about one who came from the harvest, in the same district, and as it happened. The House of Shammai said to them, it makes no difference whether she comes from the grain harvest, or from the olive harvest, or from the grape harvest, or from another district. The Sages spoke about the grain harvest only because what happened. The House of Hillel reversed themselves and taught following the House of Shammai." It seems that the rule that the woman is permitted to testify on her own behalf was promulgated first in a case when the husband died of a heat stroke on the field and was immediately buried in place. (The cause of death was accepted as reasonable and the details of her testimony were subject to possible verification.) The House of Hillel restricts the precedent to exactly the circumstances of the first case.
Mishnah: "The House of Hillel say, we heard only," etc. 23 The House of Shammai said to them: Is there not harvest the entire year? How is that? At the end of barley harvest starts wheat harvest. At the end of wheat harvest starts grape harvest. At the end of grape harvest starts olive harvest. That means, there is some harvest the year round. They accepted this argument. And why the grain harvest? Rebbi Mana said, because there accidents are frequent, for the sun only hits a person's head at grain harvest time. That is what is written 24: "The child grew and some day it went to his father, to the harvesters. He said to his father, 'my head, my head'; who said to the servant, 'carry him to his mother'. He carried him and brought him to his mother where he sat on her knees until noontime, when he died." But the rabbis say, because snakes are abundant. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said 25, "You shielded my head at the day of kissing," at the day summer and winter are kissing 26. Another explanation: "At the day of weaponry," that is Gog's weaponry 27. Another explanation, on a day when two worlds kiss one another, when this world leaves and the future world enters 28.

23 A similar baraita is quoted in the Babli, 116b.
24 2K:18-20. He diagnoses the illness of the Sunamite's child as a sun stroke. This is accepted by most modern commentators.
25 Ps. 140:8. Usually, one would translate: "On the day of weaponry;" cf. Note 27.
26 There are no other sources in talmudic literature that would declare the autumn equinox a dangerous day.
27 Ez. 39, explained as prologue to the appearance of the Messiah, a descendant of David.
28 The day of death.
Mishnah 3: The House of Shammai say, she should remarry and collect her ketubah\(^{29}\). The House of Hillel say, she should remarry but not collect her ketubah. The House of Shammai said to them, you permitted the stringent incest prohibition\(^{30}\), should you not permit the lenient money matters? The House of Hillel said to them, we find that the brothers cannot access the inheritance on her testimony\(^{31}\). The House of Shammai said, we can infer that from the text of her ketubah document in which he writes\(^{32}\): "If you would be married to another man you shall take the amount I wrote for you." The House of Hillel reversed themselves and taught following the House of Shammai.

\(^{29}\) Since the husband is declared dead, she collects the widow's portion.

\(^{30}\) Adultery, which is considered incest. If the husband were alive, her second marriage would be adulterous.

\(^{31}\) Nowhere do we find that the requirement of proof either by two witnesses or by certified document is abrogated in money matters. The leniency of informal proof applies only to the case of a woman who otherwise would have to stay unmarried for the rest of her life.

\(^{32}\) I. e., he is required by rabbinical decree to write this sentence in her marriage document; if the sentence is missing it nevertheless is implied and enforced by the court; cf. *Ketubot* Chapter 4.
Mishnah: "The House of Shamai say, she should remarry," etc. May the daughters claim upkeep based on her word⁴³?

As will be explained later in the Halakhah, the standard text of the ketubah requires that "the sons will inherit and the daughters will be supported". Since her testimony activates the ketubah, the daughters should be able to claim support (and a dowry in case they marry). But since the claim of the daughters is made dependent on that of the sons, and the sons cannot claim the inheritance on basis of her testimony, the daughters should be unable to claim support. The question is not answered (which in praxi means that the daughters cannot collect.) The problem is not treated in the Babli.

The House of Shamai insist on interpretation of the ketubah. As the House of Shamai explain, we can infer that from the text of her ketubah document in which he writes: "If you would be married to another man you shall take the amount I wrote for you." The House of Hillel reversed themselves and taught following the House of Shamai. The House of Hillel insist on interpretation of the ketubah. Hillel the Elder explained it, using the vernacular. In Alexandria they were writing that a man there became betrothed to a woman. Another man abducted her from a public place. When this came before the Sages, they intended to declare [the children] as bastards. Hillel the Elder told them, bring your
mothers' ketubah. They brought their mothers' ketubah. They found written there: "When you enter my house you shall be my wife according to the laws of Moses and the Jews."

34 Tosephta Ketubot 4:9; a slightly different language in Babli Baba Mes’i’a 104a. In a slightly different arrangement the rest of the Halakhah is also in Ketubot 4:8.

35 In contrast to the usage in Judea, they did not execute the betrothal, qiddusin, by a gift but exclusively by contract.

36 And immediately marry her.

37 Since qiddusin make the girl a married woman in all aspects of criminal law. If somebody abducts a betrothed girl he commits adultery and the children are bastards.

38 This language makes the validity of the betrothal dependent on the fact of marriage, of the bride entering the groom’s house. If the prospective bride was abducted before entering the groom’s house, there were no qiddusin and the girl was free to marry any man.

Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah insisted on interpreting the ketubah: Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah explained: ‘The sons shall inherit and the daughters shall be supported.’ Since the sons can only inherit after their father’s death, so the daughters can claim support only after their father’s death.”

39 Mishnah Ketubot 4:8. This Mishnah is rejected in Ketubot 4:8. The Babli, Ketubot 49a/b accepts the Mishnah but holds that a father who does not support his children has to be shamed in public.

40 A condition of the ketubah, incorporated in the text by reference even if not written.
Rebbi Meir insists on interpreting the contract text. As Rebbi Meir said\(^ {41} \), if somebody accepts a field as a contractor\(^ {42} \), one estimates how much it is expected to yield and give to [the owner]. Because the standard contract reads: "If I let it lie fallow and do not work on it, I shall pay as if from the best."

\(^ {41} \text{Tosephta } \text{Ketubot} 4:10.\)

Essentially this text, but without attribution, is Mishnah \text{Baba Mesi'a} 9:3.

\(^ {42} \text{He either works as a sharecropper or he leases the field for a fixed sum of money. In either case the contractor is required to keep the field in good condition so that at the expiration of the contract the owner can continue working the field as before without additional expense.}\)

Rebbi Jehudah insists on interpreting the contract text. \(^ {43} \)It was stated in the name of Rebbi Jehudah: A person brings for his wife any sacrifice she is obligated for\(^ {44} \), even if she ate suet or desecrated the Sabbath. Also, Rebbi Jehudah says, once he divorces her, he is no longer obligated for her, for she writes to him\(^ {45} \) "any other obligations that come to you from earlier times."

\(^ {43} \text{Tosephta } \text{Ketubot} 4:11; \text{ a similar text } \text{Sifra Me'orda } \text{Parašah} 4(16). \text{ The Babli, } \text{Baba Mesi'a} 104a, presents a problem. The text of the editio princeps formulates the statement that he is responsible for "any other obligations that come to you from earlier times" as part of the ketubah
document; this is R. Jehudah's reason to require that the husband pay for all obligatory sacrifices due from his wife, even if the obligation predates the marriage. Rashi \textit{ad loc.} changes the text to conform to the \textit{Sifra} text; the changed text is that of the Munich ms. and all other Ashkenazic surviving mss.

44 Mishnah \textit{Nega'im} 14:12. The majority hold that the husband has to pay only for his children and slaves. R. Jehudah holds that a wealthy husband has to pay for his wife's sacrifices in the way prescribed for wealthy people even if the wife has no money of her own. But he does not have to pay for her voluntary sacrifices.

45 In the receipt she gives for full payment of her ketubah.

רב יוסי עבדה קטבחה מדרש. ורש רבי יוסי. מתקם שלשה ינשואת קטבחה מליה גוביה את כל.lekaph איה גוביה אולא קטבחה. רביע הערת \textit{ספרא}. אמר: \textit{אינו איסר רמאי лидך} תלבקה הيقة ישוע אולא אמ בן התקין ילה ממעון. אמר רב יוסי ילהש בר כרחה הממעון את תבירה לא ימענו ינה על חובה שאה כותב ול الشريفתו מי

נכסים וראתינו לניידי ארקחה לקבוצ דנה.

Rebbi Yose insists on interpreting the contract text. Rebbi Yose explained: In a place where one treats the \textit{ketubah} as a loan\textsuperscript{47}, she collects the entire amount. Where one doubles, she collects only half the amount. Rebbi Eleazar [the caper grower] said, nobody is permitted to buy domesticated or wild animals or birds unless he has food prepared for them\textsuperscript{48}. Rebbi Joshua ben Qorha insists on interpreting the contract text, since Rebbi Joshua ben Qorha said, a person lending money to another person should not take pledges from him for more than the value of the loan since he writes for him: "It will be paid by the property that came to my hand that I shall acquire corresponding to this [sum]."\textsuperscript{49}

46 \textit{From the parallel text in Ketubot} 4:6.

47 If the \textit{ketubah} is treated as a mortgage on the groom's real estate from the moment it is signed and due at the dissolution of the marriage, it
relegates all mortgages executed during the marriage to secondary status. Any real estate sold by the husband after he signed the *ketubah* is potentially subject to foreclosure by the wife if there is not enough real estate left in the husband's possession to satisfy her claim. Therefore, care must be taken in establishing the value of the *ketubah* in order to protect the innocent buyer. The value of the *ketubah* is the sum of three parts. (1) The basic sum of 200 zuz (defined in Mishnah *Peah* 8:8 as an amount which disqualifies its owner from public charity), (2) the voluntary amount added by the groom to that sum, and (3) the value of the dowry. It is stated here that the value of the dowry may be collected by foreclosure only if its value is correctly stated in the *ketubah* document. In places where the value of the dowry is routinely doubled, the document cannot be used against third parties for more than half the stated value.

A parallel text in Babli *Baba Meşi’a* 104b and in Tosephta *Ketubot* 4:13; in the latter text (all sources) in the name of R. Yose the Galilean.

48 In *Ketubot*, this is also declared to be the interpretation of a document but the document is not indicated.

49 In *Ketubot*, the text is slightly different: "He who takes a pledge from his debtor shall take it only in court; he may not enter the debtor's house to take the pledge." The parallels in Babli *Baba Meşi’a* 104a and Tosephta *Ketubot* 4:12 follow the text given here. The text in *Ketubot* seems to require that the value of the pledge should be determined by an official of the court. The second clause in that text is a biblical verse (*Deut. 24:10*).
Rav Huna insists on interpreting the contract text. Rav Huna explained: "The sons shall inherit but the daughters must be fed." Since the sons inherit movables, the daughters also are fed from movables. Samuel said, the daughters are not fed from movables. A Mishnah supports Samuel: "The female children you shall have from me shall dwell in my house and be supported from my property." It was stated on this: From real estate but not from movables. Rebbi Abba bar Zavda said: Rav Huna follows Rebbi and Samuel follows Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar, as it was stated: "One uses both guaranteed property and non-guaranteed property for the support of the wife and the daughters, the words of Rebbi. Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar says, guaranteed property may be taken by sons from sons, by daughters from daughters, by sons from daughters, and by daughters from sons. But non-guaranteed property may be taken by sons from daughters but not by daughters from sons." They said, Rav Huna reversed himself. They said, that was well done, *ketubah* is a biblical commandment but support of the daughters is from their words. May their words uproot a biblical commandment? It must be that they differ about the money contained in their mother's *ketubah*. But is the money contained in their mother's *ketubah* not also real estate?

Since the entire inheritance goes to the sons, it seems logical that the daughters should have a lien on the entire inheritance.

Mishnah Ketubot 4:11. This is one of the conditions stipulated in the marriage contract which does not have to be written down because the court will enforce it based on the existence of a ketubah alone. The obligation to support the daughters continues "until they are taken in marriage".

In the Babli, Ketubot 51a, this is stated in the name of the later Amora Rava and is undisputed. Rava himself rules in a practical case that if there was no real estate, the daughters must be fed in payment for the housekeeping duties they fulfill. [All these rules on the meaning of the ketubah contract are rabbinical and dependent on the circumstances. When the Jews lost their real estate after the Arab conquest of Iraq in the Eighth Century, the Geonim, the rabbinical authorities of that time, eliminated any mention of real estate in the rules of the ketubah.]

Babli Ketubot 51a, Tosephta Ketubot 4:18. The version of the Babli is the most elaborate; probably it is the latest version taking into account the objections that may be raised against the Yerushalmi version. The Tosephta version differs in language from both Talmudim; S. Lieberman (Tosephta kiFshutah, part 6, vol. 1 (New York 1967) p. 254 shows that the Tosephta is compatible with the Babli version.

"Property under threat of alienation". Real estate is always sold with a warranty that if the buyer loses the property (it is alienated) because of a pre-existing lien or mortgage, the seller will indemnify the buyer. Cf. Peah 3:8, Note 121.

Movables.

The court will adjudicate claims of unequal distribution of property between the heirs. (If there are no sons, the daughters legally have the status of sons.)

The daughters have a claim to a dowry which is fixed at 10% of the inheritance (Ketubot, Yerushalmi 6:6, fol. 30d; Babli 68a). If there are \( n \) daughters, for the first one has to reserve \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the capital, for the second \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the remaining \( \frac{9}{10} \), etc. By the formula of the geometric progression, in all \( 1 - \left(\frac{9}{10}\right)^n \) of the inheritance has to be set aside for the daughters. The younger daughters may claim an equal share with the oldest one in the distribution of dowry.

If the inheritance is large, the sons may try to convince the court that
the part reserved for the support of the unmarried daughters is too large.

60 If the inheritance is small, the daughters may apply to the court to reserve the entire inheritance for them. If the inheritance is large, the daughters may sue to invalidate any sale of real estate by the brothers which reduces the amount of capital available for their support. (This shows that the brothers have a monetary interest in marrying off their underage sisters.)

61 If they took from the inheritance.

62 The silence of the Babli in this matter supports this claim in the Yerushalmi.

63 This is the position of the Yerushalmi (for the marriage of a virgin), opposed by the Babli; cf. Chapter 7, Note 63.

64 It is part of the rabbinic ketubah text decreed by Simeon ben Shetah in Hasmonean times which may show demotic Egyptian and Roman influences.

65 If there were sons of different mothers who predeceased the father, the original ketubah decree required that each set of full brothers first recover the full amount of their mother's ketubah before the rest was divided among all sons.

66 Since the entire ketubah must be satisfied by distribution of real estate (cf. Note 53).
If somebody who works his wife’s property has the intention of divorcing her and goes and takes from the ground, he is quick and is rewarded. If somebody who works the property of prisoners heard that they prepare to return, goes and takes from the ground, he is quick and is rewarded. These are properties of prisoners: In any case where his father, brother, or any person from whom he might inherit, went overseas, he heard that they died, and he went to work the inheritance. But property of abandoning persons one takes out of their hands. These are properties of abandoning persons: In any case where his father, brother, or any person from whom he might inherit, went overseas, he did not hear that they died, but he went to work the inheritance. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, I heard that there is no difference between prisoners and abandoning persons. But property of broken persons one takes out of their hands. These are properties of smashed persons: In any case where his father, brother, or any person from whom he might inherit, went overseas, and his whereabouts are not known.” Samuel says, the prisoner is one who left involuntarily. If he had left voluntarily he would have given him instructions. The abandoning person is one who left voluntarily. You should know that he had the intention of keeping [the relative] off his property since he left voluntarily and did not give him instructions. Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Abba, Rav Jehudah in the name of Samuel: Movables do not fall under the rules of smashed people. Rebbi
Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rav Jehudah: Standing grain ready to be harvested and grapes ready to be harvested are movables. Rav Sheshet asked: Those date palms of Babylonia which do not need grafting, is it not reasonable that we should treat them like standing grain ready to be harvested and grapes ready to be harvested?

67 Tosephta Ketubot 8:2-3. The Tosephta contains additional statements, found in the parallel in the Babli, Baba Mesi'a 28b-29a.

68 His wife's paraphernalia property of which he receives the usufruct as payment for his investment in and work on the fields. If he divorces his wife before harvest, he loses all rights to the crop. He therefore has an incentive to harvest as early as possible.

69 Not only kidnap victims but a large class described in the next sentence. Both Talmudim, by endorsing Samuel's definition, take position against the very wide definition of this Tosephta.

70 He had a reason to work the fields to keep them producing; he is rewarded by the possibility of acquiring the yield even if he has to return the real estate.

71 He started to work the field without authorization; if the owner returns before the harvest, he loses his investment. (In the Tosephta he may claim to be rewarded for his investment in money and time by being made a sharecropper. The Babli explains that this applies only if the farmer is appointed by the court to take care of his relative's property. There is no hint of this in the Yerushalmi.)

72 He disagrees with the anonymous Tanna and assigns the yield to the person working the field.

73 The Babli refers to Hos. 10:14.

74 The relative who went to work the field may reasonably assume that he would have been appointed to care for the property if the kidnap victim had had time to communicate with him. Therefore, the courts will assign the yield to him.

75 Samuel disagrees with Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel and refuses the harvest to the relative working the field.

76 The absent person cannot reclaim usufruct the unauthorized relative had from his movables.

77 In the Babli, Šebuot 43a, the
parallel statement is attributed to the Tanna R. Meïr; the anonymous majority declares any ripe crop to be under the laws of real estate until harvested. That means that the editors of the Babli rejected the attribution of the statement to Samuel, their highest authority in civil law.

78 There, palm trees are so abundant that it is not necessary to take male flowers and hang them into the crowns of female trees. That means that the trees do not need hard work.

79 No answer is given. The problem is not treated in the Babli since it precludes the basis of the question.

Mishnah 4: Everybody is accepted to be a witness for her except her mother-in-law, her mother-in-law's daughter, her co-wife, her levir's wife, and her husband's daughter. What is the difference between a bill of divorce and death? The document is the proof. If one witness says that he died and she remarried, then another comes and says that he is not dead, she shall not leave. If one witness says that he died but two say that he did not die, even if she remarried she must leave. If two say that he died but one said that he did not die, even if she has not yet remarried she may remarry.

80 As explained in Mishnah 16:8, even slaves and in certain cases people who attest to hearsay are empowered to declare that the husband died and that the woman is a widow free to remarry.
It is assumed that these hate her and that they might give wrong information in order to forbid her to her husband.

From another wife.

It is stated in Mishnah Gitin 2:8 that the women who are not empowered to testify to the husband's death are empowered to deliver her bill of divorce and to testify to its validity.

Once she has remarried, her marriage can be invalidated only by the (biblically valid) testimony of two independent credible witnesses. But if she has not yet remarried, it is the word of one against the other and she should not remarry until the situation is clear.

Since the testimony of two witnesses is valid by biblical standards (Deut. 19:15), the word of a single witness is disregarded.

Mishnah: "Everybody is accepted to be a witness for her," etc. It was stated: "Just as they cannot be trusted for her, so she cannot be trusted about them." Her mother-in-law's son is like her mother-in-law's daughter. Her husband's son is like her husband's daughter. Her co-wife, even if remarried. Her levir's wife, even [if she is] her own sister. Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah says that they did not treat the males as they treat the females, as we have stated there: "because a woman is not trusted if she says, my levir died, that she should be free to remarry, nor that her sister died, to enter her house." Because she has no children. But if she has children, she is trustworthy.
86 Tosephta 14:1. The Babli, 117a, agrees implicitly since it states that it is not necessary to note that the daughter-in-law cannot be trusted since the mother-in-law is on the list.
87 She no longer has any interest in her former husband's marriage.
88 Who can never be married in levirate.
89 Mishnah 12. The Mishnah continues: "Nor can a man be trusted to say 'my brother died' in order to marry his wife, nor 'my wife died', in order to marry her sister." That means that the levir can be trusted if he says that his brother died if the latter had children. But the statement of the Mishnah, that the levir's wife is excluded from testimony, is absolute and not dependent on her being a candidate for levirate.

Does the document prove? Do we not have to believe what she says? If she did not say 'it was written in my presence, it was signed in my presence', would you permit her to remarry? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, that parallels what Rebbi Abun said, one does not suspect him to vilify her in the eyes of Heaven; he is suspect to vilify her in the eyes of the court. Since he knows that if he were to come [and object, his objection] would not be accepted, he has [the bill of divorce] signed by witnesses in good standing. And here, since she knows that her word does not count for the other woman, she will be truthful.

90 The text in parenthesis is the ms. text here; the text in brackets is R. Abun's original statement in Gitin 1:1. The Gitin text is the only one which makes sense.
91 Mishnah Gitin 1:1 states that a
bill of divorce brought from far away is accepted by the local court only if the person delivering the bill testifies that it was executed in his presence and, therefore, he can be queried about the details of the execution. Without such testimony, the woman to whom the bill is addressed cannot be declared to be a divorcee free to remarry.

92 In Halakhah Gittin 1:1.

93 If the husband would trick the messenger into delivering an invalid bill of divorce and the court would declare the woman free to remarry on that basis, the only consequence would be that the children of the divorcee from a second husband would be bastards in the eyes of Heaven. Since the divorce, once approved by a competent court, cannot be reversed, the second marriage will always be legitimate in the eyes of the public and the children will be legitimate and able to marry in the congregation. But the court has to be able to cross-examine him before it accepts the document to be sure that the husband had the bill signed by witnesses in good standing.

94 In the Babli, this is the argument of Rava (cf. Chapter 1, Note 19). Another opinion there holds that the excluded women may deliver a bill of divorce only locally since then their testimony is not needed, as the testimony is not directly mentioned in Mishnah Gittin 2:8. Since the Babli accepts Rava's argument, it concurs that a bill of divorce duly accepted in a second court cannot be attacked by the husband.
"If one witness says," etc. "If one witness says that he died and she remarried, then another comes and says that he is not dead, she shall not leave." Because he said that after she had remarried. Therefore if [the second witness came] before she remarried, if she remarried she has to leave. Rebbi Johanan said, these are the words of Rebbi Menahem ben Rebbi Yose. But the words of the Sages [are], whether he testified after she remarried or before she remarried, she should not remarry, but if she remarried she shall not leave. Rav Nahman bar Jacob said in the name of Rav, if she was married by the testimony of two witnesses, even if he returns, one says to him, "you are not he." Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac asked, think of it, if he is a famous person like Immi? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, is there nobody who would look like Rebbi Immi? There came a case before the rabbis there. They said to him, "you are not he." Abba bar Abba got up and whispered in his ear saying, by your life, give her a bill of divorce because of the doubt. Rav's students got up and beat him. Somebody said, the whip is burning and the footstool is burning. Samuel said, I was there, no whip was burning and no footstool was burning, but my father was hit and got up. There came a case before Rebbi Immi. He said to him, yes, it is sure that she is permitted to you but you should know that the child of this man is a bastard before Heaven. Rebbi Ze'ira was praising him because he made the situation clear.

95 The ms. indicates that the reading is either נא or ונא. The second reading is acceptable, "you are not he". In Chapter 10, the
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reading is 'an
96 Tosephta 14:1.
97 Since a woman remarrying on the testimony of a single witness does so at her own peril as explained in Halakhah 10:1.
98 In this version, the court tells the returning husband that they do not know him. In the earlier version (Chapter 10, Note 129) the wife tells the returning husband that she does not know him.
99 The rule of Rav was also accepted in Galilee, with misgivings.
100 Samuel's father. The story implies that Abba bar Abba did outlive Rav since "the students of Rav" only appear in cases after Rav's death.
101 The second husband, who had married her on the testimony of two credible witnesses with the agreement of the court.
102 It is difficult to understand what this means; probably one should translate את as third person plural: They (Rav's students) said that Abba bar Abba should be whipped with a burning whip kneeling on a burning footstool because he denied the validity of their teacher's decision.
103 In the tumult.
104 He left without insisting that the matter of applying Rav's teaching should come to a vote. The Babli knows nothing of Rav's ruling nor of Abba bar Abba's opposition.

Mishnah 5: One [wife] says, he died, the other one says, he did not die. The one who said that he died can remarry and collect her ketubah; the one who said that he did not die cannot remarry nor collect her ketubah. If one said that he died, while the other one said he was killed; Rebbi Meir says, since they contradict one another, they cannot
remarry. Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Simeon say, since both agree that he is not alive they can remarry.

105 A man went overseas with his two wives; the wives return without the husband.

106 According to her own statement, a second marriage would be adulterous. The ketubah is due only at the dissolution of the marriage.

107 According to the understanding of the Halakhah, this refers to two unrelated women who testify about their common husband who has disappeared.

108 The wives who contradict one another.

Mishnah: "A woman who went overseas with her husband,"¹⁰⁹ etc. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Meïr agrees in the first case¹¹⁰. It was found stated: That is also in dispute. What is the difference between the second and the first cases? In the first case, did they not consider her word as nonexistent for her companion¹¹¹? Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Judah and Rebbi Simeon concede in the case of witnesses¹¹². What is the difference between witnesses and the co-wife? Did they not consider the co-wife's words as nonexistent for her companion¹¹¹? Rebbi Johanan said, if Rebbi Eleazar said this, he heard it from me and formulated it¹¹³.

¹⁰⁹ A misquote from Mishnah 7. conflicting testimony.
¹¹⁰ Of two co-wives giving
¹¹¹ Nothing a wife says has any
legal consequences for her co-wife. (The Babli, 118a, quotes R. Johanan as holding that a quarrel whether the husband is dead or not is not a contradiction. That opinion is characterized as difficult to understand. The simple solution offered here is not mentioned; this implies that it is rejected.)

Witnesses who contradict one another in details that have no essential bearing on the case before the court are nevertheless legally contradicting one another, making their testimony worthless. In the Babli, 118a, R. Eleazar and R. Johanan reject any distinction by R. Jehudah and R. Simeon between women and witnesses.

A frequent complaint of R. Johanan, that R. Eleazar should have formulated his statement for the permanent record as stating: R. Johanan says . . .

There, we have stated: "If two groups of witnesses testified about him, one group testifying that he vowed two periods of nezirut, the other group testifying that he vowed five periods of nezirut." Rav said, they differ in the overall testimony. But in detail, everybody agrees that five contains two, that he has to be a nazir for two periods. Rebbi Johanan said, they differ in counting. But in an overall testimony, everybody agrees that the testimonies contradict one another and there is no nezirut. What is overall and what is counting? Overall, this one says two, the other one says five. Counting, this one says one, two, the other one says three, four, five.
Reading of the parallels in *Nazir* 3:7, *Sanhedrin* 5:2. The ms. reading here is "in the timing".

From here to the end of the Halakhah, the text is also in *Nazir* 3:7, *Sanhedrin* 5:2.

Mishnah *Nazir* 3:7.

The vow to abstain from grape products, from impurity of the dead, and from hair cutting, *Num.* 6:1-21. If the person making the vow does not indicate the duration of the vow, it is for a period of 30 days (Mishnah *Nazir* 3:1).

"The House of Shammai say, this is conflicting testimony, there is no *nezirut*, the House of Hillel say, two is included in a totality of five, he must be a *nazir* for two periods."

What Rav calls detail, R. Johanan calls counting. Rav holds that the Houses of Shammai and Hillel disagree if one group of witnesses say that he vowed two periods and the other group say five periods. But if the first group testify that he vowed a first and a second time separate 30-day periods of *nezirut*, and the other group confirm this but add that he also vowed third, fourth, and fifth periods, then the testimony for the first two periods is concurrent and valid according to everybody. The Babli agrees, *Nazir* 20a/b, in the names of Rav and the Galileans.

R. Johanan holds that the testimony of 5 contradicts the testimony of 2 and the House of Hillel will agree that both testimonies are invalid. He holds that the House of Hillel consider a testimony on (1,2) to be contained in the testimony about (1,2,3,4,5), but the House of Shammai see the testimonies as contradicting one another.
Rav said, if testimony was contradicted in its essence, the testimony is not void\(^\text{123}\). Rebbi Johanan said, if testimony was contradicted in itself, the testimony is void in the opinion of everybody\(^\text{124}\). If testimony was contradicted in some aspects that belong after the fact, the testimony is not void\(^\text{125}\). Rebbi Johanan is consistent since Rebbi Abba, Rebbi Hiyya, said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, if it was agreed that he counted\(^\text{126}\) but one [witness] said, he counted from a wallet and the other said, he counted from a bundle, that contradicts the essence of the testimony, and Rav will agree that the testimony is void. Where do they disagree? If there were two groups of witnesses, these say he counted from a wallet and the others say he counted from a bundle. That contradicts the essence of the testimony\(^\text{127}\), the testimony is void but according to Rav, the testimony is not void\(^\text{128}\). These say, he counted into his bosom, the others say he counted into his money-belt; everybody agrees that is contradicting testimony after the main testimony, and the testimony is not void. If one
[witness] said, he killed him with a mace, the other [witness] said, he killed him with a sword, that contradicts the essence of the testimony, the testimony is void and Rav will agree that the testimony is void. Where do they disagree? If there were two groups of witnesses, these say he killed him with a mace and the others say, he killed him with a sword. That contradicts the essence of the testimony, the testimony is void but according to Rav, the testimony is not void. If these say, he ran away to the South and those say, he ran away to the North, everybody agrees that the testimony was contradictory in some aspects that belong after the fact, the testimony is not void.

The strength of Rav comes from the following: "Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Simeon say, since both agree that he is not alive they can remarry." He did nor hear that Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Judah and Rebbi Simeon concede in the case of witnesses. What is the difference between witnesses and the co-wife? Did they not consider the co-wife's words as nonexistent for her companion? (Rebbi Johanan said, if Rebbi Eleazar said this, he heard it from me and formulated it.)

A Mishnah disagrees with Rav: "Both in investigations and in cross examinations, if they contradict one another their testimony is void." Rebbi Mana said, Rav will explain that as referring to single witness against single witness. Rebbi Abun said, even if you say groups and groups. There is a difference in criminal cases: "Justice, justice you shall pursue."

---

121 Text from the parallels. Text here: רבי אידא"ר "Rav Idi".
122 Text from the parallel in Sanhedrin (this sentence missing in Nazir). Text here: בסם.
123 The court may try to piece together an account of what really happened.
124 Both the testimony and the opposing testimony are eliminated from the record.
125 The example given below is
concurrent testimony how the murder was committed but conflicting testimony as to the direction of escape of the murderer, which is testimony to what happened after the criminal act was committed.

126 In some case before the court one needs to establish the fact that one party counted a certain amount of money.

127 For R. Johanan, concurrent testimony by several witnesses is biblical testimony binding on the court only if it holds up under cross examination; Deut. 19:18: "The judges have to investigate thoroughly".

128 In the first case, there was no testimony. If both witnesses had testified in a coherent way, the fact would have been established by two independent witnesses and would be testimony by biblical standards which is binding on the court. In the second case, Rav holds that both testimonies are binding by biblical standards and can be used to establish any fact that is uncontested between the two groups; in that example that one of the parties counted money.

129 In criminal cases, the testimony of a single witness has no standing; if the two testimonies do not combine in a meaningful way, there is no testimony (this example is quoted by Rav Hisda in the Babli, Sanhedrin 30b, 41a). (In civil cases, a single witness also cannot testify but he can be used to ascertain circumstances.)

130 The text in parenthesis is from ms. A only; probably it is copied from above by an unthinking scribe.

131 Mishnah Sanhedrin 5:2.

132 The procedures before a Talmudic court are inquisitory. In a first stage the witnesses are queried about the alleged crime.

133 These are questions about matters of secondary importance put to each witness in the absence of the other to ferret out any prior understanding between the witnesses, which would invalidate the testimony, or inconsistencies in detail which would impair its standing.

134 Deut. 16:20. In criminal cases, proof beyond any reasonable doubt is required.
Mishnah: "if she says 'my husband died,'" etc. Gidul bar Miniamin in the name of Rav: Anywhere they accepted the testimony of a woman parallel to that of a man, a man can contradict a woman and a woman can contradict a man. Then one should state: "A witness says that he died, and a woman says that he did not die; a woman said that he died and a witness said that he did not die." In the House of Rebbi they stated it this way. It was stated in the name of Rebbi Nehemiah: One follows the majority of the testimonies. How is that? Two women against one woman they considered as if there were two witnesses against one witness. What you say refers to a man and a woman. But if there were a hundred women against one [male] witness, they are like one witness.

135 From here to almost the end of the Tractate, there is no text from Ms. L available. The text given here is that of the editio princeps. For the rest of this chapter and part of the following, ms. A is available. The remainder of this paragraph is inconsistent there and reads:

136 Tosephta 14:1; formulation as in ms. A and the Babli (88b, 117b; Sotah 31b, 47b) against the reading of the Yerushalmi here and in Sotah 6:4, 9:7.
137 Two concurring witnesses have biblical status. One witness contradicting two witnesses has no standing, assuming that all are of the same reliability.

138 The Babli presents two opinions. Everybody holds that in the weight of testimony there is no difference between 2 and 100 witnesses. The first opinion holds that if the women came first, the single male witness has no standing. The other holds that any number of women against a male whose credibility is unimpaired (i.e., he never was found in violation of any biblical commandment) are like testimony split 50-50. This is accepted by Maimonides (Gerusin 12:20).

Anywhere the text uses "witness" instead of "man" it means a male of impeccable standing.

The reading of the editio princeps, בעש ארוכת, is supported by R. Nissim Gerondi (Commentary to RIF Ketubot, §206): בוערי ארוכת.

Mishnah 6: One witness said that he died, another witness said that he did not die; a woman said that he died, another woman said that he did not die; she may not remarry.

139 Two witnesses testify to opposite facts and the court sees no reason to believe the one more than the other. In that case there is no testimony and the wife of the disappeared husband cannot remarry.
Mishnah 7: If a woman went overseas with her husband and she returns and says "my husband died", she can remarry and collect her ketubah, but her co-wife remains forbidden. If she was the daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen, she should eat heave, the words of Rebbi Tarphon. Rebbi Aqiba says, in this way one does not remove her from sin unless she be forbidden to remarry and forbidden to eat heave.

140 Since the testimony of a wife cannot be trusted in matters of her co-wife.
141 And she has no son on whose behalf she remains in the priestly clan and continues to eat heave.
142 Since perhaps her co-wife is ready to put herself in a perilous position in order to damage her co-wife.
143 Since perhaps the testimony of her co-wife was true.

Mishnah. She is suspected to cause trouble to herself in order to cause trouble to her co-wife. Then she should not be trustworthy even for herself! Since she knows that her word does not count for the other woman, she will be truthful. Then she should be trustworthy even for her co-wife! She is suspected to cause trouble to herself in order to cause trouble to her co-wife.

144 She is ready to forbid herself to her husband if it causes her co-wife to be equally forbidden.
145 Cf. Halakah 4, Note 94.
146 Ms. A has an addition: "Rebbi Ila said, go back to the first trouble; she is suspected...".
Mishnah 8: If a woman went overseas with her husband and she returns and says "my husband died and then my father-in-law died", she can remarry and collect her ketubah, but her mother-in-law remains forbidden\(^\text{147}\). If she was the daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen, she should eat heave, the words of Rebbi Tarphon. Rebbi Aqiba says, in this way one does not remove her from sin unless she be forbidden to remarry and forbidden to eat heave.

\(^\text{147}\) This is a complete parallel to cannot be trusted with the testimony about a husband's death.

Mishnah: "If he was betrothed to one.\(^\text{148}\)'' Should she not be trusted to say "my father-in-law died"? Did we not hold that just as they are not trusted about her so she is not trusted about them\(^\text{86}\)? Rebbi Hanina said, explain it if her father-in-law was there and she described the circumstances\(^\text{149}\).

\(^\text{148}\) Wrong quote, belonging to the next Mishnah.

\(^\text{149}\) Even if anything she says can be feared by accepting her testimony, she is not admitted to testify about the checked and nothing would have to be

status of her mother-in-law.
Mishnah 9: If he became betrothed to one of five women but it cannot be ascertained to which of them he became betrothed, and each one says he became betrothed to me, he gives a bill of divorce to each of them, puts up the amount of one *ketubah* between them and removes himself, the words of Rebbi Tarphon. Rebbi Aqiba says, in this way one does not remove him from sin unless he gives a bill of divorce and pays the *ketubah* to each of them.

150 Since in order to collect the money, the claimant would have to prove in court that she was betrothed (or, in the case discussed in Mishnah 10, that he was robbed). The circumstances of the case are that the proof is impossible. On the other hand, his admission that he became betrothed to one woman, or that he robbed a person, makes him liable to pay.

151 There is a moral obligation even if the court cannot enforce it. The Tosephta, 15:2, quoted in the Babli, 118b, has R. Simeon ben Eleazar state that R. Aqiba agrees with R. Tarphon in the case of betrothal or an acquisition but disagrees in the case of a consummated marriage and robbery.

Halakhah 9: [(He robbed one of five people). Rebbi Abun said, the Mishnah deals with the case that she was betrothed by a document. But if he was betrothed by money, everybody agrees that he gives a bill of divorce and pays the *ketubah* to each of them.]

152
This text is only in ms. A; it is genuine since it is quoted by the twelfth Century author R. Isaac ben Abba Mari in Sefer Ha’ittur (ed. R. Meir Jonah, vol. 1, 79b, Notes 121,122). In a parallel (anonymous) discussion, the Babli (118b) states that R. Aqiba insists on multiple ketubah payments only if the betrothal was by copulation (before witnesses, cf. Chapter 5, Note 46), which is a biblically valid betrothal but rabbinically forbidden. According to that opinion, R. Aqiba declares the additional payments to be a fine; this seems to contradict the language of the Mishnah.

In the interpretation of the Sefer Ha’ittur, the document of betrothal would count as proof of a ketubah. Since each woman claims to have had such a document but lost it, they cannot enforce a claim and the two have to fight about one ketubah. If the betrothal was by money’s worth, in the opinion of the Yerushalmi the divorcée can claim the basic amount of the ketubah even if the marriage was not consummated (Ketubot 5:1). Since in that case there was no negligence on the part of the woman, he has to pay. (The Babli would hold that one does not follow the Mishnah and in practice no ketubah is due until the marriage is consummated.)
Mishnah: "He robbed one of five people." Rebbi Assi said, there is a Mishnah which follows Rebbi Aqiba against Rebbi Tarphon. As we have stated there: "If he said to two people, I robbed a mina from one of you but I do not know who of you it was; I received a deposit of a mina from the father of one of you but I do not know who of you it was; he gives to each of them a mina because he confessed himself." Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: This is everybody's opinion. One says, to be clean before Heaven. Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Jehudah: Here, if witnesses know; there, if no witnesses know. Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Here if they are silent; there if they are talking. Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rav: Here if he swore;
there if he did not swear. Rebbi Johanan said, if he swore, he should have appointed an officer of the court and hand it over to him. Rebbi Johanan seems to say, a court which determined that one was a robber, not a court which determined that one was robbed. Rav said, a court which determined that one was robbed, not a court which determined that one was a robber. The strength of Rav is from the following, that Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar said, a court which determined that one was robbed, not a court which determined that one was a robber. Otherwise he should have kept silent. Rebbi Jeremiah wanted to say, he should have kept silent and not confessed. Rebbi Yose wanted to say, he should have kept silent and not have sworn. Rebbi Yudan said, even following those who say that there is no difference between keeping silent and talking in matters of a robbery, for a deposit they agree that he who keeps silent is rewarded and he who talks loses. He who keeps silent is rewarded from the following: "Two people deposited with the same person, one a mina and one 200 [tetradrachmas]. This one says, the 200 belong to me, and that one says, the 200 belong to me. He gives each one a mina and the rest shall lie with him until Elijah comes." He who talks loses, from this: "If he said to two people, I robbed a mina from one of you but I do not know which one of you."
Here, ms. A and the parallel Baba Mesi'a 3:3 have an addition: יבר גנמה ב ينبغي. אסBushes, חות ולושב. This would seem that this is an extraneous addition from the redaction of Baba Mesi'a, since R. Jeremiah is reported below to have another question and his text here is ascribed there to R. Yose.

Added from ms. A and the parallel Baba Mesi'a 3:3; missing in editio princeps.

From ms. A and the parallel Baba Mesi'a 3:3; editio princeps ליול

The reading of ms. A is intelligible: אס לא לא חות ולושב. "otherwise, he should not have to be quiet."

Reading from ms. A. Editio princeps: "to instruct".

Both in ms. A and in editio princeps CITY נבב

Reading from ms. A. Editio princeps: פסקר "number."

In ms. A corrected מ והדה מ"from the following", the more idiomatic expression.

Mishnah Baba Mesi'a 3:3; Tosephta Yebamot 14:2.

Since one understands from the Mishnah that the person was not sued but made the statement on his own initiative, one tells him that while the court could not force him to pay more than one mina and let the parties involved fight about the distribution, to assuage his conscience he has to give to each of the parties the amount they might be entitled to. The Babli concurs, Baba Mesi'a 37a.

The expression חאן ...  makes it difficult to know to which statement one refers. In the interpretation of R. David Fränkel (שנן), the Mishnah Yebamot refers to a case where there are witnesses to the robbery but they cannot identify the victim, but in Baba Mesi'a there are no witnesses at all. In the interpretation of R. Moses Margalit (מר משה), the Mishnah Baba Mesi'a refers to a case where there are witnesses to the robbery but they cannot identify the victim, but in Yebamot there are no witnesses at all. In the latter interpretation, the fact that the robber confessed makes him liable to pay every claim as a matter of law, not of ethics. The first interpretation is more acceptable.

In Yebamot, there are no claimants (they are silent), in Baba Mesi'a there are no claimants (they talk). R. Tarphon must agree in the second case that he pays since if he does not want to pay he would have to swear that he owes nothing; since he does not know whether he owes, he
cannot swear.

170 If he swore falsely that he did no rob anything. R. Tarphon will agree that he has to satisfy each individual claim against him.

171 He immediately could have deposited the money claimed with the court and let the claimants go to court to get the money (Mishnah Baba Qama 9:7).

172 The remedy of R. Johanan works only if the robber can choose the court to which he confesses before he is sued and where he deposits the amount he owes.

173 If the court has to be the one to which the victims apply, the robber cannot forestall suits against himself and cannot free himself of responsibility by delivering restitution to a court convenient to himself.

174 The opinion of R. Simeon ben Eleazar is not recorded elsewhere. The Babli, 118b, throws out the Mishnah Yebamot in favor of a baraita (found in shortened form in Tosephta Yebamot 14:2) in the name of R. Simeon ben Eleazar, which reduces the disagreement of R. Aqiba with R. Tarphon to the case (a) of a consummated marriage and (b) of a witnessed robbery.

175 Then he would not have to pay.

176 He would have to pay only once.

177 The root of una is Aramaic υκ "reward".

178 Obviously, the proof is not from this but from the second half of the Mishnah quoted: "I received a deposit of a mina from the father of one of you but I do not know which one of you it was...".

Mishnah 11: A woman went overseas with her husband and her son179; if she returns and says, "my husband died and after that my son..."
died," she is to be believed. "My son died and after that my husband
died," she is not believed but one takes her words into account and she
performs halisah but is excluded from levirate. "I had a son overseas," she says, "my son died and after him my husband," she is believed; "my husband died and after that my son," she is not believed but one takes
her words into account and she performs halisah but is excluded from levirate.

179 If at the moment of her departure the husband had died, she
would have been free to marry outside the family. She then returns alone.
180 Her testimony does not change her prior status.
181 Assuming the son was an only child, the husband would have died
without issue and she would be required to be married in levirate. She
is not believed to have changed her known status (in the absence of
documentary proof). But since she forbade herself any marriage other
than to the levir, she has to be freed by halisah.
180 She left with her husband when the husband was childless; at her
departure she was a potential candidate for levirate.
181 She did not change her status with this testimony since she asserts
that the husband died childless.
182 Since she declares herself forbidden for levirate, the levir cannot
force her into marriage.

Mishnah: "I had a son overseas." Rebbi Hanania asked before Rebbi
Hila: Who is the one who stated that one takes her words into account
and she performs halisah? Rebbi Tarphon, but not Rebbi Aqibah! He
said to him, it is the opinion of everybody and even Rebbi Aqiba agrees to
it. What is the difference between this statement and the first one? There, you say that she is not to be believed. But here, you say that she is believed! (When she left as included in the permission of levirate. But) where you say that she is not believed, when she left and was not included in the permission of levirate.

183 This refers to their disagreement in Halakhah 6, where R. Aqiba puts on her the disabilities she is under if her words are true and those she would be under if her words were not true. It would be expected that he holds the same in this case.

In both sources, the name is spelled אָכְבַּא; this babylonism must have been in the common Vorlage.

184 Why are the cases switched, she is believed if she says that the husband died before the son in the first case but disbelieved for the same statement in the second.

185 This sentence is missing in ms. A; the ms. probably is correct since the introduction "she is believed if . . . " is missing.

186 is what in modern mathematics is called a set. When she left with her son, she was not a member of the set of women potentially obligated for levirate.

Mishnah 12: "A levir was given to me overseas; if she said "my husband died and after that my levir" [or] "my levir died and after that my husband", she is to be believed. If she, her husband, and her levir went
overseas, if she said "my husband died and after that my levir" [or] "my levir died and after that my husband", she is not to be believed, since no woman is believed if she says "my levir died" that she might marry [outside the family] nor "my sister died" that she might enter his house. Also the husband is not to be believed if he says "my brother died" that he might marry his wife in levirate, nor "my wife died" that he might marry her sister\textsuperscript{189}.

\textsuperscript{187} Her father-in-law had a son unknown at the place of her previous residence. She left when it was assumed that there was no possible levirate because there was no levir even though her husband was childless. Who was childless.

\textsuperscript{188} Cf. Notes 6, 89.

\textsuperscript{189} Rebbi Yose said, a Mishnah says that they did not treat the males as they treat the females, as we have stated there: "because she is not trusted if she says, my levir died, that she should be free to remarry, nor that her sister died, to enter her house." Because she has no children. But if she has children, she is trustworthy.

\textsuperscript{190} This is from Halakhah 4, Note 89.
Mishnah 1: If a woman's husband and her co-wife went overseas and people came and told her "your husband died", she cannot remarry or perform halîsah until she has ascertained whether this co-wife was pregnant\(^1\). If she had a mother-in-law, she does not have to suspect\(^2\). If the latter left pregnant\(^3\), she has to suspect; Rebbi Joshua says, she does not have to suspect\(^4\).

1 She cannot marry outside the family for the husband might have died childless. She cannot marry the levir for there might be a child born overseas. The Babli, 119a, notes that the expression בְּלַעֲלֶה וּבְלָדָה לֶמִדְיֶה קִים הביבי לך (fol. 15b) תִּשְׁמוֹת א: תָּשִׁקָּה בְּלַעֲלֶה וּבְלָדָה לֶמִדְיֶה קִים הביבי לך union with the co-wife until she has ascertained whether she was pregnant. If she had a mother-in-law, she does not have to suspect. If the latter left pregnant, she has to suspect; Rebbi Joshua says, she does not have to suspect.

2 When she last saw her mother-in-law, her husband was the only son. If the mother-in-law is far away, she does not have to inquire whether in the meantime the latter had another son.

3 And now the whereabouts of the mother-in-law are not known; no notice of a brother born to her husband was received.

4 The reason is detailed in the Halakhah.
"If a woman’s husband and her co-wife went overseas”. Rav asked the elder Rebbi Hiyya: Why can she not wait three months and then immediately perform halisah? As the case may be, if there was a live birth, halisah did not affect her. If there was no live birth, she has halisah in her hand! He said to him: They taught "three months" only for herself. If so, how long does she have to wait for her co-wife? 9 months. After that, could she not immediately perform halisah? As the case may be, if there was a live birth, halisah did not touch her. If there was no live birth, she has halisah in her hand? There came Rebbi Jehudah in the name of Rebbi Eleazar in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya: That she would not need a proclamation with regard to priesthood.

5 Text from ms. A. Editio princeps: אמשי השכלל, a misquote from the preceding chapter.

6 Reading of ms. A. In editio princeps a misprint: רכש.

7 The plain language of the Mishnah implies that the woman is permanently forbidden marriage and levirate until there is proof of her co-wife’s status. This seems to be unreasonable since halisah would solve every problem as explained by Rav.

8 Any halisah while her co-wife is pregnant would be invalid; cf. the parallel discussion in Halakhah 4:1, Note 4.

9 In the Babli, 119b, this is the tradition of Ze’iri, student of Rav and Rebbi Johanan.

10 The name tradition is garbled. There is no mention in any other source of a R. Jehudah younger than R. Eleazar; the double "in the name of" is irregular. In ms. A, the reading is: יוחנן בן קנין (?), ילעגור בחמש י”ח היה רוחם. An acceptable reading would be (ר) יוחנן בן קנין ילעגור בחמש י”ח היה רוחם.

"Rebbi Jehudah bar Buni, Rebbi
Eleazar, in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya." In the Babli, 119b, the rule is ascribed to R. Hanina, the explanation to Abba and Hanina bar Abin.

In effect, she is never permitted to marry as long as her situation is not cleared up. The Babli explains that the prohibition is permanent since if it should turn out that the co-wife had a live child overseas, there might be persons who know about the halîsah but were not informed about the proclamation that the halîsah was void. These persons would then think that the rabbis do no longer equate a woman after halîsah with a divorcee. The Babli does not permit the woman to waive her right to marry a Cohen. The position of the Yerushalmi in that last case is not known. Cf. also Chapter 4, Note 5.

The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Johanan\textsuperscript{12}: The reason of the rabbis: "When [brothers] dwell," certainly, not in a case of doubt\textsuperscript{13}.

\textsuperscript{12} Text from ms. A.; missing in editio princeps.
\textsuperscript{13} This refers to the statement of the Mishnah that, if the husband had no known brother when he left, the widow does not have to inquire whether his faraway father-in-law had another son.

"If the latter left pregnant, she has to suspect," since there is one doubt, whether it was a male or a female. A doubt in biblical matters has to be resolved in a restrictive way\textsuperscript{16}. "Rebbi Joshua says, she does not have to suspect," since there is a double doubt. There are doubts whether it was a male or a female, and whether it was a live or a still birth\textsuperscript{17}.
14 Reading of ms. A. *Editio princeps*: רָקָא.
15 Reading of ms. A; missing in *editio princeps*.
16 The *Babli* agrees to this principle, *Bešah* 3b.
17 While the *Babli* agrees to this principle, *Qiddusin* 75a, it disagrees in this particular case since the probability of a still birth is rather small. It is argued that if the *Yerushalmi* reason were true, it could be applied to the case of the co-wife and then the woman left at home would be free to remarry. The *Babli* explains the position of R. Joshua that the woman was known to be free from levirate when her husband left. Since the probability that the mother-in-law gave birth to a live son is less than 50%, the known prior state remains in force because the probability that it remained in force (that either the mother-in-law had a baby girl who cannot be a levir, or there was a still birth, or a termination of pregnancy) is greater than 50%.

*Mishnah 2*: If each one of two sisters-in-law\(^\text{18}\) says "my husband died", each one is forbidden because of the other’s husband\(^\text{19}\). If one has witnesses but the other has no witnesses, the one who has witnesses is forbidden but the one who has no witnesses is permitted\(^\text{20}\). If one has children but the other has no children, the one who has children is permitted\(^\text{21}\) but the one who has no children is forbidden. If they married in levirate\(^\text{22}\) but the levirs died\(^\text{23}\), they are forbidden to remarry. Rebbi
Eleazar said, since they were permitted to the levirs, they became permitted to any man.

18 The wives of two brothers.
19 Each of them can testify that her husband is dead but her testimony is not accepted for her sister-in-law (Mishnah 15:4). Neither of them can marry outside the family until the death of her levir is confirmed by another source.
20 If the husband of the sister-in-law was the only levir, his death confirmed by witnesses releases his brother's widow from levirate.
21 She is forbidden for levirate.
22 There were other brothers in addition to the two husbands. Since each woman is believed when she declares to be a widow, she must be believed that she has the right to be married in levirate.
23 They died childless and there are no other brothers. For the rabbis, the situation is now that of the first case, that the death of the first two brothers is only asserted by the women, each of whom is excluded as source of information regarding her sister-in-law.

Mishnah: 25 Two sisters-in-law, of whom one has children and witnesses but the other has neither. The first one is permitted by children, the other one by her witnesses.

24 Reading of ms. A; missing in editio princeps. The reading of ms. A is required by the next sentence.
25 A similar text in Tosephta 14:3. There is no quote from the Mishnah here.
26 The widow with children can remarry outside the family. The widow without witnesses is believed if she states that she is a widow. Since her levir’s death is certified by witnesses, she is free to marry outside the family.
What is the reason of Rebbi Eleazar²⁹? Is it because she is not suspected to cause trouble [to herself in order later to cause trouble to her co-wife or because she is not suspected to cause any trouble] to her co-wife? Let us hear from the following:³⁰ "If a woman went overseas with her husband and returns and says 'my husband died', she can remarry and collect her ketubah, but her co-wife remains forbidden." We explain it, saying that she is suspected to cause trouble to herself in order to cause trouble to her co-wife, and Rebbi Eleazar does not disagree³¹. It is impossible that the reason be that she is not suspected to cause any trouble to her co-wife. We could suspect that perhaps her husband sent her a bill of divorce from overseas³². Think of it, what if her [next] husband was a Cohen³³? Rebbi Abba bar Rebbi Zemina said, she is suspected to produce several desecrated children in order to make bastards of her co-wife's children.

²⁷ Reading of ms. A; missing in editio princeps. The text of the editio princeps also makes sense.
²⁸ Reading of ms. A; in editio princeps: ר' בר זימא Everywhere else the name is בר זימא.
²⁹ In ms. A and the Tosephta which parallels the Mishnah (14:3), the name everywhere is R. Eliezer. The abbreviation א-ר used by several medieval authors in quotes of the Mishnah usually refers to R. Eliezer.
³⁰ Mishnah 15:7.
³¹ Halakhah 15:7.
³² If she remarries as a divorcee, she has not sinned even though in reality she is a divorcee. But if her co-wife remarries on her testimony, the
co-wife’s children will be bastards born in adultery.

33 As a divorcee, it is sinful for her to marry a Cohen and her children will be desecrated from priesthood, but the marriage is valid. The Babli, 120a, dismisses the thought that a woman would willingly desecrate her children.

Mishnah 3: One testifies only on the appearance of the face34 with the nose35, even though there may be marks on his body and his clothing36. One testifies only up to three days37. Even if one saw him cut up or crucified on the cross, or an animal eating of him, one testifies38 only after he has stopped breathing.

34 Greek πρόσωπος, ὄ, πρόσωπον, τό, "face, front, mask, bust" (meanings also found in Hebrew and Aramaic), also in Greek "dramatic or legal person, portrait". Since the Yerushalmi expresses only long vowels by written letters, the spelling in the Mishnah would permit a vocalization of κεφαλή, but Mandaic אָדָם confirms the spelling pronunciation parsuf.

35 Positive identification of a corpse is only accepted if based on the recognition of the face.

36 This and the following Mishna-
Mishnah: "One testifies only on the appearance of the face," etc. Rav Jehudah said, the nose with the mandibles. This follows what Rebbi Jeremiah said in the name of Rav: "The recognition of their faces testified about them," that is the nose. Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said, if somebody does not want to be recognized, he should put a patch on his nostrils, then he will not be recognized. As in the following: In the times of king Ursicinus, some people from Sepphoris were under arrest warrants. They put patches on their nostrils and were not recognized. Finally they were denounced and all caught because of lies.

39 In the Babli, the nose and the forehead.
40 Reading of ms. A. Editio princeps: ר
41 This is the reading of both sources. One might expect that the reading should be "Rav", referring to Rav's colleague in Babylonia rather than to a Galilean Amora some 100 years later. However, in the Babli, the same argument and verse are quoted by Abbai and/or Rav Cahana II, one generation after Rebbi Jeremiah.
42 Is. 3:9.
43 Greek σπλήνιον, Latin splenium, cf. 'Orlah 3:1, Note 20.
44 This is an editorial comment, on what happened some 50 years after R. Hiyya bar Abba's death. The same text appears in Sotah 9:3.
45 The legate of Caesar Gallus in Palestine, about the year 350. His oppressive regime lead to a revolt centered in Sepphoris.
It is written: "Abijah and his people inflicted a very great slaughter on them." Rebbi Abba bar Cahana said, he destroyed the face recognition of the men of Israel. That is what is written, "the recognition of their faces testified about them," etc. That refers to the nose. Rebbi Immi said, he put up guards for three days until appearance was disfigured. That is what is written: "Your widows are more for me than the sand of the oceans." It was stated in this respect: One testifies only on the appearance of the face with the nose. It is written: "Jeroboam was powerless for the rest of Aijah's days; the Eternal smote him and he died." Rebbi Samuel said, you think that this refers to Jeroboam, but it is Abijah. Why was he smitten? Rebbi Johanan said, because he insulted Jeroboam in public. That is what is written: "You are a great multitude and with you are the golden calves that Jeroboam made for you as gods." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, because he denigrated his teacher Ahijah from Shiloh. That is what is written: "And men, rascals, joined him" that he called Ahijah from Shiloh a rascal. But the rabbis say, because an idol fell into his hand and he did not destroy it, that is what is...
written: "Abijah pursued Jeroboam and took from him cities, Beth El and its dependencies..." and it is written: "He set up one in Beth El and one he dedicated in Dan."

46 Reading of ms. A. *Editio princeps* has the Babli form Resh Laqish.

47 From ms. A; missing in *editio princeps*.

48 2Chr. 13:13. The biblical text reads: "וַיִּקְחֶם אֶתָּהּ וַיָּמֶשׁ מִפְּתַח רַבָּהוּ" Since the slain warriors could no longer be identified, their widows could never remarry according to rabbinic rules.

49 2Chr. 13:20.

50 In Gen. rabba 65:16, 73:4, R. Samuel bar Nahman. He and the authors quoted earlier attribute Abijah’s early death to his mutilation of the bodies of the slain.

52 Abijah was king for only 3 years and must have died shortly after the battle; Jeroboam died two years after Abijah (1K. 15:25).

53 In the Babli, Sanhedrin 101b, R. Johanan is reported to have said that Jeroboam was punished for insulting Solomon in public.

54 2Chr. 13:7. The text there reads "וַיְקָבֵב עַלְיוֹ אֶלֶּחָם רְחוֹם בִּין בָּכִילֵין "and loiterers, rascals, joined him."

55 2Chr. 13:19.

56 1K. 12:20.

"Even though there are [marks] on his body and his clothing." Did one not state: From where that if your fellow man is lost, you return him both body and property? There is a difference, because marks are apt to change.

57 The verse to which this refers is not indicated; it probably refers to Deut. 22:2 where the obligation to return a find is extended to include helping a person who is lost, since the end of the verse may be read "return him to himself." The essence of the verse is interpreted to mean that the obligation to return property exists only after the person who claims to be the owner was examined as to the validity of this claim (Sifry Deut. 223;
Mishnah Baba Mesi'a 2:7); in Midrash Tannaim (Midrash Haggadot Deut, ed. S. Fisch, p. 486) the implication is that one is required to look after the medical needs of indigents and travelers. These sources imply that examination of marks on bodies and property is accepted in biblical law. Then the question is how the Mishnah here can declare this kind of investigation as invalid. The answer given here (and in the Babli, 120b and Baba Mesi'a 27b) is that after death, bodily marks will rapidly change. The Babli in Baba Mesi'a adds that clothing or documents found on a corpse are no proofs of identity since they may belong to someone else.

So is the Mishnah: "One testifies only up to after three days." Rebbi Abba in the name of Rav Pappai, Rebbi Joshua from Suknin in the name of Rebbi Levi: During the first three days, the soul hovers over the body because she thinks that she will return to it.61 Once she sees that the splendor of his face changes after three days, she abandons him and goes away. After three days, the belly breaks open in his face and says to him, there is what you have robbed and extorted. Rebbi Haggai in the name of Rebbi Joshia brings it from that verse: "I shall scatter your stomachs' contents in your faces," even "your holidays' stomach contents." At that moment, but his flesh will hurt him, his soul will mourn for him."
One testifies that the person was identified within a full 72 hours.

In the Babli, Sabbath 152b, the verse from Job quoted at the end of this sermon is taken as proof that the soul remembers this world until all flesh is decomposed.

Ma. 2:3.

Job 14:22.

Mishnah: "Even if one saw him cut up," I say he was burned by a red hot lance and survived. "Or crucified on the cross," I say a noble lady passed by and redeemed him. "Or an animal was eating of him," I say that in Heaven they had mercy on him.

If he fell into a lion's den one does not testify about him, I say that miracles happened for him as they did for Daniel.

If he fell into a fiery oven one does not testify about him, I say that miracles happened for him as they did for Hanaiah, Mishael and Azariah.

If he fell into a cistern full of snakes and scorpions one does not testify about him; Rebbi Jehudah ben Baba said, I say he was a snake charmer.

If he fell into a boiling vat of water or oil, one does not testify about him. Rebbi Abba said, of oil one testifies, of water one does not testify.
64 Reading of ms. A. *Editio princeps:* 

65 It is recognized that not the wound is the main danger but the infection by a dirty lance or sword. The *Babli,* 120b, quotes Tosephta 14:2 where R. Simeon ben Eleazar holds that even if wounded by a dirty instrument one may burn away the infected flesh so that the victim can survive. The position of the *Yerushalmi* is quoted there by Rava; cf. Chapter 1, Note 19.

66 It is known that animals obey the commandments of Heaven; cf. *IK.* 13:28.

67 Without seeing that the person is dead. The same statement is in *Babli* 121a/Tosephta 14:4.

68 In *Babli* 121a/Tosephta 14:4, "one testifies about him".

69 In *Babli* 121a/Tosephta 14:4: "If he fell into a cistern full of snakes and scorpions one testifies about him; Rebbi Jehudah ben Bathrya said, one takes into consideration that he might be a snake charmer." In the *Yerushalmi* version it is not clear why R. Jehudah ben Baba has to be mentioned if nobody disagrees with him; but both sources agree that one does not testify and the text cannot be amended.

70 In a few Medieval authors he is quoted as R. Aha, the Tanna who is quoted in *Babli/Tosephta.*

71 In *Babli/Tosephta* (*loc. cit.*) the discussion is about vats of oil and wine, where R. Aha holds that the overflow of wine caused by the human’s drop into the vat might extinguish the flames. The majority disagrees since the alcohol in the wine acts as fuel. The *Babli* might agree with the *Yerushalmi* in the case of a vat of water.
Mishnah 4: Rebbi Judah ben Baba says, not all people nor all places nor all times are the same\(^2\). If he fell into water, both enclosed and open, his wife is forbidden\(^3\). Rebbi Meïr said, if happened that someone fell into a large cistern and came up after three days\(^4\). Rebbi Yose said, it happened with a blind man who went to immerse himself in a cave, and his guide went after him, they stayed there the time to die [from drowning] and they permitted their wives to remarry\(^5\). It also happened in Assos\(^6\) that one lowered a person into the sea and only his leg was recovered. The Sages said, if from the knee and higher, she can remarry\(^7\), from lower than the knee she cannot remarry.

\(^2\) This refers to the end of the preceding Mishnah, that one testifies only within three days from the time of death. Both the Yerushalmi and the Babli tend to consider R. Jehudah ben Baba's statement as a restriction, that under some circumstances the time available for identification is less than three days.

\(^3\) This is the statement of R. Meïr. The other authorities permit the widow to remarry if the husband drowned in an enclosed body of water: a lake, or a cistern, or a cave.

\(^4\) A cistern is an enclosed container of water. If it is possible to survive in water for three days, then one can never assume that a person drowned unless his corpse was found.

\(^5\) This proves that practice does not follow R. Meïr in enclosed bodies of water.

\(^6\) Cf. Kilaim 9, Note 128.

\(^7\) An animal, which has lost a part of a leg that included the knee, is considered _terefah_, unfit for human consumption since it is as good as dead. The Mishnah extends the principle to humans that any wound or deficiency which makes an animal unfit for human consumption, if found in a human proves that that human must die unless immediate medical attention can be given.
"Rebbi Judah ben Baba." Rebbi Ze'ira, Rebbi Hananel in the name of Rav: Practice follows Rebbi Judah ben Baba. The words of the rabbis disagree, since Rebbi Jeremiah said that it happened that someone fell into the Jordan and surfaced after seventeen days when he was recognized because the cold had shrunk him so that they permitted his wife to remarry.

Following Rashba (commentary to Babli 120a) who reads lntnx "refined him".

The Babli, 121a, quotes a parallel ruling by Rava (cf. Chapter 1, Note 19) which does not mention the frigidity of the water as cause.
forbidden, in enclosed waters, his wife is permitted." Rebbi Meïr said, it happened that someone fell into a large cistern and came up after three days. They said to him, one does not mention wonders.

Rebbi said, it happened that two went to put fish nets into the Jordan in the evening. One of them saw a fish cave and entered it. When he wanted to leave, he was unable to find the cave's entrance. His colleague waited at the entrance of the cave so long that he would be dead; he returned and reported to his house. Next morning when the sun shone, the man recognized the entrance of the cave, left, and found his house in mourning.

Rebbi Aqiba said, It happened that I was traveling on the ocean that I saw a ship sinking. I was sorry for a student Sage who was on that ship. When I came to Kappadocian Mazaga he greeted me and asked me questions. I said to him, my son, how did you escape? He told me, Rabbi, one wave tore me to another, and another to another, until it vomited me onto dry land. Then I said, how great are the words of the Sages who said, in open waters his wife is forbidden, in enclosed waters, his wife is permitted.

80 Reading of Ms. A. Editio princeps: רמא
81 Reading of Ms. A. Editio princeps: אָמֵן.
82 Reading of Ms. A. Editio princeps: רפס.
83 The same text in Babli 121a, Tosephta 14:5.
84 The same text in Babli 121b. Wonders should not be considered in writing regulations (and anyhow, the widow is not permitted to remarry before 30 days have elapsed). In the opinion of the Babli, the wonder was that he survived three days without sleep. The Amoraic opinion is that there is no wonder since one may survive with occasional naps without drowning.
85 Babli 121a, Tosephta 14:6.
86 From Jonah 2:11.
87 Babli 121a, Tosephta 14:5.
Rebbi Abbahu said, if the ocean was quiet, he looked around in all directions and saw that no creature was there, one lets his wife remarry.

88 Greek γαλήνη, ἡ "stillness of the sea". In Erubin 4:1 (fol. 21d) γαληνός, ὁν "calm (adj.)".
89 In the Babli, 121a, this is the definition of "enclosed waters", that from one point one can see the lake shore all around. In the discussion there, the anonymous editors agree that even a larger lake can be considered enclosed if at the time of the accident there was absolute calm.

"It also happened in Assos that one lowered a person into the sea and only his leg was recovered." It was stated: They wanted to cut sponges and found that banker in Acco. Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Is it not reasonable that one allows time for him as for a torn animal? He answered him, that is my opinion also.

90 Apparently, after a long time the remains of a banker who had disappeared at Assos on the Aegean sea were found by sponge divers near Acco on the Mediterranean.
91 Since the Mishnah states that a human can be presumed dead if he sustains a wound that would make an animal "torn" and unfit for consumption, it should be clear that this can be stated only after the wounded person has disappeared for at least a full 12 months since an animal is declared to be "torn" if it cannot possible survive a full 12 months. This is the interpretation of Don Vidal de Tolosa (מורי משלות) and R. Isaiah II of Trani (1). R. Joseph Caro (משנה) holds that a human might survive more than 12 months (Maimonides, Gerašin 13:13) but in his Code (Even Ha'ezer 17:32) he follows Don Vidal.
Mishnah 5: It is sufficient even if somebody heard women say, the man X died\textsuperscript{92}. Rebbi Jehudah said, even if he heard children say, we go to lament and bury X, whether intentional or unintentional. Rebbi Jehudah ben Baba said, if he is a Jew, only if he intends [to testify]\textsuperscript{93}; but if a Gentile intends to testify, it is no testimony\textsuperscript{94}.

\textsuperscript{92} A woman can be permitted to remarry on the basis of hearsay testimony based on statements overheard from people who themselves would not be accepted as witnesses.

\textsuperscript{93} Only if he knows the consequences of his testimony and is presumed to be as accurate as possible.

\textsuperscript{94} He is suspected of ulterior motives; Ps. 144:8,11.

Halakhah 5: "Even if somebody heard women." If one heard lamenting women eulogizing him among the dead, there is no better testimony than that. From the king's commentariensis\textsuperscript{97}, "X died, X was killed", one does not let his wife remarry. From a Jewish court\textsuperscript{98}, "X died, X was killed", one lets his wife remarry.

\textsuperscript{95} From ms. A.

\textsuperscript{96} From ms. A. Editio princeps: Just. 9,4,4). His certification that a certain person convicted of a capital crime appears on his list is insufficient

\textsuperscript{97} Latin commentariensis "one who makes out a list of prisoners" (Cod.
since this might only indicate the civil death of the person, viz., that from the emperor's prison the man was sold into slavery.

98 As indicated in Note 96, this reading is from ms. A; it is suspect since it appears in the Babli, Gittin 28b. The reading was conjectured by the earlier commentators on basis of the Babli. (One ms. of Gittin reads: "If one heard from a Jewish judge," cf. M. S. Feldblum, Tractate Gittin, New York 1966). Both Babli readings make sense only if one assumes that the baraita dates at the latest to the first Century C. E. as detailed in the last Mishnah, before hearsay evidence became acceptable. But then the part dealing with the king's secretary of prisons also would not represent current practice. The difficulty the Babli has with explaining the rejection of indications from a government secretary and the text of the Yerushalmi here make it clear that both Talmudim accept the baraita as reflecting practice.

Therefore, the reading "third party court", while rejected by all commentators and questioned by the Academy of the Hebrew Language, seems to be the preferable one, appearing as, but not being, lectio difficilior. If we accept the reading, the evidence presented is still hearsay evidence.

X was lost, X was shaken off, X is not in the world. "X was lost," I say he was embarrassed. "X was shaken off," I say that X vomited his food. "X is not in the world," he is lost in tought. "His ship sank in the sea;" that parallels what Rebbi Abba bar Zavida said in the name of Rav: It happened that Abba Simai's ship sank in the sea but he was not on it; here it is the same.

99 In the editio princeps, the statements appear twice, first as and then as given in the text. Ms. A has only the text as
given. In the entire paragraph, the spelling follows ms. A.

100 It is shown that these expressions do not necessarily imply that X is dead; his wife cannot remarry.

101 Arabic ريب.

102 He was sick and could not keep down his food.

What means "intentional"? Rebbi Johanan said, anytime one mentions a woman. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, anybody one asks and he responds. Rebbi Haggai said to Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, does the Rabbi remember that thirty and some Elders were up in arms against Rebbi Hoshiaiah to follow the rule of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish but he did not accept it?

103 Reading of ms. A. Editio princeps: "בספונ" in the third.

104 Here ends ms. A.

105 If in a conversation one mentions any woman and somebody says, speaking of women I remember that here is a woman who became a widow and she does not know it yet. Such a statement is acceptable if made by a Jew but not by a Gentile.

106 In the Babli, 121b, R. Simeon ben Laqish states that the testimony of the Gentile is accepted if he wants to tell about the death of Mr. X if he did not know that X was married and that his testimony will let the widow remarry. R. Johanan points out that the case quoted here by R. Haggai that R. Simeon ben Laqish’s position was not accepted. The Babli accepts the Gentile only if he tells his story without ulterior motives.

107 In the Babli, 121b, the argument was with 85 Elders supporting what in the next generation would become R. Simeon ben Laqish’s position.

108 The common position of R. Johanan and R. Hoshiaiah certainly defines practice, even against a majority of dissenting Elders.
Rav Jehudah in the name of Rav: Practice does not follow Rebbi Jehudah ben Baba in the case of an Israel\textsuperscript{109}. The words of the Rabbis say the same since Rebbi Samuel, Rebbi Abbahu, Rebbi (Aqiba) [Jacob]\textsuperscript{110} bar Aha said in the name of Rebbi Yasa, one does not subject witnesses to a death to cross-examination\textsuperscript{111}.

\textsuperscript{112}It happened that somebody came before Rebbi Tarphon about a woman who wanted to remarry. He said to him, my son, how can you testify for the woman that she can remarry? He said to him, Rabbi, he was with us in a caravan when we were attacked by an armed gang. He hung himself at a branch of an olive tree, tore it off, ran after the armed gang and returned. I said to him, my son, I am praising you as a lion. He said to me, you got my name well; in my city I am called Johanan ben Jonathan the lion from Kefar Shihla\textsuperscript{113}. I said to him, my son, you said very well Johanan ben Jonathan\textsuperscript{114} the lion from Kefar Shihla. He said to
me, no, what I said was Johanan ben Jonathan the lion from Kefar Shihla.
I said to him, did you not say Jonathan ben Johanan the lion from Kefar Shihla? He said to me, no, what I said was Johanan ben Jonathan the lion from Kefar Shihla. After some time he became sick and died; Rebbi Tarphon checked out his testimony and let his widow remarry. It was found stated: "One does not subject witnesses to a death to cross-examination," against Rebbi Tarphon, since Rebbi Tarphon said, one subjects witnesses to a death to cross-examination.

109 It is not necessary that the death be reported in a formal testimony; the information is accepted even if gleaned in an accidental way.
110 נָשָׁבָה is a scribal error.
111 "Questions and investigations" are required in criminal inquiries (Deut. 13:15). נִבְּרִית are obligatory questions to determine time and place of the crime without which no prosecution can be successful. דִּרְשֵׁת are questions which depend on the circumstances of the case.
112 The same story in the Babli, 122b; a short version is in Tosephta 14:9.
113 In the Tosephta, in the Babli.
114 It is obvious that one must read "Jonathan ben Johanan" as in the other two sources.
115 In the Babli, R. Tarphon cross-examined the witness only for the purpose of permitting the wife of the deceased to remarry.
116 In the Babli, 122b, that is the position of R. Aqiba.
Mishnah 6: One testifies by the light of a candle or by the light of the moon\(^{117}\) and one permits to remarry on the basis of a disembodied voice\(^{118}\). It happened that one stood on a hilltop and called out that the man X from place Y died. They went and found nobody but let his wife remarry. It also happened at Salmon\(^{119}\) that somebody said, I am X, son of Y; a snake bit me and I am dying. They went there, did not recognize him, and let his wife remarry.

\(^{117}\) In judicial proceedings, without any standing in judicial testimony is accepted only during daytime.

\(^{118}\) This is a source of information Kafr Salmeh in lower Galilee.

Mishnah: "One testifies by the light of a candle." \(^{122}\)Rebbi Hanina said, Rebbi Jonathan taught me, only if they saw a man’s shadow. Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Hanina: There\(^{123}\), we have stated: "If somebody had been thrown into a cistern and said, anybody who hears my voice should write a bill of divorce to my wife, they should write and deliver," and Rebbi Jonathan said, only if the saw a man’s shadow. Rebbi Aha bar Hanina, in the name of Rebbi Hanina: That means, in the fields, but in town even without a man’s shadow. But did we not state: "If somebody
had been thrown into a cistern and said, anybody who hears my voice should write a bill of divorce to my wife, they should write and deliver," and Rebbi Jonathan said, only if they saw a man's shadow? Rebbi Abun said, damaging spirits\(^{124}\) are as frequent in cisterns as they are frequent on the fields.

120 Reading of the parallel. Here: R. Aha in the name of R. Hinena in the name of R. Hanina. The doubling of the expression "in the name of" is a sure sign of a corruption.

121 Reading of the parallel; the word is missing in the text here.

122 This paragraph is copied from \(\text{Gittin 6:6.}\)

123 Mishnah \(\text{Gittin 6:6.}\)

124 In the opinion of the Babli, \(\text{Gittin 66a, they can take on human shapes and even have a shadow. But since that shadow is the work of the spirit and not of physics, they have no half shadows (meaning that the shadows of spirits follow the rules of geometric, not of wave, optics.)}\)

125 There, we have stated: "The seducer is a common person, the seduced is a common person." Therefore, not a Sage\(^ {126}\)? (Since he is seduced, he is not a Sage.)\(^ {127}\) Since he seduces, he is not a Sage. Since he is seduced, he is not a Sage. What does one do to be sly about him? One hides two witnesses, people\(^ {128}\), in an inner room and puts him into the outer room, lights a candle near him so they can see him and hear his voice. That is what they did to Ben Satra\(^ {129}\) in Lod, where they hid two
Sages, brought him to court, and stoned him. And here, you say so\textsuperscript{130}? It is different because he said, "I am". Here also, "I am"?\textsuperscript{131} That he should not flee, go away, and continue to seduce others with him\textsuperscript{132}.

125 The parallel is in Sanhedrin 7:16. The Mishnah states that there are two kinds of missionaries for idolatry, the seducer (Deut. 13:7-12) and the expeller (Deut. 13:13-19). The seducer is the one who tries to bring individuals to idolatry whereas the expeller adresses himself to the public. They go under different rules and one cannot try a seducer as an expeller and vice-versa. The first part of the paragraph has no relevance for the topics of this Halakhah, only the second part does.

126 Is a thoroughly educated person immune from prosecution for idolatry?

127 Sentence out of place, missing in Sanhedrin.

128 A marginal gloss that entered the text, missing in Sanhedrin.

129 In Sanhedrin: Ben Sôtëdâ, in the Babli, Sanhedrin 67a, and Tosephta Sanhedrin 10:11: Ben Sôtëdâ, explained there as "son of the adultress" (known as Miriam the women's hairdresser).

130 In the case in Sanhedrin, the single person whom the seducer wants to convert to idolatry is unable to testify since a single witness is insufficient in criminal proceedings. Therefore, he had to find supporting witnesses in secret. But if voice identification is sufficient to permit a woman to marry even though up to now she was a married woman forbidden under the penalties of adultery to everybody except her husband, then voice identification should be enough also in other criminal proceedings.

131 If the intended victim could get the seducer to identify himself as "I am . . ." then voice identification should be enough.

132 The previous argument is correct; also for the court it would have been enough to hide a single witness who would be the second witness after the intended victim. One chooses two hidden witnesses to have enough manpower to arrest the seducer and haul him into court.
There, we have stated: "If somebody was bringing a bill of divorce and lost it, if he found it again immediately, it is valid; otherwise it is invalid." What is immediately? Rebbi Johanan said, as long as less than three people passed by. If a Gentile passed by, what is the rule? Let us hear from the following: Abba bar bar Hana was bringing a bill of divorce when he lost it. A Saracen found it. The case came before the rabbis and they declared [the bill] valid. That means, if a Gentile passed by, it is valid. May we say that he had an identifying mark on [the bill]? But was it not stated that there are no identifying marks on bills of divorce? That means, two or three lines. But here it had a heh which was pointed. Rebbi Ezra asked before Rebbi Mana, why should it be invalid in that case? I would say, it was another bill executed for a person with the same name. Think of it, if they investigated and did not find there another person with the same name! It must be that one is very strict in matters of possible incest. But did we not state: "They went and found..."
nobody but let his wife remarry; they went there, did not recognize him, and let his wife remarry? Rebbi Mana said to him: So says Rebbi Shammai, Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya: This man had two bills of divorce in his hand, one valid and one invalid. He lost the valid one after he had thrown away the invalid one. When he found it, I am saying that he found the invalid one.

133 Reading (shortened from נבב) of the parallel in Gittin. Reading here: זי
134 Reading of the parallel in Gittin. Reading here: R. Ze'ira. That reading is impossible since R. Mana II was a student of R. Ze'ira and R. Ze'ira was three generations removed from R. Mana I. But it is documented from other sources that R. Ezra was a student of R. Mana II.
135 This is a slightly defective copy of the text in Gittin 3:3 (fol. 44d).
136 In Gittin: R. Johanan said, as long as nobody passed by. R. Jacob bar Idi, R. Simeon bar Abba in the name of R. Joshua ben Levi: as long as three people did not pass by. In the Babli, Gittin 27b/28a, the first opinion is quoted in the names of the Tanna R. Simeon ben Eleazar and the Amora R. Abba bar bar Ḥana. The most lenient opinion in the Babli allows for a caravan to come there and encamp.
137 From here to the end of the Tractate, the Leiden ms. is again available.
138 The question is not asked in the Babli; that Talmud must hold that a Gentile is included under the notion of "person".
139 He insists in the Babli that the presence of another person invalidates the bill of divorce.
140 In the Babli: If there was a hole in the parchment near a certain letter, that is a convincing mark. But one does not testify about shape, color, type of material, etc. The argument shows that the story of Rabba bar bar Ḥana does not imply that the Gentile is not a person.
141 If there were two couples in the same town where both husbands and wives had, respectively, the same names and patronymics, then it might be possible that both husbands divorced their wives at the same time and the bills of divorce were switched. Since a bill of divorce has to be written for a specific woman (Deut. 24:1) the switch invalidates both bills.
In this case, possible adultery if an invalid bill of divorce was delivered and the still married wife remarried as a divorcée.

How can one be super-strict in cases of bills of divorce when one is super-lenient in confirming the husband’s death?

The one who lost the bill of divorce. In view of the Mishnah in Yebamot, the Mishnah in Gittin is explained away by being reduced to a very special case unlikely to be realized.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea, for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea, for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea, for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea, for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea, for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me and said to me, I heard that in the Land of Israel one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness, except Jehudah ben Baba. I told him, that is so. He said to me: Tell them in my name, you know that this country is in bad shape because of armed bands; I learned from Rabban Gamliel the Elder that one lets a woman remarry on the testimony of one witness. When I came and lectured about this before Rabban Gamliel, he was happy about my words and said, we found a colleague for Jehudah ben Baba.
In general, intercalations (adding a month to the year) are the prerogative of the Synhedrion in the Land of Israel. Intercalations can be decreed outside the Land only if this is impossible in the Land. Rabban Gamliel the Elder must have died some time before 60 C.E.; his grandson Gamliel II cannot have become patriarch before the election of Galba as Roman Emperor and must have died some time before the outbreak of the war of Bar Kokhba. The only period in which R. Aqiba could act as representative of the Synhedrion in a situation in which this institution was paralyzed in Palestine would be in the latter part of Trajan's reign, in the time of the great revolution of the Jewish Diaspora against the Romans. The "armed bands" which hindered an old man to go to Jabne to testify might have been Roman units preparing to invade Mesopotamia in Trajan's last campaign.

147 In the Mishnah of the Babli: "the house of Aquarius". The place is unidentified.

148 In the independent Mishnah mss: Rebbi Jehudah ben Baba. The text of the Talmudim is preferable since the rabbis among themselves did not use titles; the use of a title would be inappropriate in the mouth of an old man who studied before the invention of the title of "Rebbi" in Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai's academy at Jabne.

149 And therefore, an old man like me cannot travel to the Land of Israel.

150 Rabban Gamliel II, known as Rabban Gamliel of Jabne.

151 His opinion is no longer that of a single Sage; it can be the opinion of the majority.
Mishnah: "Rebbi Aqiba said, when I left the country for Nahardea for the intercalation of the year, Nehemiah from Badala found me," etc. If it was found in a document: "X died, X was killed"; Rebbi Jeremiah said, one lets his wife remarry; Rebbi Abun bar Cahana said, one does not let his wife remarry. A baraita supports the one, a baraita supports the other. A baraita supports Rebbi Jeremiah: "By the mouth of witnesses," not on basis of their writings, not on the word of a translator, not on the testimony of a single witness. Today, does one not let remarry on the testimony of a single witness? Therefore also one lets remarry on basis of their writings and on the word of a translator. A baraita supports Rebbi Abun bar Cahana: The power of witnesses is greater than the power of a document and the power of a document is greater than the power of witnesses. Since if witnesses say, "X died, X was killed", one lets his wife remarry but if it was found in a document: "X died, X was killed", one does not let his wife remarry. The power of a document is greater than the power of witnesses, since if somebody gives a loan before witnesses, he can foreclose only from unincumbered property; by a document, he can foreclose from mortgaged property.

152 The full baraita is found only here. In Sifry Deut. 188, on Deut. 19:15, "by the mouth of two witnesses or three witnesses the matter shall be determined", written testimony and translated testimony are excluded (the court which hears a criminal matter must be composed of judges able to hear the witnesses in their own languages). In that context, the lone witness does not have to be mentioned since he is excluded by the verse itself. In the Babli, Yebamot 31b, Gittin 71a, only written testimony is excluded.

153 Next Mishnah. The biblical rules of testimony have been abrogated once and for all in the case of the presumed widow since in that case
there are no adversary proceedings and the biblical rules of testimony never applied.

However, it is not established whether this baraita follows or precedes the reform of Rabban Gamliel.

This is explained in Chapter 3, Notes 130-131. Cf. Mishnah Baba Batra 10:16.

Mishnah 8: During the discussion, Rabban Gamliel remembered that people had been killed at Tel Arza and Rabban Gamliel let their widows remarry on the testimony of a single witness. It was firmly established that one permits to remarry on the words of a witness reporting from another witness, and on the words of a woman or a slave girl.

Mishnah 9: Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua say, one does not let a woman remarry on the testimony of a single witness. Rebbi Aqiba says, not on the testimony of a woman nor on that of relatives.

The text of these Mishnaiot is not well established. There are Mishnah texts which ascribe the decision about the men killed at Tel Arza to Rabban Gamliel the Elder, and the Babli adds the male slave as credible witness to a death. Hearsay evidence and that of women and slaves is not accepted in adversary proceedings. It seems that the quote of the Mishnah in the Halakhah is the correct one also for the Yerushalmi.

He must agree that a single male witness in good standing is acceptable to testify about a death since he was the messenger of that rule.
in Mishnah 7. But he restricts the leniency to exactly the case he had heard in Nahardea and objects to the expansive interpretation given at Jabne.

In the Mishnah in the Yerushalmi, the fact that R. Aqiba also disqualifies slaves was forgotten by the scribe. The relatives accepted by the majority naturally exclude the 5 women barred in Mishnah 15:4.

Mishnah: "Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua say, one does not let a woman remarry," etc. We have stated: "It was firmly established that one permits to remarry on the words of a witness reporting from another witness, and on the words of a woman, and a woman on the words of another woman, and from a slave or a slave girl." And you say so? Our Mishnah is of the prior Mishnah158.

158 Mishnah 9 clearly contradicts Mishnah 8. Since Rebbis Eliezer and Joshua were the joint leaders at Jabne between the death of Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai and the accession of Rabban Gamliel, it is quite clear that their joint statement precedes the reform of Rabban Gamliel.

Mishnah 10: They said to him159, it happened that Levites went to Zoar the town of date palms when one one them fell ill and they left him
at an inn. On their return, they asked the woman innkeeper\textsuperscript{160}, where is our colleague? She told them, he died and I buried him\textsuperscript{161}; and they let his widow remarry. They said to him\textsuperscript{159}, should not the wife of a Cohen\textsuperscript{162} be like a woman innkeeper? He retorted, if she is in the position of the woman innkeeper.

**Mishnah 11**: For the woman innkeeper delivered to them his stick, his back pack, and the Torah scroll that had been in his hand\textsuperscript{163}.

\textsuperscript{159} The other Sages to R. Aqiba.  
\textsuperscript{160} A Gentile woman who most probably kept slave girls to act as prostitutes for her guests.  
\textsuperscript{161} Since they asked, her answer is testimony which according to Mishnah 5 should not be accepted.  
\textsuperscript{162} She is the paradigm of a decent Jewish woman. How can R. Aqiba accept the testimony of a Gentile woman of ill repute and refuse that of a Jewish woman in good standing?  
\textsuperscript{163} Any woman who can deliver concrete proof of her words is accepted.  

Mishnah: "For the woman innkeeper delivered to them his stick, his shoes, his money belt, and the Torah scroll that had been in his hand."

Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Hanina\textsuperscript{164}: They treated her like a midwife who is trusted on the spot\textsuperscript{165}. Rebbi Samuel bar Sosarta said, they treated her like a Gentile speaking simplemindedly. A gentleman asked before Rebbi Mana, does that not contradict Rebbi Simeon ben
Laqish, for Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, anybody one asks and he responds\textsuperscript{166}! The statement of Rebbi Samuel bar Sosarta is impossible; one has the statement of Rebbi Hanina: They treated her like a midwife who is trusted on the spot.

\textsuperscript{164} This is the correct name, as given at the end of the paragraph. R. A\check{h}a is reported frequently to quote R. Hanina but not R. Hinena.

\textsuperscript{165} If a midwife testifies immediately at the birth which one of twin boys was born first, her testimony is accepted with all the consequences it has in matters of inheritance (\textit{Qiddusin Yerushalmi} 4:2 fol. 65d; Babli 73b).

\textsuperscript{166} Cf. Note 106. This is R. Simeon ben Laqish's definition of intentional answer which disqualifies the statement of a Gentile. The Babli, 122b, explains the problem away by proposing that the innkeeper started to cry when she saw the Levites coming and informed them of the death when they inquired why she was crying.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:23</td>
<td>259,264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:1</td>
<td>27,216,449</td>
<td>2K. 4:9</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>453,461</td>
<td>4:27</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:2</td>
<td>260,339,349</td>
<td>16:2</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18:2</td>
<td>442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>18:20</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:4</td>
<td>354</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:5</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>Is. 3:9</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:8</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>26:18</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:9</td>
<td>305,349,360</td>
<td>28:9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:18</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>33:11</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:1</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>39:1</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:2</td>
<td>23,424</td>
<td>45:22</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:4</td>
<td>213,214,225,</td>
<td>46:6</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>381,574</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:14</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>Jer. 4:22</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:5</td>
<td>18,20,33,36,56,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57,72,152,225,247</td>
<td>Hos. 4:4</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:6</td>
<td>107,189</td>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:7</td>
<td>23,163,519</td>
<td>10:14</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:8</td>
<td>519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:9</td>
<td>225,496,510,</td>
<td>Mic. 6:5</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>513,516,519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:10</td>
<td>490,519</td>
<td>Zach. 8:18</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26:14</td>
<td>314,318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28:57</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>Mal. 2:3</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3:3</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Sam. 25:41</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>Ps. 9:18</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Sam. 9:10</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>34:11</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:8</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>37:25</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:25</td>
<td>356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of Talmudical Quotations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babylonian Talmud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Berakhot 47b</th>
<th>479</th>
<th>13b</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>39b</th>
<th>11,14,521</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63b</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>14a</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>40a</td>
<td>13,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14b</td>
<td>58,67</td>
<td>40b</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabbath 66a</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>16a</td>
<td>62,63</td>
<td>41a</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112a</td>
<td>507,508</td>
<td>17a</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>41b</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112b</td>
<td>17b</td>
<td>17,18,34,76</td>
<td>42a</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118b</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18a</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>42b</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133b</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>18b</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>44b</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134a</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>19b</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>45a</td>
<td>217,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135a</td>
<td>485,486</td>
<td>20a</td>
<td>23,79,87</td>
<td>46b</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136a</td>
<td>485,486</td>
<td>20b</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>48a</td>
<td>320,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137a</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>21a</td>
<td>88,89,93,94</td>
<td>48b</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137b</td>
<td>335,336</td>
<td>21b</td>
<td>91,93,95</td>
<td>50b</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152b</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>22b</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>51a</td>
<td>228,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23a</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>51b</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erubin 6b</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>23b</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>52a</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46b</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>24a</td>
<td>104,107</td>
<td>52b</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25a</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>53a</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roš Hašsanah 14b</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>25b</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>54a</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26b</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>54b</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28a</td>
<td>504,575</td>
<td>27a</td>
<td>58,123</td>
<td>55a</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27b</td>
<td>119,121</td>
<td>55b</td>
<td>248,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besah 3b</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>28a</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>56a</td>
<td>251,252,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28b</td>
<td>135,137</td>
<td>56b</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megillath 5a</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>29a</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>57b</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29b</td>
<td>141,185</td>
<td>59a</td>
<td>262,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moʿed Qatan 23a</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>30a</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>59b</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31b</td>
<td>139,658</td>
<td>60a</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḥagigah 2a</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>33b</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>61a</td>
<td>261,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34b</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>61b</td>
<td>265,270,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yebamot 3a</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>35a</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>62a</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>27,28,32</td>
<td>35b</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>62b</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36a</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>64a</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>37a</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>64b</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11b</td>
<td>408,429</td>
<td>37b</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>65a</td>
<td>260,272,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12a</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38b</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>65b</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12b</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>39a</td>
<td>182,184</td>
<td>66a</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666</td>
<td>INDICES</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>101b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102a</td>
<td>491</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60a</td>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67a</td>
<td>291,292,295</td>
<td>102a</td>
<td>495,496,497,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68a</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>97b</td>
<td>285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68b</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>81a</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69a</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>102b</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69b</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>82b</td>
<td>184,293</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70a</td>
<td>314,318</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>93a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70b</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71a</td>
<td>314,315,334</td>
<td>105a</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>335</td>
<td>106a</td>
<td>524</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72a</td>
<td>328,329</td>
<td>107a</td>
<td>529,533</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74a</td>
<td>314,315</td>
<td>107b</td>
<td>533,534</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75a</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>24b</td>
<td>497,500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75b</td>
<td>342,344</td>
<td>108a</td>
<td>535,539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76a</td>
<td>344,345,373</td>
<td>27b/28a</td>
<td>655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76b</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>109a</td>
<td>536,54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77a</td>
<td>356,358</td>
<td>28b</td>
<td>647</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77b</td>
<td>358,360</td>
<td>109b</td>
<td>555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78a</td>
<td>347,358</td>
<td>38b</td>
<td>647</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>363</td>
<td>10a</td>
<td>283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112a</td>
<td>110a</td>
<td>66a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80b</td>
<td>368,448,485</td>
<td>111a</td>
<td>652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>369,447,484</td>
<td>111b</td>
<td>658</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>371</td>
<td>5519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83b</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>66a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84a</td>
<td>375,377</td>
<td>71a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84b</td>
<td>378,379,380</td>
<td>66b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85a</td>
<td>384,401</td>
<td>365</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85b</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>70a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87a</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>620,625</td>
<td>365</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88a</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>70b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89b</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>70b/28a</td>
<td>636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91a</td>
<td>405,412</td>
<td>71b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92a</td>
<td>15,421</td>
<td>636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93b</td>
<td>423,587</td>
<td>73a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95a</td>
<td>427,429,430</td>
<td>73b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95b</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>641,643,644</td>
<td>662</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96a</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>73b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97a</td>
<td>450,461</td>
<td>78a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98b</td>
<td>466,467</td>
<td>249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99b</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>88b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100a</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100b</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101a</td>
<td>487,489,520</td>
<td>53b</td>
<td>595,596,598</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Quotation</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baba Meši’a 104b</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>75b</td>
<td>455,457</td>
<td>9a</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111b</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>76a</td>
<td>457,460</td>
<td>14b</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15a</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baba Batra 2b</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>Makkot 5b</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>17b</td>
<td>170,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16a</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>14a</td>
<td>460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20a</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>14b</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>Arakhin 2a</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55a</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>16a</td>
<td>487,448</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123b</td>
<td>285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hulin 43a</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141b</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>Abodah Zarah 7a</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>82b</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142a</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>20a</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>91a</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176a</td>
<td>151,152</td>
<td>27a</td>
<td>329,331</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36b</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Niddah 7b</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shebuot 43a</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>64b</td>
<td>321,323,324</td>
<td>8b</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11b</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanhedrin 2a</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>Horaiot 8a</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>27a</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31a</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30b</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>Zebahim 12a</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>38b</td>
<td>198,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31b</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>50a</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41b</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54a</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>62a</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>46a</td>
<td>46,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57b</td>
<td>469,470</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46b</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58a</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>Bekhorot 8a</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>52a</td>
<td>44,45,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58b</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>19b</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>56b</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67a</td>
<td>653</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65a</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69b</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>Keritut 3a</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>65b</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75a</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tosephta**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Quotation</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terumot 5:11</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1:9-10</td>
<td>58,59,67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1:13</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabbat 15:5</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:7</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>2:4</td>
<td>385,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:8</td>
<td>274,</td>
<td>2:6</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>275</td>
<td>3:1</td>
<td>73,79,88,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:9</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>4:5</td>
<td>108,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagigah 1:1</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>5:7</td>
<td>148,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5:8-9</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukkah 2:3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6:2</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6:3</td>
<td>126,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yebamot 1:1</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6:6</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6:7</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7:3</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yebamot 12:11</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:12</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:13</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:1</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:5</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:6</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:9</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:1</td>
<td>606,609,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:2</td>
<td>624,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:3</td>
<td>408,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:4</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:5</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:6</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:9</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:2</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keritut 1:21</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketubot 1:4</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:2</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:9</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:11</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:13</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:18</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:2-3</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:1</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:1</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baba Batra 9:5</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:1</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanhedrin 10:11</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:1-2</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abodah Zarah 3:13</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadaim 4:18</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niddah 1:3</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:7</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:5</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:1</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:1-2</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Talmudic Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derekh Eres rabba</td>
<td>88,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. rabba</td>
<td>11,100, 176,269,287,329,331,4, 68,523,536,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. rabba</td>
<td>100, 176,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccl. rabba</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth rabba</td>
<td>175, 355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lament. rabbati</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midrash Shemuel</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mekhilta</td>
<td>390,395,427,464,488,4, 92,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dR. Ismael</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dR. Simeon bar Iohai</td>
<td>315,327,437,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midrah Tannaim</td>
<td>326,437,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sifra</td>
<td>491,520,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sifra Zuta</td>
<td>11,17,19,22,93,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sifry Num.</td>
<td>377,425,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sifry Deut.</td>
<td>18,24,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36,107,165,305,324,</td>
<td>354,361,429,491,511,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,638,658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanhumah</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanhumah Buber</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index of Greek, Latin, Hebrew and Arabic Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek/Latin/Hebrew/Arabic</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>βῆμα</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γελήνη. γαληνός</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δίαιτα</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ζῆ τὰ ἑπτά</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ιδιώτης</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κήρυξ</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κόθορνος</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κοινωνία</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κοσμίδια</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ὄρχιταῦδη</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σάνδαλον</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σημεῖον</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σάνδαλον</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σημεῖον</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>υποθήκη</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiro</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commentariensis</td>
<td>646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditum (vinum)</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impilia</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiro</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Index**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraham ben David, Rabad</td>
<td>371,561</td>
<td>invalidated</td>
<td>67,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adultery, inadvertent</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Dor. Z. M.</td>
<td>6,13,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questionable</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>Dowry, claim to</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with minor's wife</td>
<td>439</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults, undeveloped</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>Emergency Wills</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnon, S.J.</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>Engagement, questionable</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albeck, H.</td>
<td>377,588</td>
<td>Epstein, J. N.</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arukh</td>
<td>251,287,505</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asher ben Iehiel, Rosh</td>
<td>284,575</td>
<td>Fat, forbidden</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feldblum, M. S.</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastard</td>
<td>15,52,215</td>
<td>Firstborn, redemption of</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bespeaking</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Fraenckel, D.</td>
<td>7,16,85,512,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill of divorce, old</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill of Indebtedness, questionable</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>Gentiles, impurity of</td>
<td>63,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Gershom ben Jehudah</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caro, Joseph</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>Gibeonites</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castrate</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>Gift, to unborn</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>congenital</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>Halîṣah</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child, live</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>Hananel ben Hushiel</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims, undecidable</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>Harvest, status of</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converts, Levirate of</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>Hermaphrodite</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Examination</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>Hermeneutical Rules</td>
<td>11,17,21,256, 315,317,360,361,456,462,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damascus Document</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Idols, damaged</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David ibn Zimra</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>Incest Prohibitions</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce, forced</td>
<td>386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance Rules</td>
<td>177,186,292</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercourse, completed</td>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac ben Abba Mari</td>
<td>621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Fasi, Rif</td>
<td>284,401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah II of Trani</td>
<td>645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob ben Asher, Tur</td>
<td>344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephus</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaites</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketubah</td>
<td>287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutscher, E. Y.</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbians</td>
<td>373</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levirate Marriage</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieberman, S.</td>
<td>67,176,288,298,600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löw, I.</td>
<td>501,508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Löwinger, A.</td>
<td>501</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luria, B. Z.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maidenhood</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmonides</td>
<td>281,385,561,617,643,645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamzer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margalit, M.</td>
<td>16,85,104,292,624</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage, Alexandrian</td>
<td>595</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by intercourse</td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classes</td>
<td>179,348,349</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formal</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of deaf-mute</td>
<td>554,558,571</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of underage male</td>
<td>444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of underage female</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meir Jonah</td>
<td>621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meiri</td>
<td>7,377,588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor girl, emancipation</td>
<td>43,48,529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage</td>
<td>526</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage age</td>
<td>537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of incompetent</td>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor male, fertile</td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>levirate</td>
<td>241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage of sex act</td>
<td>296,444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mishnah, Babylonian</td>
<td>164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortmain</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahardea</td>
<td>656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahmanides</td>
<td>97,280,551,558</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazir</td>
<td>612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubauer, A.</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissim ben Jacob</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissim Gerondi</td>
<td>617</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphernalia</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrilinear Descent</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perutah</td>
<td>67,512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philo</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice of Moses from Sinai</td>
<td>353</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precedence, rules of</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy, duration</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presumption, of ownership</td>
<td>498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priestly districts</td>
<td>479</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition, of commandment</td>
<td>83,85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of sanctity</td>
<td>83,85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property, of slave</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punishments</td>
<td>459,460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purification Offering</td>
<td>219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiddushin</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questionable</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valid</td>
<td>233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbinowicz, N.</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashi</td>
<td>10,28,45,61,67,295,561,597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reappearance, person declared dead</td>
<td>609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarriage</td>
<td>399,409,587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repudiation</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadducees</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samaritans</td>
<td>1,56,179,308,365</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter, A.</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seduced town</td>
<td>504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set</td>
<td>627</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexless</td>
<td>369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shammai, House of</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She-ram</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelomo ibn Adrat, Rashba</td>
<td>7,128,132,228,280,341,575,643</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sittah Mequbesset</td>
<td>325</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slaves, as witnesses</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>Wife's property</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperber, D.</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Witness, criminal</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status quo ante</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>imperfect</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support, of children</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>unique</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sussman, J.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Woman's vow</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tithes, obligation of</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>Yom Tov Ishbili, Ritba</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidal de Tolosa</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>Yosef ben Habiba, Nimmuqe Yosef</td>
<td>401,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wacholder, B. Z.</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>Ziany, E. M.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>